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Abstract
The strive for generating predictive images, i.e., images representing radiometrically
correct renditions of reality, has been a longstanding problem in computer graphics. The
exactness of such images is extremely important for Virtual Reality applications like
Virtual Prototyping, where users need to make decisions impacting large investments
based on the simulated images.
Unfortunately, generation of predictive imagery is still an unsolved problem due to
manifold reasons, especially if real-time restrictions apply. First, existing scenes used
for rendering are not modeled accurately enough to create predictive images. Second,
even with huge computational efforts existing rendering algorithms are not able to pro-
duce radiometrically correct images. Third, current display devices need to convert
rendered images into some low-dimensional color space, which prohibits display of
radiometrically correct images.
Overcoming these limitations is the focus of current state-of-the-art research. This
thesis also contributes to this task. First, it briefly introduces the necessary background
and identifies the steps required for real-time predictive image generation. Then, exist-
ing techniques targeting these steps are presented and their limitations are pointed out.
To solve some of the remaining problems, novel techniques are proposed. They cover
various steps in the predictive image generation process, ranging from accurate scene
modeling over efficient data representation to high-quality, real-time rendering.
A special focus of this thesis lays on real-time generation of predictive images using
bidirectional texture functions (BTFs), i.e., very accurate representations for spatially
varying surface materials. The techniques proposed by this thesis enable efficient han-
dling of BTFs by compressing the huge amount of data contained in this material rep-
resentation, applying them to geometric surfaces using texture and BTF synthesis tech-
niques, and rendering BTF covered objects in real-time. Further approaches proposed
in this thesis target inclusion of real-time global illumination effects or more efficient
rendering using novel level-of-detail representations for geometric objects. Finally, this
thesis assesses the rendering quality achievable with BTF materials, indicating a signif-
icant increase in realism but also confirming the remainder of problems to be solved to
achieve truly predictive image generation.
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Chapter 1
Definitions
1.1 Virtual Reality
The term Virtual Reality (VR) is probably known to most people today. Everyone has
some ideas of what this term implies, ranging from threatening scenarios where the user
is caught in some virtual world as in the movies Tron by Steven Lisberger or The Matrix
by the Wachowski brothers, over strange, discerning scenarios where people live and
die in hyper-developed Internet scenarios as in the Neuromancer novel from William
Gibson, to helpful, entertaining scenarios where people use holographic rooms for their
own comfort and relaxation on a daily basis as in the Star Trek series by Gene Rod-
denberry. These associativities are typically established by books and movies playing
in the future and do not represent the current state of Virtual Reality – although similar
scenarios might become reality in the future.
From a current, unemotional point of view VR can be defined as a ”. . . computer
system used to create an artificial world in which the user has the impression of being
in that world and the ability to navigate through the world and manipulate objects in
the world.” [339] This definition describes many important aspects of VR whereas most
are accepted by most people from the area of VR.
Naturally, VR deals with artificial worlds that are presented to some users and which
the users can interact with. As described by the definition, these worlds typically mimic
reality, which includes possibilities for interaction with and manipulation of objects
from this world in a natural way. Typically artificial worlds are presented to the user
by specialized display devices, because – according to Bricken [48] – ”. . . the primary
defining characteristic of VR is inclusion, being surrounded by an environment. VR
places the participant inside information.” Therefore, display devices usually feature
stereo imaging, high-resolution imaging, and often consist of multi-side projection sys-
tems where the user can literally stand within the projected virtual world.
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The most important aspect of VR was formulated by the computer graphics pioneer
Ivan Sutherland in 1965 already when describing his idea of an ideal display: ”Don’t
think of that thing as a screen, think of it as a window, a window through which one
looks into a virtual world. The challenge to computer graphics is to make that virtual
world look real, sound real, move and respond to interaction in real time, and even feel
real” [50]. According to him, the task of VR is simulation of a virtual world in such
a realistic way that the user gains the impression of being inside a real world, which
is called immersion. To achieve this immersion multi-modal interaction including all
senses (sight, hearing, touch, taste, smell) should be provided in a real-time manner and
with such accuracy that the user cannot distinguish between actual and virtual reality.
Of course, such a perfect VR system does not exist yet. Nevertheless, VR is success-
fully employed in a large number of application areas already, which can roughly be
classified into four groups: virtual prototyping, training and simulation, edutainment,
and collaborative work.
Virtual Prototyping has become an important aspect of product design and its impor-
tance is growing steadily. It was first employed in architectural application scenarios
(architecture, urban management, and interior architecture to some small extent). To-
day it has found its way into several industrial areas like the automotive, ship, and
aircraft industry and will soon achieve big importance in most production industries.
The key idea is to replace all types of physically existing models during product con-
ception, styling, design, and analysis by digital models which can be built faster and at
lower costs, which can be reused at no costs (e.g., during crash tests in the automotive
industry), which can be analyzed in hypothetical environments (e.g., arbitrary lighting
conditions), and which enable automatic processing (e.g., flow simulations in the air-
craft industry). VR especially supports detecting bad decisions earlier in the design
process, and helps to reduce the amount of time and money spent per variant.
A related yet different application area is training and simulation. VR is typically em-
ployed to simulate and train dangerous situations like surgeries, military operations, or
problems during flights in airplanes, rockets or spacecrafts. Other applications simulate
assembly and disassembly of complex products like cars with the target to optimize the
costs or ergonomic aspects related to these tasks.
An application area related to training and simulation is edutainment, which is a mix-
ture of the words education and entertainment. Following the principle that students
learn more the more senses they use when learning, VR represents an optimal medium
for learning. The ability to interact with environments in a natural manner makes learn-
ing typically more joyful. This principle is often used in computer games as well, which
can safely be regarded VR software since they feature realistic real-time graphics and
sound, and often even simple tactile interfaces. A less interactive yet often more immer-
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sive application area of VR are 3D movie theaters which show highly realistic images
and sound, and which may feature input for additional senses like smell or touch.
Last but not least, collaborative work is an important application area which allows
people at remote places to work together in a natural way. Existing applications range
from simple video conferencing software over monitoring and control systems to meth-
ods for remote, collaborative editing and design.
Whereas a large number of VR applications exist already, the last years have shown
that VR had less success than expected during the initial hype in the 1980s. Reasons
for this development were high costs for and bad handling of specific devices and espe-
cially lack of presentation quality due to missing hardware and software solutions for
application areas that potentially might profit from VR. This thesis shall help to resolve
some of these problems by presenting software developments and solutions for specific
application areas.
1.2 Predictive Rendering
The second term fundamental to this thesis is Predictive Rendering. Whereas most
people from the computer graphics area agree that the term Rendering describes the
process of generating a 2D image from a scene description, the meaning of the term
Predictive Rendering is not concisely agreed on so far. While Dmitriev et al. define
a predictive rendering algorithm as a method for ”Synthesis of realistic images which
predicts the appearance of the real world . . .” [110], Ulbricht et al. make a stronger
statement. They define predictive rendering algorithms to be methods that ”. . . yield
results that do not only look real, but are also radiometrically correct renditions of
nature, i.e. which are accurate predictions of what a real scene would look like under
given lighting conditions.” [528]
Both statements include the idea of predicting, which refers to making a statement
about a hypothetical state or event. In computer graphics such situations typically occur
when statements concerning a virtual model, i.e., a model that exists in digital form only,
have to be made. Therefore, predictive rendering algorithms need to have the ability to
produce correct results without having ground truth comparisons from the real world
during rendering time.
The second statement additionally requires predictive rendering algorithms to pro-
duce radiometrically correct results. This definition differentiates this class of algo-
rithms from the photorealistic rendering methods as defined by Ferwerda [141] and
Pharr and Humphreys [412]. They state that the goal of photorealistic rendering algo-
rithms is to ”. . . create an image which is indistinguishable from a photograph of the
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same scene.” [412]. According to this definition, photorealism includes interactions of
light with some kind of camera (possibly the human eye) and thus requires photometric
correctness instead of radiometric correctness. Yet, photometric correctness leads to the
problem that images perceived as photorealistic by one observer may be perceived as not
being photorealistic by others. This does not apply to radiometrically correct images.
Therefore, predictive rendering algorithms are a subclass of photorealistic algorithms
since every radiometrically correct image is photometrically correct as well.
Whereas achieving photorealism during rendering is a challenging task, achieving
predictive rendering is even more complex. The required accuracy of photorealistic
imaging methods is typically limited by the perception capabilities of the human visual
system. For predictive rendering, such a bound does not exist. Therefore, a perfect
simulation of the interaction of light and matter is required to achieve true predictability.
The class of rendering methods that try to reach this goal are called Physically Based
Rendering algorithms.
Of course, such a perfect simulation is not achievable, at least in the near future. A
theoretical limitation arises from the problem that many aspects of light-matter interac-
tion are not (fully) understood today and will probably remain unknown in the future.
A more practical limitation stems from the computational efforts required to simulate
all known effects in scenes with practically relevant size and complexity.
Therefore, existing physically based rendering methods make simplifying assump-
tions. First, geometric optics are applied, omitting effects related to the representation
of light as waves or particles (e.g., diffraction, dispersion, polarization, and fluores-
cence). Although Shirley assumes that ”. . . for at least the next couple of decades, a
lack of polarization or physical optics effects will not be the biggest limitation of ren-
dering codes” [477] such effects need to be incorporated to achieve predictive results
(see, e.g., [579] or [47]). Second, the spectrum of wavelengths is discretized into a fixed
number of spectral bands. Interactions between these bands are often ignored.
Efficiently removing these limitations is of course quite challenging. Yet, not only
rendering has to be improved. Additionally, new modeling paradigms have to be de-
termined that allow specification of parameters influencing predictive image generation
(i.e., material or light source properties). Clearly, modeled lights and materials have to
mirror real-world counterparts – although those need not necessarily exist.
Due to their focus on physical correctness, predictive rendering is limited to applica-
tion scenarios which do not require significant artistic freedom. Especially, physically
impossible effects cannot be modeled. Therefore, such algorithms will typically not
be used for movie creation or computer games. Nevertheless, the market potential of
these approaches if high due to their relevance in industrial prototyping, architecture,
and many other application areas.
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Fig. 1.1: Comparison of rendering quality achievable with current VR system (left) and existing
physically based renderer including measured light and materials (right).
1.3 Predictive Rendering in Virtual Reality
The definition of VR onto which this thesis bases includes the strive for perfect sim-
ulation of sensorial stimuli for all human senses. Therefore, utilization of predictive
rendering in VR applications appears to be an obvious step towards reaching the def-
inition’s goal. Nevertheless, despite the clear advantages of having physically correct
images such a combination is not available today.
Existing VR applications employ relatively simple rendering methods that cannot
guarantee any physical realism. Typically only local illumination models or radios-
ity solutions are employed, which are supported by real-time rendering APIs and which
are accelerated by graphics hardware. While the geometry to be rendered is typically
relatively accurate, the materials and light sources usually feature a poor degree of re-
alism. To improve the spatial feeling and to add more realism, often simple shadowing
algorithms are employed.
The left image in Figure 1.1 shows the image quality achievable with such an ap-
proach. Materials were modeled in a standard way using a combination of a Phong
BRDF [413] and diffuse textures. One point light was placed in the driver’s position to
brighten the scene, a second directional light simulated the sun. At a first glance, the
image gives a very realistic impression. Yet, in comparison to the right image, which
was computed with a physically based rendering algorithm including measured light
and materials, two main deficiencies become obvious. First, the overall distribution of
light is completely different. One of the reasons is the introduction of the point light
source to achieve a satisfying level of brightness in the region of interest which results
7
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in overly bright areas. In contrast, other regions like the footwell are too dark because
indirect light is omitted (which is due both to the local illumination model and the
omission of sunlight reflected from the cloudy sky). Finally, the sharp shadows clearly
contrast with most scenarios from reality. Second, the materials do not look the way
they are supposed to look, which can especially be seen in the enlarged views of the
dashboard. Despite of using a diffuse texture, the appearance of the material in the
left image is flat, which makes it very difficult to recognize the material as one of the
coined synthetic materials typically used in cars. The degree of realism is significantly
improved in the right image where the impression of a material with height variance
becomes apparent. Another problem contributing to the odd appearance of materials is
the difficulty of correctly modeling colors and BRDFs by simplistic models. E.g., the
colors from the lacquered wood placed on the center console significantly differ, with
the right image being much closer to reality than the left one.
These two reasons currently prohibit the use of VR in scenarios that require an (al-
most) exact reproduction or prediction of a product’s appearance. Examples of such
application areas include interior design of buildings, cars, ships, trains, and airplanes,
design of products with complex material properties (e.g., garments, jewelry) or light
interactions (e.g., headlights), safety-relevant analysis of products, and many more.
Unfortunately, combinations of VR systems with predictive rendering algorithms are
difficult to implement due to conflicting requirements and missing technology. While
the strive for immersion in VR systems clearly includes the necessity of realistic im-
age synthesis, experience determined that the need for interactivity is stronger. Images
need to be generated at real-time frame rates in order to give the user an impression of
being immersed even if they are generated in some crude way. Most existing methods
for physically based rendering cannot fulfill real-time requirements at the moment but
instead require seconds or minutes for a single image.
Another problem prohibiting predictive rendering stems from inadequate modeling of
VR scenes. To achieve optimal rendering quality, among other things optimal geometry,
light and material representations have to be employed and materials have to be applied
to geometries in a fashion mimicking reality. The models and methods currently used
are far from being optimal.
A third limiting factor is display technology: Even if the rendering algorithms pro-
duce radiometrically correct results, they have to be presented to the viewers in some
way. Existing VR displays typically lack high display resolution, high dynamic range,
correct reproduction of color, and many other things. To cope with these problems spe-
cific software solutions have to be employed, but without introduction of better display
technology the ultimate goal of predictive rendering in VR will remain unreachable.
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Fig. 1.2: RealReflect data preprocessing and image generation pipeline.
1.4 Predictive Image Generation Pipeline
To resolve or at least ease the abovementioned problems limiting the usefulness of pre-
dictive rendering in VR, a series of fine-tuned steps has to be applied. Starting with
accurate modeling, they also need to cover real-time, physically-based (or at least pho-
torealistic) rendering and methods for best-possible display of generated images on ex-
isting display devices. Such a series of steps was first proposed by the RealReflect
[435, 272] research project whose goal was the improvement of rendering quality in
VR applications to a level where VR would become useful in application areas like car
interior design or interior architecture. The project had to tackle all challenges occur-
ring when introducing predictive rendering into VR systems (i.e., predictive rendering
quality on existing display devices at real-time frame rates for large scenes). The series
of necessary, conceptual steps was implemented as a pipeline which is depicted as a
flow diagram in Figure 1.2.
The first steps are devoted to accurate modeling of scenes. Geometric models are de-
rived from CAD modeling tools. Digital representations of materials and light sources
are specified by measuring the most relevant characteristics of existing samples instead
of modeling them explicitly. In order to generate predictive images the rendering al-
gorithms include as many physically-based effects as possible. Two different ways
of rendering are supported: one requiring precomputation and one working without.
Naturally, a tradeoff between precomputation time and storage, rendering speed, and
rendering quality has to be accepted. To improve rendering performance, level of detail
and occlusion culling algorithms are employed. To minimize additional reductions of
the final rendering quality introduced by existing, imperfect display devices, rendered
image are tone-mapped before displaying them – taking into account the characteristics
of both the display system and the human. In the following the individual stages shown
in Figure 1.2 are described in more detail.
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Light Acquisition The light acquisition stage has the task of digitizing radiance dis-
tribution data of existing light sources (a light source being a combination of light bulbs
and geometry including mirrors). Accurate measurement of this data requires acqui-
sition of near-field photometric data, e.g., by capturing the Luminance Field [8] – a
4D function specifying the distribution of radiation by a goniometric diagram per sur-
face point. Unfortunately such accurate data cannot be employed in real-time rendering
methods but for highly realistic precomputations only. To support as accurate as pos-
sible real-time rendering, far-field photometric data (which assumes the light source to
be a point light and models the radiance distribution by a single goniometric diagram)
and distant lighting environments are derived.
Material Acquisition Like the light acquisition stage, material acquisition has the
task of digitizing reflectance properties of existing materials. A compromise between
accuracy and required acquisition time was made by deciding to acquire Bidirectional
Texture Functions (BTFs) [371] – 6D functions specifying outgoing radiance for every
view direction, light direction, and surface position. Due to the large amount of data
acquired per material (typically several GBs) data compression needs to be applied to
enable efficient processing.
Unlike light acquisition, which assumes a light source of fixed extent, materials need
to have arbitrary extent in order to cover arbitrarily large object surfaces. To enlarge the
fixed extent of acquired samples (typically 10 cm× 10 cm) texture synthesis approaches
are required. Obviously, these synthesis methods need to preserve each material’s ap-
pearance in order to enable highly realistic rendering.
Geometry Preparation Geometry is handled in a different way than material and
light: It is not measured but modeled since this reflects the standard way in Virtual
Prototyping, which heavily relies on highly accurate, modeled CAD geometry already.
Yet, some processing of the existing data is necessary since requirements for CAD data
are typically different than for data used for efficient rendering. Therefore, inconsistent
triangulations have to be repaired, inconsistently oriented patches have to be oriented
in a consistent way, problems with bad normals have to be fixed, and most importantly
texture coordinates for applying materials have to be computed.
Scene Editing After digitizing and preprocessing all required data, materials need
to be assigned to geometry, and objects and light sources have to be placed in scenes.
Since real-time rendering typically requires reducing the complexity of rendered scenes,
Level of Detail (LOD) representations of the objects are employed to adapt the detail of
10
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displayed parts to the display resolution. Additionally, occlusion culling methods avoid
rendering of parts invisible in the final image. Within the scene editing stage, necessary
precomputations for these approaches are performed.
Rendering The task of transforming the scene description into an image is denoted
as rendering. Here, two separate ways for rendering are employed. The first approach
precomputes (parts of) the global illumination solution for the current scene in an offline
process, and stores relevant data in appropriate data structures. The precomputation
step aims at achieving as accurate as possible results by employing physically-based
rendering algorithms. Due to the large amount of data stored for scenes with practically
relevant size, data compression is applied. Finally, the precomputed data is evaluated
in real-time and shown to the user, giving a very accurate approximation of predictive
rendering in real-time.
The second approach sacrifices accuracy in the rendered images by omitting the pre-
computation step and employing combinations of local illumination models for simpli-
fied light sources (goniometric point lights or directional lights, and environment maps
encoding distant lighting) and shadow computation algorithms.
Both approaches need to avoid reduction of rendering quality wherever possible (i.e.,
the original dynamic range of light, material and colors should be preserved) but need to
make compromises to enable real-time rendering (i.e., discretization of the light spec-
trum to tristimulus values).
Tone-Mapping The final step adjusts the rendered images in real-time such that they
can be shown on existing display devices with optimal quality. Tone-mapping methods
have to take into account the properties of display devices (e.g., limited dynamic range
and color gamut) and should include the characteristics of the human visual system
(e.g., adaptation, visual acuity, and glare). In addition, they allow simulation of certain
deficiencies of the human visual system, providing insight into potential problems for
affected people.
Despite the improvements in rendering quality that can be expected due to the novel
approach, the results will clearly not reach the level of predictive rendering since too
many effects (e.g., spectral rendering, polarization, diffraction, etc.) cannot be taken
into account due to lack of existing methods and limitations of current hardware. To
evaluate the success of the novel approach, evaluations concerning the improvement of
rendering quality and the remaining problems were made, both for individual stages and
the complete setup.
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Fig. 1.3: Own contributions to the predictive image generation pipeline. Dark-colored transi-
tions mark processes to which this thesis provides own contributions. High-level overviews of
existing work related to the light-colored stages complete the description.
1.5 Scope of Thesis
This thesis emanates from research done within the RealReflect project. Therefore,
it describes results that contribute to the overall workflow without contributing to all
parts (cf. Figure 1.3). It lays a focus on efficient and high-quality rendering of scenes
containing objects covered with complex material properties. Thus, aspects like light
acquisition, geometry preparation and tone mapping are covered only briefly in order to
give an understanding of the bigger picture. More details concerning these topics can
be found in the course notes from Ian Ashdown [9] and the book of Michael Goesele
[164], which cover light acquisition methods, the various existing books on geometry
processing, the book on high-dynamic range imaging and tone mapping by Reinhard et
al. [436], and the tutorial on HDR techniques by Myszkowski et al. [374].
The thesis is composed of six parts. This first part is devoted to introducing especially
relevant terms and related problems. Additionally, it is supposed to provide background
knowledge necessary for understanding the scope of the thesis.
The following two parts concentrate on modeling scenes suitable for efficient predic-
tive rendering algorithms. Part II concentrates on the importance of accurate material
representations for predictive rendering. An overview over material representations is
given in Chapter 2. It covers approaches for modeling such data as well as showing
ways for measuring reflectance data, including methods for data compression and sam-
ple enlargement. A high-quality method for compression of BTF data is described in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 a method for sample enlargement of near-regular materials
based on sample-based texture synthesis is presented. Additionally, experiments with
BTF synthesis techniques are summarized.
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Next, Part III details the significance of level of detail methods for efficient predictive
rendering. Again, the initial Chapter 5 describes state of the art methods, with a special
focus on polygonal and parametric surface representations, including influences of sur-
face materials. Chapter 6 then describes a method for efficient level of detail handling
of surfaces consisting of trimmed NURBS patches, which is of extreme importance for
CAD models from automotive industry. Following, Chapter 7 provides details on an
approach for extreme simplification of objects consisting of arbitrary surface represen-
tations and covered with complex materials.
After describing approaches for preparing scenes viable for efficient predictive ren-
dering, Part IV of this thesis presents algorithms for real-time physically-based render-
ing. As the previous parts, it starts with a survey of existing methods for real-time phys-
ically based rendering in Chapter 8, including a brief overview of principal approaches
for physically based rendering. Then, methods for real-time rendering of scenes con-
taining objects covered with compressed BTF materials and measured light sources
are presented in Chapter 9. Possible light sources include environmental lighting and
measured far-field photometric data (i.e., goniometric point lights). In the following
chapters, the achieved rendering quality is improved by adding global illumination ef-
fects. Chapter 10 describes a method based on precomputation and real-time evalua-
tion of Surface Light Fields (SLFs), and documents a method based on Precomputed
Radiance Transfer (PRT) which achieves a higher degree of flexibility than SLF ren-
dering. Although both approaches show impressive visualization quality, they do not
support combinations of high-frequency lighting and materials due to the required stor-
age requirements for precomputed data. Chapter 11 presents an approach for interactive
computation of reflections in highly reflective surfaces like mirrors. This represents a
method for compensation for the limitations of SLF and PRT rendering but obviously
combines nicely with rendering methods based on local illumination models as well.
The following Part V deals with evaluations of the rendering quality achieved with
accurate materials and lights. First, Chapter 12 gives an overview of related methods
for evaluation of rendering quality, then Chapter 13 provides an explicit evaluation for
measured BTFs and measured environmental lighting.
The final Part VI contains two chapters. In Chapter 14 the results achieved within
this thesis are described and their implications for real-time predictive rendering appli-
cations are shown. Obviously many things remain to be done to achieve truly predictive
rendering in VR. Therefore this thesis ends with an outline of necessary improvements
to be implemented in the future in Chapter 15. Many of these points will hopefully
guide research in the near or further future since the goal of predictive rendering in VR
appears to be very desirable and promising.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
In the previous part of this thesis, predictive rendering was defined as the process of gen-
erating images of a scene which represent the amount and spectral distribution of light
arriving at an observer’s imaging organ or device. As mentioned already, the ability to
produce such images clearly depends on the accuracy of the modeled scene. Especially
modeling of light-matter interaction plays a crucial role. While such interactions occur
at all geometric scales, in this part of the thesis a focus is layed on the influence of small-
scale geometric detail, which is too small to be modeled explicitly and which is com-
monly considered to be a material property. Although materials have many properties
relevant to realistic reproduction in VR systems, this thesis concentrates on reflectance
properties, i.e., those properties that influence the reflection behavior of materials.
Figure 2.1 sketches the general case of light matter interaction. A photon with wave-
length λi hits an object surface at time ti at point xi from local direction (θi, φi), then
travels through the object, and later leaves its surface at time tr at position xr into di-
rection (θr, φr). Due to fluorescence, the wavelength λr of the emitted photon may be
different from the wavelength of the incoming light. This model is based on a very
Fig. 2.1: Light-matter interaction.
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Fig. 2.2: Material types.
limited variant of wave optics since it neglects effects like interference, polarization,
and diffraction. Despite this significant limitation, the function describing general light-
matter interaction is still twelve dimensional and thus much too complex to be measured
or modeled in a practical way. Therefore, typically further assumptions about the ob-
jects and their materials are made. First, they are assumed to remain unchanged over
time and light transport is assumed to occur instantly, which removes dependencies on
time parameters. Second, fluorescence effects are neglected. Third, interaction is mod-
eled for a discrete set of wavelengths only (typical choices include the wavelengths of
base colors of color models like RGB or CIE XYZ). The latter assumptions eliminate
the dependencies on wavelengths. While this is clearly unacceptable for predictive ren-
dering, which aims at reproducing spectral distributions of light, it turned out to be a
reasonable choice for the current state of technology.
The resulting 8D function is called the bidirectional scattering-surface reflection dis-
tribution function (BSSRDF) [386]. It describes light transport between pairs of points
on a surface for any incoming and outgoing direction. Due to its generality, typically
only lower dimensional specializations of this 8D function are used in practice. Figure
2.2 gives an overview of derived functions describing the interaction of light and mat-
ter. Existing methods for modeling these functions are discussed in Section 2.1, omit-
ting reflectance functions like (surface) light fields [169, 305, 363] or spatially varying
reflectance fields [92, 338], since these cannot be considered material representations.
Unfortunately, even if reflectance properties of materials are modeled accurately this
does typically not suffice for reproduction of realistic scenes. The problem stems from
the spatial variation of most materials. While accurate modeling of reflectance proper-
ties for a material sample of limited size is well possible, objects in modeled scenes have
arbitrary surface area, thus requiring arbitrarily large material samples. Typical mate-
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rial models are not capable of capturing arbitrarily large extents, therefore additional
techniques enlarging material samples are required. These texture synthesis methods
– which aim at reproducing the reflectance properties including structural elements of
material – are described in the second part of this chapter. Section 2.2 gives an overview
of existing methods, comparing their strengths and weaknesses, and showing how they
can be combined with high fidelity material representations. Additionally, this section
gives a very brief overview of techniques for applying materials to surfaces, which is
commonly referred to as texturing.
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2.1 Material Models
2.1.1 Material Definition and Categorization of Material Models
In the above text, material was defined as a subsummation of geometric detail too small
to be modeled explicitly. Although corresponding to the definition most commonly
used in computer graphics, this description is very vague since it gives no indication on
the size of detail covered by material. Therefore, this section first gives a more precise
definition of material, especially elaborating on the differences between material and
what is commonly referred to as geometry.
An intuitive distinction between material and geometry, which also corresponds quite
closely to the most common definitions in dictionaries is the following: Material refers
to the substance an object is made of while geometry determines an object’s shape.
Unfortunately, this definition does not lead to an absolute distinction since materials
are often composed of materials themselves, making the term material application or
scale dependent. As an example consider a sweat-shirt which has a specific shape (i.e.,
geometry) and is made of patches of cloth. The material cloth itself is made of is yarn
which is knitted or weaved into panels (i.e., geometry). Yarn consists of cotton strands
shaped as threads, etc.
A second meaning of the term material refers to a substance with characteristic prop-
erties such that naming or categorizing it becomes possible. For computer graphics,
this implies that materials are surface or volume elements with (locally) homogeneous
visual appearance properties, i.e., appearance properties that are distributed according
to a characteristic, material-dependent distribution.
Predictive rendering aims at creating physically correct images by correctly simulat-
ing the interaction of light and matter. In the most precise setting, this requires sim-
ulation of the interaction of light waves or photons with the atoms and molecules the
objects consist of. Since current rendering algorithms limit themselves to geometric
optics, and since the laws of geometric optics are valid for sizes much larger than the
wavelength only, the exact influence of nano-structures (i.e., size smaller than some
nm) cannot be modeled accurately. Therefore, explicit modeling of geometry makes
sense for larger structures only. The influence of nano-structures needs to be modeled
by some material model, typically a function like the BSSRDF (cf. Figure 2.2).
Obviously, explicit geometric modeling of such nano-scale structures is inefficient
for relatively large objects like cars or shirts due to the huge amount of geometric in-
formation. Therefore, typically the influence of micro-scale structures is included in
the material model, yielding a micro-scale material model. As long as only structures
invisible to the observer are included, this results in an almost perfectly accurate model.
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Fig. 2.3: Minimum size of a structure visible on a display.
For computer graphics, which displays images on a screen, this implies that structures
need to be smaller than one pixel. Assuming perspective projection, the size
s =
2d
r
· tan α
2
.
of such a structure depends on the display resolution r in each dimension, the distance
d between the observer and the structure, and the observer’s field-of-view angle α (cf.
Figure 2.3). As a realistic example, on a display with 2000× 2000 pixels, viewing dis-
tance d = 1 m, and α = 30◦ field-of-view angle, structures smaller than approximately
0.54 mm remain invisible (note: in the worst case this corresponds to surface structures
with a projected area of 0.29 mm2).
While structures need to be small enough to be subsumed in a micro-scale material
model, they also need to be typical for the material. Consider the case of a single spike
placed on a perfectly planar infinite surface. The shadow cast by the spike leads to
regions that look completely different than other regions, creating an inhomogeneous
appearance, which contradicts one fundamental property of materials. Instead, if many
spikes are placed on the plane, their shadows lead to a homogeneous appearance, mak-
ing the inclusion of the spikes in a micro-scale model suitable.
For many materials like leather, knitted wool or gravel, modeling an object or scene
by separating geometry and a micro-scale material model results in a huge geometric
complexity. As an example, consider a sweat-shirt with a surface area of about 1m2.
If inspected with the above settings d = 1m, r = 2000, and α = 30◦, surface fea-
tures like weaving or knitting patterns, which are larger than 0.54mm, remain visible
and therefore require explicit modeling. Since geometric surface patches may cover at
most 0.29mm2, this requires a total of about 3.4M triangles. To reduce this geometric
complexity, meso-scale material models were introduced. In addition to micro-scale ge-
ometry, they also capture visible geometry. The amount of geometry included depends
on the desired tradeoff between material and geometry complexity. It ranges from in-
clusion of small features covering few pixels up to inclusion of all geometry1. Typically,
the size of included features is less than ten pixels.
1Light fields [169, 305] model an object as a reflectance function (i.e., a material) of some surface enclosing the original
object.
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To optimize performance for real-time predictive rendering material models should
be chosen such that an optimal tradeoff between material and geometry complexity is
made. As pointed out above, this choice is not absolute but depends on the scale of
observation: If objects are very close and display resolutions are high, the size of struc-
tures accurately represented by micro- and meso-scale material models is very small.
For very distant viewing or low display resolutions, micro- and meso-scale models can
include structures with much larger absolute sizes. Thus, suitable methods for transiting
between different material models are required, which are typically part of multi-scale
material models.
Table 2.4 summarizes the different material models, also introducing the distinction
between micro- and meso-material models and geometry (macro-scale). Additionally,
it names some of the prominent classes of models falling into the respective category.
In the following, existing members of these model classes are presented. The overview
starts with micro-scale models, since they were developed first and since they provide
a basis for the following meso-scale models (including the own contribution to meso-
scale models described in detail in Chapter 3). The third section briefly covers multi-
scale models since they are indispensable for smooth transitions between models of
different scales.
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2.1.2 Micro-Scale Material Models
As shown in Figure 2.2, until today two prominent micro-scale material models were de-
rived from the fairly general model for light-matter interaction known as BSSRDF: The
homogeneous BSSRDF, which considers subsurface scattering but assumes absence of
spatial variations due to meso-scale structures or spatially varying micro-structures, and
the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [386]. The BRDF addition-
ally assumes that subsurface-scattering can be neglected. Due to their greater simplicity,
BRDF models were proposed much earlier and are used more widely. Therefore, in the
following first different BRDF models are reviewed.
Physically-Based BRDF Models
BRDFs are four-dimensional reflectance functions describing the ratio of exitant radi-
ance into a specific direction v = (θr, φr) to the incident irradiance from a specific
direction l = (θi, φi), both directions being specified w.r.t. a local coordinate system.
They are typically defined on the upper hemisphere and their unit is 1sr . Due to physical
requirements they are energy conserving and reciprocal [103]. BRDFs solely depending
on polar angles θi, θo and the difference φi − φo of azimuth angles are called isotropic,
while general BRDFs are called anisotropic. Figure 2.5 gives an overview of the pa-
rameters influencing BRDFs.
Accurate BRDF representation need to take into account the underlying micro-scale
surface structure and the laws from physics describing light-matter interaction. Typ-
ically these are the laws of geometric optics, the Fresnel equations (which determine
the amounts of reflected, transmitted and absorbed light), and dispersion curves [102].
Additionally, other laws from wave optics might need to be considered if the size of
micro-scale structures is in the range of the wavelength of light [211]. While BRDFs
for perfectly mirroring materials or Lambertian diffusers are easy to specify, BRDFs of
existing materials are typically very complex. Therefore, very different approaches for
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masking shadowing
Fig. 2.6: Microfacet model. Left: V-shaped grooves, right: shadowing and masking.
modeling BRDFs have been developed.
A first group of such models is based on physics principles and assumptions about
the small-scale structures interacting with light. The earliest model was introduced by
Torrance and Sparrow in 1967 already [521]. It models the small-scale structures as a
number of tiny V-shaped grooves (cf. Figure 2.6). Each groove consists of two micro-
facets with corresponding slopes, with reflectance properties equal to perfect mirrors.
The amount of radiance reflected directly into a specific direction therefore depends
on the orientation of microfacets, which is specified as a normal distribution function
(here: Gaussian), and the Fresnel term. Due to masking and shadowing from rough
surfaces, not all light reflected into some direction is observed by a viewer, which is
modeled by an additional geometry term. The Torrance-Sparrow model is very suc-
cessful at modeling BRDFs of a large class of materials but unfortunately modeling or
fitting of respective parameters is difficult. Additionally, evaluating the model requires
significant time. It was successfully applied to computer graphics by Blinn [35] and
Cook and Torrance [78] who included an additional diffuse term to account for light
being reflected multiple times. Cook and Torrance additionally assumed the normal
distribution function to be a sum of individual functions, which allowed them to model
color variations.
The model was later extended in several works. Poulin and Fournier [420] assumed
parallel, cylindrical grooves instead of V-shaped ones. Shirley et al. [478] introduced a
more accurate model for the matte term of polished surfaces, leading to highly specular
behavior for grazing angles and almost diffuse reflections when seen head-on. Sun
[504] introduced a roughness-dependent geometry term. He et al. [211] and Nayar
et al. [375] extended the model to consider wave optics effects (i.e., polarization) by
rederiving it from the Kirchhoff equations. The resulting model is more accurate but on
the other hand much more complex and has thus hardly been used in computer graphics
applications so far. Another model including wave optics effects was introduced by
Stam [497]. It allows for efficient simulation of anisotropic diffraction effects from
metallic surfaces due to an analytic solution of the Kichhoff integral for these cases.
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Other researchers simplified the model for practical reasons. Schlick [453] approx-
imated the Fresnel term, the geometry term and the normal distribution function by
rational fractions which can be evaluated very efficiently. The resulting model shows a
good trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Ashikhmin et al. [12] employed a sim-
pler geometry term directly derived from a normal distribution function. This allows
them to specify the geometry term in a very simple way and leads to faster evaluations
while hardly impacting rendering quality for a large number of materials. Kelemen and
Szirmay-Kalos [263] proposed a simplified version based on an approximated geometry
term which is better suited for importance sampling. Due to such simplifications, the
microfacet model is still widely used in computer graphics applications today.
A very interesting instantiation of the microfacet model was used by Oren and Nayar
[399]: Instead of modeling directionally dependent reflections they aimed at determin-
ing a more accurate model for diffuse reflections. They assumed the microfacets to
behave as perfect diffusers obeying Lambert’s law instead of acting as perfect mirrors.
The resulting model leads to significantly brighter regions where the light is almost
parallel to the surface, which is in accordance with real observations.
Empiric BRDF Models
Derivation of BRDF models from physics principles has the significant advantage of
resulting in (approximately) correct models. Unfortunately, the models usually feature
several parameters which are difficult to determine (i.e., the distribution of normals of
microfacets) which makes user-guided design of BRDFs or fitting to existing data very
difficult. To improve on these problems, less complex empiric models were developed.
They allow for efficient manual modeling and fast evaluation since they depend on
rather intuitive parameters. Empiric models are not derived from physics considerations
but solely attempt to replicate observed reflectance properties.
In 1975, Phong proposed a model based on splitting the reflected intensity into two
different parts: diffuse2 and specular (also: directed-diffuse) intensity. While the diffuse
component is computed from Lambert’s law, the directed part is modeled by a cosine
lobe, with the lobe exponent related to the specularity of the material. The Phong BRDF
can efficiently be evaluated but is neither energy-conserving nor reciprocal nor does it
allow for accurate modeling of real-world BRDFs. Blinn [35] introduced a change to
the model which establishes a link between the Phong BRDF and the microfacet BRDF
models. In the changed model the lobe can be considered a normal distribution function,
thus leading to more accurate results, but the model still lacks accuracy due to missing
2As opposed to the notion of diffuse reflection in microfacet models, the diffuse term in the Phong model does not
correspond to light multiply reflected by the material surface.
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Fresnel and geometry terms. A further improvement was suggested by Lewis [307],
who devised changes such that the BRDF becomes energy conserving and reciprocal.
Another set of changes was introduced to make the Phong BRDF anisotropic. Ward
[565] proposed anisotropic lobes modeling surfaces with a Gaussian normal distribu-
tion. Fitting his model to measured BRDF data lead to very good results. In a following
application, Ashikhmin and Shirley [11] mixed ideas from the Ward and Schlick mod-
els: They used anisotropic lobes similar to Ward, Schlick’s Fresnel term approximation,
and included view-angle-dependent influences of the diffuse part. They also showed
that their model can efficiently be used in Monte-Carlo raytracing applications since it
allows for efficient importance sampling. Another generalization of the original model
was proposed by Lafortune et al. [290]. Instead of using simple cosine lobes as Lewis
[307], their model allows for anisotropic lobes while retaining energy conservation and
reciprocity. Their model has been fit successfully to measured data using non-linear
optimization methods [89, 348].
Data-Driven BRDF Models
Whereas empiric models usually contain few parameters only and are thus highly suit-
able for BRDF modeling, their accuracy limits their use for predictive rendering [384].
Since modeling of physically-based BRDF models is very difficult, researchers sug-
gested measurement of BRDFs by densely sampling BRDF values for varying light and
view directions, resulting in tabulated BRDFs. While most publications deriving such
data focus on setups measuring BRDFs of real materials [302] it is also possible to com-
pute BRDFs from modeled micro-scale surface geometry using appropriate rendering
techniques [52, 166]. A key problem of tabulated BRDFs is that they do not represent
continuous functions any more, requiring interpolation of sampled BRDF values. A
second problem are the memory requirements for storing dense samples of 4D func-
tions. To resolve these problems, existing BRDF models can be fit to measured data or
tabulated BRDFs can be transformed into more suitable bases like spherical harmonics
[52, 577], spherical wavelets [460], wavelets [291], or Zernike polynomials [275].
Another popular representation for tabulated BRDFs is based on separable BRDFs,
i.e., BRDFs that can be modeled as products of functions g(l), h(v) depending on inci-
dent or exitant direction only, since they enable very efficient rendering algorithms (e.g.,
separable BRDFs can efficiently be integrated into radiosity solutions [379, 153] which
is not the case for general 4D BRDFs). A first such model for the BRDF of the moon
was proposed by Minnaert [365] in 1941 already. Later this approach was introduced to
computer graphics by Neumann and Neumann [379] who specified a separable BRDF
for diffuse materials covered with a layer of lacquer. Unfortunately, both approaches are
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very limited in their expressiveness since their peak reflection directions always point
into the direction of the surface normal. This problem was removed by Fournier [153]
who suggested to model an arbitrary BRDF by a sum of products of 2D functions
BRDF (l,v) ≈
∑
j
gj(l)hj(v)
which are computed using singular value decomposition (SVD). To improve the sep-
arability of BRDFs, Rusinkiewicz [444] suggested to reparameterize the BRDFs w.r.t.
the basis found by Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of (h,−n,n × h) (h being the
halfway vector from the Blinn-Phong model, and n the surface normal). Unfortu-
nately, this reparameterization becomes instable whenever n ≈ h. Therefore, Kautz
and McCool [258] suggested a basis resulting from Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
of (h, t, s) (t and s being the original tangent and bitangent). The new basis allows
reparameterization values to be interpolated over triangles which enables efficient ren-
dering per fragment using commodity graphics hardware. A further improvement was
introduced by McCool et al. [349] who represent the BRDF as
BRDF (l,v) ≈ eΠjgj(pij(di,dr)),
with projection functions pij . The approach leads to optimization of relative errors (i.e.,
log scale errors) which corresponds to the approximately logarithmic luminance per-
ception of the human visual system. An additional advantage is that separate projection
functions can be applied per component, allowing extraction of various BRDF features.
A combination of the latter two techniques was presented by Suykens et al. [507] which
results in functions that are better suited for rendering on integer graphics hardware.
Having suitable compression methods for tabulated BRDFs at hand, use of such data
became increasingly popular. Unfortunately, modeling of tabulated BRDFs is a very
difficult problem due to the large number of samples to be specified. To solve this prob-
lem, Matusik et al. [345] developed a method for meaningful inter- and extrapolation
of available data. They acquired a large number of isotropic BRDFs and determined
manifolds (i.e., subspaces with lower dimension) in the space of measurement values
that represent the measured data points well. Navigation on these manifolds allows for
reasonable mixtures of BRDFs. The authors additionally learned navigation directions
like ’increased diffuseness’ or ’metallic look’ from user characterizations of measured
BRDFs, allowing for more intuitive navigation in the space of BRDFs. A comparable
approach based on intensive user studies is described by Pellacini et al. [409].
Recently, two new approaches for modeling complex BRDFs were proposed. Lawrence
et al. [295] semi-automatically factorize a spatially varying BRDF into more easily ed-
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Fig. 2.7: Rendering with BRDFs. Left: car headlight, right: car body with measured car paint.
Images from [27, 179]
itable components like textures and 1D or 2D BRDF components which can be mod-
eled by simple curves. Ngan et al. [385] suggested a BRDF modeling system based
on selecting images showing a simple scene with objects covered with slightly varied
versions of the currently selected BRDF, allowing directed searches for desired BRDFs.
Although the BRDF parameters for rendering navigable images are chosen according
to an perceptually motivated metric, the system is not capable of handling BRDFs as
complex as those described by tabulated BRDFs. The same holds for the approach of
Lawrence et al.
In summary, tabulated BRDFs have been the most preferential BRDF representation
for high-quality rendering, leading to extremely realistic rendered images (cf. Figure
2.7). Methods for modeling such data have been developed already but are currently
not sufficient for all purposes. Due to the large importance of this kind of data, it seems
very likely that better modeling techniques will be developed in the future.
Homogeneous BSSRDF
Many materials can be represented by BRDFs very accurately and efficiently. Unfor-
tunately, the BRDF is limited to reflection effects occurring at the object surface. This
approach fails to model materials like most fluids, glass, or marble since their appear-
ance is largely governed by subsurface scattering.
Hanrahan and Krueger [200] were the first to simulate subsurface light transport and
participating media using accurate Monte-Carlo algorithms, leading to very accurate re-
sults that require extensive computation time. A first practical model of a homogeneous
BSSRDFs was later introduced by Jensen et al. [241]. They efficiently approximated the
single scattering term by applying a dipole approximation of material to the light diffu-
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sion equation. Good results were achieved for materials like marble, skin, or milk, and
later publications even rendered such results at interactive rates [240, 301, 355, 201].
A special class of materials showing significant subsurface scattering effects and effi-
ciently described as homogeneous BSSRDFs are multi-layer materials (e.g., lacquered
surfaces). They are special since they assume the lowest layer to be opaque, yielding a
mixture of surface and volumetric reflectance behavior. Due to the slender thickness of
the layers, often wave-optics effects like wavelength and direction dependent reflection,
refraction, interference, and absorption need to be considered for accurate simulation
of the layered material. Practical approaches [200, 220, 230] consider layered mate-
rials as a single system, which removes the necessity to handle individual layers, but
require spectral rendering to achieve realistic effects. A notable extension is the ap-
proach of Granier and Heidrich [173] which creates approximate yet reasonable effects
within RGB rendering systems. A similar yet more sophisticated multi-layer reflection
model is described by Donner and Jensen [113]. It extends the dipole approximation
for translucent materials to thin layers to enable successful simulation of materials like
human skin, including a large number of effects like reflectance and transmittance of
skin layers, and influences of blood vessels.
Discussion
Micro-scale models are fairly accurate for describing micro-scale interactions of light
and matter. BRDFs give very good results for materials without subsurface scattering.
Currently, the best possible quality is achieved using tabulated BRDFs, since they ac-
curately capture reflectance properties without requiring explicit, parametric models.
Thus, they are especially suitable for predictive rendering. Unfortunately, they also fea-
ture a significant problem: Practical creation of tabulated data requires measurement of
existing data due to the large number of tabulated values. Existing editing techniques for
tabulated BRDFs are not reliable and accurate enough to be used in real-world applica-
tions. Therefore, users still tend to employ empiric BRDF models since their parameters
can be edited in a relatively intuitive way. Additionally, existing graphics hardware al-
lows these changes to be taken into account in real-time even if complex models are
rendered.
For materials showing significant subsurface reflectance behavior, a number of ac-
curate models have been introduced, many of which can be evaluated very efficiently.
While the accuracy of models for multi-layered materials is typically quite high, true,
practical homogeneous BSSRDF models rely on the dipole approximation of single
scattering. Obviously, this approximation and the avoidance of multiple scattering terms
limit the correctness of rendered images.
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Fig. 2.8: Slices of a ceiling panel BTF. Left: application of BTF to sphere, right: several views of
the BTF for varying view and light directions.
2.1.3 Meso-Scale Material Models
In contrast to micro-scale material models, meso-scale material models include struc-
tures visible to the observer. As a consequence, they are capable of capturing spatial
material variations, either due to spatial material changes (e.g., changes of material
color or material type) or structures in the material. The earliest meso-scale models
simply combined BRDFs with color textures to simulate spatially varying material. The
varying colors stored in textures can replace or scale the average color of BRDFs. Un-
fortunately, such an approach omits the effects due to mesoscopic structures.
Models Capturing Spatially Varying Reflectance
A more complex material representation capturing meso-scale structures and spatial
materials changes is the bidirectional texture function (BTF), which was first introduced
by Dana et al. [87]. As Figure 2.2 shows, it is also a simplification of the BSSRDF. The
relationship between the BSSRDF of an object with surface S and the BTF can be
expressed as follows:
BTF(xi, l,v) =
∫
S
BSSRDF(xi, l,xr,v)dxr.
Thus the BTF contains all effects resulting from mesoscopic structures on the captured
material sample (i.e., interreflection, self-shadowing, self-occlusion) and even subsur-
face scattering effects, although subsurface scattering is not modeled explicitly. Like
BRDFs, BTFs are typically specified by tabulating values for surface locations, inci-
dent and exitant directions. The large number of necessary values can either be acquired
from real materials using suitable measurement setups (for an overview see [371]) or
by ray tracing surfaces with modeled surface geometry [108, 89].
Due to the large amount of tabulated samples (typically several GBs [371]) the ne-
cessity for data compression is even more pressing than for tabulated BRDFs. Con-
sequently, a large number of BTF compression methods has been developed, which
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can roughly be categorized into two groups. The first group applies BRDF modeling
techniques to approximate the BTF values per surface location. While McAllister et
al. [348] employ Lafortune lobes per texel, Daubert et al. [89] fit an additional view-
dependent scaling factor to account for mesoscopic occlusion effects. The necessity
to respect the fact that per-pixel values do not represent BRDFs but rather apparent
BRDFs3 (ABRDFs) [584] is highlighted in the method presented in the next chapter,
which is based on reflectance fields (also called spatially varying 2D reflectance func-
tions, cf. Figure 2.2). A similar technique based on the same principle but less suitable
for real-time rendering on graphics hardware was published by Filip and Haindl [145].
The second group of methods originates from data-driven compression of tabulated
BRDFs. Suykens et al. [507] compressed BTFs by factorizing per-texel ABRDFs and
additionally clustered factorized values to exploit the coherence of ABRDFs. Unfor-
tunately, this approach either leads to visible clustering artifacts or to insufficiently re-
duced storage. A more promising approach was taken by Liu et al. [319] and Koudelka
et al. [278] who factorized the full BTF into spatially varying functions gi(x) and func-
tions hi(v, l) depending on incident and exitant directions. While this leads to very
good compression rates, the approach has two problems. First, factorization of the full
BTF data requires concurrent handling of huge amounts of data. Thus, often costly
out-of-core factorization methods are required which implement some kind of exter-
nal memory management. Second, a large number of functions needs to be retained to
achieve high-quality reconstruction, which hampers use for real-time rendering. There-
fore, other approaches factorize subsets of the full data. Sattler et al. [447] applied
per-view factorization, i.e., they applied SVD to BTF slices with fixed view directions.
While this approach leads to a significantly reduced number of retained components for
high-quality reconstruction, the overall compression ratio of this method is much worse
since correlations between different view directions cannot be exploited. Another ap-
proach handling subsets of the full data was published by Mu¨ller et al. [369]. It per-
forms factorization of clusters of ABRDFs where the clusters are chosen such that the
reconstruction error from the factorized representation becomes minimal. Compared
to per-view factorization even fewer components need to be retained and the overall
compression ratio is similar to the full matrix factorization approach. The most recent
approaches for compression of BTFs are based on tensor decomposition [532, 553]
which allows for selective compression in selected dimensions (e.g., spatial dimension,
polar light angle dimension, etc.). While this helps to achieve less perceptual error, the
reconstruction costs for this approach are significantly higher than from other factorized
representations, making the approach less suitable for real-time applications.
3ABRDFs are 4D functions of view and light direction like BRDFs but obey neither reciprocity nor energy conservation.
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Comparing the two groups of compression methods is difficult. While methods based
on data-driven compression typically lead to better tradeoffs between compression ratio
and reconstruction quality, methods based on BRDF modeling achieve higher rendering
speed since they avoid interpolation of sampled values. Therefore, both approaches are
employed in practice today. A more detailed comparison of existing methods including
a thorough description can be found in the survey of Mu¨ller et al. [371].
An important aspect for spatially varying materials is the support of multiresolution
representations. While only some of the above compression approaches provide explicit
support for MIP mapping of BTFs, a specialized technique based on a Laplace pyramid
was presented by Ma et al. [330]. Unfortunately, this approach requires increased com-
putational effort for evaluating detailed BTF views.
Models Capturing Height Variations
Besides the techniques modeling spatially varying reflectance behavior due to local
changes in material, other techniques were developed which specifically aim at model-
ing the influence of mesoscopic structures independently of the material’s BRDF. Al-
ready in 1978 Blinn showed that the impression of a rough surface can be achieved
by varying per-fragment normals [36] since illumination models consider normals for
shading computations only. His ideas lead to different bump- and normal-mapping
techniques which can efficiently be integrated into real-time rendering approaches on
existing programmable GPUs. Bump- or normal maps can either be specified by the
user, can be derived from actual geometry, or can be acquired from photographs using
shape-from-shading techniques [442].
An important problem for bump-mapping is the support of multiple resolutions. Stan-
dard approaches like MIP-mapping fail for two reasons: First, normals have non-linear
influence on shading computations, prohibiting linear prefiltering. Second, averaged
normals introduce false or missing highlights since they correspond to normals derived
from surface smoothing operations. Obviously, the shading of a fragment should not
correspond to a smoothed surface but to the original surface under the fragment’s foot-
print [451, 392]. To overcome these problems, researchers used normal distribution
functions (NDF) instead of averaged normals. Fournier [152] modeled the NDF by
a sum of a varying number of Phong lobes. Due to the non-linear influence of lobe
parameters and the varying number of lobes, this model unfortunately prohibits bi- or
trilinear interpolation required for spatial antialiasing. A better model was proposed by
Olano and North [396] who modeled the per texel NDFs by 3D Gaussians. Gaussian
parameters can be interpolated linearly but evaluation requires an expensive normal-
ization step – which can fortunately be precomputed – and leads to more complicated
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frontal sampling forward warping backward warping
Fig. 2.9: Relief mapping of a part of a surface with height variation (left top). The depth values
in the texture approximate a surface as seen from the front. When seen from a different
angle, they are resampled into a new texture – which is applied to the rendered surface – using
forward or backward warping.
shading equations. A similar approach was followed by Schilling [451] who stored nor-
mal covariance matrices in a roughness map. The approach leads to a slightly modified
Blinn-Phong shading model which requires the angle governing specular reflection to
be increased or decreased based on the respective covariance matrix. A simpler ap-
proach by Toksvig [392] simply MIP-maps 3D normals and estimates normal variation
from the lengths of the unnormalized interpolated normals. Depending on the amount
of variation scale factors and changed exponents for the Phong BRDF model are se-
lected. A very recent contribution to the problem was presented by Tan et al. [513].
They model NDFs by Gaussian mixture models, which allows for efficient rendering
with an extended Cook-Torrance model.
Compared to BTFs, bump or normal maps feature the advantage that they require
much less storage and that respective shading algorithms are more efficient to imple-
ment. In addition, inclusion of sharp surface features using vectorial texture maps
[433, 514] is much simpler than for BTF rendering. As the main disadvantage, they
fail to capture spatially varying materials, i.e., they need to be combined with spatially
varying BRDFs to achieve comparable effects as BTF rendering methods. But even
such combinations omit the influence of mesoscopic structures: Rendering of local self-
shadowing requires techniques like horizon mapping [346], which stores for every texel
the angles at which surrounding geometry is occluding incoming light. While this helps
to add shadowing, it fails to model local self-occlusion and subsurface scattering.
To improve upon the self-occlusion problem, Oliveira proposed relief-mapping [398],
a technique that warps the surface texture to match the current view before mapping it
onto the surface (cf. Figure 2.9). To perform the warp, the texture stores additional
depth values. This approach leads to convincing parallax effects but users need to take
care to avoid disocclusion artifacts. An additional problem is that the required forward
warping techniques [350] can not efficiently be evaluated on graphics hardware. These
problems are avoided by the parallax mapping technique proposed by Kaneko et al.
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Fig. 2.10: Parallax mapping. The texture coordinate B′ used instead of B is either computed
from the intersection A of the upper limit surface and the view ray, or by an interval nesting
scheme which iteratively checks intervals [A,B], [A, 1], [1, 2], . . . until determining the inter-
section point after n steps.
[252] (cf. Figure 2.10a). The approach changes the texture coordinates of fragments
depending on the expected parallax. Unfortunately, parallax can only be estimated very
roughly, leading to very approximate solutions. To resolve this problem, Policarpo et
al. [417] recently proposed a GPU implementation which determines an exact value by
computing intersections of view rays and the height-field surface by a binary search
algorithm (cf. Figure 2.10b). The algorithm enables real-time frame rates since the
height variations of the material are small, leading to small search spaces. The approach
was recently extended to non-height field geometry [416] by employing several layers
but still leads to problems for view rays almost parallel to the surface since search spaces
become infinitely large for this case.
An approach handling height variations in the most general case is displacement map-
ping (DM), which was first proposed by Cook [76]. Instead of storing varying normals
in textures as for normal mapping, texture values specify surface displacements along
the normal. Unfortunately, while DM is very powerful since it leads to efficient decou-
pling of geometric modeling at various scales, so far no general real-time evaluation
methods other than those based on fine triangulations of the base surface exist. Several
researchers therefore concentrated on specialized, real-time implementations of DM.
Schein et al. [450] proposed an implementation that achieves real-time frame rates for
repetitive displacement patterns like spikes or thorns. Wang et al. [556] handled inward
displacements with limited height variation using View-Dependent Displacement Maps
(VDDMs). For every surface point, each view direction and each curvature value in
the direction of viewing, the VDDMs store the distance from the surface point to the
intersection point of the view ray and the displaced surface (cf. Figure 2.11). During
rendering this information is used to change the surface texture coordinates in a view-
dependent way (if the ray intersects the displaced surface at all), leading to accurate
parallax effects and accurate silhouettes. VDDMs can be compressed using SVD fac-
torization techniques and thus require acceptable amounts of memory. Unfortunately,
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Fig. 2.11: Real-time displacement mapping. Left: View-dependent displacement maps [556]
sample distances to the displaced surface for points on the offset surface. Right: Generalized
displacement maps [561] also sample at points in the volume if they are not contained within
the material (gray points).
displacements are restricted to height-field geometry, which turns out to be a bad as-
sumption for many materials, and reconstruction quality strongly depends on a highly
uniform surface parameterization. The restriction were relaxed by the Generalized Dis-
placement Mapping technique of Wang et al. [561] which samples distances in the ma-
terial volume instead of on the surface (cf. Figure 2.11). The approach allows for higher
fidelity rendering on graphics hardware using finely triangulated meshes, leading to very
realistic material renderings. Such high-quality displacement mapping techniques can
additionally be combined with BTF rendering methods [554] to combine the strengths
of both techniques (i.e., to extend BTF rendering with accurate silhouettes and non-
planar shadows).
Specialized Extensions
Similar in case to the BRDF micro-scale models, the meso-scale models reviewed so
far are limited to surface reflectance phenomena. To extend the application area to inho-
mogeneous materials showing subsurface scattering effects, Chen et al. [63] introduced
Shell Texture Functions. These model objects made of heterogeneous materials by a
homogeneous interior and a heterogeneous outer shell. While light transport within the
inner layer is handled with Jensen et al.’s dipole approximation for homogeneous ma-
terials [241], light transport in the outer shell is determined from precomputed data of
measured materials. Shell Texture Functions lead to very realistic rendering of thick ob-
jects and can approximately be rendered in real-time [493]. For thin objects the method
of Tong et al. [519] should be used, which is based on explicit acquisition of reflectance
and transmittance properties of thin, inhomogeneous materials.
Of course many other specialized material models have been developed for all kinds
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of materials (e.g., metal, skin, or fur). Several others try to model the influence of aging
effects like weathering or rusting on the appearance of a material. An overview of such
approaches can be found in the recent survey of Dorsey and Rushmeier [114] and the
paper of Gu et al. [177].
2.1.4 Multiscale Models
The above definition of micro-, meso-, and macro-geometry relates the three scales
to sizes of displayed projections. As a consequence, the absolute size of structures
encoded in micro- and meso-scale materials, and macro-scale geometry depend on ob-
server parameters. Thus, for efficient high-quality rendering, it is necessary to adjust the
resolution of meso-scale material and macro-scale geometry (cf. Section 2.1.3 and Part
III), and to switch between different representations for materials and objects contained
in a rendered scene. As an example, Becker and Max [24] proposed the use of BRDF
models for microscopic structures, bump mapping techniques as long as the missing sil-
houettes are not noticeable, displacement mapping for larger structures, and geometry
for large-scale shape. Obviously, such an approach may minimize the required render-
ing time but the techniques can only be used in parallel if changes between the scales
introduce no noticeable artifacts.
In a first approach targeting this problem, Cabral et al. [52] efficiently derived BRDFs
from displacement-mapped surfaces using horizon mapping. This enables smooth chan-
ges between the two techniques including shadowing. Unfortunately, other effects like
self-occlusions or self-interreflections cannot be modeled. More accurate BRDFs were
derived by Westin et al. [577] using Monte-Carlo raytracing. In addition to the previous
approach, they take into account transmission effects, allowing for limited subsurface
scattering simulations. In addition to displacement maps and BRDFs Becker and Max
[24] included bump mapping as an intermediate rendering algorithm. To compensate
for missing self-occlusions in bump-mapping, they introduce redistribution mapping, a
technique based on view-dependent bump normals. In addition, they derived thresholds
for switching between rendering techniques based on viewing distances and surface
structure sizes. Techniques for additionally considering self-interreflections were pro-
posed by Heidrich et al. [214] and Daubert et al. [88], leading to quite accurate rendering
results for surfaces with mesoscopic height variations.
Due to steadily increasing shading abilities of graphics hardware, multi-scale material
models became less attractive in the last years. Nevertheless, due to the significant
reductions in rendering time that can be achieved with these approaches, it seems very
likely that their importance will be rediscovered in the near future.
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Fig. 2.12: Texturing a surface.
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Fig. 2.13: Surface parameterization.
2.2 Material Synthesis
While accurate modeling of material properties is an essential step towards creation of
physically correct images, it does not solve all practical problems related to materi-
als. One problem left unsolved is application of materials to geometric surfaces, which
is typically called texturing (cf. Figure 2.12). Texturing assigns a material coordinate
m ∈M (typically from a plane, i.e., M ⊂ R2) to each surface position s ∈ S (typically
S ⊂ R3). Such a mapping is commonly derived by inverting surface parameterizations
Φ : M → S (cf. Figure 2.13), which are implicitly defined for parametric surfaces and
which can be determined for other kinds of surfaces using parameterization algorithms
[147]. In order to mimic the process of applying real materials to real surfaces, such pa-
rameterizations need to fulfill several requirements, two of them being consistency and
continuity (cf. Figure 2.14). The first requirement enforces that materials are stretched
or compressed almost equally when applied to a surface which mimics the physical
behavior of materials. The second requirement demands that connected surfaces be
textured by single, large patches of material, thus minimizing the number of required
cuts and seams. Determining parameterizations fulfilling these requirements is a very
complex task but fortunately quite successful approaches exist already [100, 147].
Almost all types of materials existing in reality show significant spatial variation.
Variations are introduced both by spatially varying distributions of materials (e.g., tex-
tiles often consist of threads of different colors) and material structures (e.g., textiles
show weaving or knitting patterns). As shown in the previous section, different ap-
proaches for modeling of spatially varying materials exist. The most accurate models
are based on acquired reflectance properties from existing material samples. Due to
the large amount of data to be captured and due to physical limitations of the size of
acquisition setups, only samples of limited size can be represented. Unfortunately, this
limitation conflicts with the continuity requirement of surface parameterizations, which
demands availability of material samples with arbitrarily large extent.
To resolve this conflict methods for enlargement of material samples were developed.
In the following, an overview over these methods – typically called Texture Synthesis
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varying texture stretch undesired cuts continuous texture
Fig. 2.14: Realistic material application requires consistency (left: texture stretch on the gear
shift lever) and continuity (right: two versions of a textured seat including zooms on regions
of interest).
methods – is given. The overview first covers methods for synthesis of diffuse textures,
since they contain the principle ideas required for synthesis of arbitrary, spatially vary-
ing materials, and since they were developed first. Then, the overview briefly reviews
texture tiling methods since they represent efficient ways for texturing large surfaces
with minimal storage requirements. Next, methods for synthesizing materials directly
on surfaces are covered since they represent an efficient alternative to combinations
of texture synthesis and surface parameterizations, and additionally allow for efficient
texturing of large areas like the tiling approaches. Finally, generalizations of these ap-
proaches to more complex materials (i.e., BTF material representations) are presented.
2.2.1 Texture Synthesis
The earliest methods for synthesis of materials focused on a quite restricted class of ma-
terials: diffuse textures. The goal of texture synthesis methods is generation of larger
material samples with reflectance properties considered typical for the material being
enlarged. To formalize this goal, textures are considered representative cutouts from
materials of infinite extent which are composed of stochastically repeating elements.
These two assumptions give rise to texture modeling by stationary, local stochastic pro-
cesses. Typically, these processes are described by Markov Random Fields (MRFs)
[81] or the closely related Gibbs Random Fields [162]. Texture synthesis algorithms
therefore target generation of new textures which appear to be generated by the same
stochastic process as the input texture.
Due to the large variety of existing textures (cf. Figure 2.15) very different texture
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(a) regular (b) near-regular (c) structured (d) stochastic
Fig. 2.15: Texture types. Regularity decreases from left to right.
synthesis algorithms were developed, some of them specialized on specific types of
textures, some being very general. Roughly, these approaches can be divided into two
categories: approaches explicitly modeling the stochastic processes, and approaches
omitting this explicit modeling step.
Model-Based Texture Synthesis
Results from the first category were developed earlier, probably since they are closely
related to approaches for texture analysis, segmentation and classification – well-esta-
blished topics in the computer-vision community. Existing techniques try to learn a
statistical model for the stochastic process that generated the texture and then synthesize
new texture by adequately sampling this process. Like the BRDF material models, these
texture models can be divided into parametric and non-parametric ones.
Approaches employing parametric models base on the same principle as procedural
textures [410, 524, 583], which are frequently used to model solid textures like marble
of wood: The texture value at any location is determined by evaluating a parametric for-
mula, typically requiring a small number of parameters only, which allows for memory
efficient storage of textures. While procedural textures rely on user specified param-
eters, texture synthesis approaches determine such parameters from an input texture
which is supposed to be representative for the underlying stochastic process. Existing
approaches vary in the mathematical model for this random process (typically variants
of MRFs [310] or autoregressive models [26]) and in the way these models are repre-
sented. Most approaches assume Gaussian distributions of gray scale or color values
and thus represent the processes by Gaussian mixtures [195]. Unfortunately, as Fig-
ure 2.15 shows, different types of textures show significantly different characteristics.
Therefore, capturing all kinds of textures by a single parametric model seems to be im-
possible, especially since efficient estimation of required parameters is a very difficult
task. Researchers often resolve this problem by factorizing color textures into several
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channels that can be processed individually [495, 196] but this does not solve the prob-
lem completely.
To avoid the difficulty of determining adequate parameters, non-parametric texture
models were developed. Heeger and Bergen [212] characterize textures by statistical
measures of a wavelet representation. First, the texture is transformed into a steerable
pyramid by applying several oriented filters to the input texture and building Laplacian
pyramids of the filter responses. Then, histograms for all layers of the pyramids are
computed. New textures are synthesized in a multiresolution fashion starting from a
Laplacian pyramid initialized with random values. Iteratively, the histograms of the
levels of this pyramid are matched with the histograms of the input texture until a close
match is achieved. Relatively good results are possible for stochastic textures but the
approach fails for structured textures since structures are difficult to reproduce using
statistics of local features. Additionally, synthesis times are very long since dependen-
cies between pyramid layers are not considered. This was resolved to some extent by
the approach of Paget and Longstaff [402]. As a third problem, the quality of results
largely depends on the choice of filters applied to the image and the type of statistics
evaluated. Simoncelli and Portilla [485] and Fan and Xia [136] showed that the use of
additional second order statistics leads to improved results. This behavior was predicted
by Julesz [247] much earlier already. He claimed that n-th order statistics should lead
to an accurate texture classification such that texture classes are indiscernible by human
observers. Unfortunately, an exact number for n could not be given.
All approaches relying on explicit modeling of the stochastic process generating the
texture show significant success at synthesizing unstructured textures, since they are
optimized for reproducing statistical distributions of colors. Unfortunately, due to the
immanent difficulty of capturing structure by (local) statistical analysis, these methods
have difficulties handling structured or even (near-)regular textures (cf. Figure 2.15).
Sampling-Based Texture Synthesis
The second category of texture synthesis algorithms avoids computation of parameters
characterizing the stochastic process that generates the input texture. Instead, respective
algorithms intelligently sample from the input texture, i.e., they copy parts of the input
texture into the synthesized result (cf. Figure 2.16). Methods from this category are
usually discriminated by the parts they copy – either individual pixels or whole patches
(i.e., image-regions).
Pixel-based texture synthesis algorithms were introduced by the work of De Bonet
[91]. His method first creates a steerable pyramid from the input texture. Synthesis of
new textures starts by copying the value from the lowest resolution into the respective
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input copy and merge result
Fig. 2.16: A new texture (right) is synthesized from an input sample (left) by iteratively copying
selected parts and merging them into the intermediate result.
layer of the output texture pyramid. Synthesis then proceeds pixel by pixel, layer by
layer. Whenever a new pixel is synthesized, the copied pixel is selected randomly from
a set of pixels from the input pyramid which have similar texture features (i.e., filter
responses) at the current and all lower resolutions. The approach leads to much better
results than the approach of Heeger and Bergen [212], demonstrating the effectiveness
of the sampling method. Unfortunately, it spends a huge amount of time for determi-
nation of texels with matching features even if acceleration techniques like the one of
Bar-Joseph et al. [20], which reuses results from lower resolution layers, are used.
A substantial improvement to the algorithm was introduced by Efros and Leung [123].
Instead of sampling randomly from a set of pixels with matching texture features, they
propose to assign sampling probabilities based on similarity. As a similarity measure,
they suggest a simple root mean square color difference of pixels in the neighborhoods
of the current pixel and the candidate pixels. Optionally, the influence of pixels close
to the center can be increased by scaling differences by a 2D Gaussian centered in
the current pixel. The approach of Efros and Leung drops the idea of making decisions
based on filter responses but instead uses pixel neighborhoods directly. Judging from the
success of this method and following variants, this change seems to be a good choice.
Efros and Leung’s method was later extended into several directions. One group of
methods concentrated on the reduction of computation time by implementing more ef-
ficient algorithms for determining sets of matching candidates. Wei and Levoy [572]
proposed to determine best matching candidates using tree-structured vector quantiza-
tion. In a preprocessing step, pixel neighborhoods from the input texture are clustered
iteratively, leading to a tree of clusters. During synthesis, well matching neighborhoods
are quickly found by traversing the tree. Although this approach does not return best
matching neighborhoods in all cases, the results look almost the same than using the
much slower, brute force algorithm of Efros and Leung. A different strategy for de-
termination of candidate sets was proposed by Ashikhmin [10]: He observed that for
textures showing natural elements like flowers or grass better results can be achieved
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Fig. 2.17: Synthesis results with pixel-based methods. While the algorithm succeeds in reproduc-
ing the textual elements, enforcement of regular structure fails even for large neighborhoods.
Used neighborhoods from left to right: 72, 72, 42, 72, 102, and 122.
by copying connected regions from the sample image. Therefore, he proposed to select
candidates based on texture coordinates of synthesized pixels in the neighborhood. E.g.,
if the pixel copied to the left upper position of the currently processed pixel has texture
coordinates (15, 20) then the pixel with texture coordinates (16, 21) from the input tex-
ture is considered a candidate. Tong et al. [520] combined these two approaches and
simply employed the union of both candidate sets, leading to good results for a large
number of textures. Zelinka and Garland [609] used a simpler, even faster method,
capable of real-time texture synthesis. They copy subsequent pixels from the original
texture and probabilistically jump to a different copy source location. Unfortunately, the
probabilistic jumps may easily introduce well visible seems. Therefore, this approach
is not suitable for high-quality texture synthesis.
A second area of improvement attacks the order-dependent synthesis results. Wei
and Levoy [574] proposed an algorithm that iteratively improves an initial image by
synthesizing pixels that match the neighborhood from the previous iteration. An espe-
cially interesting property of this approach is that it enables real-time implementations
on GPUs [297] since pixels can be processed in parallel. The approach was improved in
terms of quality by Kwatra et al. [287]. They introduced dependencies between neigh-
boring pixels which guarantee that the quality of synthesized textures w.r.t. a similarity
metric improves in each iteration. While this approach leads to clearly improved re-
sults, it reintroduces the necessity to compute texture synthesis in a central process,
thus hindering efficient implementations on the GPU.
A third area of improvement concerns generalization to other types of data. Bar-
Joseph et al. [20] generalized the approach of De Bonet [91] to handle 1D and 3D
data (i.e., sound and movies). Instead of the steerable pyramid used for 2D data, they
employed Daubechies wavelets for 1D data and a combination of Daubechies wavelets
and a steerable pyramid for 3D data.
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Due to the numerous improvements to pixel-based synthesis algorithms introduced
in the last years, this class of methods was able to demonstrate its suitability for a
huge number of textures (cf. Figure 2.17). Especially high-quality synthesis results
and rather low processing times contributed to the success of these approaches. Unfor-
tunately, experience showed that efficient processing prohibits similarity matching of
large pixel neighborhoods, which are required to capture textures with large structures
even if multi-scale synthesis algorithms are employed (cf. Figure 2.17). Therefore, the
effectiveness of these approaches drops significantly especially for regular textures and
those containing large elements.
The second class of image-based synthesis algorithms are the patch-based ones which
copy connected regions instead of single pixels and combine existing and copied pix-
els as faithfully as possible. The key differences of existing algorithms are the way
patches are selected from the source and placed in the target image, and the way they
are combined. Efros and Freeman [122] select fixed size blocks and paste them in
a regular manner such that the color differences in the overlap region are minimized.
They combine the images using dynamic programming. A similar approach is followed
by Liang et al. [311] but they apply feathering (i.e., blending) to merge overlapping
patches. Kwatra et al. [288] generalize and improve these approaches by reducing the
problem of combining the pixels to a maximum flow or minimal cut problem and allow-
ing for blocks of arbitrary sizes. Regions of varying size are as well supported by the
algorithm of Nealen and Alexa [376], which combines pixel- and region-based texture
synthesis. A different approach is used by Xu et al. [600]: They start from a texture
filled with tileable patches and then subsequently copy texture blocks, with the copy
sequence, source and target positions defined by an almost chaotic transformation. To
resolve mismatching pixels at block boundaries, pixels near the boundary are removed
and resynthesized using fast pixel-based approaches. Another different but much more
successful approach is the method of Dischler et al. [109]. It first applies a texture seg-
mentation procedure to identify meaningful regions and then synthesizes textures based
on spatial analysis of relative position of these regions in the original texture.
Patch-based texture synthesis algorithms are very successful for a large variety of
textures. Figure 2.18 gives an overview of the capabilities of these algorithms, showing
that they can handle all types of textures and that they achieve faithful results. Yet,
despite the fact that copying large texture regions allows for preservation of large texture
structures, the exact alignment of structures in the target texture often fails due to bad
placement of patches. Especially faithful, simultaneous reproduction of structures at
various scales is difficult, as the images in Figure 2.18 show.
To overcome this problem, the concept of texture masks was developed (cf. Figure
2.19). These masks steer or restrict the choice of candidates and are thus either used
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Fig. 2.18: Synthesis results with patch-based methods. From left to right: stochastic, structured,
two near-regular, and two regular textures. While the algorithm succeeds in reproducing the
textual elements, enforcement of regularity sometimes fails.
Fig. 2.19: Texture Masks. From left to right: input texture, texture synthesized with patch-
based algorithm showing broken features and missed regularity, texture mask extracted with
method similar to [592], texture mask extracted with own method, enlarged texture mask,
patch-based synthesis result including mask information featuring no broken features and
correct regularity.
to guide consistent texture placement [321] or to enforce that the shape of prominent
features, e.g., from animal fur [611] or high-frequency edges [592] is not broken apart
during texture synthesis. Unfortunately, determination of such texture masks is not triv-
ial. Liu et al. [321] determine masks from height maps, which are usually not available
for textures, and which are difficult to derive. Zhang et al. [611] require the user to
specify such texture masks, which are restricted to binary values in their case. Wu and
Yu [592] compute high-frequency features from input textures using feature detection
filters. While being an automatic process, this often leads to undesired results due to
the necessity of introducing thresholds to discriminate features, and due to the specific
choice of suitable feature detection filters. Another approach for determination of fea-
ture masks is described in Chapter 4. As in the approach of Wu and Yu, masks are
computed automatically. Unlike in Wu and Yu’s approach, features with high energy
are extracted, corresponding to the regular patterns of near-regular textures.
Another approach for handling regular and potentially large structures during texture
synthesis was developed by Liu et al. [322] and Liu and Tsin [324]. They used the
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observation that an infinite variety of periodic patterns can be characterized by a finite
number of symmetry groups to extract tileable parts of a texture that correspond to the
regular structure. Tiling these textures with overlap and merging the tiles leads to very
good results for most regular textures. The approach was recently extended to handle
near-regular textures [323] by treating them as deformations of regular textures. One
drawback of this method is that extraction of tiles requires significant user intervention
whereas methods based on texture masks are fully automatic. Another problem is that
it requires at least two complete tiles to be included in the sample texture. Although this
usually poses no problem, such data may be unavailable if regular structures of different
scales are included in the texture. Finally, the approach may introduce visible seams in
synthesized textures due to the merging process of neighboring tiles.
With all the extensions available for sampling-based texture synthesis algorithms, this
class of texture synthesis algorithms can currently be considered the better choice com-
pared to model-based approaches. Several algorithms are able to successfully handle
a wide spectrum of textures and to generate very convincing results of arbitrary size.
Unfortunately, synthesis times and storage requirements are directly proportional to the
area of the synthesized texture, rendering the approach inappropriate in combination
with large, textured areas. In such cases either combinations with other techniques like
those described in the following, or application of parametric model-based techniques,
which generate a model of the texture and thus easily allow for efficient generation of
textures of arbitrary size on-the-fly, should be considered.
2.2.2 Texture Tiling
The methods for texture synthesis presented previously succeed in generating very good
results for a large range of textures, i.e., they are highly successful at synthesizing tex-
tures with visual properties similar to the ones of an input texture. Unfortunately, such
methods are often not sufficient for practical applications since they require storage of
every synthesized pixel. If huge areas are to be covered this leads to huge storage re-
quirements which can often not be afforded. A solution to this problem is synthesis of
tileable textures which can be placed next to each other without visible seams, which
makes the storage requirements independent of the area covered by the synthesized tex-
ture. If textures are large compared to the size of the structures they contain, resulting
repetitions will hardly be visible.
To further reduce the probability of detecting repetition artifacts, researchers have
proposed more sophisticated tiling approaches. Cohen et al. [73] proposed the use of
Wang tiles, i.e., rectangles with an imaginary color-coding of edges where edges with
identical colors imply a seamless match between the textures stored within the Wang
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Fig. 2.20: Synthesizing large textured areas (right) from a set of Wang tiles (left) by placing
rectangular tiles with matching colors next to each other (middle).
tiles (cf. Figure 2.20). Wang tiles lead to an aperiodic tiling of the plane if at any point
during patch placement the user has the choice between at least two tiles. The color-
coded edges additionally ensure visually rich textures since different patterns can be
encoded. In their paper, Cohen et al. describe a method to compute such tiles from
large input textures. A similar method based on single edge colors is described by
Somol and Haindl [492].
2.2.3 Synthesis on Surfaces
Using a combination of surface parameterization, texture synthesis and texture tiling
methods, it is possible to apply materials to surfaces with large areas. Unfortunately,
problems may occur at each of these three stages (e.g., parameterization and synthe-
sis algorithms might not be optimal for the given surfaces and textures, or surfaces
might lack necessary preprocessing for the parameterization step). Therefore, alter-
native methods were proposed which achieve the same result in a single step. These
methods apply material to surfaces by directly synthesizing material on the surfaces
which can be thought of as a patchworking step, where parts of the material are cut out
of a predefined patch and are glued to the surface. Obviously the synthesized material
should appear to be a single continuous material patch, i.e., obvious material disconti-
nuities like seams should be minimized (cf. Figure 2.21).
As for synthesis of 2D textures, respective methods can be divided into ones operat-
ing on the pixel level and those handling entire texture regions. Methods from the first
category are directly derived from extending 2D synthesis methods to arbitrary 3D sur-
faces. The key problems include the definition of neighborhoods on 3D surfaces (which
is commonly solved by considering connectivity) and the generalization of 2D methods
from regularly sampled images to irregularly sampled surfaces (i.e., meshes). Initial so-
lutions to these problems were proposed almost concurrently by Wei and Levoy [573],
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Fig. 2.21: View of a surface textured with the approach of Magda and Kriegman [334]. No
repetition is visible. At close inspection (cf. Figure 14.3), the diffuse texture (left) contains
visible seams, which are more eye-catching if BTFs are synthesized and rendered (right).
Turk [526], and Ying et al. [601]. All three approaches decide to synthesize texture col-
ors at vertex locations and employ a hierarchical synthesis scheme. Having a sufficiently
fine sampling of the surface, derived either with subdivision techniques [573, 601] or by
distributing a sufficient number of points on the surface [526], these vertex colors can
be resampled into a texture. Before synthesis starts, the methods require the definition
of an orientation field to align the orientation of vertices with the 2D texture elements.
Once this is done, vertex colors can be synthesized analogously to pixels in the 2D case:
For each vertex, a neighborhood is established based on connected vertices, the neigh-
borhood is flattened, and the colors from this neighborhood are resampled into a regular
structure. A vertex color can then be chosen according to any pixel-based 2D synthe-
sis scheme. These techniques achieve good results for a wide variety of textures but
the quality of texturization largely depends on the specified direction field. Especially
problematic cases occur at singularity points of direction fields (e.g., poles of spheres).
Possibly linked to the superior synthesis quality of patch-based methods in the 2D
case, more synthesis on surfaces methods from the second category, i.e., handling
patches, were published. An initial method was proposed by Neyret and Cani [381],
who employ an approach similar to Wang tiling [73] but based on equilateral triangles
with imaginary edge-colors and possible corner constraints. The authors propose an au-
tomatic and a manual method for construction of the tile set but are limited to isotropic
textures. Additionally, they require meshes to feature approximately equilateral trian-
gles, which is often not the case and thus requires complex retriangulation. A more
advanced method handling anisotropic textures was presented by Praun et al. [421].
Predefined surface patches are mapped onto surface patches, thereby optimizing tex-
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ture orientation and scale (which are derived from an orientation field). Surface patches
are determined by a region-growing approach starting at random seed triangles. Badly
matching borders of texture patches are hidden using alpha-blending, which can either
be performed during rendering or the blended results can be stored in a texture atlas.
Unfortunately, this simple approach turns out to be insufficient for structured textures.
A significant improvement was introduced by Soler et al. [491] who did not limit tex-
ture patches to a predefined set of textures but who chose best matching patches from an
input texture. In addition, they introduce the idea of splitting surface patches if the error
resulting from texturing the whole patch becomes too large, which is similar in spirit
to the texture synthesis algorithm of Nealen and Alexa [376]. Another improvement
was proposed by Magda and Kriegman [334] who reduced time requirements for de-
termining best matching patches: Instead of matching the color values in regions along
the edges, they compare 2D textons (i.e., clusters of responses to oriented filters [304])
along the edges, reducing the problem from 2D to 1D. Precomputing distance values
of textons achieves significant speedups, allowing them to handle triangles individually,
resulting in finer control than handling patches of triangles. This leads to better results
for highly structured textures since the texture orientation can vary per triangle. An
example image showing the result of texturing a surface with this approach is the left
image of Figure 2.21. Another approach targeting even faster synthesis was published
by Zelinka and Garland [610]. Fast searches for matching, triangular patches are real-
ized by extending the search strategy of Ashikhmin et al. [10] to meshes, which requires
floating point instead of integer offsets. Their approach establishes matching textures
at edges by assigning connected parts from the texture to neighboring triangles. While
being a very fast method, the results of this approach are significantly worse than the
ones from Magda and Kriegman.
Another group of texture synthesis on surfaces algorithms intelligently combines suit-
able parameterization techniques and standard 2D texture synthesis approaches. Fu and
Meung [154] parameterize arbitrary objects using polycube textures [515] and apply
textures to surfaces by assigning Wang tiles to sides of the polycubes. Wang et al.
[557] propose an approach based on conformal parameterization [306]. To compensate
for the missing area preservation of conformal maps, which leads to differently scaled
texture regions on the mesh, they synthesize textures specifically for a parameterized
mesh, taking into account local texture stretch (i.e., textures are synthesized at larger
scales in regions with high stretch and at smaller scales in regions with low stretch).
The combination of both methods leads to textures that seem to be mapped according
to an isometric (i.e., area- and angle-preserving) parameterization. The authors propose
an efficient implementation of the synthesis step based on patch-based synthesis [288]
from multiple textures, representing the sample texture at various scales. Unfortunately,
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like all methods based on parameterization, the approach has to deal with texture cuts.
Additionally, synthesized textures need to be stored in a texture atlas, which requires
large amounts of memory, and, due to efficiency reasons, the synthesized textures result
from discrete scales only.
Applying textures directly to surfaces using synthesis on surfaces techniques has be-
come very popular recently. Resulting, textured models show hardly any cuts and re-
quire few storage. In addition, almost arbitrary models can be handled easily, since
these methods require local parameterizations only, which are much simpler to com-
pute than global parameterizations. This simplicity is reflected by the appearance of
simple and efficient tools that enable replacement of materials in photographs by ex-
tracting height-field geometry and performing synthesis on surfaces [137, 607].
Obviously, these methods have drawbacks as well. Compared to 2D texture synthe-
sis methods, much more efforts have to be spent on handling the irregularity of meshes.
This is mirrored by the fact that synthesis of highly structured or regular textures on sur-
faces is still a very complex problem. In addition, textures synthesized on surfaces need
to be regenerated completely if the scale, orientation, or type of texture is exchanged.
Additionally, such textures are valid for a single object only. Applying combinations
of global parameterization, texture synthesis and texture tiling techniques, these restric-
tions do not apply.
2.2.4 BTF Synthesis
Previously techniques for enlarging material samples represented by diffuse textures
were described. Obviously, many more spatially varying material representations ex-
ist. Therefore, the question is whether these texture techniques generalize to arbitrary
reflectance properties.
In principle, synthesis techniques do not depend on the data they handle. They model
a stochastic process that generated the input sample independently of the data it rep-
resents. Therefore, handling of other spatially varying data like height or bump maps
works exactly the same way as synthesis of color textures [296, 321].
Slight changes to the algorithms have to be introduced when handling reflectance data
of much higher dimensionality like tabulated BTFs. Due to the large amount of data per
pixel, existing synthesis techniques become infeasible. A first approach for handling
BTF data was published by Liu et al. [321]. They first estimate the height field of
the material using shape-from-shading techniques and synthesize a larger version of it.
Then, for synthesizing a specific slice of the BTF (i.e., fixed view and light direction),
they approximate the appearance of the synthesized material patch given the current
view- and light direction, the synthesized height field, and assuming an average BRDF.
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The resulting image is used as an initial image for a patch-based synthesis technique. A
problem of this technique is individual handling of BTF slices which may easily lead to
inconsistent shading when changing light or view directions.
A different approach was introduced by Tong et al. [520]. They proposed an efficient
algorithm based on 3D textons [304], which are derived by applying filter banks to (a
subset of) the BTF slices, concatenating the filter responses, and performing k-means
clustering of the resulting vectors. Distance values between textons are precomputed,
requiring simple lookups during the pixel-based BTF synthesis procedure only. Obvi-
ously, this is much faster than computing similarities of ABRDFs. Unfortunately, the
results may show significant clustering artifacts which get worse if less clusters or sub-
sets of the BTF slices are used. This problem was resolved by the approach followed
by Koudelka et al. [278] and Liu et al. [319]. They reduce the dimensionality of the
BTF by retaining only the most significant, spatially dependent reconstruction weights
from factorizing the BTF into spatially dependent and angularly dependent parts. Since
these coefficients have linear influence on the reconstruction, they can simply be used
with the standard similarity metrics instead of color values. While the authors used
this approach for pixel-based synthesis, it can obviously be employed with any material
synthesis algorithm. The right image in Figure 2.21 shows a surface textured with BTF
using the approach in combination with a synthesis on surfaces technique [334].
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2.3 Discussion
The previous sections presented existing approaches for making accurate material rep-
resentations available for modeling of virtual scenes and rendering. Due to the large
number of material representations and material synthesis methods, some specialized,
some very general, no clear choice of an optimal combination of methods for all kinds
of application areas can be made.
Concerning material representations, tabulated BRDFs currently provide the most ac-
curate rendering results since BRDF acquisition devices are well calibrated and since
BRDFs can be sampled for a dense set of directions. Unfortunately, BRDFs fail to
reproduce complex materials which show significant spatial variation due to meso-
scale structures or spatial material changes. Combinations with bump- or displacement-
mapping techniques can resolve these problems to some extent but typically miss im-
portant local effects like subsurface scattering, self-shadowing, or interreflections. All
these effects can efficiently be reproduced with BTF representations. Like BRDFs,
BTFs can be acquired using automated setups. Typically the angular resolution of mea-
surements is well below the one for BRDFs and existing setups are less well calibrated.
Since these limitations are not of principal nature, they will most likely be removed in
the future, making BTFs the currently best choice for modeling of general materials. A
significant contribution to this success can be attributed to the developed BTF compres-
sion techniques, which make handling of the huge amounts of data from BTFs possible.
In the following chapter, one such technique based on reflectance fields is presented,
which achieves very high compression rates while concurrently enabling high-quality
data reconstruction at real-time frame rates.
Despite the accuracy of existing material representations, no material datasets suitable
for truly predictive rendering have been specified to date. Existing measurement setups
for BRDFs or BTFs only handle a small number of spectral bands (typically only RGB
measurements), prohibiting spectral rendering, which is essential for predictive ren-
dering. Additionally, many acquisition setups feature a limited dynamic range, often
restricting color values to 8 bits. In the future, it will be absolutely necessary to remove
these restriction, leading to significantly more accurate but also more complex material
data. Once such data is available, existing compression techniques will be extended to
these more complex data sets.
The second part of this chapter focused on existing techniques for material synthesis.
Again, the huge amount of available methods makes it difficult to indicate a single, best
method. Judging from their recent popularity and the quality of synthesized materials,
patch-based, intelligent sampling techniques can currently be considered the methods of
choice for a wide variety of textures. Existing extensions of these techniques based on
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texture masks extend the application areas to almost all kinds of materials. In Chapter
4, a technique for automatic generation of such texture masks is described which allows
patch-based synthesis methods to handle regular and near-regular materials.
Although patch-based sampling techniques appear to be the superior material synthe-
sis techniques, they cannot be considered optimal. As shown above, in practice texture
tiling or synthesis on surfaces techniques are required to texture objects with large sur-
faces without introducing notable repetition artifacts. For synthesizing 2D textures,
other approaches feature significant advantages (i.e., pixel-based sampling techniques
allow for finer control of the synthesis process, and methods based on parametric texture
models achieve much more compact texture representations). Therefore, future trends
for texture synthesis techniques are difficult to predict. A definite goal is the develop-
ment of highly accurate parametric MRF models, which would combine the accurate
texture reproduction capabilities of existing patch-based sampling methods with the
compact representation of parametric texture models. Optimally, such methods would
be efficient to evaluate, allowing for real-time synthesis on the GPU whenever access-
ing a specific texture element. Clearly, these techniques need to take into account the
increasing realism and complexity of available material representations, and possibly it
will be necessary to extend them to volumetric data for handling light-matter interaction
effects like subsurface scattering.
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Reflectance Field based BTF
Compression
In the previous chapter, several existing material representations were reviewed, re-
sulting in the assessment that currently measured BTFs are the most accurate general-
purpose material representation. Therefore, they qualify for demanding applications
like predictive rendering. The most significant problem with these representations is
their huge memory requirements, typically several GBs for BTFs with quite limited
spatial extent, especially if view and light directions are sampled densely. To resolve
this problem, data compression techniques become inevitable. Obviously, these tech-
niques need not only reduce the storage requirements but should additionally allow for
accurate reconstruction, optimally at real-time frame rates. Additionally, they should be
easily implementable on existing GPUs to allow for efficient integration into existing
real-time graphics APIs.
In the following, a compression technique fulfilling these requirements is described.
It was first presented in [358], a later extension is described in [359]. For completeness
the description starts with an overview of the BTF measurement process acquiring the
data which is later compressed.
3.1 Measured BTF Data
The BTF measurement setup used to acquire the BTFs shown in the following was first
described in [206] and is representative for a number of setups used all over the world
(a more complete description can be found in [335]). It is composed of four main parts:
a lamp with fixed position approximating directional sunlight, a programmable high
resolution CCD-camera mounted on a wagon which resides on a rail system forming a
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Fig. 3.1: BTF measurement laboratory. Left: photograph. The black casings of the robot and
light source are removed. Right: scheme showing the fixed light source, moving camera, and
the sampled directions as points on the sample’s hemisphere.
half-circle around the probe holder, a robot arm holding the probe with a maximum ex-
tent of 10 cm× 10 cm, and a personal computer (cf. Figure 3.1). To reduce the influence
of scattered light, the lab is darkened and the hardware used for measurements is cov-
ered with dark casings. This computer controlled setup allows automatic reproduction
of every constellation of view/light-direction with reference to the sample surface.
To achieve accurate measurement quality, several calibration steps are performed,
aiming at compensating the positioning error due to the robot and the railsystem, min-
imizing the geometric calibration error due to the optical system of the camera, and
optimizing color reproduction. Acquisition quality is optimized by sampling a dense
number of points on the hemisphere of light and view directions (81 almost equally
spaced directions each, resulting in a number of 6561 photographs), and capturing high-
dynamic range images using the technique of Debevec and Malik [95]. For practical
reasons, only RGB measurements are taken, which limits the accuracy of the data com-
pared to spectral measurements significantly.
Storing the 6561 images for a single exposure time of the HDR series requires about
80 GB, 12 MB per image, employing the Kodak DCR 12-bit RGB format and lossless
compression. Taking a typical HDR series of four exposure times, this leads to a total
amount of 320 GB. Data size is reduced significantly during the data postprocessing step
already (cf. Figure 3.2): Images are rectified, regions of interest are cut out, and the cut
images from various exposure times are converted into 16 bit float HDR images. These
steps reduce the storage requirements to about 1.5 GB for BTFs with a spatial extent of
256 × 256 pixels, which is obviously far too much for efficient rendering on graphics
boards, especially if several materials are contained in rendered scenes. Therefore, BTF
compression is absolutely necessary for efficient handling of this data.
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rectify
cut
merge
Fig. 3.2: Postprocessing Pipeline. The left part shows sections from taken images. The images
are rectified, cut, and converted into a HDR BTF representation.
Fig. 3.3: Plot of original (solid) and fitted data
(wireframe) for a knitted wool BTF texel (cf.
Table 3.1) and two view directions.
Fig. 3.4: Changing perceived normals for
varying view directions.
3.2 BTF Compression
As mentioned in the previous chapter, two principally different approaches to BTF com-
pression exist. On the one hand, researchers [348] fitted parametric BRDF models to
BTF texels, leading to tremendous compression ratios and fast rendering algorithms. On
the other hand, techniques based on data-driven compression were developed, which re-
duce the dimensionality of the data by, e.g., applying singular value decomposition and
retaining the most important components only. Techniques from the second category
typically achieve better reconstruction quality than parametric BRDF models but since
a large number of components needs to be retained, compression rates and reconstruc-
tion speed are inferior. Due to the necessity to achieve real-time frame rates in VR
applications, in the following a technique from the first category is presented.
Fitting BRDF models to every texel of a BTF is a straightforward way of compressing
BTFs. Nevertheless, the success of such approaches is limited since BRDF models
assume the modeled data to be reciprocal and energy conserving. This assumption does
not hold for per texel BTF data due to the two following reasons:
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Fig. 3.5: ABRDFs for original (left) and fitted data of knitted wool BTF (cf. Table 3.1). Note, the
foreshortening term n · l is included. Even ten Lafortune lobes are not capable of capturing
the asymmetry in the data which is improved significantly when fitting reflectance fields.
• BTFs feature asymmetric effects due to subsurface scattering, self-shadowing,
and self-occlusion. Therefore, per texel values are not reciprocal like BRDFs.
• The physical motivation of analytic models relies on the fact that the underly-
ing microgeometry of the surface can be modeled with a certain distribution of
microfacets, which is modulated by a shadowing and a Fresnel term. The shadow-
ing term of simple cosine-lobe models is insufficient to express the discontinuous
shadowing and masking effects taking place on rough surfaces (cf. Figure 3.3). In
particular, they are not capable of modeling the view-dependent effect of chang-
ing normals which is experienced for materials with significant mesostructure (cf.
Figure 3.4).
These effects can well be observed in Figure 3.5 which shows the ABRDF of one texel
of the knitted wool BTF (each pixel represents the ABRDF value measured for one
combination of light directions l and view directions v). Clearly, the diagonal reflective
peeks are visible whenever the view direction equals the mirrored light direction. Ad-
ditionally, self-shadowing and self-occlusion effects due to surrounding mesostructure
are visible as dark regions. Fitting standard Lafortune [290] BRDF lobes to the data
cannot capture these features, even if a large number of lobes is employed.1
To better capture the properties of per texel data, Daubert et al. [89] introduced
an additional view-dependent scaling term, which can be understood to model view-
dependent self-occlusions of the material. This modification improves reconstruction
quality for materials with minor mesoscale structure as the wallpaper in Figure 3.6. Yet,
1Note: Fitting a large number of Lafortune lobes is also prohibitive in terms of processing time and accuracy since it
requires time-consuming, instable, non-linear optimization procedures, leading to run-times of several hundred hours for
a 256×256 texel BTF.
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Fig. 3.6: Suitability of per-texel ABRDF models for compressing BTFs with low height variation.
Top: wallpaper material, bottom: knitted wool. From left to right: Lafortune lobes [348],
scaled Lafortune lobes [89], RF based, and high quality reconstruction [447].
it is not sufficient for modeling the substantial self-shadowing and self-occlusion effects
commonly observed for materials with significant mesoscale structure as the knitted
wool in Figure 3.6. Obviously much better results could be achieved by (non)linear
interpolation of the measured data, but obviously this is prohibitive in terms of storage
requirements.
Therefore the idea of the compression techniques presented here is to determine an
optimal combination of linear interpolation of data values, which results in highly ac-
curate reconstructions, and parametric data models, which gives excellent compression
rates. A suitable approach to this combination is avoidance of interpolation in both
angular domains, leaving the choice to either interpolate light or view directions.
Fixing the incident direction l of a measured BTF dataset yields a 4D function called
the surface light field (SLF):
SLFl(x,v) := BTF(x, l,v).
SLFs have been used for 3D-photography, enabling the rendering of novel views of
real-world objects under complex but fixed illumination [586, 62].
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Fig. 3.7: Plot of the Er, Ei series for one texel of the corduroy data set (cf. Table 3.1).
Otherwise, fixing exitant direction v, results in the patch’s reflectance field (RF)
RFv(x, l) := BTF(x, l,v).
As expected, RFs are used for rendering of real world objects under a fixed view with
arbitrary illumination [209] and allow for very compact representations [338] in the
case of mainly diffuse reflection.
Choosing either representation, BTF rendering can be interpreted as mapping and ren-
dering a discrete set of SLFs or RFs of the measured surface onto arbitrary geometry.
Employing either representation, the color of a BTF-textured surface element with tex-
ture coordinate x given local light and view direction (l,v) can be computed as follows:
• Approximate the BTF by a set of independently fit SLFs/RFs.
• Compute the color of x according to every fitted SLF/RF and interpolate the final
color from the partial results.
3.3 Reflectance Field BTF Approximation
Several tests with both RF and SLF approximations determined that the reflectance
field is better suited for approximation in the given approach. This can be explained by
inherent BTF asymmetry, which will be discussed in the following.
Figure 3.7 depicts a plot of the energy E contained in a single texel in each SLF or RF
of the corduroy BTF, whereMi,Mr denote the sets of measured light/view directions
respectively. Note, that both series would be identical in the case of a reciprocal BRDF
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at the texel (andMi =Mr). In the given, typical case Er exhibits much more discon-
tinuities (arising from depth variation) than Ei – especially for grazing angles. This can
be explained by two main reasons:
• First, interreflections and subsurface-scattering from neighboring texels and the
fact that it is not possible to build a purely directional light source for the mea-
surement process let the light act like a low-pass filter on the surface structure.
In contrast, the small aperture of the camera provides a fairly directional view
direction.
• Second, due to the rectification process the images of a SLF are convolved with
different, view-dependent smoothing kernels of varying size. This increases the
light-integration domain even further.
As a results, changes in light direction are smoother than changes in view direction.
This was also noted by Malzbender et al. [338] in the case of mainly diffuse surfaces.
Therefore RFs are better suited for fitting by compact functional representations (e.g.,
polynomials) than SLFs. The discontinuous view-dependence will be preserved by
this approach, since the piecewise linear function as induced by the linear interpolation
captures the high-frequency content of the data. Fortunately, RF approximations are
favorable due to another, practical reason: Since there is only one viewer at rendering
time, interpolation between the RFs has to be done only once per texel. Interpolating
light-directions would require per light-source interpolation.
An implementation of this approach can be obtained by applying view interpolation
and a suitable RF approximation, which should be efficiently renderable on existing
consumer graphics hardware and minimize the approximation error. At a first glance,
biquadratic polynomials [338] appear to be a suitable candidate, since they can be fit
very efficiently and since reconstruction on graphics hardware can efficiently and easily
be implemented. Another candidate are the non-linear functions
RFv(x, l) ≈ ρd(x) + ρs,v(x)
k∑
j=1
sv,j(x, l)
= ρd(x) + ρs,v(x)
k∑
j=1
(tv,j(x) · l)nv,j(x) (3.1)
with tv,j(x) being a three dimensional vector and sv,j(x, l) similar to a Lafortune lobe
discarding the exitant direction, ρd and ρs denoting diffuse and specular albedo. This
model is better suited for fitting specularities and directional diffuse lobes than the bi-
quadratic polynomials but requires more complex, non-linear fitting (e.g., using the
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LAF SLAF RFP RFNL
avg 0.0572 0.0558 0.0846 0.0479
aluminium min 0.0391 0.0389 0.0773 0.0324
max 0.0935 0.0889 0.0985 0.0782
avg 0.1114 0.0859 0.0513 0.0537
corduroy min 0.1003 0.0761 0.0416 0.0437
max 0.1223 0.0948 0.0604 0.0639
avg 0.0978 0.0794 0.0689 0.0736
proposte min 0.0645 0.0537 0.0514 0.0490
max 0.1149 0.1003 0.0829 0.0924
avg 0.0904 0.0816 0.0797 0.0640
stone min 0.0368 0.0345 0.0523 0.0284
max 0.1847 0.1767 0.1335 0.1321
avg 0.0605 0.0565 0.0566 0.0455
wallpaper min 0.0380 0.0372 0.0420 0.0322
max 0.0983 0.0889 0.0772 0.0674
avg 0.0788 0.0693 0.0719 0.0582
knitted wool min 0.0570 0.0527 0.0592 0.0459
max 0.1056 0.0875 0.0857 0.0729
Tab. 3.1: ε for BTFs approximated by four Lafortune lobes per texel (LAF) and additional
view-dependent scale factor (SLAF), RFs using biquadratic polynomials (RFP), and using two
non-linear lobes (RFNL).
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm). Convergence is improved via detecting principal di-
rections with a high-pass filter and using the recovered directions as an initialization for
the optimization. The parameter k controls the number of lobes.
3.4 Comparison with Previous Techniques
To measure and compare the approximation quality of the RF model quantitatively the
average reconstruction error per texel x can be used, which is computed as follows:
εBBTF(x) =
∑
(v,l)∈Mr×Mi
|BTF(x,v, l)−B(x,v, l)|
|Mi| · |Mr| (3.2)
B denotes the corresponding BTF-approximation. The proposed model is compared to
the Lafortune model for four lobes (higher numbers did not lead to significantly better
results but increased the fitting times drastically as mentioned above), and the more so-
phisticated, asymmetric model of Daubert et al. [89] (cf. Table 3.1). As the comparisons
show, the model based on fitting RFs achieves clearly improved reconstruction quality
compared to the (scaled) Lafortune lobes. As expected, the RF method is especially
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original 2 lobes difference polynomial difference
Fig. 3.8: Comparison of the fitting methods:
results for different view directions. While
the two lobe model generates some specu-
lar highlights, the biquadratic polynomial
shows the grazing angle problem.
Fig. 3.9: Plot of RF (solid) and fit (wireframe,
left: biquadratic polynomial, right: 2 lobes)
for one texel. Polynomials have problems at
grazing angles while the summed lobes fit
the data well.
suited for depth varying materials like corduroy while flat materials like wallpaper and
especially aluminium are also well approximated by simpler models. The comparisons
additionally indicate that polynomial RFs work well for mainly diffuse materials like
proposte or corduroy. For materials with strong specularities like wallpaper or stone the
non-linear lobes are favorable since the polynomials tend to blur specularities (cf. Fig-
ures 3.8 and 3.9 for visual comparisons of fitting errors). Finally, the tests also revealed
that k = 2 lobes are typically sufficient for generating satisfying results (cf. Figure 3.6
for results of the 2-lobe fit).
Interestingly, computation times for fitting RF lobes are comparable to fitting Lafor-
tune lobes since more lobes have to be fit to less data. Total preprocessing times for a
BTF with 256 × 256 pixels and |Mi| = |Mr| = 81 are about 32 hours if RFs are fit,
and about 50 hours for Lafortune lobes.
Compared to the other two approaches, RF approximation requires significantly more
memory. While the method of McAllister et al. [348] compresses a 256 × 256 pixels
to about 1.4 MB using two lobes, the method of Daubert et al. [89] requires 31.8 MB
already. In comparison, the RF method requires about 190 MB. Thus, this amount
of data has to be reduced further to enable simultaneous rendering from several BTFs
using graphics hardware.
3.5 Clustered Reflectance Fields
Since the amount of memory required for storage of RF compressed BTFs is directly
related to the number of BTF texels (i.e., ABRDFs), an obvious approach for reducing
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Procedure 1 fitClusteredRFs(BTF(x,v, l), n)
S ← {ABRDFv,l} = {BTF(x,v, l)}x
C ← kMeansClusters(S, n)
for all x do
I(x)← argmini=1...|C| {Ci(v, l)− BTF(x,v, l)}
end for
for j = 0 . . . |C| do
for all v ∈Mr do
RFv,j(l)← fitRF(Cj(v, l))
end for
end for
return I, {RFvi,j(l)}j=1...n,vi∈Mr
memory requirements is clustering of similar ABRDFs. E.g., representing a 2562 pixels
BTF by 256 ABRDF clusters (each containing |Mr| = 81 RFs) leads to a reduction
from about 190 MB to about 0.9 MB, and for 1024 clusters to about 3.1 MB.
Pursuing this approach, the method for compressing BTFs changes to the one shown
in Procedure 1: Initially, all the ABRDFs of the BTF are gathered in set S. Then,
k-means clustering [325] of the ABRDFs is performed, generating n clusters that opti-
mally represent the original data. The clusters are stored in a list C. Next, each ABRDF
of the BTF is assigned the best fitting cluster and the index of this cluster is stored in an
index map I . Finally, for each cluster center ABRDF and each sampled view direction,
a (non-linear) reflectance field is fit to the corresponding BTF slice. The procedure re-
turns the list of fitted RFs and the index map I . BTF values can be reconstructed from
the returned entities as follows:
BTF(x,vi, l) ≈ RFvi,I(x) (l) .
The approach can be optimized in terms of memory requirements and processing time
by using a subset of S for clustering. Memory requirements are lowered since only the
subset needs to be kept in memory. Run time is reduced since subset selection is fast
compared to the reduction in time during clustering.
Clustering not only reduces the storage requirements but additionally shortens prepro-
cessing times significantly. Fitting a single two lobe RF requires about 20 ms, leading
to a total preprocessing time of about 32 hours for a 2562 BTF with |Mi| = |Mr| = 81.
The long time is almost entirely due to the large number of non-linear lobes that need
to be fit. Compared to this, fitting clustered non-linear RFs requires only about 5 hours
if 256 ABRDF clusters are employed. Here, total processing time is dominated by the
cost for determining optimal clusters, which is mainly caused by the high dimensional-
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Bump LAF SLAF RFNL RFNLC CMF VPCA LPCA
Aluminium 8.4% 8.3% 8.0% 5.8% 5.9% 12.9% 2.9% 2.4%
Corduroy 21.6% 16.3% 13.1% 9.4% 9.6% 9.6% 4.7% 5.2%
Proposte 14.4% 11.4% 10.7% 9.3% 9.7% 9.4% 4.7% 4.8%
Stone 16.2% 13.1% 12.3% 9.2% 9.8% 10.1% 7.0% 5.1%
Wallpaper 6.7% 6.9% 6.6% 5.1% 5.6% 6.1% 3.4% 3.1%
Knitted Wool 19.0% 13.0% 10.2% 8.3% 8.6% 8.4% 4.1% 4.9%
Tab. 3.2: RMS approximation error for various BTFs and compression schemes.
ity of the ABRDF. Fortunately, these costs can be reduced to a total of about two hours
by applying principal components analysis.
3.6 Following Compression Methods
The development of BTF compression based on RFs marked an important step in the
development of real-time, high-quality BTF rendering methods since RFs enable high
quality compression of materials with significant mesostructure, which was previously
not possible. Compared to techniques published earlier than the RF technique, RFs
achieve a very good trade-off between rendering speed, memory requirements and re-
construction quality. Due to the large interest in accurate material representations, sev-
eral other techniques for compression and rendering of measured BTFs were published
[371] afterwards. To assess the performance of the RF method in comparison with the
novel techniques, many aspects should be considered (e.g., compression rate, recon-
struction speed, memory requirements, preprocessing time, numerical stability, etc.).
Concerning the goal of BTF rendering, the two most important characteristics are
reconstruction error and compression ratio. Table 3.2 compares the average approxima-
tion error for BTF representations allowing for real-time decompression: Bump map-
ping with average BRDF, two Lafortune lobes (LAF) [348] with additional scaling term
(SLAF) [89], two RF lobes (RFNL) clustered to 1024 bins (RFNLC), chained matrix
factorization with 512 clusters (CMF) [507], per-view factorization with 4 components
(VPCA) [447], and local PCA with 8 components (LPCA). The table shows the RMS
errors, which is suitable for absolute comparisons and thus predictive rendering, but it
remains questionable whether this metric provides insights concerning the similarity as
perceived by human observers. It can be seen that RFs achieve very good quality but
are inferior to data driven approaches based on PCA.
Table 3.3 compares the memory requirements for the various representations. Clearly,
clustered RFs result in very compact representations, which makes them very suitable
for scenes containing large numbers of different materials. Aggregating these two com-
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Raw Bump LAF SLAF RFNL RFNLC CMF VPCA LPCA
1282 0.6 GB 0.2 MB 0.6 MB 5.9 MB 48 MB 3.0 MB 1.9 MB 38 MB 11.1 MB
2562 2.4 GB 0.8 MB 2.1 MB 23.5 MB 193 MB 3.1 MB 1.9 MB 152 MB 11.9 MB
5122 9.6 GB 3.2 MB 8.4 MB 94.0 MB 772 MB 3.5 MB 2.1 MB 608 MB 15.1 MB
Tab. 3.3: Storage requirements for various BTF sizes.
parisons, RFs still represent a suitable representation if accurate, real-time rendering of
scenes with several materials is targeted. Among the novel techniques, only the local
PCA technique achieves better results. An advantage of the RF method compared to the
local PCA technique is that use of a larger number of clusters leads to less visible loss
of crispness, which was pointed out as the weak property of the local PCA approach
by Vasilescu and Terzopoulos [532] already. More detailed comparisons of existing
techniques can be found in [361, 457, 371].
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter a method for compression of BTFs was presented which features a very
good trade-off between memory requirements, reconstruction quality, and reconstruc-
tion speed. While it belongs to the category of parametric BTF models, which are
known to yield relatively large compression errors, its main advantage is the combi-
nation of parametric modeling and linear interpolation. This approach enables highly
accurate modeling of subsets of the data, and efficient interpolation between these sub-
sets. As a result, reconstruction errors are much smaller than in comparable parametric
BTF models and reconstruction remains almost as fast. Due to clustering of fitted RFs,
memory requirements are also comparable.
Compared to the most recently developed approaches for BTF compression, the RF
technique is still highly compatible in terms of the trade-off of reconstruction quality,
memory requirements, and reconstruction speed. It is therefore very suitable for archiv-
ing purposes and for real-time use, which is essential for implementation of rendering
algorithms. A detailed description of algorithms implementing real-time rendering from
RF compressed BTFs can be found in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 4
Synthesis of Near-Regular
Textures and BTFs
Sampled BTFs are currently the most accurate general-purpose representation for sur-
face materials. Yet, as Chapter 2 showed, some problems prohibit direct use of mea-
sured BTFs for real-time predictive rendering. The first limitation, the huge memory
requirements, can be eased significantly by applying compression techniques like the
one presented in the previous chapter. Removing the second limitation, the mismatch
between the size of the acquired material samples (typically at most several square cen-
timeters) and the size of the surface the materials are applied to (commonly several
hundred square meters), is the goal of this chapter.
A simple solution to the problem is repetition of textual elements, which is commonly
called texture tiling. Unfortunately, in cases with non-regular texture, tiling leads to
disturbing repetition artifacts (cf. Figure 4.1) which should be eliminated for predictive
rendering applications. To solve this problem, texture synthesis methods were devised
which are supposed to enlarge the texture sample while preserving its characteristic
visual textual properties. While these methods are quite successful for a large variety
of textures, they often fail for near-regular materials, which are commonly employed in
textile or car interior design.
Therefore, in the following section, an approach for faithful synthesis of these near-
regular textures is described, which was first published in [387, 388]. Although the
description of the approach is limited to synthesis of color textures, it can efficiently
be extended to more accurate material representations like sampled BTFs. Therefore,
in the second section in this chapter, two approaches for BTF synthesis will briefly be
described.
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Fig. 4.1: A stone BTF (left: frontal view) is once tiled on a cylinder (center) and once enlarged
before texturing (right).
4.1 Fractional Fourier Texture Masks
4.1.1 Problem Description
During the last years, the area of texture synthesis has been devoted significant work
from researchers in computer graphics and computer vision. The developed algorithms
achieve impressive synthesis results for various kinds of textures. Nevertheless, as
shown in Chapter 2 not all kinds of textures can currently be handled in a pleasing
manner. Especially near-regular textures (cf. Figure 2.15) that contain global, regu-
lar structures as well as stochastic deviations from regularity are still very difficult if
not impossible to synthesize faithfully. Examples of this type of texture are frequently
found in the real world and are typically highly relevant for Virtual Prototyping applica-
tions: Most textiles (e.g., used for clothing, furniture, or car interiors) and construction
elements (walls, floors, grid structures, corrugated sheet roofs) fall into this category,
and even natural objects like water waves, feathers and fur.
The specific difficulty of these textures originates from the strong mixture of regular
patterns which govern global structure, and the subtle, yet characteristic deviation from
this regularity. Since the regular patterns may be of arbitrary scale, existing sample-
based synthesis algorithms fail to faithfully reproduce these textures due to restrictions
of neighborhood sizes and lack of adequate distance functions.
In the following a technique for separation of regular structures from textures using
fractional Fourier analysis is described. Due to their deterministic nature, new images
containing these regular structures can be synthesized. These images, called fractional
Fourier texture masks (FFTMs) in the following, can be used to guide sample-based
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Fig. 4.2: Texture synthesis using FFTMs. From left to right: input texture, extracted regular
texture features, enlarged texture mask (FFTM), patch-based synthesis result including mask
information featuring no broken features and correct regularity.
synthesis algorithms in faithful selection and placement of copied pixels or patches,
effectively enforcing global, regular structure and therefore leading to drastically im-
proved synthesis quality for near-regular textures.
The method for synthesis of near-regular textures is composed of three major steps
(cf. Figure 4.2):
1. Separation of the dominant regular structure from irregular texture detail using
the fractional Fourier transform and an intensity filter,
2. Synthesis of the regular structure based on the inverse fractional Fourier trans-
form,
3. Addition of irregular texture detail by extended sample-based texture synthesis.
In the following, first some background and implementation details of the algorithms
for separation and synthesis of the regular texture structure are given. Then, it is shown
how the resulting fractional Fourier texture masks can be used to guide existing sample-
based texture algorithms to faithfully reproduce both local and global structure. The
description of the technique ends with the presentation and discussion of results, after
which some final conclusions are drawn.
4.1.2 Fractional DFT Analysis
In order to decompose textures into regular and irregular parts it is first necessary to
define what exactly the terms regular and irregular refer to. An intuitive distinction be-
tween regular and irregular structures is that structures are perceived as regular if they
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a) Original b) DFT low-pass c) DFT intensity d) FrDFT intensity
a) Original
original
b) DFT low-p.
original
2 frequencies
6 frequencies
20 frequencies
c) DFT int. original2 frequencies
6 frequencies
d) FrDFT int. original2 frequencies
6 frequencies
Fig. 4.3: Results of applying filters to a corduroy texture sample with black dots added at ran-
dom locations. Whereas the images show the texture sample, the curves visualize the lumi-
nance values of the pixels of the first scanline. While the lowpass filter result (b) still contains
irregular structures and about 20 basis functions are required for a reasonable approxima-
tion of the 1D signal, the intensity filter (c) performs much better using just 6 frequencies.
Nevertheless, the leakage error can only be eliminated applying the FrDFT intensity filter (d).
occur (at least nearly) periodically while irregular structures are distributed in a differ-
ent, more complex way. This informal definition suggests that representing a texture by
periodic basis functions should enable efficient determination and extraction of regular
structures.
Such a representation can be derived by applying a discrete Fourier transformation
(DFT) which transforms a signal into a representation based on a sum of sine and cosine
functions of varying frequencies. Given the resulting frequency spectrum, the question
of which and how many frequencies are relevant for the regular part of the image signal
arises. If too few frequencies are taken into account, most of the structure is smoothed
out. If too many frequencies are selected, the signal itself is better reproduced but at the
cost of introducing irregular structure.
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Fig. 4.4: Fractional frequency. Representing the perfectly regular fractional frequency b = 5
2
by
integer frequencies requires a large amount of basis functions, since the corresponding signal
is not periodic w.r.t. the range [0,m].
One way to select the relevant frequencies is to apply a low pass filter to the image
signal. In previous approaches for texture synthesis this idea is incorporated by building
image pyramids and synthesizing the low-resolution levels first. Unfortunately, in gen-
eral these low frequencies do not correspond to the regular structures directly, which is
shown in Figure 4.3b.
A more appropriate selection criterion is based on two observations. First, since the
regular structures in the image signal dominate the overall appearance of most near-
regular textures (see, e.g., the corduroy sample in Figure 4.3), they carry a much larger
amount of energy than the irregular patterns. Second, while the energy contained in
strongly visible irregular structures is distributed among a large number of frequencies,
the main part of the energy contained in the periodic structures is carried by a few
frequencies already (compare Figure 4.3c). Therefore, regular parts of the texture can
be determined by selecting the frequencies carrying the most energy. In the following,
this selection criterion is called an intensity filter.
While application of the intensity filter to the DFT of the signal yields good results
already, the leakage effect of the DFT introduces artifacts along the borders of the im-
age as illustrated in Figure 4.3c. This prohibits high quality synthesis of the extracted
regular structure since the erroneous regions would be contained repeatedly in the syn-
thesized image. The reason for the existence of leakage problems is shown in Figure
4.4, where both functions represent perfectly periodic signals restricted to the interval
[0,m]. With respect to the given interval, only the function with b = 2 is periodic, the
one with b = 52 is not. Applying the intensity filter to the DFT always yields a signal
periodic w.r.t. the given interval, which prohibits faithful representation of the perfectly
regular frequency b = 52 . For a texture the restriction of the signal to such a window
is usually defined implicitly when capturing the texture by a photograph. The window
is typically neither perfectly aligned with the regular structure nor does it contain an
integer amount of oscillations of the regular structure. A solution for this problem is the
use of a fractional discrete Fourier transform.
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Definition (Fractional Frequency) For a function f(k) = cos(2pi bmk) defined on [0,m],
b ∈ [0, m2 ] is called the frequency with respect to m. b is called a fractional fre-
quency if b /∈ Z. For a two-dimensional function
f(kx, ky) = cos
(
2pi
(
bxkx
mx
+
byky
my
))
the analogon holds for a frequency pair (bx, by) with respect to mx and my.
Synthesizing the regular structure by continued evaluation of periodic functions re-
quires exact knowledge of the fractional frequencies corresponding to the regular struc-
tures. A method to analyze these frequencies is the fractional Fourier transform (FrDFT,
also called linear FrDFT [576]) [14]. While the DFT of a sequence aj, j ∈ [0,m[ is a
function FT : Z→ C with
FT (z) =
1
m
m−1∑
j=0
aje
−2pii zjm ,
the fractional Fourier transform of a sequence aj, j ∈ [0,m[ is a function FT : R→ C
with
FT (k) =
1
m
m−1∑
j=0
aje
−2piikjm
or for a two-dimensional texture
FT (kx, ky) =
1
mxmy
mx−1∑
jx=0
my−1∑
jy=0
ajxjye
−2pii
(
kxjx
mx
+
kyjy
my
)
.
4.1.3 Extraction of Regular Structures
The following property provides the key idea to extract the exact fractional frequency of
a signal: The absolute value |FT (k)| of the FrDFT of a complex periodic sequence of
the form aj = Fbe2pii
bj
m , j ∈ [0,m[, Fb ∈ C with frequency b ∈ R reaches its maximum
for k = b [14] and FT (b) = Fb is the Fourier coefficient that determines intensity and
phase (see Figure 4.5). To exploit this property (which analogously holds for frequency
pairs) in the context of texture synthesis, two problems have to be solved. First, textures
are real-valued. Second, the regular structure of most relevant textures is contained in
more than one frequency and therefore not only a single frequency has to be determined.
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison of absolute DFT and FrDFT coefficients for the curve in Figure 4.3 after
subtraction of mean value. The dominant regular structure is caused by frequency 7.2. The
small plot shows the FrDFT of the function cos(7.2 · 2pix).
A widely accepted approximation to the first problem is the computation of the an-
alytic signal from the real-valued input by computing the Hilbert transform [45]. This
first requires computation of the DFT coefficients Fbx,by of the input texture. Then,
assuming the texture has even width mx and even height my, new DFT coefficients
F˜bx,by = w(x, y)Fbx,by are computed, with
w(x, y) =

1 (x, y) ∈ {(0, 0), (mx2 , 0), (0, my2 ), (mx2 , my2 )}
2 (x, y) ∈ [1, mx2 − 1]× [0,my − 1] ∪ [0, mx2 ]× [1, my2 ]
0 else
For odd widths or heights formulas are similar. Afterwards, inverse DFT is applied to
F˜bx,by , resulting in the desired, complex-valued sequence.
Solving the second problem is more difficult. If the regular structure is contained in
several frequency pairs (as usual), the FrDFT is the sum of the FrDFT of each of the
pairs. As the small plot in Figure 4.5 shows, |FT (k)| contains many local maxima
even for a function determined by a single dominant fractional frequency. The FrDFT
of a real sequence as in the large plot of Figure 4.5 therefore contains various local
maxima of which some correspond to fractional frequencies contained in the regular
structure and some do not. Therefore, in the following a method for identifying the
correct maxima in FT (kx, ky) corresponding to the fractional frequencies that carry the
regular structure is described.
The method is based on the following theorem:
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Theorem Let d := 2pi(k − b). Then for k, b ∈ [0,m[
|FTb(k)|2 ≈ sinc2(k − b)
with
sinc(x) =
{
sin(pix)
pix x 6= 0
1 x = 0
.
Proof The Taylor series of 1− cos ( dm) gives
1− cos
(
d
m
)
≈ d
2
2m2
Therefore
|FTb(k)|2 = 1
m2
∣∣∣∣1− eid
1− e idm
∣∣∣∣2 = 1− cos(d)m2 (1− cos ( dm))[14]
≈ 2
d2
(1− cos(d)) = 2
d2
(
1−
(
cos2
(
d
2
)
− sin2
(
d
2
)))
=
2
d2
(
2 sin2
(
d
2
))
=
(
sin
(
d
2
)
d
2
)2
= sinc2(k − b).
If frequency b is described by Fourier coefficient Fb, then
|FTb (k)|2 ≈ (|Fb| sinc (k − b))2 .
For the 2D case, following a similar argumentation,
|FTbx,by(kx, ky)|2 ≈ |Fbx,by |2 · sinc2 (kx − bx) · sinc2 (ky − by) . (4.1)
for bx, kx ∈ [0,mx[ and by, ky ∈ [0,my[.
Equation 4.1 shows that the magnitude mli of a local maximum at kli = (kxi, kyi)
is much smaller than the magnitude mg of the global maximum at kg = (kxg , kyg).
The relationship between mli and mg is approximately as follows (for kxi 6= kxg and
kyi 6= kyg):
mg
mli
≈ pi2 ∣∣(kxg − kxi) (kyg − kyi)∣∣ .
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Fig. 4.6: Superposition of two frequencies typically retains the FrDFT maxima. Enlarged view:
the exact location of maxima may be shifted slightly.
Proof
mg
mli
=
∣∣FTkxg ,kyg (kxg , kyg)∣∣∣∣FTkxg ,kyg (kxi, kyi)∣∣ ≈
∣∣Fkxg ,kyg ∣∣ · ∣∣sinc (kxg − kxg) · sinc (kyg − kyg)∣∣∣∣Fkxg ,kyg ∣∣ · ∣∣sinc (kxi − kxg) · sinc (kyi − kyg)∣∣
=
1∣∣∣∣ sin(pi(kxi−kxg))pi(kxi−kxg) · sin(pi(kyi−kyg))pi(kyi−kyg)
∣∣∣∣ = pi
2
∣∣(kxg − kxi) (kyg − kyi)∣∣ (4.2)
since the distance |kg− kli| between global and local minima of the sinc function
– and thus approximately the FrDFT – equals z + 12 in each dimension (z ∈ Z).
Due to this strong difference between the magnitudes of local and global maxima,
the global maximum should be well preserved even if multiple fractional frequencies
are contained in the sequence (cf. Figure 4.6). In addition, the most intense maximum
should remain the global maximum, which turned out to be a valid assumption during
all tests.
The basic method for extraction of relevant frequencies is therefore the following:
First, the frequency pair with largest absolute value of the corresponding fractional
Fourier coefficient is determined. Then its contribution to the analyzed image is re-
moved and a FrDFT transformation is performed on the remaining image. This process
is repeated until the absolute value of the largest remaining Fourier coefficient is below
some threshold (cf. Figure 4.7). In each step largest values are determined by first sam-
pling the coefficients with a fixed step size and then applying a standard maximization
algorithm, starting at the sample with largest value.
Unfortunately, extracting frequencies in this way is very time consuming (the run-
time of the algorithm is roughly O(mxmymxdx
my
dy
n), where dx and dy denote the distance
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original step 1 step 2 step 3 step 5 step 8 step 14 step 23
Fig. 4.7: Steps of the Fourier analysis algorithm. Top: remaining texture elements, bottom:
extracted elements.
Threshold 0.5 1 2 5
Frequency pairs found 175 76 35 14
Runtime 97 s 48 s 27 s 11 s
Tab. 4.1: Runtime and result size of the FrDFT analysis for various thresholds and the texture
from Figure 4.3 measured on a 2.4 GHz PC.
in x and y direction between values for which the FrDFT coefficient is computed and n
denotes the number of extracted frequencies). The run-time complexity of the algorithm
can be improved in two ways. First, the maximum search in the 2D-FrDFT can be
reduced to the 1D case, because for fixed kx or fixed ky Equation 4.1 is a 1D sinc2
function. To determine a 2D maximum, it is therefore convenient to first search a 1D
maximum with fixed ky and then use its position as fixed kx.
Applying this modification, the run-time complexity reduces toO(mxmy(mxdx +
my
dy
)n)
but still remains high. Therefore, a second optimization restricts the regions searched
for maxima. As visible in Figure 4.5, the position of a FrDFT global maximum can
roughly be determined using the DFT. One is only looking for the most intense fre-
quencies and thus only the highest maxima of FT . The DFT yields the values of FT
for kx, ky ∈ Z and therefore one only needs to search the [−1, 1]2 regions around DFT
coefficients that are larger than a threshold. Choosing a high threshold can save a large
amount of time (cf. Table 4.1). Applying this second modification reduces the run-time
to O(mxmy( 2dx +
2
dy
)c), where c denotes the number of DFT values above the threshold.
Optimization of Extracted Frequencies
The extracted frequency pairs are near-optimal only since interference effects caused
by the summation of multiple frequencies shift the location of maxima slightly (cf.
Figure 4.6). To compensate for this effect, the intensity filter based on Fourier analysis
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original unoptimized optimized original unoptimized optimized
Fig. 4.8: Effects of optimization of extracted frequencies for two textures.
cracker
Frequency pairs 7 13 16 23 29 44
Improvement 1.0% 1.0% 0.8% 1.6% 1.5% 1.5%
Runtime 4 s 140 s 120 s 25 min 41 min 115 min
knitted wool
Frequency pairs 6 9 14 20 25 36
Improvement 4.7% 3.9% 5.1% 6.3% 6.7% 7.2%
Runtime 13 s 120 s 430 s 42 min 90 min 140 min
Tab. 4.2: Runtime of the optimization procedure depending on the maximum number of ex-
tracted frequency pairs per color channels.
is rewritten as an energy minimization problem. Since the intensity filter extracts the
frequencies with the most energy, it minimizes the least squares color difference
E =
1
mx ·my
√√√√mx−1∑
x=0
my−1∑
y=0
(
Tin(x, y)−Min(x, y)
)2
(4.3)
between the input texture Tin and Min, a texture with equal size containing the regular
structure due to the extracted frequency pairs which is generated from inverse FrDFT
transform
Min(x, y) =
n∑
k=1
Fke
2pii
(
xbxk
mx
+
ybyk
my
)
. (4.4)
of the n frequency pairs bk = (bxk , byk)(k ∈ [1, n]) and corresponding Fourier coeffi-
cients Fk. Obviously, minimization of this energy function will result in frequency pairs
that optimally represent the input texture. In the implemented example, this minimiza-
tion is achieved by applying non-linear optimization to the frequency pairs extracted
by fractional Fourier analysis using the Levenberg-Marquardt [422] algorithm, which
turned out to give better results than comparable approaches like Downhill-Simplex
[422].
As Table 4.2 shows, the run-time of the optimization procedure mainly depends on
the maximum number of extracted frequencies per color channel. The approximately
cubic dependence makes the approach useful for cases with limited dimensionality only.
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Fig. 4.9: Effects of enforcement of the base frequency pair for the cracker texture. From left
to right: original, extracted regular structure, enlarged regular structure showing undesired
interference effects, enforcement of base frequency pair, and correct, enlarged structure.
Significant additional influence can be contributed to the size of the analyzed texture.
Fortunately, as the improvements suggest, the unoptimized extracted frequencies are
usually very accurate already (cf. Figure 4.8). Therefore, the optimization procedure
can often safely be skipped.
Enforcement of Base Frequency Pair
Optimizing the extracted frequencies following the above scheme leads to very accu-
rate regular structures. Unfortunately, optimizing accuracy is insufficient in some cases.
Figure 4.9 shows such an example. The cracker texture contains regularly placed, small,
black dots. In order to represent these small features including their sharp borders, mix-
tures of several frequency pairs at distinct ratios are required. Typically, sharp features
are generated by a base frequency pair and multiples of it. If the extracted frequency
pairs deviate from these distinct ratios (e.g., caused by numerical inaccuracies, by lo-
cal minima the non-linear optimization gets stuck in, or by influences from irregular
texture parts), undesired interference artifacts become visible outside the area of the
original texture sample. Therefore, regularity is clearly not captured in these regions.
This effect is shown in Figure 4.9 and the corresponding Table 4.3: The black dots are
generated by a base frequency pair of (bxb, byb) = (2.6782, 3.1042). Before enforcing
it, extracted frequencies (slightly) deviate from multiples of the base pair, resulting in
undesired interference effects. Afterwards, the distinct ratios are enforced perfectly,
eliminating any undesired interference.
The energy minimization scheme described above is not capable of enforcing distinct
ratios between extracted frequencies but this requirement can be introduced based on
the following fact: For all (mixtures of) regular texture structures there exists an image
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k ch. bxk byk Re Im ch. bxk byk Re Im
1 Y 0.0 0.0 156.8 0.0 Y 0.0 0.0 156.8 0.0
2 Cr 0.0 0.0 -34.1 0.0 Cr 0.0 0.0 -34.1 0.0
3 Cb 0.0 0.0 19.8 0.0 Cb 0.0 0.0 19.8 0.0
4 Y 1.1103 2.5878 -2.8 -7.8 Y 119.9654 3.1042 3.9 2.3
5 Y 119.9744 3.1673 4.5 1.2 Y 2.6782 9.3126 -4.0 0.1
6 Y 2.5690 4.5923 -4.2 1.5 Y 5.3564 6.2084 -2.4 -3.2
7 Y 5.5241 6.3059 -4.2 -0.8 Y 10.7128 6.2084 3.2 -1.8
8 Y 2.7014 9.3199 -4.1 0.3 Y 5.3564 121.7916 2.4 -2.8
9 Y 5.1943 121.5655 3.3 1.8 Y 2.6782 118.6872 0.1 -3.6
10 Y 10.7947 6.1151 3.2 -1.7 Y 117.2872 6.2084 2.7 -2.2
11 Y 2.5475 118.5844 2.7 -2.3 Y 8.0346 3.1043 1.3 -2.9
12 Y 8.1016 3.0786 1.2 -3.2 Y 8.0346 9.3126 -0.1 -3.1
Tab. 4.3: Most significant extracted frequency pairs before (left) and after (right) enforcement
of base frequency pair. The color channel (ch.), frequencies (bxk , byk), and coefficients Fk =
Re+ i · Im are shown.
size (mxt,myt) such that continuing or cropping the structures leads to tileable textures,
meaning that an integer amount of repetitions of the structure is contained in the texture
(this fact was also used by Liu et al. [322]). In frequency space, (mxt,myt) corresponds
to a base frequency pair bb = (bxb, byb) such that all frequency pairs bk required for
reconstruction of regular structures are integer multiples of bb. Determining such a base
frequency pair and enforcing frequency pairs for reconstruction to be integer multiples
of this frequency leads to elimination of undesired interference.
Applying this observation leads to the following minimization problem: Find a base
frequency pair (bxb, byb), n pairs of integers (mxk ,myk), and corresponding reconstruc-
tion weights rk such that
E =
1
mx ·my
√√√√mx−1∑
x=0
my−1∑
y=0
(
Tin(x, y)−Min (x, y)
)2
(4.5)
with
Min(x, y) =
n∑
k=1
rke
2pii
(
xmxkbxb
my
+
ymykbyb
mx
)
(4.6)
is minimized. Please note that the reconstruction weights rk need not necessarily be
the Fourier coefficients. It is, e.g., possible to assume a fixed domain of texture values
(typically [0, 255] for standard textures) which allows for introduction of an additional
clamp function into the above equation.
Unfortunately, the energy in Equation 4.5 can trivially be minimized by setting the
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base frequency pair components to arbitrarily small values, such that the adjusted fre-
quency pairs converge to the ones extracted with FrDFT analysis. To avoid this, as-
sumptions about the base frequency pair have to be made. One assumption typically
fulfilled is that both components of the base pair are greater than two, i.e., that the input
texture contains at least two full periods of texture in each direction (e.g., the texture in
Figure 4.9 features about three periods in each direction).
The above optimization problem is a non-linear, mixed integer, constrained optimiza-
tion problem with a non-convex, differentiable target function. Such problems are
known to be difficult to solve, and often require inefficient algorithms to determine
an optimal solution despite continuous advances in the field [51]. Since the number
of variables is quite high (20 pairs of integers and 20 weights are quite common) an
inefficient algorithm is not acceptable.
It is therefore more suitable to apply a combination of relaxation and selection steps:
The relaxation step determines an optimal solution without the integer constraints, the
selection step searches an optimal solution in the vicinity of the solution found by the
relaxation step including the integer constraints. This method follows a standard ap-
proach from non-linear mixed integer optimization by combining non-linear and integer
optimization methods. The approach provides no guarantees on determining a global
optimum and therefore the quality of the solution heavily depends on a good initial
guess. Fortunately, such an initial solution can efficiently be computed from Equation
4.3 by applying FrDFT analysis as described above.
In the following, the reconstruction weights rk equal the Fourier coefficients Fk,
which allows for an especially efficient implementation, since the relaxation step re-
duces to FrDFT analysis and since no iterations between relaxation and selection steps
are necessary. The selection step needs to minimize the reconstruction error while si-
multaneously enforcing a base frequency pair. Unfortunately, direct optimization of this
error function is time consuming due to integer restrictions.
Therefore, a different multi-step selection method is employed. In a first step, several
base frequency candidate pairs (bxj , byj) closely fitting the respective components of the
extracted pairs bi = (bix, biy), i.e., locally minimizing
εx =
∑k
i=1 |Fi| ·
(
minn∈N
{∥∥n · bxj − bix∥∥1})2
b2xj
∑k
i=1 |Fi|
(4.7)
respectively
εy =
∑k
i=1 |Fi| ·
(
minn∈N
{∥∥n · byj − biy∥∥1})2
b2yj
∑k
i=1 |Fi|
(4.8)
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are determined. Note, that the x and y components can be handled independently of
each other. Due to the above assumption and since the base frequencies should not
be much larger than the smallest extracted frequency pair components, 2 ≤ bxj ≤
min {bix}i∈[1,k] + δx and 2 ≤ byj ≤ min
{
biy
}
i∈[1,k] + δy (δx and δy are application-
dependent parameters, set to 4 in the conducted experiments). Such frequencies can
efficiently be determined by uniformly sampling the range of possible frequencies and
selecting samples corresponding to local minima. Determined minima can be improved
by iteratively refining the sampling density in their vicinity.
Once the sets {bxj} and {byj} of locally optimal frequencies are determined, the set
{bxj} × {byj} of possible base frequency pairs is computed and elements are sorted
based on the combined approximation error εx + εy. Then, among the first n of these,
the pair resulting in least reconstruction error according to Equation 4.5 is selected as
the base frequency pair. Finally, appropriate integer pairs and reconstruction weights
for the extracted frequency pairs are computed.
The two-step selection operation requires some seconds on a standard PC for most
input textures (e.g., 15 seconds for the example in Figure 4.9). The exact run-time
depends on various parameters like the size and complexity of the input texture, the
number of extracted frequencies, and the number of candidate pairs for which the re-
construction error is evaluated. For most textures the approach succeeds in removing
undesired interference artifacts (cf. Figure 4.16 for another example). It nevertheless
has problems with textures that violate the assumption that at least two periods need
to be present in each dimension. This can be improved manually by making the user
select the approximate size of a regular patch and optimizing the user input by search-
ing the vicinity. Another problem of the algorithm is that it assumes a single structure
in the texture. If independent structures exist (cf. Figure 4.18) either the input texture
needs to be enlarged or the algorithm for extraction of base frequency pairs needs to be
combined with a clustering approach that separates frequencies from each of the inde-
pendent structures. Unfortunately, the notion of independent structures is very difficult
to capture mathematically. Thus, such an approach might require user-intervention for
generating meaningful results.
Fractional Fourier Texture Masks
The analysis process outlined above determines frequency pairs b1, . . . , bn with respec-
tive Fourier coefficients F1, . . . , Fn. These frequencies can be synthesized using the
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inverse DFT formula:
ajxjy =
n∑
h=1
Fhe
2pii
(
bhxjx
mx
+
bhyjy
my
)
.
If one chooses jx, jy ∈ Z, the size of the synthesized texture is unlimited and the
frequencies of the regular structures represent the parameters of a procedural texture
containing these structures. This process is known as Fourier synthesis [569] and the
output is called fractional Fourier texture masks (FFTMs) in the following. Examples
of FFTMs are shown in the third row of Figure 4.12.
The frequency information can be used to calculate the size of a texture with tileable
regular structures. A regular structure is tileable if the frequencies describing the struc-
ture are not fractional w.r.t. the texture size. In most cases, this is the base frequency
pair bb determined from Equation 4.5. Thus
m′x = mx ·
nx
bbx
and m′y = my ·
ny
bby
(4.9)
produces tileable sizes for all (nx, ny) ∈ N× N and nx = ny = 1 is a single tile of the
pattern as described by Liu et al. [323]. In the most general case, the texture contains
multiple base frequency pairs bbi with i ∈ [0, n]. In this case, the smallest common
denominator bbc of the bbi has to be determined and used instead of bb in Equations 4.9.
With the notable exception of enforcing base frequency pairs, FrDFT analysis and
synthesis are performed for each color channel separately. Various tests determined
that transforming the RGB color data to YCrCb color space gives best results since this
reduces deviation of the per-channel frequencies. In addition, for many textures the
analysis turns out to become faster, because usually the Y-channel contains the most
information.
4.1.4 Texture Synthesis
As described above already, existing texture synthesis algorithms have difficulties with
reproducing near-regular textures since they need to reproduce both regular and irregu-
lar structures. Typically, existing techniques are more successful at handling stochastic
textures with irregular structures. Therefore, combining these algorithms with FFTMs,
which capture the regular elements of a texture, should lead to better synthesis methods
that accurately handle textures containing both regular and irregular elements.
Currently, the most prominent techniques for texture synthesis are methods based on
intelligent sampling. In the following, it is shown how FFTMs can be used with these
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techniques (either pixel- or patch-based). The texture synthesized by such a method
will be denoted by Tout, an FFTM with size equal to the desired output size by Mout,
and the FFTM corresponding to input texture Tin by Min. In this way for every pixel
in Tin there is exactly one corresponding pixel in Min, and the same holds for pixels in
Tout and Mout.
Pixel-Based Synthesis
In the pixel-based synthesis approach, an output texture Tout is generated from an input
texture Tin by selectively copying pixels. A pixel is chosen by comparing the neighbor-
hood of the current pixel in Tout to a candidate list of neighborhoods of pixels from Tin.
The comparison of neighborhoods is typically carried out by computing the L2 norm of
the difference between neighborhood vectors ~N(Tin, xin) and ~N(Tout, xout). A typical
neighborhood is shown in Figure 4.10.
Incorporating FFTMs into pixel-based synthesis algorithms can be achieved in differ-
ent ways, of which the following two ones were implemented:
Full neighborhood comparison. This approach is inspired by the texture mask ap-
proach as proposed by Zhang et al. [611]. The neighborhood used to determine
best matching pixels is extended fromNupper toNfull = Nupper∪Nlower. Whereas
the similarity of pixels in Nupper is measured by the standard L2 norm
dTT =
∥∥∥ ~N(Tin, xin)− ~N(Tout, xout)∥∥∥
2
, (4.10)
for pixels in Nlower the L2 norm
dMM =
∥∥∥ ~N(Min, xin)− ~N(Mout, xout)∥∥∥
2
(4.11)
of the respective FFTM values is evaluated. The contributions from both parts
are summed into a single value after scaling the FFTM-similarities by a mask
weight c. Please note that incorporating dMM can be interpreted as the previously
missing way to improve the standard similarity measure to consider structural in-
formation as well.
Cluster ID match. The pixels of Min are clustered based on similar neighborhoods
Nfull using k-means clustering. Whenever a pixel xout is synthesized, the cluster
ID of the corresponding pixel is determined. This cluster ID defines a candidate
set of pixels in Min and thus corresponding pixels Tin from which the pixel to be
copied is selected using the measure dTT defined above.
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Synthesized
(Tout and Mout)
Not yet synthesized 
(Mout only)
Nupper
Nlower
xout
N
y
Nx
Fig. 4.10: The neighborhoods Nupper and Nlower with size Nx × Ny. Nupper is defined for all
textures and masks, but Nlower is undefined for Tout.
Fig. 4.11: Synthesis results for the texture in Figure 4.12. Upper row: with k-coherence and clus-
ter ID match. Results with full search and full neighborhood comparison are similar. Lower
row: ANN search and full neighborhood comparison. Both examples used a 32 neighborhood.
The images on the right visualize x and y components of source coordinates respectively.
To accelerate the actual neighborhood selection standard strategies like the k-coherence
search of Tong et al. [520] and approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) search [311, 609]
can be applied in both approaches. Experiments showed that best results are achieved
for the combination of full neighborhood comparison with ANN search. An examina-
tion of the output source coordinates as illustrated in Figure 4.11 shows the reason for
the better quality of the ANN search results. The apparent noise in the output texture
is caused by very little spatial coherence in the source coordinates. The noise is not
caused by problems in the k-coherence or the ANN search algorithm, because it occurs
even with an exhaustive search that always finds the best matching neighborhood. If
the ANN search with the full neighborhood search is used, the source coordinates show
that small spatially coherent regions are copied from the input texture. This is due to the
implementation of the ANN algorithm used [367], which favors neighborhood vectors
close to the query vector if the tree was built with the vectors in scanline order. This
observation is in accordance with the results of Ashikhmin [10].
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Experiments determined that for reproducing simple structures with the ANN ap-
proach, a small 22 neighborhood and a weight c ≈ 1 produce good results. Reproduc-
tion of more complex structures like knitted wool requires a larger 62 neighborhood to
obtain good results and possibly a higher value for c. Usually, if c < 0.1 the mask has
no effect, and if c > 5 the mask weight is too large. In case large neighborhoods are
required, principal component analysis can be applied to reduce the dimension of the
neighborhood vectors to about 16, which increases synthesis speed significantly while
decreasing synthesis quality just slightly.
The algorithm can easily be extended to create tileable textures. Equation 4.9 can
be used to calculate an appropriate output size for the regular structures. If one wraps
around the neighborhoods at the border and adds a second pass for the pixels where
the opposite neighborhood was undefined during the first pass, the irregular structures
produced by the pixel synthesis fit without visible edges.
Patch-Based Synthesis
Incorporation of FFTMs into patch-based synthesis algorithms basically follows the
same idea as for pixel-based methods. Whereas the quality of pixel-based algorithms
was improved by completing the full neighborhood with values from FFTMs, the same
can be applied to parts of patches that do not overlap with already synthesized pixels.
Additionally, to support iterative improvement of synthesized textures using the Graph-
cut algorithm [288] the pixel representation is extended from standard 3D RGB vec-
tors to 6D vectors that additionally contain the respective mask values, scaled by the
FFTM weight c. This way, one can simply reuse the standard L2 norm to compute
dMM + c · dTT , which helps to find well fitting patches that additionally preserve the
regular structure. Obviously, as for pixel-based synthesis, tileable textures can be syn-
thesized by computing appropriate output sizes and wrapping around neighborhoods at
borders.
4.1.5 Results
The above algorithms were tested with various texture samples. The pixel-based algo-
rithm is very easy to use since the only manual parameters that need to be selected are
the intensity filter threshold, the neighborhood size, and the mask weight. For synthe-
sizing textures with the help of FFTMs a 32 neighborhood was used which is (much)
smaller than the largest structures in the textures. When omitting FFTMs much larger
neighborhoods were used (for the images in Figure 4.12, from left to right 62, 52, 82,
102, and 102) which increases synthesis times drastically.
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Fig. 4.12: Examples for successful synthesis. Each column shows from top to bottom the input
sample, standard ANN synthesis without a mask, the mask created with the FrDFT synthesis,
and the ANN synthesis result with mask. In many cases the FFTM provides a very accurate
approximation of the synthesized texture already.
As the results in Figure 4.12 show, FFTMs clearly help to preserve regular structures.
While standard ANN-accelerated per-pixel synthesis of the textile textures fails to retain
the appearance of the textures – especially reproduction of the rightmost texture fails
completely – simply employing the FFTMs as textures performs much better already,
since they preserve the textures’ most significant property: their regularity. Addition
of irregular detail further improves the quality of the texture whereas the degree of
improvement depends on the visual dominance of the regular structure. Especially tex-
tures with visually rich appearance like the knitted wool or the rightmost texture profit
extremely. Further, very nice results not representing textiles are shown in Figure 4.13.
Synthesizing textures using the patch-based approach leads to very good results which
are superior to the ones of the ANN-accelerated pixel-based method for near-regular
textures. Figure 4.15 shows an example in which the pixel-based algorithm fails to
add the irregular details but which is handled by the patch-based algorithm very well.
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Fig. 4.13: Examples for successful synthesis of non-textile samples with the pixel-based ap-
proach.
Further results of this method are shown in Figure 4.14. Synthesis was done using the
Graphcut algorithm and the sub-patch matching strategy [288], which was previously
not known to give good results for near-regular texture, which confirms the usefulness
of FFTMs. The used patch size can be determined automatically by computing parts
of the texture that are tileable, which are usually much smaller than the full texture,
leading to run-time advances compared to the entire patch matching strategy [288]. The
determined patch size needs not be very accurate to achieve pleasing results (e.g., the
bottom right texture in Figure 4.14 contains features of size 75 × 60 pixels and was
synthesized using a patch size of 40× 40). Please note that synthesis of the textures in
Figure 4.15 and in the top left of Figure 4.14 was previously not possible using fully
automatic algorithms [312]. Another advantage of using small patches is that textures
with larger variance can be synthesized while still preserving the texture features repre-
sentative for the input texture. This leads to visually more rich textures where repetition
artifacts are less notable.
1282 pixels 2392 pixels
Neighborhood size No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
2 × 2 0.16 0.07 0.42 0.10
3 × 3 0.42 0.12 1.44 0.14
4 × 4 0.90 0.21 3.22 0.21
5 × 5 1.65 0.37 — 0.30
Tab. 4.4: Runtime per output pixel for the ANN synthesis in milliseconds for the first (1282
pixels) and fourth (2392 pixels) sample in Figure 4.12. PCA was applied to the neighborhood
vectors from Tin and Min to reduce their dimension to 16.
Table 4.4 shows some runtime examples for the ANN synthesis, measured on a 2.4
GHz Pentium 4. The runtime increases with the neighborhood size, but can be reduced
significantly using PCA. Other measurements show that the ANN search time depends
on the sample appearance because the time varies for samples of the same size. In
general, an approximate runtime of O( |N | log |Tin|) per output pixel was observed.
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Fig. 4.14: Examples for successful synthesis with the patch-based approach.
Synthesis times for the patch-based method are longer, typically some minutes for
the examples shown. The exact time naturally depends on the size of the synthesized
texture, the number of improvement steps necessary or allowed, and the size of copied
patches. Nevertheless, synthesis times are not noticeably longer than without incorpo-
ration of FFTMs.
Comparing the pixel- and patch-based synthesis approaches is difficult. For most
textures, ANN-accelerated synthesis already yields very good results at a fast speed.
Nevertheless, the patch-based algorithm turns out to be more robust: It provides good
results even in cases where the pixel-based approach fails.
The quality of the FFTM has great influence on the result. If the mask contains the
regular structures without errors, the synthesized textures are of high quality. Otherwise,
the synthesis algorithms produce errors as shown in Figure 4.16.
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Fig. 4.15: Example for improved quality of patch-based synthesis. Although the mask has good
quality, the ANN synthesis (middle) fails to reproduce the irregular structures. Applying ex-
tended patch-based synthesis incorporating FFTMs (right) the results become very pleasing.
Fig. 4.16: Problematic synthesis (top). The FFTM (middle) contains errors since the base fre-
quency pair was not enforced. In such a case, texture synthesis (right) fails to reproduce the
original appearance (left). The problem vanishes if enforcing the base frequency pair (bottom).
4.1.6 Conclusions
In this section a new method for synthesis of near-regular textures was described. The
key observation behind this technique is that an DFT intensity filter can be applied to
separate dominant regular structures from irregular texture detail. Since the DFT inten-
sity filter works for already tileable textures only, FrDFT was applied instead of DFT.
An algorithm for automatic extraction, optimization and synthesis of the regular patterns
was proposed, which allows to generate fractional Fourier texture masks. These masks
are used in combination with existing sample-based texture synthesis algorithms to add
the missing irregular texture details. The success of this approach was documented by
showing high quality synthesis results for a number of textures from different material
categories.
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Fig. 4.17: Problematic synthesis of textures with independent structures. The input texture (left)
contains far less than two periods of texture. Although the extracted FFTMs (middle) capture
the regularity, sample-based algorithms fail to preserve texture features (right).
Application of the FrDFT intensity filter should prove beneficial in combination with
other methods as well. Liu et al.’s [324] approach for computation of shape and size
of tileable texture elements, which is based on autocorrelations, should be improved by
removing irregular texture parts. Additionally, the extracted frequencies represent an
explicit description of unique texture properties and might thus contribute to accurate
texture recognition.
Especially interesting results could be achieved by combining FTTMs and paramet-
ric texture synthesis techniques since the combination would result in a very compact,
parametric texture model. Thus, besides efficient storage, efficient on-the-fly texture
synthesis would become available. Additionally, parametric texture models are espe-
cially interesting since they learn an explicit texture model and can thus synthesize
unseen texture data. The strength of such an approach is shown in Figure 4.17. The
input texture contains two structures: the black, hexagonal grating and the square tiles
colored with different shades of gray. Fractional Fourier analysis succeeds in extract-
ing these two structures and generated FFTMs show accurate replications of the regular
parts. Unfortunately, intelligent sampling fails to reproduce texture details. Due to the
slightly different orientation of the two structures, the input sample does not contain a
full period of texture, prohibiting accurate texture synthesis due to missing samples. In
contrast to that, parametric models should succeed in reproducing texture detail since
they are capable of inferring unseen data from the given observations.
Another interesting application area for the FrDFT intensity filter might be specialized
compression techniques. Previously, a technique separating textures into deterministic
(i.e., regular) and non-deterministic (i.e., irregular) parts was proposed [495] but it han-
dles deterministic features based on DFT analysis. As shown above, better results can
be achieved for near-regular textures using FrDFT analysis.
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Fig. 4.18: Shifting energy into regular parts leads to better FFTMs and thus synthesis results.
From left to right: input texture, FFTM, synthesized result (pixel-based synthesis, 6×6 neigh-
borhood), enhanced input (histogram stretch), enhanced FFTM, correctly synthesized result.
Although the FrDFT intensity filter turns out to be very robust for textures with reg-
ular structures that carry a large amount of energy, handling of regular textures like
pinstriped suits is difficult (cf. Figure 4.18). Fortunately, it is often easily possible to
shift more energy into regular structures like the thin pinstripes by applying simple im-
age processing operations (e.g., histogram stretch). Such an approach leads to similar
texture masks than the ones created by the approach of Wu and Yu [592] which extracts
sharp features using image filters.
Finally, in order to make the approach applicable to near-regular textures with sub-
stantial geometric variation or textures featuring significant perspective distortion, the
method should be combined with regularization approaches like the one of Liu et al.
[323].
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4.2 BTF Synthesis
Synthesizing materials with texture synthesis algorithms as the one proposed in the
previous section leads to textures that closely resemble their archetype. Despite the
impressive results achieved by this approach, synthesized materials are insufficient for
predictive rendering since they represent spatially varying diffuse BRDFs. Obviously,
for predictive rendering more complex materials are required.
Chapter 2 already presented some methods extending texture synthesis methods to
more general material representations like BTFs. Since synthesis techniques make no
assumptions about the data they process, they can easily be applied to high-dimensional
data sets like BTFs in principle. Unfortunately, the high dimensionality introduces prac-
tical problems by significantly increasing synthesis times. In special, computation of
similarities of finely sampled ABRDFs requires much more effort than computing sim-
ilarities of RGB color values. Therefore, the most crucial decision in extending synthe-
sis algorithms to complex material representations is definition of an efficient method
for computing similarities.
In the following, experiments with such methods are presented. The first experiment
evaluates a pixel-based BTF method and provides interesting insights into problems of
such an approach. The second experiment describes a novel combination of intelligent
tiling and BTFs, leading to a method suitable for texturing very large surfaces without
notable repetition.
4.2.1 Pixel-Based BTF Synthesis
The first experiment with BTF synthesis is based on the BTF synthesis on surfaces
method of Tong et al. [520]. It consists of two steps. First, ABRDFs are clustered
and similarities between cluster centers are precomputed. Then, BTFs are synthesized
using a hierarchical pixel-based synthesis method, employing the precomputed data to
achieve efficiency. Unlike in the original paper of Tong et al., the BTFs synthesized in
this experiment are planar, thus complex resampling of BTFs on meshes is avoided.
Analysis Step
Synthesizing BTFs is problematic due to two main reasons: First, BTFs typically re-
quire several GBs of storage. Second, the high dimensionality of ABRDFs makes sim-
ilarity computations very expensive. To reduce both problems, Tong et al. introduce a
precomputation step that clusters the per-texel ABRDFs using the k-means clustering
algorithm. In the test described here, 1000 to 2000 clusters were used, which yields a
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Fig. 4.19: Pixel-based BTF synthesis results from knitted wool sample (left) using textons (cen-
ter) and raw data (right).
high-quality representation of the BTF. Since the number of clusters is relatively small,
one can afford precomputing the similarity of clusters by calculating L2 distances of
cluster center ABRDFs. After these precomputations, BTFs can be represented by spa-
tially varying cluster indices, leading to a compact representation, and efficient synthe-
sis is possible by reusing precomputed similarities of cluster centers.
While the experiments confirmed that clustering leads to much more efficient pro-
cessing while retaining the quality of synthesized results, a different preprocessing step
suggested by Tong et al. turned out to reduce synthesis quality. The authors propose to
handle vectors of 3D textons (i.e., responses to n Gaussian filters) instead of vectors of
color values (i.e., ABRDFs). Unfortunately, this approach seems to prohibit preserva-
tion of fine structures in the BTF (cf. Figure 4.19) and additionally increases the storage
requirements by a factor of n.
To reduce necessary precomputation time, one can select a few hundred representative
images and cluster them instead of all images representing the BTF (here: 812). Exper-
imental results show that this approach reduces synthesis quality just slightly while
decreasing preprocessing time from about one hour for a full 64 × 64 pixels BTF to
about ten minutes if 150 representative images are used (including selection time).
Synthesis Step
The second step of Tong et al.’s method synthesizes a new BTF by a hierarchical, pixel-
based scheme. Multi-resolution texture synthesis is made possible by considering BTFs
at various resolutions (resolution in each spatial dimension is halved in each additional
level) and performing preprocessing for each level. For each synthesized layer, standard
pixel-based synthesis is performed, utilizing the precomputed similarities for efficiency.
Additional speedup is gained by restricting candidate sets according to the k-coherence
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Fig. 4.20: Candidate set for k-coherence synthesis when synthesizing the black pixel. The blue
areas are the candidates for k = 1. For k = 3 for each of these candidates the two most similar
neighborhoods are added as additional candidates (green).
scheme. The idea of this methods is to find, for each pixel in the sample, a number
of k pixels with most similar neighborhoods (cf. Figure 4.20). The candidate sets can
be precomputed before the actual synthesis step. As the approach of Ashikhmin [10],
this technique favors copying connected regions, but it achieves greater randomness for
k > 1. Other than traditional texture synthesis methods, the approach of Tong et al.
does not copy color values into the output texture but texture coordinates referring to
the input sample. This idea leads to a significant advantage: texture coordinates are
resolution independent, thus allowing independent preprocessing of data per level.
When completing synthesis of one BTF level, the resolution of the synthesized texture
is doubled in each spatial dimension. Information from the completed layer is reused
in the new layer by copying texture coordinates as shown in Figure 4.21, initializing a
quarter of all pixels. Since the lower resolution sample was created by bilinear interpo-
lation, similar pixels at these coordinates will be found in the current layer. The initial-
ized pixels are omitted in the following synthesis step. After synthesizing the missing
pixels, synthesis is performed on the previously omitted pixels to reduce visible errors.
After synthesizing the highest resolution level of the BTF, the algorithm has generated
an index texture where each pixel contains texture coordinates referring to the original
BTF. Efficient rendering from this representation can be done in two ways. Either the
BTF is compressed using some compression technique and the indices from the index
structure are resolved during rendering, or BTF compression techniques using cluster-
ing like the one described in the previous chapter are employed, in which case the tex-
ture coordinates in the pixels can be replaced by cluster indices. Choosing either of the
two techniques, very few additional memory is required for storing synthesized regions,
making the approach very useful in combination with efficient, real-time rendering.
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Fig. 4.21: Hierarchical synthesis with two layers. (a) Lower resolution after synthesis. The pixels
of the output store texture coordinates into the sample. (b) Higher resolution before synthesis.
The texture coordinates from the lower layer are copied to the higher resolution and used as
already synthesized pixels.
Fig. 4.22: Synthesis results for a cushion fabric BTF with different parameters. From left to
right: original, synthesized with neighborhood size 2× 2, one layer, k = 1 and k = 5, and with
three layers, k = 1 and k = 5.
Results
The quality of synthesis results depends on the structure of the input, the values for k,
and the neighborhood size. In general, larger neighborhoods and hierarchical synthesis
improve the results. However, for materials with irregular structures, e.g., many natu-
ral materials as in [10], smaller values of k yield better results due to the larger spatial
coherence of copied pixels. Figure 4.22 shows results synthesized with various param-
eters. As shown in the previous section, very good results can be achieved for most
textures when choosing appropriate parameters.
Interestingly, synthesis results are not equally accurate for all combinations of light
and view directions. While relatively simple samples like the cushion fabric show only
hardly visible errors, problems become quite significant for materials with complex
structures like knitted wool (cf. Figure 4.23). One reason for this problem is the follow-
ing: BTF images captured at grazing view angles effectively feature a lower resolution
due to area-foreshortening. Pixel colors are therefore assigned by linearly interpolating
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Fig. 4.23: Synthesis results for different materials. Left: view and light direction orthogonal to
the plane. Right: grazing view and light angles.
neighboring values. Obviously, this blurs out structures, reducing the dissimilarity of
pixels compared to images from other view directions. Thus, these images are underrep-
resented in similarity computations which include contributions from all combinations
of view and light directions with equal weights. Possibly, view-dependent weighting
might improve this problem but unfortunately determination of such weights is very
difficult. Therefore, the problem persists for the moment.
Compared to results from patch-based texture synthesis algorithms, the generated re-
sults show some noisy regions where color values do not seamlessly integrate into the
surrounding structure (especially visible in Figure 4.22). These problems are mainly
due to the fact that storing texture coordinates per pixel instead of color values of
ABRDFs prohibits feathering of copied regions, which is commonly employed in patch-
based synthesis algorithms.
Table 4.5 shows the required runtime for BTF synthesis with three layers for different
output sizes and values for k, excluding the time for precomputing cluster similarities.
Due to precalculation, the sample resolution and number of selected BTF images have
no effect on synthesis time. The timings where obtained on a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4.
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Size 2562 2562 2562 2562 5122
k 1 3 6 6 6
Neighborhood size 2 2 2 3 2
Time 1.9 s 2.7 s 3.7 s 13.6 s 13.4 s
Tab. 4.5: Synthesis times with 3 layers.
original mean 1st comp. 2nd comp. 3rd comp. 4th comp.
Fig. 4.24: Full matrix factorization of leather BTF. Color values from component textures were
scaled and centered at luminance value 128 to make them better visible.
4.2.2 Tile-Based BTF Synthesis
Due to the superior synthesis quality of patch-based algorithms when handling color
textures, another experiment concerning BTF synthesis was conducted. This time, a
patch-based method was used to generate a set of texture tiles which fit each other
seamlessly [492]. Using intelligent tiling approaches allows seamless texturing of large
objects without introducing obvious repetitions of textual structures.
As in the approaches of Koudelka et al. [278] and Liu et al. [319], BTFs are factor-
ized into Eigen-Textures (cf. Figure 4.24), and view- and light-dependent reconstruction
weights. To reduce memory requirements, only the k most significant Eigen-Textures
are retained (k = 100 in the conducted experiment). Thus, the per-pixel dimensionality
is reduced from 3 · |Mi| · |Mr| to 3k (Mi andMr denote the sets of measured light and
view directions). As the eigen-value plot in Figure 4.25 shows, this suffices to capture
the most significant elements of the BTF.
Reducing the per-pixel dimensionality enables much more efficient similarity compu-
tations. In the given case, similarity is computed as the L2 norm of the concatenated 3k
per-pixel values. For small k this can be computed very quickly.
Unfortunately, storage requirements for suitable sample BTFs are quite high: about
3.5 GB for high-dynamic range BTFs consisting of 5122 pixels (note: smaller BTFs
turned out insufficient for generating tile sets due to limited variance of textual ele-
ments). Such memory amounts cannot be handled by in-core factorization algorithms
on existing 32 bit operating systems. Therefore, implementation of an out-of-core data
handling scheme became necessary. Due to the large matrix to be factorized and due to
out-of-core data processing, factorization requires several hours on a single PC.
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Fig. 4.25: Eigenvalues for four BTFs.
Synthesizing BTF patches follows the approach proposed by Somol and Haindl [492].
Based on a simplified, faster version of Image Quilting [122], texture tiles are generated
by overlapping patches, determining minimum error boundary cuts, copying interior
pixels, and blending pixels along the cut boundary. The size of generated tiles has
to be chosen manually but can also be computed automatically for near-regular BTFs
applying the technique described in the previous section. To enhance synthesis speed,
only the six most significant Eigen-Textures are used during synthesis. Thus, similarity
computations reduce to dot products of vectors with 18 components. Yet, synthesis
times for a single material are still about eight hours.
Since high-quality BTF reconstruction from the six most significant Eigen-Textures is
not possible, at each synthesized pixel the location of contributing pixels from the input
texture together with respective blend weights are stored. Reapplying blending to the
corresponding pixels from the high-quality BTF representation with 100 Eigen-Textures
leads to high-quality BTFs without affording high-dimensional similarity computations
during the synthesis process.
Figure 4.26 shows a tile set for a leather BTF generated with this approach. Obviously,
the textural elements are preserved very well. Similar results were achieved for the
other tested BTFs. As in the case of per-pixel BTF synthesis, the generated texture tiles
feature problems for grazing view angles. Figure 4.27 shows two cases with visible cuts
between overlapping patches. Compared to the pixel-based approach, the problems are
less visible. This can be explained by the larger coherent regions of texture that are
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Fig. 4.26: BTF tile set generated from leather BTF. Right: tiled plane.
original tiles original tiles
Fig. 4.27: For grazing view and light angles, synthesis problems become visible.
copied to the output texture. Additionally, blending along boundaries reduces visible
problems. Fortunately, the remaining errors are hardly noticeable during rendering (cf.
Chapter 9).
The data used during the synthesis process is not suitable for efficient rendering, since
too many Eigen-Textures need to be used to obtain high-quality results. Therefore, syn-
thesized tiles need to be compressed with a method suitable for real-time decompression
in a following step (e.g., compression based on Reflectance Fields). Especially high
compression rates can be achieved in combination with clustering compression tech-
niques if the same set of clusters is used for all tiles. In such cases, additional storage is
only required due to the larger spatial extent of the tile set compared to the input BTF.
Conclusions
As the results in this section show, the patch-based approach achieves very good quality
even for complex input data with significant height variation or highly non-uniform
spatial reflectance behavior. Compared to the pixel-based synthesis techniques, much
better results can be achieved at the cost of longer processing times. Therefore, the
patch-based approach is more suitable for predictive applications.
Despite the nice quality achieved, synthesized textures significantly deviate from in-
put samples. Especially for grazing view angles, obvious cuts are visible. Fortunately,
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these problems only occur for surfaces seen at grazing angles. Therefore, they are
hardly visible when rendering scenes containing respective synthesized materials since
texture filtering tends to smooth them out. Nevertheless, more accurate results should
be achieved in the future, e.g., by introducing more suitable similarity measures for
ABRDFs.
The methods for BTF synthesis tested in this section are currently state of the art.
Problems reported for the tested methods are therefore common for most existing ap-
proaches. Techniques potentially avoiding these problems show significant other prob-
lems. Methods based on parametric texture models should be robust to grazing view
problems but currently lead to insufficient synthesis quality due to inadequate repro-
duction of texture features for all combinations of view and light directions. A more
promising direction is taken by the patch-based approach of Liu et al. [321] which han-
dles mesoscopic BTF geometry independently. In a separate synthesis step, mesoscopic
height maps are synthesized. Assuming an average BRDF, the authors derive shad-
ing values for each view- and light direction and use this information to guide faithful
BTF synthesis. Unfortunately, they handle each combination of view- and light direc-
tion separately, leading to inconsistent BTF views due to randomized BTF synthesis.
Additionally, using average BRDFs fails to model several spatially dependent material
properties. Nevertheless, the underlying idea might improve the quality of synthesized
BTFs if all shading values are considered concurrently. An alternative technique might
directly employ absolute or relative height information for guiding texture placement
without deriving shading values. Obviously, derivation of highly accurate height infor-
mation would be required, either using photometric stereo approaches or by explicitly
measuring height values [554].
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4.3 Summary
Summarizing the results from this chapter and other publications, most kinds of textures
can be handled by texture synthesis methods in a satisfying manner today. While some
techniques focus on special types of textures, others handle a broad range of inputs. Yet,
none of them handles all kinds of textures in an optimal way.
To make texture synthesis more easily usable in industrial applications, commercial
texture synthesis tools should be developed. They should feature the possibility to trans-
form acquired photographs into images which can serve as input into texture synthesis
algorithms. Necessary steps could be removal of perspective distortion and light varia-
tion, and possibly some way for enforcing planarity of the acquired sample. Such tools
should additionally guide the user in selecting the most suitable synthesis technique for
a specific input texture. Optimally an automatic method would select the best avail-
able technique by analyzing the input (e.g., using measures computing properties like
regularity [323]).
Surface materials are obviously not limited to color textures. The results shown in this
chapter demonstrate that synthesis of more complex materials is also possible. Never-
theless, they also reveal that several problems remain when handling BTFs, which will
likely occur for other complex material representations as well. Most of these problems
are due to the much higher dimensionality of representations. Future methods should
devise new concepts for accurately handling these dimensions, e.g., by identifying most
relevant parts. While existing methods employ similar concepts already, data reduction
methods like PCA do not guarantee to capture parts that are perceptually relevant.
The previous judgments of texture synthesis quality are solely based on subjective as-
sessments. The same holds for published studies comparing or evaluating the synthesis
quality of several algorithms. Lin et al. [312] compared the results of several techniques
when applied to near-regular textures. Dong and Chantler [112] assessed the suitability
of five synthesis methods for rough textures (i.e., combinations of bump and color tex-
ture maps, or BTFs) using psychophysical studies. Obviously both papers focus on very
specific material types and are based on subjective preferences. To generate objective
results, comparison metrics would be required. Yet, automatic evaluation of synthesized
materials is extremely difficult since one-to-one comparison against ground truth data is
not possible. Such metrics therefore would be required to know the stochastic process
generating the materials and would thus represent the basis for perfect material synthe-
sis algorithms. In summary, it seems that numerous research opportunities remain in
the area of validation of material synthesis algorithms.
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Chapter 5
State of the Art
In the previous parts of this thesis, it was pointed out that accurate scene modeling plays
a crucial role for achieving predictive rendering: If the objects in rendered scenes lack
the required accuracy, rendering techniques obviously cannot compensate this. The
previous chapters presented or referenced methods for acquiring or modeling, and ac-
curately and efficiently representing surface materials and – very briefly – light sources.
The remaining ingredient for accurate scene modeling, the geometry of objects in the
scenes, will be the topic of this third part.
As mentioned previously already, geometry is handled in a different way than material
and light: It is not measured but modeled since this reflects the standard way in Virtual
Prototyping. Geometric modeling is not limited to designing the shapes of the scene
objects but additionally includes various steps that map CAD data to representations
useful for efficient rendering. These steps include repair of inconsistent triangulations
and inconsistently oriented patches, fixing problems with invalid normals, application
of materials to geometric surface, and many others.
Due to the required accuracy of modeled geometry, the results of these steps are very
complex: either models consisting of tens or hundreds of thousands of trimmed Non-
Uniform Rational B-Spline Surfaces (NURBS) (which are the de-facto standard for
surface modeling in industrial applications) or triangulated versions comprising several
millions of triangles [106]. Despite the tremendous capabilities of existing graphics
boards, GPUs are currently not capable of handling such models in real-time1. Even
worse, some of these models do not even fit into main memory [106], requiring out-of-
core strategies. Therefore, to enable (efficient) rendering of such models, it is essential
to reduce the number of rendered surfaces and the number of surfaces kept in main
memory.
1Alternative rendering methods based on ray-tracing can handle such models [538] but are currently not able to achieve
real-time performance for industrially relevant display resolutions on standard hardware configurations.
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Fig. 5.1: A simple NURBS surface with the net of control points (left) and its tessellation (right).
To achieve this goal, two main approaches exist.
• Visibility culling techniques try to determine the set of visible surfaces at a very
early stage of or even before rendering, enabling the rendering technique to focus
its efforts on the surfaces contributing to the final image. Since exact solutions
to this problem require significant computation time, practical approaches (cf.
[33, 32]) restrict themselves to determining approximations of the exact set of
visible surfaces. To achieve predictive rendering quality, especially conservative
visibility culling techniques are of importance, since they never classify a visible
object as invisible. Thus, they avoid image errors due to incorrect culling.
• Approaches from the second category, the Level of Detail (LOD) techniques, aim
at adjusting the complexity of displayed models to the display size of the objects
and the resolution of the imaging device. The benefit of these methods is twofold:
First, they reduce the complexity of distant objects, leading to greatly increased
rendering speed. Second, they eliminate aliasing artifacts since simplified objects
(including all appearance attributes) are adjusted to the display resolution.
In the following, this thesis will restrict itself to description of LOD techniques. In-
terested readers find an overview of visibility culling techniques in the recent survey
of Bittner and Wonka [33] and in recent publications focusing on occlusion culling
[32, 279].
Due to the focus of this thesis on predictive rendering of digital prototyping data,
covered LOD approaches are limited to those handling geometric surface types relevant
for industrial applications. Separate sections will be devoted to LOD representations of
models consisting of trimmed NURBS surfaces and to triangle meshes.
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5.1 LOD Representations for NURBS Models
Trimmed NURBS surfaces are the most commonly used surface type for modeling in
industry. Their large importance is due to the fact that almost arbitrary surfaces can
efficiently be modeled by trimmed NURBS surfaces. Modeling NURBS surfaces
S(u, v) =
n∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
Ri,j,p,q(u, v)Pi,j 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1
is relatively easy and intuitive since their shape is mainly controlled by a net of control
points Pi,j (cf. Figure 5.1), where typically Pi,j ∈ R3, and the degrees p and q of the
surface in directions u and v, which influence the piecewise rational basis functions R
(for a definition see [414], page 128). Often, only specific regions of NURBS surfaces
are active. Typically, these regions are defined by trimming curves (B-Spline curves
[414] or piece-wise linear line strips) which restrict the range of valid parameter pairs
(u, v).
In contrast to their excellent suitability for modeling, trimmed NURBS are ill suited
for rendering on existing graphics hardware, which handles point, line or triangle prim-
itives only. Therefore, NURBS have to be converted into sets of these primitives at
some point before rendering. Although approaches exist that convert NURBS into sets
of points [65], most approaches rely on triangles. The conversion process triangulating
the NURBS surfaces is referred to as tessellation and plays a key role for visualization
of CAD models.
5.1.1 Trimmed NURBS Tessellation
Tessellation algorithms for trimmed NURBS surfaces have to fulfill several constraints.
Obviously, they need to produce valid triangulations, i.e., triangulations that approxi-
mate the parametric surfaces with a maximum prescribed error according to some suit-
able metric. Additionally, they need to be efficient in terms of memory requirements and
processing time. Finally, they should produce triangulations optimized for rendering,
i.e., a small number of well-shaped triangles2.
Due to the conflicting requirements, a large number of tessellation algorithms have
been proposed. All of them first convert the trimmed NURBS surfaces into Be´zier
patches [138] and corresponding trim curve segments. Then the trimmed Be´zier patches
are evaluated at a number of sample points and the resulting 3D vertices are trian-
gulated3. Existing algorithms especially vary in the implementation of the sampling
2Long, thin triangles may cause shading artifacts due to interpolation of normals.
3Typically triangulation is performed in the 2D parameter domain.
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original tessellated
Fig. 5.2: Cracks are introduced when tessellating adjacent patches (red, green, blue) individually
without considering the placement of vertices of adjacent patches on common trimming curves
(gray).
and triangulation steps. Roughly, they can be divided into techniques placing sam-
ples at uniform locations [439, 1, 285], which leads to suboptimal triangulations but
fast processing times, and others using adaptively, optimally chosen sample locations
[151, 273, 17], which produce better triangulations at slower rates. Adaptive sampling
techniques usually choose sample locations that minimize the geometric approximation
error induced by replacing the trimmed NURBS surface with a triangulated version. In-
terestingly, most of them approximate geometric error from parametric deviation, and
only few of them actually measure Euclidean error in 3D space. A notable exception is
the approach of Guthe et al. [183] which additionally takes normals into account. This
metric is especially interesting for rendering applications since it minimizes the shading
differences between the original NURBS surface and the triangulated approximation.
Approaches suitable for real-time rendering should further be fast in order to enable
on-line triangulation. Numerous such approaches were proposed [439, 285, 273, 64,
189, 18, 183], distinguishing themselves by processing speed, and the quality and com-
plexity of generated triangulations.
Another criterion for tessellation methods suitable for rendering applications is their
ability to produce crack free surfaces. Cracks are introduced in triangulations if trimmed
NURBS surfaces are processed independently of each other (cf. Figure 5.2). During
rendering, these cracks may lead to disturbing shine-through artifacts and should there-
fore be avoided at all costs. Existing publications try to solve this problem by choosing
identical sample points on the trimming curves of neighboring patches [439], by sewing
tessellated meshes [286, 21] or high-resolution line-strip approximations of trimming
curves [189], or hiding these gaps in rendered images [18].
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5.1.2 LOD for Trimmed NURBS Models
High-quality tessellations of models consisting of trimmed NURBS surfaces commonly
contain millions of triangles. Unfortunately, this leads to two problems: First, rendering
such large numbers of triangles hampers real-time rendering. This problem can be
reduced using LODs of the model, derived from tessellating the models with varying
quality criteria, at the cost of additional storage requirements. Second, this approach
prohibits rendering the surface at arbitrarily high resolutions since the original surface
representation is discarded.
To solve both the storage requirements and the resolution problems, researchers pro-
posed to generate tessellations on-the-fly [439], with view-dependent tessellation pa-
rameters. Following this approach, only the triangles currently rendered need to be
stored and the display resolution can be adjusted arbitrarily. Unfortunately, this leads
to a different problem: CAD models commonly consist of several thousand (trimmed)
NURBS surfaces. Converting these into Be´zier patches and triangulating them into at
least two triangles each leads to triangle meshes with several hundred thousand trian-
gles. While these numbers can be reduced significantly using mesh simplification algo-
rithms, such approaches require extensive processing time, prohibiting on-line tessella-
tion. Therefore, the number of triangles needs to be reduced by other LOD schemes.
Kumar et al. [286] proposed to hierarchically merge NURBS surfaces into super-
patches using region growing techniques. Super-patches are modeled as fixed degree
NURBS surfaces. Thus, less Be´zier patches are required to represent one super-face
than two NURBS patches. In the proposed rendering method, the super-patches are
pre-tessellated in advance and at rendering time, the suitable LODs are displayed. To
prevent visible gaps between super-patches, an on-line stitching algorithm is used. Un-
fortunately, the stitching operations are very time consuming and error prone.
A different approach was presented by Gopi and Kumar [167]. They first convert the
initial model into triangular Be´zier patches using surface fitting techniques. Then, the
new representation is simplified using vertex and face removal techniques traditionally
applied to triangular meshes (see following section). The approach leads to nice LODs
for models consisting of NURBS models but has problems to preserve the smooth-
ness of input models. Additionally, it fails to handle trimmed surfaces. Surface fitting
techniques were also used in the recent publication of Guthe et al. [184] for merging
adjacent Be´zier patches.
Sheffer [472] proposed direct simplification of CAD models consisting of parametric
surfaces by selectively removing patches. The selection criterion considers changes to
the region curvature, boundaries and surface areas resulting from removing a patch but
includes no explicit measure of geometric error. Therefore, no error guarantees can be
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given. In addition, it prohibits simplification of edges shared by more than two NURBS
patches, which occur frequently in industrially relevant data sets.
In Chapter 6, a method similar in spirit to the one of Sheffer is presented, which
selectively removes parametric patches. In contrast to Sheffer’s approach, it handles
arbitrary edges and guarantees accurate error bounds, making it suitable for application
in predictive rendering applications.
5.1.3 Run-Time Management of Trimmed NURBS Models
Rendering trimmed NURBS models follows either of two paths. The standard approach
simply renders pre-tessellated geometry. Rendered images typically look great but usu-
ally far more triangles than necessary are rendered, significantly impacting rendering
speed. In addition, the approach prohibits arbitrarily close inspection of surfaces with-
out visible errors.
Therefore, approaches from the second category generate rendered geometry on the
fly, in a view-dependent manner (e.g., [439, 286, 64, 189]). The approaches rely on
tessellation methods achieving excellent tradeoffs between tessellation speed and the
complexity of generated triangulations [18, 183]. To minimize the tessellation over-
heads, only visible patches are processed. Visible patches are determined using view-
frustum and backface culling algorithms operating on (groups of) NURBS patches. To
avoid the substantial overheads due to trimming, Guthe et al. [184] proposed to gen-
erate triangulations of untrimmed patches and to perform the trimming using graphics
hardware. The approach achieves excellent results for moderately complex models with
negligible precomputation times, making it useful for inclusion in CAD modeling sys-
tems. Its success is tightly coupled with the gap filling algorithm of Bala´zs et al. [18].
Instead of closing gaps between individually tessellated patches using on-line stitching
techniques, it hides them during rendering with negligible overhead. This enables much
faster visualizations.
5.1.4 Discussion
Despite the availability of highly efficient rendering techniques for trimmed NURBS
based on on-the-fly tessellation, existing systems typically rely on pre-tessellated data.
Thus, they sacrifice the ability to display the models with arbitrary accuracy. The rea-
son for this discrepancy between available and employed techniques are the significant
overheads for on-line tessellation which often outweigh the increased rendering times
due to over-tessellated models. Even the highly efficient technique of Guthe et al. [184]
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only provides real-time framerates for models containing a modest number of trimmed
NURBS patches.
To make on-line tessellation approaches useful for industry, it is therefore indispens-
able to reduce the number of patches that need to be tessellated in every frame. Chapter
6 presents a technique that achieves this goal by introducing the Seam Graph data struc-
ture, which enables selective removal of patches which are too small to be visible while
maintaining connectivity information, which is essential for gap closing.
5.2 LOD Representations for Triangle Meshes
While NURBS surfaces are the de-facto standard for modeling geometric surfaces in
industry, they feature two main disadvantages that hinder their use in rendering applica-
tions. First, as discussed above, rendering of trimmed NURBS surfaces is not directly
supported by graphics hardware. Therefore, they are typically converted into a rep-
resentation that can be rendered more efficiently. Second, fine-grained assignment of
materials to NURBS surfaces is very complex. Typically, spatially invariant materials
are assigned on a per-patch basis. Obviously, this is more restrictive than assigning
materials on a per-triangle basis. Additionally, lack of spatial variation prohibits a wide
range of real-world materials.
Both restrictions do not apply to triangle meshes, since triangles are the rendering
primitive existing graphics hardware is most optimized for, and since fine-grained as-
signment of spatially varying materials is possible. Following the definition of Botsch
[44], triangle meshes are composed of a set of vertices V and a set T ⊂ V × V × V
of triangles, where vertices are associated with points in space – for rendering appli-
cations Euclidean 3D space. Additional entities in meshes are the edges E ⊂ V × V
which bound the triangles and connect pairs of vertices. An important property of tri-
angle meshes influencing the efficiency of methods operating on them is manifoldness.
A triangle mesh is two-manifold if it is locally homeomorphic to a disk, i.e., if no edge
is adjacent to more than two triangles, no vertex is adjacent to more than one fan of
triangles, and the triangles do not intersect each other [44].
In industrial applications, triangle meshes are typically derived by tessellating trimmed
NURBS models. They therefore represent piecewise-linear approximations of higher-
degree surfaces, with the geometric approximation error being inversely proportional
to the number of triangles in the mesh [44]. The complexity of triangle meshes can be
adjusted by inserting of removing faces. Usually, LOD representations are derived by
simplifying an existing mesh.
In the following, the four components of such LOD schemes are presented. First,
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Fig. 5.3: Local simplification operators. Top: before simplification, bottom: after.
techniques for simplification of triangles meshes are overviewed. Then, metrics guiding
these simplification operations are presented. Next, data structure allowing for efficient
management of LOD representations are reviewed. Finally, techniques for real-time
selection and rendering of suitable LODs are discussed.
5.2.1 LOD Operators for Triangle Meshes
LOD representations of triangle meshes are typically derived by simplifying an input
mesh, which corresponds to reducing the number of triangles of the mesh. Over the
years, several approaches towards this task were developed, which can roughly be cat-
egorized into two groups:
• Iterative approaches apply a series of local simplification operations to the mesh.
• Replacement methods replace the input mesh by another geometric representa-
tion.
The replacement methods can further be divided into methods yielding new triangle
meshes (remeshing techniques) and those employing less complex geometry types aug-
mented with image-based data (image-based techniques). In the following, existing
research on these simplification operations is reviewed.
Iterative Mesh Simplification
Iterative mesh simplification methods apply series of local simplification operations to
an input mesh that reduce its complexity. Typically, they decrease the number of trian-
gles of a mesh, but they may also reduce its genus or the number of disjoint components.
Over the years, a large number of such simplification operations were proposed, among
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v
Fig. 5.4: Ambiguities when refilling holes after removal of non-manifold vertex v.
which the most prominent ones are vertex clustering, vertex removal, and edge collapse
(cf. Figure 5.3).
Vertex clustering [441] merges all vertices in a specific region into a single vertex and
removes degenerate triangles. The position of the new vertex is typically chosen such
that an appropriate error metric is minimized. Application leads to arbitrary changes in
the topology of the mesh, making the operation applicable to non-manifold and uncon-
nected meshes. Vertex clustering removes an arbitrary number of triangles in a single
step, making the operation very general but difficult to control.
Vertex removal [461] deletes a vertex and all adjacent faces from the mesh. Resulting
holes in the mesh need to be filled by retriangulation of neighboring vertices. Due
to ambiguities arising from application of vertex removal to non-manifold meshes (cf.
Figure 5.4), this simplification operation is typically applied to manifold meshes only.
A single operation removes either one or two triangles of a manifold mesh, depending
on whether the removed vertex is located on the boundary. Therefore, the operation is
very fine-grained, allowing for carefully controlled modification of meshes.
Probably the most widely used simplification operation is the edge collapse [225]
which merges two vertices connected by an edge. The position of the new vertex can
be chosen arbitrarily, or as one of the positions of the merged vertices. In the latter case
the operation is called a halfedge collapse. Another edge collapse variant – the vertex
pair contraction [156] – additionally allows to merge vertices that are not connected by
an edge but are spatially close. This relaxation enables better handling of topologically
complex surfaces since holes can be closed and disconnected parts can be joined.
Recent simplification systems are most often based on vertex clustering or variants of
edge collapse due to the following reasons. Vertex clustering is very simple to imple-
ment, handles arbitrary triangle meshes, and naturally lends itself to applications where
the mesh does not fit into main memory since only vertices belonging to a specific clus-
ter need to be maintained in-core. In contrast, edge collapse operations are less simple
to implement but are easily inverted, allowing for incremental refinement of simplified
meshes [221]. Additionally, they typically lead to very high quality LODs.
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Besides the three simplification operators described above, numerous others have
been proposed [329]. In principle, all combinations of triangles, edges, and vertices
can be collapsed [42], and respective removal operations are possible. A very inter-
esting, alternative simplification operator was proposed by Popovic´ and Hoppe [419].
Similar to the vertex pair contraction operation, it merges pairs of vertices. Yet, it allows
introduction of degenerated triangles, i.e., triangles that degenerate to lines or points. In-
terpreting lines as cylinders and points as spheres, this introduces volumetric primitives
that approximate the original geometry well and that can be rendered efficiently.
Hardly surprisingly, the order of simplification operations applied to the input mesh
has a significant impact on the accuracy of simplified models. Since an optimal order
cannot be determined efficiently, simplification algorithms typically follow a greedy
approach: Operations introducing the least error according to some error metric (see
below) are applied first. Typically, this is implemented using a global priority queue
of simplification steps, which leads to very good results at the cost of managing such
a queue. This overhead can be reduced using the technique of Wu and Kobbelt [589]
which selects the best possible operation from a small set of potential candidates, where
the suitability is evaluated on the fly. Interestingly, the quality of results achieved with
this approach is just slightly worse, while the processing time and memory overheads
can be reduced significantly.
Due to their greedy nature, iterative simplification schemes can typically be imple-
mented relatively easily. In addition, they handle a wide variety of input models and
produce good results in short times. Therefore, they have become the most widely used
technique for large models. Unfortunately, the greedy nature of these algorithms cannot
guarantee optimality of the simplified model, especially at drastic simplification rates
(i.e., after applying a long series of simplification steps).
Remeshing Techniques
In contrast to iterative simplification techniques, remeshing approaches handle the com-
plete input model in a single step. They generate a new mesh that approximates the
original according to some metric. Mostly, the vertices of this new mesh are derived
by adequately sampling the mesh surface [525, 4], placing more points in regions with
high curvature and less points in almost planar regions. Alternatively, the vertices can
be derived from multi-resolution wavelet representations [120], which requires fitting a
subdivision surface to the original geometry [39, 342], yielding an explicit LOD repre-
sentation of the model. Closely related to this topic, researchers proposed to represent
geometric objects as images, called geometry images [178, 446]. In these images, pix-
els correspond to vertices (and thus store 3D positions) and 2 × 2 pixel neighborhoods
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define connectivity. LOD representations of geometry images can be derived using
MIP-mapping techniques
Other remeshing approaches for meshes are based on converting the surface of an ob-
ject into an implicit representation and tessellating it according to some criterion [210,
474]. Finally, some methods fit simple surfaces to the object (e.g., planes [250, 74],
spheres, cones, and cylinders [591]) using region growing techniques or optimization
approaches based on the Lloyd algorithm [325]. These simple objects can either be
rendered directly, or they are joined and the union is triangulated.
The strength of remeshing techniques is their global handling of input models. They
are capable of producing meshes that achieve an optimal balance of approximation error
and mesh complexity. Unfortunately, they usually require much longer processing times
than iterative simplification approaches. Additionally, global handling is restricted to
meshes fitting into main memory. Therefore, out-of-core remeshing technique feature
similar problems than iterative simplification approaches.
In the future, automatic derivation of subdivision surface representations from input
meshes will be of special interest due to the inherent LOD nature of subdivision sur-
faces. Unfortunately, due to inherent geometric, topologic, and connectivity constraints
of subdivision surfaces, it remains questionable whether such approaches are suitable
for all types of meshes.
Image-Based Object Representations
Image-based object representations [242] store some or even all properties of objects
as images. A well-known and widely accepted image-based representation (IBR) are
textured surfaces, where the texture encodes geometric properties of the surface that
are too small to be modeled explicitly. Clearly, when viewing an object at various
resolutions the amount of geometric detail efficiently encoded by textures will vary:
At close inspection, almost all details need to be modeled explicitly. At far distances,
most geometric details can safely be stored in a texture, reducing the explicitly modeled
geometry to a minimum. Therefore, IBRs are especially suitable for distant objects.
Another advantage of IBRs is that they allow for arbitrary topological simplification,
since holes in objects can be represented as transparent pixels.
Accurate image-based object representations were first proposed by Maciel and Shirley
[332]. They suggested to replace distant geometry by a textured quad which is oriented
towards the viewer, the texture showing an image of the object as seen from the viewer’s
current position (cf. Figure 5.5). Such a representation is highly efficient for rendering
large numbers of similar, distant objects (e.g., trees in terrain visualization). Unfor-
tunately, the view-dependent nature of the texture leads to well-visible artifacts if the
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original Impostor Plane Impostor Rendering Cross Impostor Rendering
Fig. 5.5: Impostor representations of a tree model and rendered images.
viewer changes her position, which can only be resolved by frequently updating the
texture. Therefore, following publications proposed to enrich the texture with informa-
tion to recover the desired view-dependent effects. Schaufler [448] was the first to store
additional depth information per pixel, which can be employed to reproduce accurate
parallax effects using image warping. Shade et al. [466] stored multiple depth values,
resulting in a more general scene representation. Unfortunately, forward image warp-
ing cannot efficiently be computed on graphics hardware. A similar approach was first
taken by Schaufler [449]: Instead of a single impostor plane, he used multiple, parallel
planes, which capture depth information explicitly. Unfortunately, these approaches do
not yield representations that avoid run-time updates. Determining the circumstances
under which an impostor with view-dependent geometry needs to be updated unfortu-
nately requires carefully designed metrics which are difficult to evaluate.
Therefore, impostors with view-independent geometry were proposed. Initially, ob-
jects like trees which are approximately rotationally invariant w.r.t. some axis were
approximated by crossing billboards (cf. Figure 5.5). Later, similar to remeshing tech-
niques, De´coret et al. [97] proposed to represent general objects by sets of optimally
and automatically placed planar impostors, with textures encoding colors and normals.
The name Billboard Cloud was coined for such a representation. The authors presented
a placement strategy for the impostor planes based on a greedy method operating in
Hough space and achieved good results for extremely simplified objects (cf. left part of
Figure 5.6). Unfortunately, their impostor placement strategy does not take into account
orientation, leading to severe problems if the view direction becomes perpendicular to
an impostor plane. Therefore, other plane placement techniques were proposed. Andu-
jar et al. [6] propose to voxelize watertight models and greedily select planes that cover
the largest portion of the model not handled so far. In contrast to the method of De´coret
et al. they consider orientation information. Unfortunately, their approach is limited
to watertight models. More suitable approaches for general meshes are proposed in
Chapter 7.
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original BC [97] original BC [97] BC [357]
Fig. 5.6: Billboard Clouds. Left: The original model is approximated by a set of planes. Center:
If viewed from the front, especially when seen at a distance, the BC resembles the original
closely. Unfortunately, most impostor planes are almost parallel, leading to problems for view
directions perpendicular to the planes. These problems can be avoided using different plane
placement techniques [357] (right).
Compared to impostors with view-dependent geometry, Billboard Clouds need not be
updated at run-time. This makes them suitable for use in many rendering systems since
they are much easier to handle and since they avoid typical problems of IBRs like dis-
occlusion artifacts [242]. If Billboard Clouds with normal maps are used, even accurate
view-dependent shading can be achieved. Chapter 7 additionally introduces a method
for preserving complex material properties when generating Billboard Clouds from in-
put objects. Therefore, these representations can efficiently be used for low-resolution
display of arbitrary objects. Unfortunately, the use of multiple textures leads to sig-
nificant memory requirements. Therefore, Billboard Clouds are typically restricted to
extremely simplified objects, since they require few low-resolution textures only.
Compared to incremental simplification methods and remeshing techniques, image-
based object representations feature much lower geometric complexity and thus enable
more efficient rendering. This reduction in complexity is traded for additional memory
consumed by textures that store surface information like normals and material proper-
ties. Due to these storage requirements, especially impostors with view-independent
geometry are most suitable for drastic simplification. Therefore, they can often effi-
ciently be combined with incremental simplification methods to cover the full range of
LODs [3, 581].
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5.2.2 LOD Metrics for Triangle Meshes
While LOD operators specify what to do in order to simplify or refine a mesh, they
do not define according to which criteria this change of complexity shall occur. Influ-
ences of complexity changes onto the accuracy of a mesh are typically computed from
error metrics. Error metrics therefore control the application of simplification opera-
tions, e.g., in the case of iterative simplification, they define the order of application of
operations.
Geometric Error
The error metrics proposed most early exclusively focused on assessing geometric accu-
racy, i.e., the geometric approximation error introduced when replacing an input mesh
Mn with n triangles by a simplified version Mi (i < n). Klein et al. [271] advocated to
compute this simplification error from the Hausdorff distance
dH(P1, P2) = max
p1∈P1
{
min
p2∈P2
{d(p1, p2)}
}
of two (infinite) sets of points P1 = Mn and P2 = Mi, typically assuming a Euclidean
distance function d for point-to-point distances. Due to the asymmetric nature of dH ,
usually the symmetric version dHs = max {dH(P1, P2), dH(P2, P1)} is used. Unfortu-
nately, efficient computation of dH and especially dHs is very difficult. Klein et al. [271]
presented a method for incremental computation of dH in combination with incremen-
tal simplification schemes. A rather efficient technique for computation of dHs which
concentrates efforts on regions of potentially highest distance was described by Guthe
et al. [187] but remains computationally challenging. Cohen et al. [71] instead enforced
an upper geometric bound on the simplified distance based on dH . They check whether
simplified entities lie within a volume derived from offsetting the original surface by a
predefined value into either direction. A more recent, efficient implementation of this
approach is based on a voxelized representation of the offset volume [608].
Other researchers proposed more efficient metrics approximating dHs. In a highly
influential publication, Garland and Heckbert [156] introduced error quadrics as a sim-
plification metric. They are used to measure the sum of squared distances of a point
to the set of planes defined by the triangles adjacent to a vertex. In combination with
vertex clustering and edge collapse operations, they efficiently determine the simpli-
fication error introduced by replacing a vertex by a different one. Since they can be
specified by the ten coefficients of a symmetric 4 × 4 matrix, they can be stored effi-
ciently. Additionally, summation of quadrics yields a conservative approximation of the
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simplification error introduced in a series of dependent simplification operations. There-
fore, they enable efficient error propagation, making it possible to impose upper error
bounds on models derived from iterative simplification. This is an essential advantage
over early approaches as the one of Schroeder et al. [461] which lacks error propaga-
tion. Finally, minimizing error quadrics leads to optimal positions for newly introduced
vertices. Compared to error metrics based on Hausdorff distance, error quadrics can
be computed much faster. Yet, a significant problem of this approach is overestimation
of actual simplification error when summing error quadrics, which prohibits aggressive
simplification and thus performance-optimal LOD models.
To avoid these overestimations, Lindstrom and Turk [316] proposed a simplification
metric that does not require error propagations. They advocated to measure volume, sur-
face area, and boundary preservation when simplifying meshes. Using their technique,
more drastic simplifications can be computed than with error quadrics. Unfortunately,
it guarantees no upper bound on the induced geometric simplification error.
Surface Attributes
The goal of model simplification is generation of new models that are visually indis-
tinguishable from the input object. Since many attributes of an object contribute to its
visual appearance, error metrics need to take more criteria into account than geometric
deviation.
Garland and Heckbert [157] were the first to propose error metrics that consider sur-
face attributes in addition to position. They extended error quadrics such that arbitrary,
linearly interpolated appearance values like colors, texture coordinates or normals could
be handled. To accomplish this task, all relevant attributes are concatenated into high-
dimensional vectors and an error quadric in this higher-dimensional space is defined.
While this approach works fine in principle, it introduces an equal weighting among
the different attributes which is neither naturally defined nor suitable for most appli-
cations. A more efficient and accurate version of these generalized error quadrics was
proposed by Hoppe [223] but it features the same weighting problems. Recently, er-
ror quadrics have been further extended to preserve distinctive feature points, edges, or
regions [266, 415] by introducing penalty weights for removing such features.
A metric measuring the combined error introduced by geometry and normal devia-
tions was proposed by Guthe et al. [185]. Assuming linear interpolation of normals as
in the Phong shading model [413], the authors showed how these two deviations can be
combined in a meaningful way such that shading error is approximated.
While metrics proved reasonably suitable for measuring errors introduced by changes
of positions, colors and normals, it is much more difficult to assess the influence of
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models
original simplified
rendered views
top
front
original simplified
Fig. 5.7: Simplifying textured models may have drastic influence on object appearance even if
texture deviation is controlled. The original model of a jaggy box contains a single red marker
stripe on the front face. After simplification parts of this stripe may appear on the top face,
leading to wrong rendering results (right part, MIP-mapped texture shown).
changing texture coordinates, which control the assignment of material to the object.
Cohen et al. [70] proposed to measure texture deviation (i.e., the amount by which a
texel moves at most on the simplified mesh) and to reassign texture coordinates mini-
mizing this metric to new vertices. Although the metric suffices to control the amount
of texture movement on the surface, it omits the textures content (i.e., properties like
regularity or uniformity). Therefore, estimations of the amount of perceived errors due
to texture deviation cannot be provided (c.f., Figure 5.7).
To actually derive an assessment of visual difference between meshes of different
complexity, Lindstrom and Turk [317] proposed to measure simplification error from
an image-based metric. They rendered images of two models with different complexi-
ties from various view directions and then applied image comparison metrics to assess
visual similarity. Although this metric requires no weights for the various appearance
attributes and although it represents the most suitable metric for estimating perceived
differences publish so far, it is rarely used due to the large computational overhead for
rendering and comparing large numbers of images.
To avoid visual degradation due to simplification of appearance attributes, image-
based object representations resample surface properties. For iteratively simplified
meshes such an approach was proposed by Cignoni et al. [67]. They advocate resam-
pling of the properties into textures that are assigned to the simplified mesh. After
creating a simplified mesh and parameterizing it, textures are created by filling them
with appearance properties from the original mesh, i.e., by recording properties from
the point on the original mesh closest to the point on the simplified mesh where the
respective texel is located. To avoid ambiguities when determining closest points on the
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Fig. 5.8: Static LODs of a VW Golf car body. Left: original (43k vertices), center: 3 mm
geometric error (7k vertices), right: 1 cm (6k vertices).
original mesh, techniques like the one of Collins and Hilton [75] can be used, which
guarantee existence of an injective mapping. Unfortunately, the technique of Collins
and Hilton is limited to manifold meshes. Therefore, the approach of Cignoni et al. will
lead to problems for general meshes.
Compared to other representations, the huge advantage of approaches like image-
based object representations that resample surface attributes is that they need to take into
account geometric error only. All other surface properties can accurately be represented
as textures at the cost of additional memory requirements.
5.2.3 LOD Datastructures for Meshes
In the previous section criteria and methods for simplification of triangle meshes were
presented. This section now presents data structures that enable efficient access to LOD
representations and thus efficient changes of LOD. Such data structures are extremely
important not only for run-time selection of LODs but additionally enable efficient of-
fline generation of LODs.
Static LODs
The most simple LOD representation are sets of static LODs, i.e., sequences of simpli-
fied versions of triangle meshes where the versions were simplified up to some target
simplification errors. Figure 5.8 shows a sequence of three such versions of a car body
mesh.
Typically such static LODs are managed by scene graphs which activate the most
suitable representation at run-time depending on some selection criterion (see following
section). Special care has to be taken to avoid popping artifacts, i.e., sudden changes of
the object’s appearance when switching the displayed LOD.
Static LODs are commonly derived from iterative mesh simplification algorithms,
remeshing techniques, and approaches creating image-based representations. Mixing
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various LOD representations like simplified meshes and Billboard Clouds is easily pos-
sible since separate LODs are handled independently of each other. They are used in
most real-time graphics applications showing complex environments like VR or games.
Progressive LODs
Whereas static LODs are very simple to handle and quite efficient in terms of storage,
they feature a significant disadvantage: The resolution of the displayed model is fixed.
As a result, if some parts of the model need to be displayed at a high resolution, the
whole object has to be rendered at this high resolution. In situations where the extent of
the displayed object is relatively large, this increases the number of displayed triangles
significantly. To solve this problem, the idea of dynamic LODs was developed. Such
LOD representations enable much finer control over the resolution of displayed objects,
effectively allowing varying resolutions for separate parts of a simplified mesh.
A widely known approach to dynamic LOD are progressive meshes, which are de-
rived by iteratively simplifying an input mesh and storing the sequence of simplifica-
tion operations and the simplified mesh M0 in an appropriate data structure like the
Multi-Triangulation data structure [425]. Meshes of arbitrary resolution can now be
derived from the stored information by selectively refining M0 by applying inverse sim-
plification operations. To generate LODs where the accuracy varies over the model,
the refinement operations need to be applied in a different order than the inverse stored
sequence. This is possible since most simplification operations are independent of each
other and thus the sequence defines a partial order only.
Efficiently specifying and storing this partial order unfortunately is not trivial. Sev-
eral researchers [598, 222, 126, 267] provided definitions for the dependencies between
simplification operations, resulting in more or less restrictive partial orders, i.e., allow-
ing less or more aggressive simplification or refinement in specific regions of the object.
Unfortunately, not all of these definitions lead to meshes that avoid foldovers.
Dependencies can be minimized by choosing appropriate simplification sequences.
Xia and Varshney [598] proposed to simplify a mesh in several iterations. In each
iteration, only those simplification operations are performed that are independent of any
other operation executed in the same iteration. Diaz-Gutierrez et al. [104] optimized this
scheme by solving a corresponding weighted perfect matching problem.
Progressive meshes are derived from iteratively simplifying meshes. A different pro-
gressive representation, i.e., subdivision meshes, can be derived using surface fitting and
remeshing techniques. Progressive LODs are usually employed in applications like ter-
rain visualization, where the displayed model is large compared to the viewer, allowing
for largely varying degrees of detail over the model.
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Hierarchical LODs
While the use of static LODs is relatively unflexible compared to progressive meshes,
they require much less run-time overhead. At each frame, only the most suitable LOD
version has to be chosen. In contrast, progressive meshes need to readjust the model
complexity each frame, which implies validity checks for all active vertices. For large
models and incoherent animation sequences this overhead easily outweighs the advan-
tages of rendering less triangles.
Therefore, Erikson et al. [128] proposed Hierarchical LODs (HLODs). To create
them, a scene is subdivided into separate parts in a hierarchical way (e.g., using a scene
graph [128, 531], hierarchical face clustering [604], or spatial subdivision data struc-
tures [315, 43, 468]). Then, the partitioned geometry parts are simplified individually.
The HLOD concept leads to three significant advantages: First, they allow for dynamic
LOD by choosing separate resolutions for different parts of the geometry. Second,
compared to progressive meshes, selection of LOD levels becomes much more efficient
since mesh resolutions are selected for chunks of geometry instead of on a per-vertex
basis. Third, hierarchical subdivision of the input model naturally lends itself to out-of-
core handling, i.e., processing of data sets too large to fit into main memory.
Obviously, HLODs also introduce specific problems. If geometry parts are simplified
individually, which is especially relevant for out-of-core models, gaps may be intro-
duced into simplified models since simplifications in neighboring mesh parts are not
taken into account. To solve these problems, either mesh elements associated with
multiple mesh parts are left unchanged, which leads to bad simplification rates, or the
separate pieces are merged using tedious stitching operations [424, 43]. In combina-
tion with careful control of the geometric simplification error and techniques to close
gaps during rendering [18] the stitching can be avoided [186]. Cracks can be avoided
completely at the cost of introducing further dependencies between mesh parts by either
enforcing the same simplification order as for progressive meshes [125], which leads to
frequent loading and unloading of geometry parts for out-of-core models, or by load-
ing multiple parts at once [68], which introduces disc access overheads and increased
memory requirements.
HLODs are typically created using iterative simplification methods, but remeshing
techniques could be employed as well. Gobbetti and Marton also proposed a tech-
nique based on HLODs containing image-based object representations [163]. Due to
the good tradeoff between rendering efficiency and management overhead, HLODs are
employed in a large number of applications today, ranging from terrain visualization
over rendering applications for archaeological data to out-of-core data visualization.
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Out-of-Core LOD Datastructures
Specific data structures are necessary for out-of-core handling of huge models. They
are responsibility for providing efficient access to all necessary data while reducing the
memory footprint as much as possible. Typically, this is achieved by subdividing the
geometric model in a hierarchical way (either using HLODs or chunks of progressive
mesh elements [98, 604]), storing these parts in files, and keeping an index table for
these parts in main memory. At run-time, chunks are loaded dynamically from disk.
Obviously, for optimal performance, it becomes inevitable to minimize latency times
by choosing optimal data layouts and access patterns [590, 232, 603], and by applying
data compression techniques [170] to reduce data transfer times.
5.2.4 Run-Time Management of LOD Triangle Meshes
Having introduced various LOD datastructures in the previous subsection, this part will
describe how the appropriate LOD versions can efficiently be chosen and rendered at
run-time.
Selection Metrics
In the same way as simplification is driven by simplification metrics, LOD selection is
guided by selection metrics. They approximate the accuracy that a LOD model needs to
have to guarantee satisfying display of the model. Aiming at predictive rendering, this
obviously implies selection of models such that rendered images feature radiometric
correctness.
Practical selection metrics typically consider just very simple properties. The most
simple ones select LODs based on the distance to the object or its projection size, which
enables approximations of geometric errors. More accurate metrics [597, 270] demand
higher detail in regions corresponding to silhouettes and those showing shading high-
lights. A metric also taking into account texture deviation was proposed by Schilling
and Klein [452]: It approximates the view-dependent color changes due to textures, also
taking into account texture properties (e.g., uniformity). Another texture-aware metric
was proposed by Williams et al. [580], who extended the simplification metric of Cohen
et al. [70]. In addition to texture deviation, it captures contrast sensitivity, which has a
strong influence on human perception. A specialized metric for LOD meshes casting
soft shadows onto other parts in the scene was proposed by Guthe et al. [185].
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Efficient LOD Rendering
Efficient rendering of selected LODs needs to take into account the properties of current
graphics hardware. Large improvements of rendering speed can be achieved on existing
GPUs by employing most optimal rendering methods [284] (e.g., vertex arrays) and by
rendering triangle strips instead of individual triangles. Numerous approaches for trian-
gle strip generation exist [599, 224, 127] which vary largely in the time requirements for
computing triangle strips and the optimality of generated results. While triangle strips
of static LODs and HLODs can be computed in preprocessing steps, such an approach
is not possible for progressive meshes. Therefore, on-line triangle strip management
schemes have been proposed [124, 467].
In addition to this, huge performance improvements can be achieved in combination
with culling techniques, which remove mesh elements that do not contribute to the final
image. For out-of-core rendering, significant speed-ups are often derived from multi-
threaded rendering systems and suitable data-prefetching schemes.
5.2.5 Discussion
Summarizing the previous sections, existing LOD techniques enable production of high-
quality renderings from huge polygonal models at interactive frame rates. They do not
only preserve the geometric properties of an object but additionally several appearance
attributes like normals and colors. Therefore, they are very suitable for increasing ren-
dering speed and reducing aliasing problems.
In contrast to preservation of normals and colors, preservation of surface materials
is still a problem. Published approaches controlling the texture deviation minimize the
amount of texture movement on the surface. Often, this suffices, but no guarantees on
the perceived difference of the original and the simplified model can be derived. Image-
based object representations circumvent this problem by resampling surface attributes
into textures at the cost of requiring significant memory requirements. Especially prob-
lematic is that a clear separation of material and geometry becomes unsustainable since
larger-scale geometry is encoded in image-based representation. This increases the de-
mands on respective data compression techniques.
Currently, image-based object representations are only suitable for representing dis-
tant objects. Chapter 7 presents an approach for extremely simplified objects which
preserves spatially varying materials on the object by resampling them into textures
which are compressed for efficient handling. In the future, extensions of this approach
might make general appearance preserving LODs for predictive rendering possible.
In addition to the material appearance preservation problem, LOD representations
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for meshes currently have problems with representing deformable objects. Existing
publications targeting this problem introduced time-dependent LOD data structures for
meshes [470, 471], which can be applied for time-dependent LODs of predefined an-
imation sequences [366, 268]. Yet, arbitrary deformations not known in advance are
currently supported for skeletal animations only [99]. Although many VR applications
just require static models, many of them would profit from deformable objects. In the
future, it therefore seems very likely that more research will be conducted into this
direction.
5.3 Discussion
Predictive Virtual Reality is required at various stages in the product development pro-
cess. Today, Virtual Prototyping is mainly restricted to verification of object shape,
which allows for assessment of functionality and security aspects. In the future, other
aspects like product design will be supported, since they allow for efficient ways of cus-
tomizing products to the purchasing patterns of specific groups of customers. There-
fore, since a unified solutions seems out of reach, it appears suitable to develop various
kinds of predictive rendering software which support the individual development steps
in an optimal way. Specifically, this requires specialized tools for accurate visualization
of shape, and others for predictive rendering of products including surface materials,
which are required for design reviews.
In the following two chapters own contributions to both approaches are presented.
Chapter 6 presents an efficient approach for LOD management of models composed of
high-level surfaces (e.g., trimmed NURBS surfaces). It might help to replace current
approaches for rendering of trimmed NURBS surfaces by on-the-fly tessellation algo-
rithms since it reduces run-time overheads and memory requirements significantly. This
is especially important for highly complex models like air-planes, ships, or cars.
In Chapter 7 an image-based object representation for triangle meshes with view-
independent geometry is presented, which preserves the appearance of objects covered
with complex surface materials like BTFs. Like other IBR representations, it is best
suited for representing distant objects, although it features less memory requirements
than comparable approaches.
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Chapter 6
Seam Graph
Interactive visualization of CAD data is of great importance for industrial VR users.
Unfortunately, as the previous chapter showed, the most commonly employed CAD
surface type, the trimmed Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surface, cannot
be rendered efficiently on existing graphics hardware. Therefore, current techniques
for fast visualization typically rely on pre-tessellated models. The drawback of this
approach is that surface inaccuracies become visible if surfaces are rendered above
a maximum display resolution since the accurate trimmed NURBS representation is
discarded.
Therefore, approaches relying on on-the-fly tessellation were proposed. As shown
in the previous chapter, these techniques lead to significant reductions of memory re-
quirements and are able to render surfaces at almost arbitrary precision. Nevertheless,
they feature processing overheads due to time-consuming on-line tessellation. These
overheads can be minimized if the number of surfaces which require retessellation is
minimized. This chapter proposes such a technique based on a Level of Detail (LOD)
representation of the trimmed NURBS model.
The idea of the approach is illustrated in Figure 6.1: The NURBS object is represented
by a graph of seams, i.e., common trimming curves of neighboring patches. Simplifying
this graph reduces the complexity of the object since it reduces the number of NURBS
surfaces that model the object. At run-time this Seam Graph aids at determining those
surface patches which need to be displayed. In addition to reducing tessellation over-
heads, the Seam Graph eliminates cracks between trimmed NURBS surfaces since it
enforces common vertices along the shared trim curves.
In the following, the necessary steps for use of the Seam Graph are detailed. First,
setup of the Seam Graph including respective data types is described. Then, the LOD
operations on the Seam Graph are presented, followed by a description of online se-
lection of suitable LODs. Next, an interactive rendering technique for NURBS models
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Fig. 6.1: Seam Graph of a simple NURBS object showing vanishing patches.
using the Seam Graph is overviewed. The final two sections give details on the achieved
results, draw conclusions, and sketch opportunities for future improvements.
6.1 Seam Graph Setup
The Seam Graph is a data structure fulfilling two different purposes. First, it is sup-
posed to minimize the number of rendered NURBS patches, which is especially suitable
in combination with compute-intense on-the-fly tessellation methods. Second, the in-
formation stored in the Seam Graph leads to tessellated LOD NURBS models without
cracks between adjacent NURBS surfaces, which increases rendering quality signifi-
cantly.
The individual data types of the Seam Graph data structure, which was designed to
handle non-manifold surfaces, and their relationships are shown in Figure 6.2. All of
the types correspond to geometric entities. The Patch data type represents a trimmed
NURBS patch and stores a list of Boundaries, which correspond to the trimming curves
of the patch. For sake of simplicity, trimming curves are limited to line strips. Every
Boundary consists of one or several Boundary Segment instances which represent non-
self-intersecting, non-self-touching parts of the Boundaries. Every Boundary Segment
consists of a list of Boundary Vertex instances, which are the most essential data type
for creating crack-free tessellations. They correspond to vertices in 3D Euclidean space
that are shared among the trimming curves of adjacent patches. Enforcement of these
common vertices closes gaps between adjacent NURBS patches. Thus, these vertices
are called sewing points in the following. Pairs of sewing points that are listed consec-
utively in this list form an edge of the trimming poly-line. Every element of the list can
either be active or not, meaning that the referenced vertex is currently part of the trim-
ming poly-line or not. This state is used during the simplification and LOD selection
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Fig. 6.2: Relationship of Seam Graph data types.
of the trimming curves, which is described in detail in the next section. For efficiency
reasons, each Boundary Vertex stores references to the Boundary Edges it is part of.
Boundary Vertices themselves hold references to the limiting Boundary Vertices.
An example of a Seam Graph for a small NURBS model is shown in Figure 6.1.
The displayed elements are the Boundary Edges. Simplifying the graph reduces the
complexity of trimming curves and the number of surfaces required to represent the
original surface.
In order to create a Seam Graph for an object, connectivity information for the trimmed
NURBS patches is required. Typically, such information is stored by CAD modeling
systems. Unfortunately, it is seldomly exported. Therefore, it is often necessary to
recompute such data [248, 189].
Setting up the Seam Graph requires the following three steps, which are illustrated in
Figure 6.3. First, poly-line approximations of trimming curves are computed, yielding
the Boundary entities. Special care has to be taken to limit the Euclidean geometric
approximation error, e.g., employing the approach of Kahlesz et al. [248].
Second, the poly-lines are divided into segments which are shared by a fix set of
patches each, yielding the Boundary Segment instances. This step is visualized in the
bottom left and center images of Figure 6.3. Colored vertices belong to single patches,
gray ones are shared by at least two patches. In order to generate Boundary Vertices,
which are shared among all patches adjacent to a poly-line trimming curve, more ver-
tices need to be inserted. Unshared points are projected onto corresponding trim curve
segments of adjacent patches, and the projections are inserted as new points. This oper-
ation derives consistent tuples of vertices containing one vertex for each patch adjacent
to the trimming curve.
In a third step, common trimming curve points are enforced in these segments by
computing average positions of corresponding points, yielding the Boundary Vertex
and Boundary Edge instances.
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Fig. 6.3: Seam Graph setup. Top: The trimming curves of a hypothetical model consisting of
four NURBS surfaces (left) are approximated by poly-lines (right). Colored curves belong to
one patch only, gray ones are shared by at least two patches. Bottom: Closeup showing the
approximating polylines (left). Center: Polyline points are inserted to derive consistent tuples
of vertices. Right: Boundary Vertex instances are computed from the average positions of the
consistent pairs.
6.2 Level of Detail
As in most mesh simplifiers that are currently used, the basic simplification operation
performed on the Seam Graph is the edge-collapse operation, since it yields very accu-
rate results and since its inverse operation – the vertex split – can easily be performed
and requires few information to be stored. The basic idea of this operation is shown
in Figure 6.4: Vertices v1 and v2 are collapsed into vertex v′, removing two triangles,
three edges and one vertex from the original mesh. Since the Seam Graph represents no
triangulated mesh, the Seam Graph edge collapse has to handle general polygons, and
non-manifold edges and vertices.
Implementing the edge-collapse operation always requires two elementary functions:
• A cost function that assigns each edge a cost, thereby introducing an order among
the edges reflecting the desire to collapse some edges quickly, others at a later
point of time. As shown in the previous chapter, this measure typically takes into
account the geometric error, texture stretch and deviation, or deviation of scalar
attributes like color.
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Fig. 6.4: Edge-collapse operation.
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• A placement function that decides where the vertex resulting from the edge-
collapse should be positioned. Typically one tries to find a position such that
the simplification metric is minimized. For efficiency reasons, it is often more
suitable to restrict the simplification to a half-edge collapse operation. This op-
eration chooses the position of the collapsed vertex from the positions of the
vertices adjacent to the collapsed edge. It is employed in the following due to the
following reason: Choosing new positions requires determination of respective
parameter space values (e.g., by linear interpolation of existing parameter space
values). Since linearly interpolated values are not guaranteed to lie on the trim-
ming curves any more, the normals of adjacent surfaces – computed from the
parameter space values – could vary significantly, resulting in visual artifacts.
Cost Function
Since the main target of the Seam Graph are models created with CAD systems which
typically have neither texture information nor color, the cost function is chosen to mea-
sure the geometric error introduced when removing an edge. As mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter, this requires computing the symmetric Hausdorff distance dHs, which
measures the distance between two (infinite) sets of points. Unfortunately, computing
it is very time consuming even if approximating sampling strategies are employed.
Another approach which would provide very tight error bounds is described by Klein
et al. [271], who compute the directed Hausdorff distance dH between the original and
the simplified mesh. Since computing the collapse-costs always leads to redundant
computations which are unavoidable (one needs to compute for every vertex the costs
for every adjacent edge, but only the minimum of these costs is assigned to the vertex),
their method would increase simplification times too much, since every of their com-
putations is already relatively slow. In order to still compute tight error bounds for the
resulting meshes, the cost computation is split into two different parts. Together, they
provide a close, upper bound of the real cost which can be computed much faster:
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• After each edge-collapse operation, for every vertex in the 1-ring of the simplified
edge the actual distance dH between the original and the current Seam Graph is
computed as described in [271].
• For each edge e that requires update of its collapse cost (e.g., all edges adjacent to
v′ in Figure 6.4), the error ε is computed that would be introduced to the current
mesh by collapsing e.
The combination of dH and ε provides an upper bound for the geometric error between
the original mesh and the mesh after the simplification step. Since it provides an over-
estimation, edges might be chosen in a slightly wrong order.
In order to take dH into account for the computation of the costs for edges, for every
vertex in the 1-ring of the simplified edge the maximum distance that was computed for
any edge adjacent to it is stored. If such a vertex stored a maximum error before, the
larger one of the existing and the new maximum error are chosen.
The error measure for ε is described by the example in Figure 6.5. In this case, where
e is collapsed into v2, the distances d1, d2 and d3 are computed as the minimum distances
between v1 and the edges (v2, v3), (v2, v4) and (v2, v5) respectively. The maximum of
these distances describes the geometric error when collapsing e into v2 (this directed
collapse is denoted by v1 → v2 to distinguish it from the opposite operation v2 → v1,
where e is collapsed into v1).
To finally decide into which vertex the edge e should be collapsed, dH and ε are com-
bined in the following way: First, the cost of v1 → v2 is calculated and the maximum
error that was stored with v1 (to account for previous modifications of the mesh) is
added. Then the cost of v2 → v1 is computed and the maximum error stored with v2
is added. The minimum of these costs and the according direction of the collapse are
assigned to e.
Unfortunately, the above approach leads to two potential problems: First, since dH is
not symmetric, it might lead to bad results in special cases but the conducted experi-
ments proved it a reasonable choice for all tested models. Second, the geometric error
of the trimming curves not necessarily provides an upper bound of the geometric error
of the patch interior. For models that feature these problems, one could compare the
bounding box of the trimming curve to be simplified against the bounding box of the
associated patch and increase the collapse cost substantially if their extents vary signif-
icantly. Since the models tested in the conducted experiments never lead to any such
problems since they consist of NURBS surfaces of low degree, this test was omitted in
the presented implementation.
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Fig. 6.6: A half-edge-collapse operation in the Seam Graph.
Simplification Step
Before the first simplification step can take place, the costs for all edges are computed
as described above. Then, they are stored in a heap sorted on the edges’ collapse costs.
The edge e with lowest cost and all edges from its neighborhood are removed from the
heap (here, the neighborhood of an edge is defined as those edges that are incident in
any vertex of the 1-ring of one of the vertices of e). Figure 6.6 visualizes the following
steps (note: upper case letters denote patches, vertices of special interest are assigned
names starting with v, the other character-number combinations describe positions in
the Boundary Segments’ vertex lists, e.g., e4 means that vp is part of the Boundary
Segment of E and occupies position 4 in its vertex list). In the example, (v1, v2) is
supposed to be collapsed into vertex v2. A new vertex vn is created as an exact copy
of v2, and v2 is replaced with the new vertex. v1 is removed from the mesh, all edges
(v1, vi) are redirected to vn if v2 was not connected to vi already, and v1 is deactivated in
all Boundary Segment instances it was part of. Since vn gets linked to vertex vp now, it
becomes part of the Boundary Segment of patch A, where it is placed in position 2 - the
one previously occupied by v1. Such a simplification step is denoted by (v1, v2 → vn).
After this, the error that the step introduced is computed as the directed Hausdorff
distance dH between the original graph and all edges incident in v2 as mentioned above.
Thus the current geometric error is given by the maximum of the previous geometric
error and the error of the current step.
After penalizing vn and the vertices adjacent to it, the collapse costs for edges in
the neighborhood of vn are updated (here, neighborhood describes all edges that are
incident in vertices adjacent to vn). These costs are reinserted into the cost heap and
the single simplification step is finished. Please note that a subsequent simplification of
edge (vn, vp) would remove patch E from the Seam Graph. This way, tessellations of
simplified models with less triangles than the number of patches in the original model
become possible.
The simplification algorithm stops, if no further edges can be collapsed, which is the
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case when just a single vertex per connected part of the model remains.
For progressive representation, the required edge-collapse information is stored. To
reconstruct an edge collapse, only the indices of the vanishing vertices and the new
vertex need to be stored. Additionally, for later LOD adjustments the current geometric
error is saved.
Adjusting the view-dependent Level of Detail
Selection of an appropriate LOD for the Seam Graph requires implementation of two
operations:
• A refinement operation that takes as input the collapse information for a simpli-
fication step (v1, v2 → vn) and performs a vertex-split (vn → v1, v2). The split
operation replaces vn by v2 and reinserts v1 at its original position. Additionally,
all the edges that originally were incident to v1 and v2 are redirected to v1 respec-
tively v2, or reinserted into the mesh if they were removed before. The result of
the operation is the original configuration as before the step took place.
• The simplification operation as described above. Obviously, once the progressive
LOD hierarchy is created, it needs not store any more information or generate
new vertices.
As described in the previous chapter, simplification steps depend on each other. The
most efficient scheme for coding these dependencies was proposed by El-Sana et al.
[126]. It works by assigning each vertex of the mesh a number: Vertices of the original
mesh withm vertices are assigned distinct natural numbers from 1 tom, vertices created
by a simplification step are numbered in order of creation (m + 1,m + 2, . . .). For
each vertex v that participated in an edge collapse operation (either (v, v2 → vn) or
(v1, v → vn) ), the number of its child is stored (note: in case of a simplification step
(v1, v2 → vn), we call vn the child of v1 and v2). Given this scheme, an edge collapse
(v1, v2 → vn) can be performed if all vertices adjacent to either v1 or v2 have numbers
smaller or equal to m (and thus represent vertices from the original mesh) or if the
numbers of the children of the adjacent vertices are smaller than the number of vn. A
vertex split (vn → v1, v2) can be performed if all vertices adjacent to vn are assigned a
number smaller than that of vn. In cases where this split should be performed but is not
possible, vertices adjacent to vn with bigger numbers than vn need to be split.
For view-dependent rendering, the LOD of the displayed object has to be adjusted
every frame. Clearly, always refining the coarsest Seam Graph version up to the desired
accuracy is very inefficient. A solution to this problem employing temporal coherence
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was proposed by Xia and Varshney [598]: Only for the first frame the set of active
vertices is derived from the coarsest resolution Seam Graph. In following frames, the
set of active vertices from the previous frame is updated to match the resolution of the
current frame by applying suitable simplification and refinement operations. Whenever
an edge should be collapsed but dependencies prohibit this operation, the edge is left
unchanged. In case a vertex split is prohibited by dependencies, all adjacent vertices dis-
allowing the operation are recursively forced to be split until the intended operation can
be performed. Managing active vertices leads to significantly increased performance
since the desired LODs do not change drastically from frame to frame.
6.3 Rendering NURBS Models
The Seam Graph is designed to improve the rendering speed of on-the-fly tessellation
approaches for trimmed NURBS surfaces. Yet, no assumptions about the specific ren-
dering technique are made as long as common sewing points can be enforced. In the fol-
lowing, an approach employing standard, CPU based tessellation of individual patches
is described. Alternatively, more recently developed and more efficient rendering meth-
ods like the GPU-based rendering technique of Guthe et al. [184] could be used.
Adaptive tessellation methods [189, 17] guaranteeing a certain geometric approxima-
tion error are rather costly. Therefore, the number of patches to be tessellated per frame
needs to be minimized using the LOD from the Seam Graph and per-patch culling tech-
niques. In addition, load balancing schemes can restrict the number of newly tessellated
patches per frame. Note that in combination with on-the-fly tessellation methods, the
management costs for the Seam Graph are negligible. Yet, this overhead becomes sig-
nificant for exceptionally complex models. In such cases load balancing schemes need
to be devised for Seam Graph management as well, but none of the models tested made
this necessary.
LOD selection
Prior to selecting the view-dependent LOD, an upper bound ε for the geometric error
needs to be computed per patch. Therefore, first the point p on the patch’s bounding box
which is closest to the eye-point ν is determined. If the distance d = ‖p− ν‖ is smaller
than the length of the diagonal of the patch’s bounding box, a better approximation is
calculated using the distance to the nearest vertex of the tessellated patch.
Next, the error ε is computed such that an edge of length ε at distance d from ν projects
to at most half a pixel on the screen. Additionally, the calculated error is required to
be no less than ten percent of the sewing error to restrict the maximum triangles per
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patch. These error bounds are passed to the Seam Graph which selects the LOD for the
trimming curves in such a way, that the geometric error assigned to the trimming curves
is always smaller than the acceptable geometric errors of the adjacent patches.
Culling
Since the Seam Graph algorithm keeps the patches as separate objects, per-patch culling
techniques can easily be employed, reducing the number of retessellated patches and the
number of triangles sent to the graphics pipeline. All kinds of culling mechanisms (i.e.,
view-frustum, backface, and occlusion culling) can be combined with the rendering
algorithm. In the following, existing implementations of view-frustum and backface
culling are described. Occlusion culling can efficiently be integrated on the basis of the
technique of Bittner et al. [32].
The view frustum culling approach is straightforward and works by testing the bound-
ing box of each patch against the current view frustum, which is defined by the four sides
of a semi-infinite pyramid. The bounding box of a patch lies inside the view-frustum if
all eight corners have positive distances to all four planes, given a consistent orientation
of the planes (i.e., with plane-normals pointing towards the inside of the pyramid).
The back-face culling algorithm is based on the normal-cone approach [479]. For
each patch, a cone is computed such that all normals of the patch lie within this cone.
In the described implementation, such a cone is determined per patch using the normals
of the vertices of the finest possible tessellation, which is calculated in a preprocessing
step. In order to conservatively determine the visibility of the whole patch, a visibility
test (in terms of backface-culling) is performed for the normal cone and every corner of
the bounding box. If all tests determine invisibility, the whole patch is facing backwards
and thus can be culled.
Load Balancing
Load balancing tries to equalize frame rates by equally distributing work over sev-
eral frames. In the context of on-the-fly tessellation of NURBS surfaces, load bal-
ancing needs to equalize the number of patches retessellated per frame. During adjust-
ment of the LOD in the Seam Graph a vertex split or edge collapse is only allowed if
the total number of updated patches is below a given maximum. To concentrate tes-
sellation efforts on patches Si where the current and the target approximation errors
εi,c and εi,t deviate most, a priority scheme is introduced. For every patch a priority
pi = max {εi,c/εi,t, εi,t/εi,c} is introduced, and only patches with highest pi are chosen
for tessellation. To avoid retessellation of invisible patches, which should be handled
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Fig. 6.7: Tested NURBS models. Wheel rims (one of two shown), car body, and assembled car.
only after adjusting errors of visible patches, the priority scheme is modified as follows:
p′ =
{
p patch not culled
1− 1/p patch culled .
Tessellation is stopped if the new patch would increase the number of tessellated trian-
gles to more than a given maximum or all patches are retriangulated.
6.4 Results
The LOD rendering algorithm was tested with three trimmed NURBS models on a 1.8
GHz Pentium 4 with 512 MB memory and an nVIDIA Geforce 3 MX graphics board.
The tessellation algorithm could handle 25k parameter space triangles per second, and
about 250k parameter space triangles could be updated with new 3D coordinates. Given
a target frame rate of 25 fps, the abovementioned update restrictions were set to 1k new
and 10k updated parameter space triangles per frame. If the visible error εvis exceeds
one pixel, the number of new triangles is modified to be 1k·εvis, reducing the error at
the cost of lower frame rates.
Table 6.1 gives an overview of the computation results of the three models (cf. Figure
6.7). The first model consists of the two wheel rims from the half car, whereas the
second model consists of the body from the half car. The third model is the assembled
complete car including lights, wheels and plastic parts. In preprocessing steps, the
connectivity information was computed, and the Seam Graph was set up employing a
trimming curve approximation error of 0.2 mm, resulting in a maximum LOD of 0.02
mm for the triangulation.
The combination of LOD selection, culling, and view-dependent tessellation leads to
displayed models with relatively small numbers of triangle, even if the input model is
rather complex. As Table 6.1 shows, the maximum number of displayed triangles is only
about 1.5 to 5 percent of the number of triangles resulting from tessellating the whole
model with the target approximation error of 0.02 mm. The frame rates are interactive
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wheel rims car body full car
NURBS patches 302 1.6k 8.0k
Be´zier patches 3.7k 1.8k 17.7k
triangles (0.02 mm) 380k 637k 3.6M
memory (MB) 15.6 27.3 151.9
bound. edges 23k 56k 278k
max. triangles 18k 11k 50k
min. fps 9.9 4.2 2.1
avg. fps 29.7 15.8 8.3
max. error (pixel) 1.6 1.7 3.7
memory (MB) 8.1 20.8 103.1
Tab. 6.1: Overview of rendering results on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 (512MB memory) and nVIDIA
GeForce 3 MX.
Fig. 6.8: Rendering of the assembled car model.
even at the slowest frame and the maximum visible error is acceptable, because it is
removed within the next few frames (see Figure 6.8). Note that real-time rendering of
models with about 3.6M triangles is challenging even for the most recently developed
graphics cards.
Table 6.2 compares the complexity of models seen from varying distance using the
Seam Graph and without it (i.e., using view-dependent tessellation and the highest level
sewing points). Clearly, especially for coarse resolutions, the Seam Graph leads to
significantly less complex triangular models and thus greatly increased frame rates.
The rendering algorithm allocates between 33.8 and 47.1 Bytes per vertex at max-
imum LOD for the tested datasets. This memory requirement consists of about 320
Bytes per boundary edge, about 2200 Bytes per trimmed NURBS patch (control points
and knot vectors), 12 Bytes per visible triangle and 24 Bytes per visible vertex. Note,
that the non-manifold multi-resolution data structure of Floriani et al. [148] requires
61.8 to 65.2 Bytes per vertex (including vertex normals).
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LOD no LOD
size tris pat. tris
large 37.2k 3500 309k
med. 18.2k 3000 297k
small 10.9k 2500 292k
tiny 6.8k 2000 290k
Tab. 6.2: Number of displayed triangles and NURBS patches with and without LOD selection.
Without LOD, always all 3914 patches are rendered.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the Seam Graph, a data structure for handling LODs of objects consisting
of surfaces assembled in a non-manifold way, was introduced. It represents objects by
their seams, i.e., the curves or lines that glue together the individual surfaces that it
consists of. An application of the Seam Graph to efficient rendering of trimmed NURBS
models was presented, but obviously many other surface types and application areas are
possible. Especially important for other applications areas like finite element meshing
is that the LODs encoded by the Seam Graph contain no cracks (i.e., watertight models
remain watertight). This is in contrast to recently published approaches that efficiently
hide cracks during rendering [18, 184].
The Seam Graph representation of a NURBS model is attractive since it retains the
original surface representation, leading to two significant advantages over tessellated
representations: First, it enables efficient generation of (arbitrarily) accurate models.
Second, storage requirements are modest since on the one hand NURBS surfaces can
be stored very efficiently, and on the other hand the Seam Graph LODs require less
memory than conventional progressive mesh representations.
In the future, the Seam Graph and its applications could be extended in a number of
ways. First, it would be very interesting to extend it to deformable surfaces, i.e., models
with fixed connectivity but changing geometry. This would make the approach suit-
able for interactive visualization of editing operations. Currently, the trimming curves
need to be fixed in space, which limits modeling capabilities significantly. Second, the
Seam Graph could be applied to models containing different surface types (i.e., other
parametric surface types or subdivision surfaces).
Third, better rendering results could be achieved by integrating more surface prop-
erties than geometry into the simplification (i.e., normals and texture coordinates). An
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approach following this direction was presented by Guthe and Klein [188] who com-
puted and compressed normal maps for patches. Additionally, faster rendering could be
achieved by integrating the Seam Graph with the GPU rendering technique of Guthe et
al. [184]: While the GPU technique is especially efficient for visualizing surfaces seen
at close distance, its performance degrades when handling objects with tens or hundreds
of thousands of visible patches (i.e., objects seen at a distance). Obviously, the Seam
Graph is especially helpful in these cases, where a large number of patches can be re-
moved due to coarse resolution display. Finally, the Seam Graph should be extended
to handle out-of-core data, following schemes for out-of-core handling of progressive
meshes, which were presented in the previous chapter.
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Billboard Clouds
In the previous chapter, a method for efficient visualization of CAD data was proposed.
Typically, CAD models are used to derive geometrically accurate descriptions of object
shape which serve as input to several validation processes and even manufacturing.
Therefore, they rarely contain appearance attributes like color or even surface materials.
Thus, predictive rendering from these models is usually not possible.
Nevertheless, geometrically accurate models are an essential ingredient for predictive
rendering. Following the CAD modeling step, the objects are typically converted to
triangle meshes, and materials are applied. Obviously, this increases the scene com-
plexity even further, making the necessity to adjust the complexity of the model to its
display size even more pressing. Chapter 5 briefly reviewed methods for simplification
of meshes with surface materials. While excellent results can be achieved by preserving
geometry (including orientation) and controlling texture deviation, true preservation of
texture (i.e., spatially varying materials) remains difficult (cf. Figure 5.7). Among the
existing methods, image-based object representations solve this problem most accu-
rately by resampling surface materials for simplified models.
Recently, De´coret et al. [97] proposed Billboard Clouds (BCs) as an efficient image-
based representation for rendering. The basic idea of the approach is to coarsely approx-
imate the geometry of a rendered object by a set of quads and encoding fine-grained
detail like surface roughness, surface color or the silhouette in normal and color tex-
tures (cf. Figure 7.1). Since current graphics boards are highly optimized to handle
textures, such representations can be rendered very efficiently. Compared to other ap-
proaches, BCs achieve appearance preservation while at the same time requiring only
very few geometric primitives to be rendered. Compared to other image-based object
representations, the geometry of BCs is view-independent which removes the necessity
for frequent updates in order to avoid image artifacts.
Like all image-based approaches, BCs tend to use much texture memory. Employing
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Fig. 7.1: Billboard Clouds represent an object (left) by a set of textured quads. Different place-
ment methods for the quads lead to different sets of BC quads (center: Hough space [97],
right: face clustering).
the BC generation method proposed by De´coret et al. this amount may well be a couple
MBs for models projected to at most 100×100 pixels1. Therefore, BC construction
methods should try to minimize these storage requirements.
In addition to the memory problem, two further deficiencies exist. The first will
be called view-independence problem in the following: View- and light-dependent re-
flectance properties cannot be represented by a single texture and are therefore lost in
the standard BC representation. In addition, other effects like view-dependent silhou-
ettes and occlusions or light-dependent self-shadowing due to small surface detail are
not preserved (cf. Figure 7.2). The second problem is the normal sampling problem:
The normals of approximating quads may be completely different than the normals of
the approximated faces which can lead to missing pixels in images (cf. Figure 7.4).
In this following, novel BC construction algorithms optimized for connected meshes
and polygon soups are proposed that improve the abovementioned problems2. The nor-
mal sampling problem is solved by providing explicit control over normals represented
by a plane. The view-independence problem is significantly improved by utilizing view-
and light-dependent textures (i.e., bidirectional texture functions (BTFs)). Since BTFs
require even more storage than textures, special care is taken to minimize the amount of
1Alternative representations like point-clouds require similar amounts of memory to achieve comparable visualization
results. Tests showed that rendering the plant model in Figure 7.5 using QSplat [445] requires about 120k points for a
displayed image of about 100×100 pixels resulting in about 500 kB of memory for storage of the points and their normals.
2The approaches were first published in [357].
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Fig. 7.2: View-Independence Problem. Comparison of a curved surface (left and top) and an
approximating textured quad (bottom). While the colors and the silhouette of the quad are
correct for the frontal view (middle), they become incorrect for other view directions (right).
required texture memory. In addition, the methods generate hierarchical BCs which can
be employed for LOD rendering and easily extend to BC generation from point clouds.
The following text is structured as follows: First, a solution to the view-independence
problem based on BTFs is proposed. Then, the BC construction technique of De´coret
et al. [97] is described and analyzed, determining significant problems for practical use
of this technique. To solve these problems, new methods for Billboard Cloud construc-
tion are proposed. Finally, the results achieved with these new methods are reviewed,
conclusions about the novel techniques are drawn, and opportunities for future improve-
ment are described.
7.1 BTF Textured Billboard Clouds
Billboard clouds (BCs) are sets of textured quads that approximate the geometry and
surface detail of a model at a coarse LOD. Besides convincing renderings of the simpli-
fied model, this representation provides the possibility to efficiently cast approximate
shadows since the silhouette of the object is well preserved. Unfortunately, since the sil-
houette is view-dependent (other than the BC geometry and its texture), such shadows
will be incorrect for most light-directions. In addition, changing surface appearance due
to reflectance properties of the surface material and simplified surface geometry cannot
be preserved.
Such information can efficiently be stored as a view- and light-direction dependent
texture, i.e., a BTF. Figure 7.3 shows the increased quality of BTF textured BCs com-
pared to standard textured ones. Note that the BTF textured image shows better quality
due to more precise reconstruction of the surface reflectance properties and the view-
dependent silhouette.
Unlike the original intention of the BTF, which stores reflectance for a flat sample
and therefore requires sampling of view- and light-directions on the hemisphere only,
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Fig. 7.3: Comparison of standard BC with texture and normal map (left) with BTF textured one
(middle) and original model (right). The resolution of the texture and BTF are optimized for
distant viewing (small images).
the BTFs used for representations of BCs represent non-flat regions and therefore sam-
pling of the complete sphere (for view-directions this can be neglected since rendered
primitives will be invisible for view-directions outside the hemisphere). Hence, for this
purpose the BTF is generalized to a 6D function BTF(x, l,v) of surface location x,
view direction v and light-direction l with v ∈ Ω and l ∈ S2.
Construction of such BTFs can efficiently be done using rasterization hardware as
in [97] for changing view- and light-directions in combination with a shadowing algo-
rithms. Alternatively, a raytracer can be used. Resulting BTFs feature accurate sam-
pling, which is especially important for scenes containing a large number of nearly
arbitrarily oriented surfaces (e.g., the forest scene shown in Figure 7.9).
Since BTFs require much more memory than simple textures, one needs to choose
a reasonable compression algorithm for rendering. Since surface geometry introduces
significant and strongly varying effects like occlusions and shadowing, object BTFs
are not well representable by per-pixel BRDF models as the one proposed in Chapter
3. Better results can be achieved using data-driven compression algorithms as the one
proposed by Mu¨ller et al. [369]. In addition to efficiently compressing the BTF, it
is essential to employ BC construction schemes that minimize the number of texels
required for coding of surface detail. Such schemes reduce the amount of memory
produced during BTF construction (which ranges up to several GBs) and reduce the
compression error since additional texels tend to introduce additional variance into the
BTF data.
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7.2 Billboard Cloud Construction
Constructing optimal BCs is a very difficult since computationally expensive task. One
needs to concurrently minimize:
1. the amount of memory for the textures,
2. the number of primitives that approximate the geometry, and
3. the loss of visual quality of the rendered model (which includes minimizing the
view-independence and normal-sampling problems).
Since generation of optimal BCs is an NP hard problem [97], an optimal solution is
unpractical. Therefore, greedy algorithms are employed.
Hough Space
De´coret et al. [97] suggest to build BCs using the 3D equivalent of the Hough transform
[227]: a plane is represented by the spherical coordinates (θ, φ) of its normal and its
distance d to the origin. All faces of the original mesh are inserted into a regular grid
which represents a spatial subdivision of 3D Hough space. For each cell C of the grid
valid and missed faces are determined. A face F is considered valid with respect to
C if there exists a plane P ∈ C such that the Euclidean distance between P and the
vertices of F is smaller than the prescribed approximation error εa. F is considered
missed if there exists a plane P ∈ C such that the distance between P and the vertices
of F against the direction of the normal of P is larger than εa but smaller than εa + εm
where εm can as well be chosen by the user.
Extraction of planes for the BC is done in a greedy fashion based on the accumulated,
projected areas of valid and missed faces stored in the grid cells. After determination
of each new plane, the contributions of faces within εa distance of the new plane are
removed from the grid cells. The process terminates when all faces are covered.
As a next step, for each extracted plane all points of the original mesh within εa
distance are projected onto it and the result is stored in a texture. To optimize texture
use, textures are split into parts if unconnected, compact regions are detected.
The advantage of this approach is the applicability to arbitrary triangle soups and the
small number of resulting textured quads (see Table 7.1). Unfortunately the approach
does not explicitly handle the deviation of face normals from the normal of the textured
quad which represents them. This can lead to bad results as in Figure 7.4, where many
parallel planes were chosen to represent the geometry due to the lengthy shape of the
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Fig. 7.4: Normal sampling problem of the Hough space approach. While the frontal view of the
BC (second from left) looks correct, pixels are missing when seen from the side even at the
desired projection size (small images).
plant Max Planck head man
εgc 4 2 1 0.5 4 2 1 0.5 4 2 1 0.5
Hough 34 116 448 1.2k 34 62 164 434 4 10 30 8829k 334k 2.9M 22M 30k 175k 1.6M 14M 0.9k 6.1k 67k 600k
HFC 200 566 1.5k 1.9k 60 93 193 478 99 102 121 20034k 139k 500k 1.4M 6.9k 26k 112k 432k 0.8k 3.1k 12k 43k
Simpl. 1.2k 3.1k 6.0k 9.8k 66 168 195 404 70 95 194 4192.5k 17k 67k 313k 4k 17k 70k 280k 0.6k 3.3k 24k 150k
Tab. 7.1: Comparison of the BC construction algorithms. Per method, model and chosen geo-
metric error εgc (specified as percentage of the longest side of the bounding box) the number of
geometric primitives (top column) and the number of texture pixels (bottom column) is given.
body. It is only due to the redundant sampling of surface points that few cases exist
where the problem really becomes apparent.
Even worse, the method provides no control over the amount of required texture space
since Hough space is insensitive to Euclidean distances and therefore it can easily occur
that very distant geometries are represented by the same plane. The texture optimization
approach proposed by De´coret et al. can resolve a very limited number of these cases
only, leading to excessive texture memory requirements in many cases. Since texture
space is already the limiting factor for application of BCs, other generation methods are
required for reasonable simplification errors. In the following, two new techniques are
represented which provide solutions to these problems.
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Mesh Simplification
The first method for memory-efficient construction of BCs is based on the standard
way of reducing the complexity of models by successively removing vertices, edges, or
faces of a given model: mesh simplification algorithms [329]. In contrast to the previ-
ous Hough space approach which extracts globally optimal planes, mesh simplification
algorithms are usually based on local optimization.
In principle, standard mesh simplification algorithms allowing for topology simplifi-
cation can be employed for determination of approximating geometry for BC genera-
tion. Yet, since an accurate evaluation of the geometric error between the original mesh
and the simplified mesh is required, methods guaranteeing tight error bounds like the
one of Borodin et al. [42] are preferred.
As Table 7.1 shows, applying these techniques to connected, smooth and preferably
manifold meshes like the Max Planck head or the man yields models of rather low
polygon count and minimal texture space requirements. In addition, the deviation of
normals from the normal of the approximating triangle can simply be controlled [479].
For unconnected meshes like trees, mesh simplification algorithms performed much
worse in the tests (although texture requirements remain very low): The number of
triangles increases significantly compared to the Hough space approach and the re-
sults largely reduce in rendering quality due to the complex silhouettes of unconnected
meshes which cannot be represented adequately. Enlarging the BC triangles to com-
pensate for this problem unfortunately increases the texture requirements significantly
(in the experiments the required texture space was doubled approximately).
Hierarchical Face Clustering
The second new approach to BC generation is based on ideas from hierarchical face
clustering [158]. The key idea of this method is to iteratively merge pairs of adjacent
surface patches based on some energy function. Since face clustering is limited to
connected meshes, a generalized definition of adjacency is used in the following.
Spatial Proximity
One of the central points of hierarchical face clustering is the concentration on adja-
cent patches which is necessary for charting but hinders general BC construction. For
the needs of BC construction algorithms, working on adjacent patches makes sense only
insofar as this results in connected areas and therefore efficient texture use. Yet, since ar-
bitrary meshes consist of many unconnected parts, the approach misses many perfectly
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reasonable opportunities to merge geometry. Therefore, the notion of adjacency is gen-
eralized to spatial closeness which removes the limitation to connected input meshes.
Spatial closeness can efficiently be computed even for large meshes using a spatial data
structure (SDS) like a grid or an octree.
An important parameter for computation of spatially close parts is the definition of
closeness. The most intuitive approach relates closeness to a maximum Euclidean dis-
tance. Following this definition, one has to compute all pairs of primitives that are no
further apart than a predefined threshold. Unfortunately, to balance the amount of pos-
sible pairs during the merging process, this threshold needs to be increased over time.
This increases the complexity of the algorithm.
Therefore, a primitive p1 is defined to be close to another one p2, if at most n − 1
other primitives have a smaller Euclidean distance to p2 than p1. This methods leads to
an easy yet efficient control of the number of possible merges and requires the user to
define a single threshold only. Conducted experiments determined that an n of around
50 leads to very good results, and that the accuracy improved at most slightly for higher
values of n. Nevertheless, the exact parameter value varies from model to model since
it depends on the model’s geometric structure.
Another problem closely related to the run-time efficiency is the choice of an adequate
number of spatial subdivisions introduced by the SDS. The tested implementation gen-
erates an initial subdivision based on the axis-aligned bounding volume of the model
and the number of its primitives. This subdivision is adjusted at runtime (the spatial
resolution in each dimension is halved as soon as the number of primitives reduces by
a factor of eight) resulting in a good balancing of the number of subdivisions to the
number of remaining primitives.
Cost Function
Generalized hierarchical face clustering can be formulated as a minimization problem
on the proximity graph. In the following, the proximity graph consists of nodes rep-
resenting primitives of the object and weighted edges connecting spatially close prim-
itives, where weights represent costs of merging two nodes. The graph is simplified
by merging connected nodes until a predefined number of nodes remains or until any
further merge operation requires costs above a predefined threshold. The sum of costs
for simplification is to be minimized.
In contrast to standard face clustering approaches, which try to achieve well parame-
terizable, compact charts, a BC construction algorithm needs to minimize the amount of
texture space. Therefore, the merge costs are combined of three different parts that mea-
sure geometric approximation error (i.e., maximum distance to a fitting plane), normal
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deviation, and texture waste.
Given a pair of adjacent patches (P1, P2), the geometric error εg is simply half the
length of the smallest side of the smallest oriented bounding box (OBB) containing P1
and P2. The OBB and the respective best approximating plane Pa can efficiently be
computed using principal component analysis. The normal deviation error εn is defined
as:
εn = max {acos (n (F ) · n (Pa)) |F ∈ P1 ∪ P2} , (7.1)
with n denoting the normal of a face. Texture waste εt is a more accurate version of
the shape error from Garland et al. [158] optimized to the needs of a BC construction
technique and is computed as:
εt =
∑
F∈P1∪P2 area(F )
area(Pa)
(7.2)
Since weighting these errors to compute the merge costs is a very difficult task (since
appropriate weights are hard to determine), only one is utilized to define an ordering
among the valid pairs while the others serve as hard rejection criteria defining validity.
Since experience from LOD research shows that hierarchical LODs (HLODs) [128]
lead to much better performance than continuous LODs, one only needs to be concerned
about discrete LODs for hierarchical BCs. Therefore, setting a threshold for εg for the
most accurate HLOD level and doubling it for each coarser level is a reasonable choice
that sorts possible merges into clusters assigned to the different HLOD levels. Since
the major reason for including normal deviation in the evaluation is minimization of the
normal sampling problem, εn can be thresholded as well. A setting of εnm = 60◦, e.g.,
guarantees that no such problems can occur for spheres and cylinders.
Based on these definitions, the cost of a possible merge can be computed as
MergeCost =

∞ εn > εnm
∞ εt > εtm
εt + kεtm else
(7.3)
where εtm denotes the maximally allowed texture waste, and k ∈ N is either zero if
εg ≤ εgm or otherwise determined by 2k−1εgm ≤ εg ≤ 2kεgm.
Pairs resulting in too high normal deviation or texture waste are rejected. Pairs with
valid normal deviation and texture waste are grouped into two categories: If the geomet-
ric error is below the threshold εgm for the finest HLOD level, their merge cost is equal
to the texture waste. If the geometric error is above the threshold for the finest level, the
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Fig. 7.5: Plant model. Left and mid-
dle: original model (12k triangles).
Right: BCs for εg = 0.5%, 1% and
2% (cf. Table 7.1).
Fig. 7.6: BC of man model from HFC (εg = 1%, no
BTF): the normal sampling problem is solved by set-
ting εnm = 60◦. Incorrect silhouettes vanish as the
desired projection size is approached.
appropriate LOD level k for which the geometric error is valid is determined and the
cost is computed as εt + kεtm. This assures that no such merge is executed before any
possible merges from the previous LOD levels.
This new method has the big advantage that the required amount of texture space
can be reduced significantly compared to the Hough space approach while preserving
the high visual quality of resulting BCs (cf. Figure 7.7). In addition, generated BCs
contain relatively few textured triangles and the inherent control over normal deviation
eliminates most visible cases of the normal sampling problem.
7.3 Results
Multiple experiments were conducted with the BC construction methods described
above. While standard hierarchical face clustering and mesh simplification of con-
nected meshes turned out to be the fastest methods due to the restricted search-space
(few seconds), the runtimes of the more general methods for unconnected models are
slower (few minutes). As stated above already, the results generated by the methods
vary greatly. In general, the Hough space approach requires the least number of prim-
itives to represent the input model but fails to avoid the normal sampling problem and
additionally requires the most texture space. For connected meshes like the man model
in Figure 7.6, iterative mesh simplification and hierarchical face clustering generate re-
sults superior to the Hough space technique, with almost equal quality resulting from
either method. For unconnected meshes like the plant in Figure 7.5, HFC turned out to
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original Hough (448 tris, 2.9M texels) HFC (1.5k tris, 500k texels)
Fig. 7.7: Comparison of visual quality of generated BCs (1% approximation error). Although
the visual quality is very similar, the HFC BC requires 6 times less texture memory.
lacquered
wood
(incl. shadows)
plasterstone
(no shadows)
Fig. 7.8: Views of BTF textured Max Planck head BC (123 textured quads) for varying view and
light-directions. The appearance of the surface material varies drastically.
be the most efficient BC generation strategy, since it leads to good quality results that
require few geometric primitives and texture memory.
Computation of BTFs on the BCs was done using either rasterization or a simple ray-
tracer. While rasterization provides run-time advantages (about 2 hours for the model in
Figures 7.3 and 7.8 - bottom row), raytracing allows better quality due to pixel-correct
shadows and interreflections (see top row of Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9). Fortunately,
both approaches can easily be parallelized.
The raw BTF requires about 30k memory per texel in the BC (about 1.8 GB for the
model in Figures 7.3 and 7.8). Using the Hough space approach, about 18 GB would
be required. The final amount of data per BTF textured BC was significantly reduced to
about 17 MBs for the presented models by applying the compression method of Mu¨ller
et al. [369], which enables efficient rendering using standard programmable graphics
hardware [458].
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Fig. 7.9: Relighting of distant wood scene. Occlusion and shadowing are correctly represented
in the BTF and therefore the images of the distant trees due to the correct resampling used for
BTF construction. Such results are not achievable with normal maps due to the large variance
of normals per pixel even using improved techniques like mipmapping of normal maps [392].
The HFC BC construction method can be applied to a large number of surface types.
In the experiments, good results were achieved for connected and unconnected meshes,
as well as for point clouds. Figure 7.10 compares the quality of images rendered from a
point cloud of 150k points to the quality of a BC with 3.8k textured quads constructed
with the HFC method. While the differences are clearly visible in closeups, differences
become negligible for distant viewing. The images additionally show that the depth
impression is well preserved when rotating the model.
7.4 Conclusions
The experimental results shown in this chapter indicate that Billboard Clouds are in-
deed a suitable representation for extremely simplified objects. Even highly complex
materials like BTFs and intricate geometry are well preserved by a very small number
of textured geometric primitives while only modest amounts of memory are required
for storage. Reduction of geometric complexity works especially well since geometric
features like holes or silhouettes are efficiently encoded as transparent textures.
The chapter introduced techniques to solve the problem that image-based object rep-
resentations require frequent updates of either textures, geometry, or both. Solving the
normal sampling problem removes view-dependent image artifacts due to large scale
geometry. The solution to the view-independence problem eliminates problems due
to small scale geometry. Unfortunately, the problem of extensive memory use was
solved only partially, although significant improvements over previous techniques were
achieved.
In the future, better solutions to this problem might be proposed. Especially impor-
tant are approaches for memory-efficient encoding of multi-resolution object BTFs. As
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Fig. 7.10: A castle point cloud with 150k points rendered with fixed point size (top), varying
point size (middle), and as a BC with 3.8k quads (bottom).
mentioned previously, the BTF contains effects from small-scale geometry. Obviously,
the definition of a small scale depends on the display resolution and the projected size
of the object. Therefore, BTFs at different scales contain very different geometric en-
tities. Efficiently capturing and storing these (e.g., using view-dependent displacement
techniques [556, 561]) seems to be an interesting research area for the future.
Another interesting point is the question whether Billboard Clouds are more efficient
for representing extremely simplified objects than other representations. Recently, es-
pecially volumetric representations have been proposed [96, 163] for general objects.
A related problem concerns the switching between respective LOD representations. So
far, it is not clear at which point one should change from one representation to another,
more efficient one. A simple approach was proposed by Behrendt et al. [25]: They
cross-fade between meshes, Billboard Clouds, and volumetric representations. Obvi-
ously, fading introduces overheads which should optimally be avoided.
The technique presented in this chapter samples the visibility of points for a number of
directions and compresses visibility using clustered PCA. While this reduces the data
size and seems to lead to an acceptable solution, other approaches might give better
results. Recently, Wu et al. [588] proposed an approach for view-dependent culling
of texture pixels similar to the one presented in this section. Yet, their compression
strategy is based on fitting spherical functions. Although their results do not seem to be
very impressive (compression ratios of about 1:4) this indicates that research of different
strategies might pay off.
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Finally, in the context of predictive rendering it is absolutely necessary to evaluate
the degree of realism of LOD representations. Mostly, evaluations are performed on
abstract metrics only, omitting many significant influences. Other approaches try to
determine the realism using psychophysical studies. Chapter 12 gives a brief overview
of related techniques but none of them is capable of accurately predicting the suitability
for neither photorealistic nor predictive rendering. Therefore, significant improvements
have to be made in this area to make LOD models applicable in high-quality rendering
applications. Yet, considering the current state of technology, techniques as presented
in this chapter offer a very good compromise between achievable rendering speed and
realism.
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Part IV
Real-Time Physically-Based
Rendering
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Chapter 8
State of the Art
In the previous parts of this thesis methods for modeling of scenes such that efficient
physically-based rendering becomes possible were presented. Part II concentrated on
physically-based material representations, Part III presented methods for efficient han-
dling of geometry, possibly in combination with materials, and only a detailed treatment
of modeling of light source properties has not been given. Interested readers can find
details related to realistic light sources in the course notes from Ian Ashdown [9], the
recent book of Michael Goesele [164] (which originated from his PhD thesis) and in
publications from industry producing devices for measurement of light source proper-
ties (e.g., goniometric radiometers).
With all the required inputs available, the scene is now ready to be rendered in an
efficient, predictive way. This chapter presents on overview of existing methods related
to predictive rendering, starting with general approaches that possibly do not achieve
interactive performance, and concentrating on interactive methods in the following.
8.1 Physically Based Rendering
The goal of rendering is the transformation of a scene description into a 2D image
corresponding to an observer’s view of the scene. To achieve this goal the rendering
algorithm has to compute the amount and spectral distribution of light reaching the ob-
server’s imaging organ or device. This, in turn, requires simulation of light transport
from the light sources through the scene to the observer. If physically correct results
are desired this simulation has to adhere strictly to the laws of physics. Since exact
computation of physically correct results from general scenes seems impossible today
and in the near future, physically based rendering methods typically consider only the
physical effects most important to the perception of scenes. As an example, most ren-
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dering approaches just consider geometric optics due to the high accuracy and largely
increased efficiency of resulting algorithms.
Already in 1986 James Kajiya formulated a framework for computing light transport
which became famous as the Rendering Equation [249]. While the original formulation
was based on finite elements, the following reformulation became known more widely:
Lo(x,v) = Le(x,v) +
∫
S2
ρ(x,v, l)Li(x, l)
(
n(x) · l
)
dl. (8.1)
It states that the outgoing radiance Lo of a (surface) point x into some direction v can
be computed as the sum of radiance emitted by the surface point (Le) and the reflected
radiance. The reflected radiance can be computed from the incident illumination (the
incident radiance Li from all directions l from the sphere S2 of directions1), the material
properties ρ and the geometry orientation (specified by the normal vector n). Unfortu-
nately, solving the equation comprises recursions which leaves high-quality rendering
algorithms with a large computational burden.
Existing approaches for solving the Rendering Equation can be grouped into two
categories. On the one hand there are methods that compute the radiosity of finite
element geometry patches. Motivated by related research on radiative heat transfer,
radiosity methods were introduced to computer graphics in 1984 by the paper of Goral
et al. [168]. Since these methods consider patches of geometry, their performance is
relatively high for simple scenes, which made them very interesting in the 1980s and
early 1990s.
On the other hand, there are methods directly implementing Equation 8.1 by consider-
ing samples of infinitely small extent. Such methods were first published in the paper of
Whitted et al. [578] but many other publications dealing with raytracing approaches fol-
lowed. Unlike radiosity methods, these approaches feature a greater flexibility since no
patches of suitable geometric type and with homogeneous material have to be managed,
which contributed significantly to their ongoing success.
This success is clearly related to the numerous extensions of the basic raytracing
algorithm as proposed by Whitted et al. In 1984, Cook et al. [77] suggested distribu-
tion raytracing, which handles non-specular materials and area light sources by tracing
several rays using Monte-Carlo sampling [146, 318]. The idea of using Monte-Carlo
techniques to produce unbiased solutions was adopted by most following publications.
In 1986, Kajiya introduced path tracing [249] which represented the first explicit, unbi-
ased solution to the light transport equation. Two years later Ward et al. [566] proposed
irradiance caching which allows for efficient handling of diffuse surfaces by storing and
1Most formulations of the Rendering Equation just consider the hemisphere of directions but this prohibits subsurface
light transport effects.
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reusing irradiance values. In 1994 another improvement of the rendering speed was
achieved by proposing bidirectional path tracing (the method was proposed indepen-
dently by Lafortune and Willems [289] and Veach and Guibas [533]). The approach en-
ables efficient reuse of light- and camera paths and improves convergence in scenes with
especially complicated lighting. In 1995 Pattanaik and Mudur proposed Particle Trac-
ing [408] which is very similar to the Photon Tracing approach [238, 239] that Jensen
presented in the same year. Like irradiance caching, these approaches aim at reusing
computations by storing directed photons either in textures or scene-independent data
structures. Today, raytracing-based techniques are the de-facto standard for computing
high-quality images in the movie industry, for commercials, in offline product visual-
ization, and many other business areas.
Obviously, numerous other improvements to the original schemes (radiosity and ray-
tracing) were developed. For recent overviews of existing techniques laying special
focus on Monte Carlo methods see the recent tutorials by Keller et al. [265] and Dutre´
et al. [119]. More comprehensive introductions are provided by the excellent books by
Dutre et al. [118] and Pharr and Humphreys [412], where the latter focuses on imple-
menting these approaches, e.g., accompanying a computer graphics lecture.
Despite the huge success of radiosity and especially raytracing methods for producing
physically correct images, both approaches feature a major problem concerning their
use in Virtual Reality: They are both computationally very demanding. Especially in
combination with scenes containing many or big light sources and where materials with
complex reflectance properties are used significant run-times are to be expected. Addi-
tionally, high-resolution display, which is typically required for realistic Virtual Reality,
largely challenges the computation time for these algorithms. Therefore, these meth-
ods cannot be used for real-time physically-based rendering in Virtual Reality without
explicit optimizations on standard computer configurations today. In the following sec-
tion, such optimizations and other approaches for interactively computing approxima-
tions to physically based global illumination solutions are presented.
8.2 Real-Time Approaches
Unlike the methods for physically based rendering presented in the previous section,
standard methods for real-time rendering as implemented in hardware by existing graph-
ics boards handle local illumination models only. Typically simplistic lighting (either
point or directional light sources, or lighting environments at infinite distance) and very
restricted materials (e.g., combinations of Phong BRDFs, diffuse color textures and
bump-maps) are supported, and integration of restricted global lighting phenomena like
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hard shadows is possible. While the rendering speed achieved with such approaches is
astonishing the rendering quality is typically far from being realistic (cf. Figure 1.1).
In the following, existing methods bridging the gap between hardly realistic real-time
and slow, physically correct rendering methods are presented. Clearly many published
approaches fall into this category. Therefore, only methods supporting more complex
lighting situations or more complex materials than current standard real-time render-
ing methods are presented. Approaches for increasing rendering speed by optimizing
geometry, e.g., using image-based impostors, will not be included since these were
mentioned in Part III already.
Due to the large number of publications, the approaches are divided into five groups.
The first group contains methods achieving interactivity by efficiently caching and
reusing partial results. The second group includes methods based on advanced radios-
ity methods which allow for dynamic updates or non-diffuse materials, whereas the
third comprises approaches for computing raytracing solutions interactively. The fourth
group contains methods that mainly rely on real-time evaluation of precomputed (par-
tial) global illumination solutions, which became very popular in the last years. Since
these methods achieve good results for glossy-diffuse materials only, the fifth group
covers methods for adding effects due to specular materials like reflections, transmis-
sions or caustics.
8.2.1 Efficient Caching
Computing global illumination solutions requires significant time even if highly opti-
mized methods are employed. E.g., the performance of raytracing methods is typically
limited by the amount of pixels in the final image and the efforts spent per pixel. In many
situations this seems inappropriate, e.g., when the resulting images show smoothly
shaded continuous surfaces. In these cases similar results can be achieved by render-
ing the image at lower resolution and upsampling the image using some interpolation
scheme.
Ray Caching
Methods following this approach were introduced by Teller et al. [516] and Bala et
al. [15]. They try to identify regions of continuous outgoing radiance by estimating
the shading error when interpolating radiance values from samples computed at the
corners of geometric patches. If the error is below some user-specified threshold then
interpolation from rays stored in a 4D data structure is performed. This way spatial
coherence can be employed. Temporal coherence is achieved by reusing stored rays
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for rendering consecutive frames. Unfortunately, the radiance interpolants used by both
methods assume Whitted raytracing (i.e., indirect illumination for perfectly specular
surfaces only) and it appears fairly difficult to generalize their approach to more general
raytracing schemes. In addition, this approach does not guarantee any framerate.
A similar approach based on caching of rays was presented by Ward Larson [567].
Shot rays are stored in a 4D data structure. For arbitrary views of the scene the ren-
dered image is reconstructed by selecting rays close to the current view point and view
directions, and rendering the respective intersection points which are stored with the
rays. Gaps in the images are filled based on Voronoi regions [194]. The image quality
is improved progressively by requesting new rays based on least filled regions in the
rendered image.
Ward and Simmons later improved this method in terms of rendering quality [564].
They use standard OpenGL rendering to display the geometry and extract depth discon-
tinuities from the resulting depth buffer. Enforcing these discontinuities during the gap
filling step significantly decreases blur in the resulting image. Additionally, they pro-
pose a gap filling algorithm based on Delaunay triangulation of the intersection points
with known shading values which allows for smooth color blending between neighbor-
ing samples at the cost of maintaining valid triangulations.
This overhead was later reduced by Simmons and Se´quin [484] who employ a fully
adaptive mesh that requires minor updates per frame only. An extension of the scheme
for requesting new rays by additionally considering color and depth differences of ver-
tices of the mesh (which correspond to stored rays) improves the image quality faster
than previously. Despite all these improvements the technique contains substantial man-
agement overhead for storing and retrieving rays (potentially from disk), managing De-
launay triangulations and estimating shading errors. Especially memory management
problems appear to become more and more severe due to the gap in progression of CPU
clock cycles and memory access time. Results can be produced at interactive framerates
but presentation quality is severely limited in scenes with complex geometry, complex
lighting, and glossy or specular materials. Finally, dynamic scenes are not supported.
Sample Caching
Another group of approaches based on efficient caching are influenced by the idea of
Frameless Rendering [31]: Instead of caching rays the shading values of individual
pixels – which are computed from rendering processes executing global illumination
solvers – are stored and reused by the display process.
The first method based on this idea is the Render Cache by Walter et al. [550]. One
or several display threads constantly compute the coordinates and shading values of
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3D points corresponding to image pixels and store them in the Render Cache. The
display thread uses entries from this cache to generate images. Due to changing scene
configurations, rendered images contain holes and invalid shading values (e.g., due to
moving light sources or different camera positions). These are filled by requesting
new samples. The request scheme considers the age of samples, color changes in the
neighborhood and hints provided by the application (e.g., surfaces with glossy materials
should have higher priority than diffuse surfaces). To achieve interactive speed and to
fill remaining holes, images are computed at reduced resolution and gaps are filled
by a 3×3 pixels filter sensitive to depth discontinuities. In a follow-up publication
[549] Walter et al. improved the Render Cache by employing predictive sampling and
cache-friendly data structures, deleting old points, using a combination of 3×3 and 7×7
filters for filling larger gaps while preserving the sharpness in densely sampled regions,
and implementing several other optimizations. Unfortunately, the larger filter requires
significantly more processing time and even the combination of filters cannot achieve
hole-free images in all situations – especially if fast camera movement occurs.
A very similar approach was taken by Haber et al. [191] but their samples represent
view-dependent illumination contributions only (view-independent effects are precom-
puted and rendered using rasterization hardware). Their scheme for aging samples bases
on viewpoint changes. New samples are selected at various resolutions based on the per-
ceptual importance of image regions. The approach features the same problems as the
Rendering Cache: Holes or invalid shading are likely for objects with negligible view-
independent illumination. Additionally, storage requirements for view-independent il-
lumination contributions may be very high.
A slightly different approach was presented by Stamminger et al. [498]. Instead of
caching points corresponding to pixels, they store global illumination information in
Corrective Textures which are applied to the scene that gets rendered with standard
OpenGL rendering techniques. Texture values and resolutions are updated based on a
priority mechanism that pays attention to the materials’ glossiness and the expected par-
allax error when texturing objects using plane-mapping. While the approach achieves
hole-free images in all cases, the update rate of textures is quite limited. Additionally,
texture management requires significant resources.
Similar to Simmons and Se´quin, Tole et al. present a system that stores shaded sam-
ples as vertices of a refining or coarsening mesh. Their Shading Cache [518] updates
samples based on a gloss-dependent aging scheme that estimates the expected shading
errors by computing minimal and maximal color values of patches, patch areas, and
region curvatures, and additionally tries to achieve an equal spatial sampling distribu-
tion. Compared to geometryless approaches like the Render Cache, storing samples as
vertices of meshes leads to much better quality when moving objects and guarantees
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hole-free images at the price of managing multi-resolution meshes.
A more recent improvement was published by Bala et al.: They propose computation
of Edge-and-Point Images [16] which store discontinuity points and edges resulting
from either illumination (shadows and material changes) or geometry (orientation or
depth changes). These images are later used for restricting reconstruction filters to avoid
sampling from samples on the opposite sides of discontinuity edges. While the resulting
quality can clearly be improved in many cases, the approach cannot solve the problem
that scenes with complex geometry, complex materials and complex lighting require a
large amount of samples which cannot be produced interactively if global illumination
algorithms are employed.
To reduce the number of samples, Dayal et al. [90] propose a spatio-temporal sam-
pling and reconstruction strategy, which is supposed to replace existing sampling sched-
ulers based on aging schemes. Choosing sample locations based on spatio-temporal
color gradients and splatting sampled colors significantly increases image quality com-
pared to aging schemes or sampling schemes neglecting temporal effects. Nevertheless,
the approach is not efficient enough to handle arbitrary scenes interactively.
Discussion
Development of methods based on ray caching started relatively early. The approaches
implement a natural way to accelerating ray tracing by reusing shot rays. Unfortunately,
a significant amount of accuracy is sacrificed if cached rays are reused and it is diffi-
cult to estimate the resulting shading errors efficiently. In addition, these techniques
require high-dimensional caches with very many entries to be useful, which seems in-
appropriate given the currently existing gap between memory access time and the time
to recompute intersections from scratch.
In contrast, methods based on sample caching feature many advantages: They sup-
port dynamic scenes, provide accurate guarantees on framerates and can be combined
with arbitrary methods for computing illumination (typically physically-based render-
ing methods are used but even non-photorealistic rendering methods are possible). Un-
fortunately, despite all improvements published so far no guarantees with regard to
rendering quality can be provided which is unacceptable for many applications of pre-
dictive Virtual Reality. Nevertheless methods for reusing (partial) shading results will
most likely be part of future physically based rendering systems due to the tremendous
opportunities for saving computation time by employing various sorts of coherence.
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8.2.2 Radiosity-Based Methods
Classic radiosity methods as proposed by Goral et al. [168] compute global illumination
solutions for scenes consisting of objects with diffuse materials only. While precom-
putation times for scenes with reasonable complexity are very high, walkthroughs are
possible at real-time frame rates due to the view-independent radiosity solution. Recent
publications additionally reported largely decreased precomputation times by exploit-
ing the vast processing power of GPUs for solving the radiosity matrix equations [56]
or even executing the entire radiosity algorithm on the GPU [80]. Unfortunately, the
limitation to static scenes containing purely diffuse materials severely limits the ap-
plicability of this approach since such scenes represent largely simplified versions of
real-world scenes.
Incremental, Hierarchical, and Clustered Radiosity
To extend the abilities of Radiosity, methods handling dynamic scenes – incremental
radiosity and hierarchical (clustered) radiosity combined with special data structures
for fast detection of necessary updates – and glossy materials – generalized form-factor
computation – were proposed. For an overview of methods see the recent state of the art
report by Damez et al. [86]. Nevertheless, satisfying results for scenes of industrially
relevant complexity could not be achieved.
Recently, a novel method for computing global illumination solutions on the GPU
inspired by clustered radiosity was published by Sunshine-Hill and Faloutsos [505].
They reformulate the rendering equation to operate on textures that represent the sur-
faces of parameterized objects in a scene. Lighting simulations can be performed by
computing radiance exchange between texels, since they correspond to surface points.
Naturally, computing radiance exchange between every pair of texels is prohibitively
expensive. Therefore the authors select a number of 2D offsets δi and only compute
radiance transfer between texel pairs (t, t+ δi), where t represents a texture coordinate.
Missing interaction computations are accounted for by multiplying gathered radiance
by the area of the Voronoi region of δi. The authors achieve interactive results, e.g., for
dynamically lighting a face and show the ability to support global light exchange effects
in diffuse scenes including subsurface scattering effects. Yet, extensions for dynamic
scenes and more complex reflectance properties seem very difficult.
Combinations with Raytracing
Very promising results were achieved by combining radiosity methods with other ren-
dering approaches. Raytracing methods are fairly successful and efficient at simulating
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global illumination in the presence of glossy or mirroring materials. Since radiosity
methods lack this ability, many publications related to combining radiosity and raytrac-
ing appeared (e.g., [548, 482, 475, 476, 61, 483, 380]). The inherent difficulties include
the clean separation of illumination effects captured by the radiosity and raytracing
methods while reproducing interactions of diffuse and glossy surfaces in an as accurate
as possible way. This separation is nicely implemented in the approach of Granier et al.
[172]. It combines particle tracing and hierarchical clustered radiosity to include effects
from objects with specular materials like caustics into dynamically changing scenes.
Efficient updates of object positions and specular lighting effects is possible in combi-
nation with shafts [197]. Later the approach was extended in the work of Granier and
Drettakis [171]. They obtained higher resolution specular effects without impacting the
computation time of radiosity computations by employing caustic textures. The authors
were able to render dynamic scenes of modest complexity at interactive frame rates.
Unfortunately, application of these approaches to complex scenes appears very diffi-
cult due to the inherently quadratic (w.r.t. the number of geometric primitives) run-time
performance of radiosity algorithms, even if clever optimizations are employed.
Instant Radiosity Methods
Another very interesting and quite successful approach was presented by Keller [264].
His Instant Radiosity method approximates the indirect illumination in a scene by shoot-
ing a fixed number of photons from light sources. In the rendering stage the intersection
points of photon-tracing paths and geometry are treated as virtual light sources. For
each virtual light source, one image including shadows is rendered using rasterization
graphics hardware and the resulting images are accumulated. The approach handles
dynamic scenes naturally. Flickering artifacts due to quasi-random positions of virtual
light sources in consecutive frames can be reduced by reusing photon paths over sev-
eral frames. Unfortunately, the approach cannot handle specular surfaces and works in
combination with glossy surfaces to some extent only since determination of photon-
tracing paths and attenuation of the power of reflected photons bases on the average
diffuse reflectivity of the scene. Very recently, a bidirectional version of Instant Radios-
ity was proposed by Segovia et al. [465]. Virtual light sources are additionally created
by tracing camera paths of length two to obtain locations that will have an impact for
visible surfaces. Only a subset of the created light sources is used for rendering, keeping
those locations potentially most relevant for the current settings. Although less efficient
than the original Instant Radiosity method, a GPU implementation of the bidirectional
approach achieves interactive to real-time frame rates.
An approach similar to Instant Radiosity was published by Udeshi and Hansen [527].
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Their approach renders accurate direct lighting including shadows using standard graph-
ics hardware and adds approximate one-bounce indirect lighting. The algorithm ac-
counts for indirect lighting from diffuse surfaces by computing approximate form fac-
tors between rendered surfaces and a number of polygons in the scene which are au-
tomatically selected as virtual light sources based on the amount of light they reflect.
Indirect illumination from specular surfaces is computed by standard raytracing algo-
rithms on the CPU. Due to the necessary computations required to select the brightest
polygons and to perform raytracing, multiple CPUs are required to achieve interactive
performance. The rendering from many light sources is accelerated using multiple ren-
dering pipes and omitting shadow computations for virtual lights.
Recently, an algorithm motivated by Instant Radiosity but running on the GPU was
presented by Dachsbacher and Stamminger [83]. They extend standard shadow maps in
such a way that lit points in the shadow map act as point light sources for indirect illu-
mination. During rendering, indirect illumination of fragments is approximated by sam-
pling light contributions from pixels in the shadow map that are close to the projected
position of the rendered fragment in the shadow map. Although efficient determination
of visibility of lit points in the shadow map is difficult and therefore omitted, the ap-
proach yields a reasonable approximation of first bounce indirect light. Self-shadowing
can be approximated with ambient occlusion techniques [292]. For moderately com-
plex scenes and resolutions the method achieves interactive to real-time frame rates on
a single GPU. Unfortunately, materials in the scene need to be approximately diffuse.
The approach was recently improved [84] by switching from a gathering to a shooting
approach implemented in a deferred shading pass, which includes efficient importance
sampling of light sources causing indirect lighting. This also enables more efficient
handling of glossy surfaces, making effects like caustics possible.
Another method influenced by Instant Radiosity is Selective Photon Tracing [111] by
Dmitriev et al. Unlike the Instant Radiosity approach, which invalidates photon paths
based on age, Selective Photon Tracing tries to identify invalid paths based on objects
that moved in the scene. The method starts by shooting photons according to the quasi-
random Halton sequence and storing these in a photon map. Whenever objects are
moved pilot photons detect groups of invalid photon paths which are finally corrected by
shooting photons with negative energy. The periodicity property of the Halton sequence
enables detection of correct parameters for shooting corrective photons without storing
photon paths in special data structures. The approach achieves interactive frame rates
for moderately to fairly complex scenes on a single PC. In a following publication
by Jime´nez et al. [243] the approach was extended to handle participating media at
comparable frame rates.
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Radiance Caching
The last group of interactive radiosity algorithms exploits the (local) smoothness of in-
coming radiosity encountered in many scenes, which was initially used for irradiance
caching [566]. A first approach was introduced by Greger et al. [176]: They compute
a global illumination solution and store incoming radiance values for vertices of a grid
subdividing the scene, and a number of sample directions. This enables rendering of
moving objects by interpolating radiance values for every point in space from the clos-
est grid vertices and sample directions. Illumination effects of the moving object are
neglected which is reasonable for objects with rather small extent.
The approach was improved in terms of efficiency by Nijasure et al. [390]. Instead
of storing sampled directions they store incoming radiance as coefficients of spherical
harmonics basis functions, which enables efficient shading of glossy-diffuse BRDFs.
Direct illumination is rendered using standard OpenGL in combination with shadow
mapping. The authors present an efficient scheme for dynamic recomputation of in-
coming radiance at the vertices of the grid by rendering the surrounding environments
into cube maps and projecting these into spherical harmonics. A slightly more sophis-
ticated technique was employed in a recent publication of Gautron et al. [160]: Instead
of caching radiance at grid vertices, it is stored on surfaces as in the original irradiance
caching method. Additionally, higher-quality samples are computed by Monte-Carlo
raytracing, and interpolation is improved by introducing translational radiance gradi-
ents. Unfortunately, the respective radiance update scheme is less efficient than the one
of Nijasure et al., practically limiting the method to walkthroughs of static scenes.
Discussion
Radiosity methods were originally developed to allow interactive walkthroughs of static,
diffuse environments. Several improvements of the original method gradually improved
the capabilities, handling dynamic scenes, exchangeable illumination, and even ex-
changeable materials. Unfortunately, two major problems still remain: Handling of
glossy-specular materials is hardly possible, and scenes with industrially relevant size
are very difficult to deal with. Even methods based on Instant Radiosity cannot remove
these limitations, although these methods should probably be considered the most ad-
vanced and successful.
Due to the lasting trend towards sampling based approaches for computing global
illumination, it seems likely that the importance of radiosity methods will be reduced
even further in the future. Nevertheless, the continuous development of novel methods
shows that it still represents an important technique.
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8.2.3 Interactive Raytracing
As stated above, raytracing methods are the de-facto standard for computing high-
quality images and animations. Unfortunately, standard methods require very long pro-
cessing time due to the large amount of rays that need to be traced when computing
unbiased high-quality images with low variance.
Within the last years several approaches for bridging this gap appeared. Almost all of
them tried to exploit the inherent parallelism of raytracing. While the earliest methods
employed multi-CPU systems, other methods based on custom raytracing hardware ex-
ist as well. Additionally, many researchers successfully ported raytracing onto existing
programmable, highly parallel GPUs. In the following, brief descriptions of existing
methods from these three categories are provided. Further details can be found in the
state of the art reports of Wald et al. [546, 545] and the PhD thesis of Ingo Wald [537].
Raytracing with CPU Clusters
The idea of exploiting the vast parallelism of raytracing algorithms for achieving inter-
active rendering was first used in the publication of Muuss et al. [373]. They presented
a system running on an expensive shared-memory supercomputer that achieved inter-
active ray-tracing of very complex constructive solid geometry environments by dis-
tributing raytracing over several CPUs. Since their target application was simulation of
radar-like effects for military operations, they did not concentrate on accurate indirect
illumination effects.
Three years later, Parker et al. [404] suggested a raytracing system for interactive
isosurface rendering from uniformly sampled volume data running also on a multi-
processor shared-memory supercomputer. Their system already contained some per-
formance optimizations. First, they introduced a two-level grid as spatial datastructure,
which allowed for efficient empty space skipping. Second and probably more impor-
tantly, they recognized the extreme importance of optimizing cache performance, which
is a limiting factor of existing raytracing methods. To account for this problem, they
suggested a rearrangement of the data based on volumetric tiles. Load-balancing was
achieved by assigning tiles of the output image to available CPUs.
In a following publication [405] Parker et al. extended their system to a full-featured
recursive raytracer handling triangular models and spline-based surfaces (e.g., NURBS).
Their approach featured accurate shadows and reflections, and enabled texturing of sur-
faces. In addition, they introduced a more sophisticated load-balancing scheme that
achieved better CPU utilization.
Another two years later, Wald et al. published a very insightful paper [539] on interac-
tive raytracing. They recognized that tracing packets of four rays instead of a single ray
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is more efficient on existing CPUs with SIMD instructions if the rays are spatially close.
While this idea clearly reduces the number of executed instructions, the main improve-
ment was found to be the improved cache coherency since spatially close rays are very
likely to access similar data. Besides this observation, Wald et al. optimized their ray-
tracing algorithm by changing recursive methods into iterative ones and limiting their
code to handling triangular surfaces only. They showed that these improvements can
increase the performance by an order of magnitude and finally suggested an implemen-
tation on a cluster of PCs. Compared to previous implementations on shared-memory
supercomputers, this solution introduces much fewer costs for necessary hardware, is
more easily extensible, but suffers from much higher latencies when communicating
between participating CPUs. To reduce the latency problem, Wald et al. [547, 545] pro-
posed an efficient distributed data loading scheme (which nevertheless limits the size of
the handled model to the amount of main memory in each participating PC) and a tile-
based load-balancing scheme. A recent publication by Reshetov et al. [437] achieved
a further significant improvement in rendering performance by efficiently determining
suitable entry points into the spatial subdivision hierarchy. They propose to intersect
view-frusta, representing spatially close groups of rays, with filled nodes in the hierar-
chy, and splitting frusta if the contained rays intersect different nodes.
While raytracing systems implementing these ideas achieve interactive performance
for large static scenes, they are still missing several features compared to existing APIs
based on rasterization. To support raytracing of dynamic scenes at relatively small over-
head Wald et al. [540] extended ideas from Lext et al. [308] and proposed a hierarchi-
cal spatial subdivision datastructure. Recently, novel schemes for raytracing dynamic
scenes based on bounding-volume hierarchies [541], generalized kd-trees [180, 536],
or a novel grid traversal algorithm [543] were introduced. Nevertheless, fully-dynamic
scenes are still not possible due to the large overhead of updating or rebuilding global
data structures. Support for highly complex models was first introduced by DeMarle
et al. [101] who proposed a distributed memory management scheme for uniformly
sampled volumetric data-sets. Wald et al. [542] later introduced an out-of-core data
management scheme for triangular data. They propose to hide loading latencies by
visualizing impostor geometry whenever the actual data is not available in memory.
Other publications focused on supporting more complex types of geometry for in-
teractive ray-tracing. Very efficient algorithms for (trimmed) Be´zier surfaces [29, 150,
161, 30], NURBS surfaces [121] and subdivision surfaces [29] were published recently.
Additionally, researchers start to incorporate LOD techniques into raytracing algorithms
since they reduce the memory footprint of large scenes and significantly reduce aliasing
problems [602].
Another major limiting factor of interactive raytracing applications as presented so
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far is lack of global illumination effects, since they implement raytracing in the way
proposed by Whitted et al. [578]. To overcome this limitation, Wald et al. [544] com-
bined Keller’s Instant Radiosity method [264] with an interactive raytracing system.
This not only eliminated the need for multi-pass rasterization rendering but addition-
ally introduced all lighting effects achievable with raytracing methods (i.e., reflections,
refractions, and caustics). Since it became necessary to trace a much larger number
of rays compared to the previous raytracing implementation, the authors proposed a
scheme for increasing performance. Instead of managing and raytracing a single large
set of virtual light sources, they suggested management of nine smaller sets of virtual
light sources. They divided the rendered image into tiles of 3× 3 pixels and considered
a different set of virtual light sources for each of the pixels in such a tile. To remove
the artifacts resulting from different light source sets for neighboring pixels, they intro-
duced an image-space filter respecting discontinuities in geometry and shading similar
to the one proposed by Bala et al. [16]. Later Benthin et al. [28] optimized the in-
teractive raytracing kernel by tracing packets of rays with corresponding virtual light
source sets from neighboring tiles. Additionally, they introduced a streaming method
for accelerating shading computations. Optimized support for caustics was later added
by Gu¨nther et al. [181]. They increased photon mapping performance by a fast density
estimation algorithm, an approach to reduce the amount of data to be transferred be-
tween the cluster PCs, and avoiding shooting photons that do not contribute to caustics
by adapting the pilot photon strategy [111].
An alternative approach to implementing raytracing on a cluster of CPUs in a brute-
force manner is the use of progressive ray tracing [237, 107, 403] techniques. These
try to minimize the number of shot rays by detecting areas with smooth shading and
adaptively shooting rays in areas with discontinuities. Thus they resemble approaches
that employ Radiance Interpolants to reuse cached rays [516, 15].
This scheme was employed in the Vertex Tracing method of Ullmann et al. [530].
Their approach starts by shooting rays from vertices of visible triangle edges (which al-
ready saves computation of first hit intersections at the cost of determining edge visibil-
ity) and computing illumination contributions due to specular materials. These indirect
illumination contributions are interpolated over the triangle by rendering meshes with
Gouraud shading and adding direct illumination. The solution can be refined progres-
sively by subdividing edges with highest discontinuities in indirect illumination values.
Later an extension [529] distributing ray tracing over several processors for an almost
linear speedup due to small communication overhead and suitable load balancing was
presented. While the approach achieves good results for some application scenarios
and is employed in industry already, it is much less general than other methods for in-
teractive raytracing. Additionally, it features the problem of determining edge visibility
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which is implemented by rendering color-coded vertices, examining the frame buffer,
and selecting all edges adjacent to a visible vertex. This does not only introduce quan-
tization problems when rendering vertex IDs and requires costly readback of the frame
buffer but additionally misses some visible triangles since triangles might still be visi-
ble if the adjacent vertices are hidden. Therefore, the approach appears to be inferior to
other methods utilizing clusters of CPUs.
Raytracing with Customized Hardware
The basic raytracing algorithm as presented by Whitted et al. [578] is very simple to
implement in software. Especially core functions like ray-triangle intersection tests
can be implemented by a very small number of instructions. Therefore, it is hardly
surprising that several researchers decided to implement the intersection test or even a
full raytracing algorithm in hardware.
First such approaches originated from volume visualization. While the VIRIM sys-
tem [182] is based on digital signal processors (DSPs) and was built as a separate ma-
chine, the VIZARD [274] and VIZARD II [354] systems are mainly based on field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and were built as a PCI card solution. As a result
of concurrent work the VolumePro hardware [411] – based on application specific in-
tegrated circuits (ASICs) mounted on a PCI card – was presented. The latter cards
allowed for interactive to real-time volume rendering of data sets of sizes up to 2563
voxels including gradient and shadow computation.
The first publication targeting raytracing of surface models was by Humphreys and
Ananian [228]. They proposed a hardware architecture based on low-cost DSPs for
efficiently computing intersections between rays and triangles in a scene. Yet, it seems
that a card based on this architecture has never been built or used.
At about the same time Advanced Rendering Technology started the development of a
first commercial raytracing accelerator chip: the AR250. The raytracing processor was
able to compute intersection and geometry computations. The successor, the AR350
[198], is now available as part of a commercial hardware raytracer and can, e.g., be used
for computing images using path tracing [57]. Yet, the AR350 processor is currently
not targeted for interactive rendering.
Somewhat later Purcell [426] developed SHARP, an architecture for interactive ray-
tracing based on smart memories [337], i.e., multi-processor shared-memory systems
manufactured on a single chip. Individual processors act as ray generators, ray tra-
versers, intersection computers, and shading units, allowing for a highly flexible system.
Unfortunately, despite its indisputable capabilities the system never became available
commercially.
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With FPGAs becoming more widespread for testing hardware implementations and
replacing core software functions, Fender and Rose [139] presented the design of a
simple yet functional implementation of ray tracing on FPGAs. They employed clever
fixed-point arithmetic to avoid complex floating point units and support spatial subdivi-
sion by a bounding box hierarchy with depth three. The simulated prototype achieves
interactive performance for moderately complex scenes and moderate resolutions on an
FPGA clocked at 100 MHz. The authors additionally conclude that highly interactive
results should be possible for the same scenes and resolutions when using six units in
parallel running at doubled clock frequencies.
Almost in parallel, Schmittler et al. [455] presented a simulation of a custom-built
raytracing chip. Following the arguments from Wald et al. [539], they identify memory
bandwidth as the most limiting factor of ray tracing applications and therefore advocate
tracing packets of 64 adjacent rays to improve coherent data access. The suggested
architecture hides latencies when loading data from on-board memory using hardware-
supported multi-threading with up to 16 concurrent threads. Simulated real-time perfor-
mance is achieved by deep pipelines resembling the fixed-function pipeline of existing
GPUs and relatively large on-chip intersection caches. The design was later extended
by a virtual memory management system [454] in combination with compact on-chip
caches which reduces the necessity for large and costly on-board memories. A number
of simulations of the modified design show only small overheads due to more flex-
ible memory management when using multi-threading. Schmittler et al. [456] later
published an implementation of the simulated architecture on a single FPGA chip that
additionally supports dynamic scenes in the way proposed by Wald et al. [540]. Even
for this single, prototypical chip they achieved interactive performance for scenes of
almost arbitrary complexity at standard resolutions. Yet, their results contain direct
illumination effects only.
In a following publication Woop et al. [587] presented a complete redesign of the
previous architecture also implemented on FPGAs. Their ray processing unit consists
of three main parts: fixed function ray traversal units supporting kd-trees, a mailboxing
unit to reduce the number of intersection tests, and fully programmable shading units.
The design is largely influenced by existing programmable GPUs but allows for more
complex flow control such that recursive ray tracing becomes possible. It supports
procedural geometry, procedural lighting, and programmable materials. Compared to
the approach of Schmittler et al., the rendering performance is reduced due to the greater
flexibility of shading computations. Nevertheless, the authors assume that commercial
products could place multiple ray-processing units on a single chip or board, which
should lead to a significant improvement in rendering performance. Yet, problems due
to high memory bandwidth requirements would have to be solved.
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In summary, accelerating ray tracing by dedicated hardware is currently an interesting
and active area of research. Impressive results were achieved in the last years already
but significant improvements will be necessary in the future to enable interactive, high-
resolution rendering including full global illumination effects. Especially the problem
of almost random memory access patterns when computing indirect illumination ef-
fects, which results in very bad cache performance, will require special attention.
Raytracing on the GPU
Unlike researchers proposing new hardware architectures for efficient raytracing, sev-
eral publications concentrated on porting raytracing onto existing specialized hardware,
namely GPUs. Existing GPUs are highly parallel SIMD processors with up to 320
independent processing units with simple instruction sets2. Especially important for
raytracing, their raw floating-point processing power clearly outrivals the one of CPUs
and is expected to grow much faster in the future than the one of CPUs. Therefore,
despite their limited instruction set they offer a great potential for increasing raytracing
performance.
The first publication advocating use of GPUs for efficient raytracing was by Purcell
et al. [428]. Due to missing hardware features of GPUs at the time of publication, they
performed a simulation of raytracing on the GPU only (note: all the missing features be-
came available on GPUs later). They divided raytracing into four stages: setup of traced
rays, ray traversal through a regular grid until cells containing geometry are found, ray-
triangle intersection and determination of closest hit points, and finally computation of
outgoing radiance (i.e., shading). All stages are implemented as fragment programs that
get triggered by rasterizing screen-sized quads. Inputs to and outputs of the stages are
stored in textures, making the approach a stream-processor.
Later, implementations of this approach were published [253, 66] which produced
results comparable to the performance of standard raytracing on the CPU for tiny to
complex scenes. Additionally, improvements to the method were proposed. Wood
et al. [585] suggested an extension to Purcell et al.’s approach that enabled handling of
planes and quadric objects by defining separate fragment shaders for these surface types.
Following their approach, acceleration data structures are defined per surface type, i.e.,
they do not use any spatial data structure for planes and quadric objects. A very efficient
scheme for raytracing animated meshes with fixed topology represented as geometry
images [178] was presented by Carr et al. Another approach using the regular structure
of image-based representations was proposed by Kru¨ger and Westermann [283]. They
first convert the scene as seen from the camera into a layered depth image [466] and
2Number from ATI RADEONTMHD 3850 data sheet
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then efficiently determine intersections by rasterizing lines. Unfortunately, they cannot
capture influences of elements outside the view frustum.
Two other publications concentrated on replacing the uniform grid used in Purcell et
al.’s approach. While grids give rise to very efficient traversal [5], their performance for
scenes with non-uniform distributions of geometry was shown to be inferior to hierar-
chical spatial data structures [207]. Therefore, Foley and Sugerman [149] investigated
efficient methods for kd-tree traversal on GPUs (note: current GPUs do not support
recursion). They came up with two approaches, one requiring additional storage of
links to father nodes in the kd-tree, the second one based on restarting from the root
node whenever a leaf node was found to contain no intersection. Not surprisingly,
performance improved compared to a regular grid for most types of scenes. In the
following, Thrane and Simonsen [517] compared the performance of Foley and Suger-
man’s kd-trees to hierarchies of axis-aligned bounding volumes. Very surprisingly they
discovered that bounding volume hierarchies lead to much better performance than kd-
trees which contradicts Havran’s [207] evaluations for raytracing on the CPU. Although
Thrane and Simonsen try to conduct a fair comparison, these results need to be validated
by other publications in the future.
Another approach towards fast raytracing on the GPU by Carr et al. [55] only ports
computation of ray-triangle intersections onto the GPU, while remaining operations are
handled on the CPU. Their implementation shows a speedup compared to pure CPU
based raytracing but unfortunately requires costly readback of texture data. A combina-
tion of Purcell et al.’s and Carr et al.’s approach was successfully employed by Weiskopf
et al. [575] to compute non-linear raytracing. The traversal stage from Purcell et al.’s
approach was modified such that rays travel along curves defined by ordinary differen-
tial equations using an adaptive step size control. Ray-object intersections are computed
using Carr et al.’s approach. Unfortunately, realistic results cannot be computed at in-
teractive frame rates even for small scenes.
Other publications aim at porting photon mapping onto the GPU. A first approach
was presented by Purcell et al. [429] which represents a two-step version of their GPU
raytracing approach [428]. The first step consists of the four stages photon generation,
photon tracing, intersection determination, and photon storage in a regular 3D grid. In
a second step view-rays are generated, traced through the scene, closest intersection
points are determined, and hit-points are shaded. Shading includes a final gathering
step which selects close photons in the photon map. Due to efficiency reasons, only
very small regions are used for gathering. Since the 3D grid contains no information
concerning orientation of intersection surfaces, errors may occur when gathering pho-
tons from neighboring surfaces with significantly different orientation.
Czuczor et al. [82] aimed at improving the non-interactive performance of Purcell et
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al.’s approach. They proposed to reduce final gathering to filtering of a photon map
texture atlas, where tiles in the atlas correspond to surfaces with similar orientation.
Therefore, a presegmentation of the scene is necessary. The authors implement fil-
tering either by fragment shaders requiring very large numbers of texture lookups per
fragment, or by a very efficient implementation that generates very crude results for
non-diffuse surfaces. Unfortunately, the presented approach does not work for smooth
objects like spheres or cylinders for which no parameterization can be found such that
points adjacent in object space remain adjacent in texture space.
A different approach towards global illumination was presented by Hachisuka [193].
Indirect illumination is computed following a proposal of Szirmay-Kalos and Purgath-
ofer [510]: Instead of gathering incoming radiance using the hemicube-method [72]
which takes a large number of samples for every point, sample directions from a pre-
computed set are chosen. Since this set contains much fewer entries, the number of
samples to compute is reduced efficiently. Ray tracing for the fixed directions from the
set can efficiently be computed by rendering all depth layers of the scene for fixed view
directions and parallel projection using graphics hardware. The approach efficiently
evaluates this information and supports multi-bounce indirect illumination by iterating
this scheme. Unfortunately, the approach does not achieve interactive performance.
While Hachisuka aimed at high-quality global illumination solutions at non-interactive
frame rates, Larsen and Christensen [293] sacrifice correctness for achieving real-time
results. They use photon mapping to approximate caustics and indirect illumination
of diffuse surfaces while direct illumination is rendered using standard OpenGL ren-
dering including shadow mapping and approximate specular reflections from dynamic
environment maps. Photon mapping for indirect illumination is computed by tracing
small groups of photons on the CPU similar to the scheme of Dmitriev et al. [111].
Efficient final gathering on the GPU is performed by subdividing the scene into patches
and computing a low-resolution irradiance map by evaluating incoming radiance for a
sparse grid of positions on that patch using a simplified hemi-cube approach [482]. Ef-
ficient caustic rendering is achieved similar to the approach of Stu¨rzlinger and Bastos
[502] by tracing a small number of photons on the CPU and splatting these into surface
textures.
While implementations of raytracing on the GPU create impressive results that chal-
lenge highly optimized implementations on CPUs [427] already, this comparison could
turn out even more positive in the future due to the faster growth of GPU computa-
tion power compared to CPUs. Especially interesting for many application areas is the
possibility of tightly integrating GPU raytracing algorithms and GPU rasterization tech-
niques which are very wide-spread today. Some of the above techniques simply fit into
a rasterization framework by employing specialized shaders.
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Nevertheless, existing approaches also have to face several problems. Most impor-
tantly the size of scenes handled by most methods is limited by the rather small memo-
ries graphics boards are equipped with. Developing virtual memory management meth-
ods on GPUs was investigated already [299] but it remains questionable if resulting
latencies can be hidden efficiently. Other problems result from the limited instruction
sets of GPU stream processing units (especially random-access write operations are not
possible). Some of these should be resolved in the near future but others will remain
since memory management becomes much more complex if several units can write to
memory concurrently.
Discussion
During the last ten years tremendous improvements towards real-time raytracing in-
cluding global illumination effects have been made. Solutions were implemented on
clusters of CPUs, specialized hardware, and GPUs, all of them having specific advan-
tages and drawbacks. The results show that interactive ray-tracing is possible today.
Yet, the presented methods still cannot reproduce all global illumination effects fast
enough, especially if high-resolution output images (e.g., for Caves or Powerwalls) are
required. Especially handling of glossy-diffuse materials and area light sources, which
increases the number of traced rays significantly, is not possible today. In addition,
volumetric effects from participating media like subsurface scattering or fog need to be
made possible.
Despite the remaining limitations, raytracing currently appears to be the most suitable
rendering algorithm for computing predictive results in the future.
8.2.4 Real-Time Evaluation of Precomputed Data
As the previous sections showed, interactive computation of predictive global illumi-
nation solutions including complex geometry, light, and material is not possible today.
Since there exist several application areas that rely on rendering such high-quality solu-
tions interactively, researchers proposed to interactively display precomputed illumina-
tion solutions that contain all relevant effects.
Due to the wide area of possible applications ranging from lighting design over ma-
terial checking to interactive television and games, a vast amount of approaches was
developed. Complete coverage of all these approaches is out of the scope of this the-
sis, which concentrates on interactive, predictive rendering in Virtual Reality. One of
the fundamental properties of most VR systems is the ability to navigate freely in the
scene. Therefore, image relighting techniques [344] which require the viewer to keep
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a fixed position and view direction, and approaches like Quick Time VR [60] will not
be covered. In addition, this thesis assumes a standard scene composition consisting
of geometry, materials, and lights, since this approach allows for close inspection of
geometries without noticeable artifacts. Therefore, image-based techniques [481] that
omit geometry explicitly (e.g., light-fields) and therefore feature a limited geometric
resolution will not be covered as well. Finally, impostor techniques for efficient render-
ing reducing geometric detail at a macroscopic level were covered in Chapter 5 already.
Surface Light Fields
Having a scene consisting of geometric objects, materials, and light sources at hand,
interactive predictive rendering can be done in a straightforward manner: In a prepro-
cessing step (partial) solutions to the Rendering Equation 8.1 are precomputed for a
number of points on the surfaces of geometric objects and a set of view directions.
To handle the huge amount of precomputed data, compression techniques are applied.
Then, parts of these solutions matching the current view settings are displayed.
Such an approach was first applied by Miller et al. [363]. The authors precompute the
4D function, which they call a Surface Light Field (SLF), as a set of view-dependent
textures which are compressed by a block-wise scheme similar to the one used for JPEG
[246] compression. Unfortunately, this scheme prohibits random access decompression,
which is essential for efficient rendering, especially on existing GPUs.
This problem was resolved applying other compression schemes. Wood et al. [586]
suggested compression based on PCA or vector quantization of lumispheres (i.e., 2D
functions defined at each surface point which specify view-dependent colors). Chen et
al. [62] factorized the 4D function into spatially dependent and view-dependent parts us-
ing PCA, non-negative matrix factorization, or non-linear optimization [219] followed
by vector quantization and lossy texture compression. Subr et al. [503] experimented
with memory efficient low-frequency spherical harmonics (SH) representations of lu-
mispheres. Kitahara et al. [269] proposed a progressive compression and reconstruction
scheme that applies wavelet transform to PCA components and transmits resulting data
in an importance based order to allow for more efficient remote rendering.
SLF acquisition, compression, and rendering was also extended to handle view-depen-
dent opacity values [535] which enables much coarser base geometry. This is especially
important if SLF data is acquired from existing scenes. In order to handle large scenes,
Coombe et al. [79] proposed an efficient method for incremental construction and com-
pression of SLF data based on incremental PCA [46]. SLFs were also applied to point-
based rendering [503].
Summarizing findings from existing publications, SLFs represent a straightforward
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Fig. 8.1: Images rendered from SLFs using the method of Chen et al. [62].
way for precomputing global illumination for fixed scenes. Good results can be achieved
in a number of scenarios (cf. Figure 8.1). Nevertheless, several drawbacks remain.
• First, SLFs consume large amounts of memory. The compression techniques
proposed so far significantly reduce this amount of memory but especially for
large scale objects or scenes, memory requirements remain very high. Therefore,
better techniques need to be devised. An example of such an improved techniques
is detailed in Chapter 10.
• Second, while SLFs are capable of capturing scenes with high-frequency lighting,
handling of combinations of high-frequency lighting and glossy-specular mate-
rials requires tremendous amounts of memory. Therefore, practical applications
limit themselves to glossy-diffuse materials.
• Third, precomputation of accurate SLFs for virtual scenes requires very long
computation times. Since SLFs are fairly inflexible – geometry, material, and
lighting are fixed – this prohibits use of SLF rendering for interior design where
lighting or materials need to be changed. This can be improved by the technique
presented in Chapter 10 to some extent. More flexible techniques are presented
in the following.
Object BTFs
To improve upon the flexibility of precomputed illumination solutions, precomputation
of object (or scene) appearance for varying view and light directions was proposed. Due
to the similarity with material BTFs (cf. Chapter 3) the resulting data will be called an
object BTF in the following. As in the case of SLFs, the amount of precomputed data is
huge and thus needs to be reduced. As for material BTFs, existing methods compress
this data assuming either view- and light-dependent textures [391, 155], or spatially
varying apparent BRDFs [303, 368].
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Fig. 8.2: Object BTF [368]. Left: Measurement device consisting of 151 digital cameras po-
sitioned on the hemisphere above a measured probe. Right: Image of an acquired echinite
object BTF in a virtual environment.
Since precomputation of object BTFs requires even more time than precomputation
of SLFs, existing techniques handle data acquired from existing objects. Nishino et
al. [391] perform automatic data acquisition using a goniometer-like setup (cf. Chapter
2) and apply PCA-based compression to the per-face textures. Furukawa et al. [155]
use a similar acquisition setup but improve upon the compression ratio using tensor
product expansion, which allows for selective compression of dimensions of the BTF
(e.g., view-directions only) but is less efficient to decompress.
A first approach based on compression of spatially varying apparent BRDFs was
presented by Lensch et al. [303]. They acquired objects with a limited number of
BRDFs using a manual acquisition process driven by best-next-view planning. They
compressed resulting data using Lafortune models [290]. Mu¨ller et al. [368] densely
sampled the view and light directions with a multi-camera setup, giving rise to very fast
acquisition. They resample all data to a fixed set of local view and light directions and
apply very efficient PCA compression of clusters of similar apparent BRDFs (cf. Figure
8.2 for results).
An approach also taking into account volumetric subsurface scattering effects was
presented by Go¨sele et al. [165] but their approach is limited to diffuse surface materials.
Compared to SLFs, object BTFs are more flexible since they allow for changing light-
ing situations. This flexibility leads to the problem that evaluating their appearance
with complex lighting situations again requires costly raytracing. Additionally, the ba-
sic problems of SLFs (large memory requirements and high precomputation time) are
the same for object BTFs, limiting them to very special applications.
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Environmental Lighting
Already very early in the history of computer graphics researchers thought about effi-
cient implementations of shading effects due to complex lighting. In 1976, Blinn and
Newell [37] proposed environment maps as an efficient method for computing perfect
reflections. The technique assumes that the size of an object is small compared to the
distance to the lighting environment which allows the assumption that the amount of
incoming radiance depends on the direction only (i.e., spatial dependence can be ne-
glected).
Techniques for environmental lighting (also called image-based lighting) were later
extended to support more complex materials. Miller and Hoffman [364] showed that
environmental lighting of objects covered with diffuse or isotropic glossy BRDFs can
be achieved by prefiltering environment maps with BRDF-dependent kernels. In their
work, they successfully presented kernels for the diffuse and the specular part of the
Phong model. Heidrich and Seidel [217] introduced a filter kernel for the anisotropic,
glossy Banks [19] BRDF model, and showed successful combinations with normal
mapped geometry. Additionally, they proposed prefiltered environment maps to sim-
ulate glossy transmission effects.
A generalization to arbitrary isotropic BRDFs was presented by Kautz and McCool
[259]. They suggested to approximate BRDFs by a sum of radially symmetric lobes,
one for each sampled elevation angle of the view direction. Image-based lighting for
this representation can be achieved by first prefiltering the environment map with the
kernels corresponding to the lobes for the different elevation angles. To render from
a given view direction, the view direction is reflected at the lobe’s main axis and the
elevation angle of the resulting vector is computed. Finally, a shading value is computed
by trilinear interpolation w.r.t. the surface normal and the current elevation angle, which
can efficiently be implemented using 3D texture hardware. The technique was applied
to rendering BTFs modeled as per-texel BRDFs by McAllister et al. [348]. A technique
based on this principle but handling BTFs compressed with the more accurate technique
presented in Chapter 3 is described in Chapter 9.
Several other papers significantly contributed to the success of methods based on pre-
filtered environments: Kautz et al. [261] proposed to replace lengthy prefiltering opera-
tions by a fast, hierarchical method suitable for arbitrary BRDFs. Latta and Kolb [294]
applied homomorphic factorization [349] to the 4D function resulting from convolving
environmental lighting with an isotropic BRDF. The factorization into two 2D functions
allows for extremely efficient evaluation on graphics hardware since these functions can
be stored in textures.
Another direction of improvement was followed by Cabral et al. [53]: They aimed
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at simulating close lighting environments by computing individual environment maps
for each vertex of an object. The proposed method works on a set of environment
maps acquired from different view points. For each vertex individualized lighting is
computed by interpolating the environment maps corresponding to closest points from
the acquisition phase using BRDF-dependent warping schemes. The authors presented
real-time performance for relatively complex scenes. Yet, warping errors are to be
expected for complex BRDFs and environments with non-trivial occlusion.
A great enhancement of methods based on prefiltered environments was based on
the insight, that other bases for the incoming light than the directional one should be
used. In concurrent work, Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [431] and Basri and Jacobs [22]
proved that almost accurate image-based lighting of diffuse materials can be achieved
in a nine-dimensional linear subspace. They both proposed representing material and
lighting environments by third order Spherical Harmonics (SH) [333]. Since Spherical
Harmonics basis functions are orthonormal, and since they allow for efficient rotation,
this gives rise to a very efficient rendering algorithm [431]. In a follow-up publication,
Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [432] extended this concept to SH lighting of arbitrary
isotropic BRDFs.
Recently, Sloan et al. [489] applied a similar idea to efficiently render BTFs in distant
lighting environments. They represent the BTF’s light direction as zonal harmonics
coefficients instead of employing a directional basis since zonal harmonics allow for
even more efficient rotation than spherical harmonics. As a very desirable result of this
approach, parametric BTFs can be handled (i.e., BTFs where the surface structure or
reflectance depends on parameters).
The existing methods for image-based lighting achieve very good results for a wide
variety of applications since lighting environment can usually be assumed to be dis-
tant. Nevertheless, these methods are not capable of modeling important effects like
self-shadowing of objects or self-interreflections (e.g., when computing reflections for
a concave object the object itself will never be visible in the reflections). Additionally,
interaction with non-distant elements like local lights or other geometries is very diffi-
cult. A straightforward approach based on dynamic environment maps was presented by
Kautz [256] but it is limited to relatively simple scenes with a small number of objects.
More information concerning methods for environmental lighting, including in-depth
descriptions and a comparison of existing methods, can be found in the surveys by
Heidrich [213] and Kautz [255].
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Precomputed Radiance Transfer
The previous two sections presented different methods for computing the appearance of
objects with complex materials in complex lighting environments. On the one hand, ob-
jects BTFs efficiently store the amount of outgoing radiance (including self-shadowing
and self-interreflections) for a pair of view- and light-direction but are not suitable for ef-
ficient rendering given complex light situations. On the other hand, methods for image-
based lighting efficiently handle complex lighting but lack support for local effects.
In 2002, Sloan et al. [487] published a seminal paper joining these two directions
leading to a method called precomputed radiance transfer (PRT). At the heart of the
method is the idea of transferred radiance, i.e., the amount of radiance received by some
surface point. Having this quantity at hand, which includes contributions from multiply
scattered or reflected light, the outgoing radiance can easily be computed if the BRDF
of the surface point is known (cf. Figure 8.3). This computation additionally becomes
very efficient if suitable representations for the BRDF and the incoming radiance are
chosen (e.g., spherical harmonics).
Sloan et al. proposed to compute transferred radiance by multiplying incoming ra-
diance from a lighting environment, represented by a number of SH coefficients as in
[431], by a transfer matrix, which accounts for self-occlusion and inter-reflections. If
only self-occlusion is considered, this transfer matrix can, e.g., be determined with a
binary hemi-cube method that encodes occluded and unoccluded parts of the surface
point’s hemisphere. Interreflections can be included using raytracing in the preprocess-
ing step.
The authors propose an especially efficient method for diffuse BRDFs and a less
efficient method for arbitrary isotropic BRDFs. They additionally show that shadows
of objects can efficiently be computed for arbitrary distant lighting by precomputing
transfer vectors at positions corresponding to grid cells surrounding the objects. Like
other methods handling image-based lighting, PRT can profit from interpolating lighting
environments captured at different positions in space. Nevertheless, many problems
remained which were targeted by following publications.
One direction of improvement is the reduction of rendering time for arbitrary BRDFs.
Lehtinen and Kautz [300] proposed to avoid evaluation of the costly product of the
BRDF matrix, the transfer matrix, and the vector encoding distant illumination since
only few components of the resulting vector are used effectively. As a first idea, they
suggest to compute transfer matrices that compute outgoing radiance, i.e., which in-
clude BRDF or BSSRDF effects already. Second, they suggest to represent outgoing
directions w.r.t. a basis of piecewise bilinear functions. Representations of specific di-
rections in this basis results in at most four coefficients having non-zero values, which
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Fig. 8.3: Low-frequency PRT rendering of a statue. Left: diffuse BRDF, center: including
shadows, right: additional interreflection.
reduces the evaluation cost from about n4 operations to about 4n2 (n being the SH or-
der). Additionally compressing the transfer matrices with PCA allows to precompute
the products of lighting and eigen-transfer-matrices on the CPU and thus leaves about
4k operations to be performed on the GPU per vertex (k being the number of prin-
cipal components). A similar solution was found in concurrent work by Sloan et al.
[486] but they employ local PCA [251] to compress transfer matrices, which improves
reconstruction quality using the same number of principal components.
Another direction of improvement concerns the accuracy when projecting hemispher-
ical functions like BRDFs into spherical harmonics. To avoid influences of the lower
hemisphere, Sloan et al. [486] proposed fitting SH of a fixed order to a given hemi-
spherical function using nonlinear optimization. Gautron et al. [159] proposed using
a basis derived from shifted associated Legendre polynomials combined in the same
way as SH but covering the upper hemisphere only. To enable computations involving
both hemispherical and spherical data (e.g., a BRDF and incident, distant radiance) SH
coefficients are converted into the hemispherical basis by sparse matrix multiplication.
A third, larger area of improvements is concerned with removing the restrictions of
PRT to low-frequency lighting environments. Ng et al. [382] were the first to point
out that SH are less suitable for representing lighting environments also containing im-
portant high-frequency information than other bases. As a result, they proposed to
project environmental lighting into a Haar wavelet basis. To reduce the large number
of wavelet coefficients, they perform non-linear compression (i.e., they set the weights
of wavelets with minimal contribution to zero), which leads to a better preservation
of all-frequency lighting effects with the same number of basis functions than if using
SH. Unfortunately, their method for non-linear compression later requires sparse matrix
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multiplication which cannot be implemented efficiently on the GPU so far. In addition,
BRDFs need to be parameterized w.r.t. a global coordinate system since Haar wavelet
coefficients cannot be rotated efficiently. As a result, the authors were able to show
interactive renderings for versions with reduced dimensionality (e.g., diffuse BRDFs or
fixed view-directions) only.
These restrictions were relaxed by Wang et al. [560] and Liu et al. [320] who factorize
the BRDF into view- and light-dependent 2D functions [258] and integrate the light-
dependent parts into the transfer matrix. Liu et al. [320] additionally compress the
transfer matrices by local PCA. For rendering, the distant incident radiance is modulated
by the transfer matrix – intermediate results can be reused if the lighting remains fixed
– and the final shading value is reconstructed by a few (e.g., 4) dot products of view-
dependent BRDF parts and transferred radiance.
Recently, Green et al. [174] proposed a variant of PRT based on prefiltered envi-
ronment maps that enables efficient rendering of high-frequency view-dependent ef-
fects like glossy reflections. The authors approximate the transfer functions per vertex
and view-direction, which are thus 2D functions, by a sum of a fixed number of 2D
Gaussians. If this approximation is done in a consistent way, interpolation of transfer
functions w.r.t. position and view-direction reduces to interpolation of parameters of
2D Gaussians, which enables accurate glossy reflections. For efficient rendering the
environment map is prefiltered with Gaussians of varying size. While the approach
achieves real-time frame rates for effectively simulating view-dependent effects like re-
flections in glossy BRDFs, it should be combined with other approaches to compute
view-independent effects. A severe problem of the method is the necessity to enforce
consistency of fitted Gaussians, since interpolation from inconsistent Gaussians pro-
duces severe artifacts. While being difficult in most cases already, this problem might
be impossible to solve if transfer matrices vary significantly, e.g., due to complex oc-
clusion.
A similar but more general approach was recently proposed by Tsai and Shih [523].
Their implementation approximates both lighting and transfer functions by spherical
radial basis functions similar to the ones used by Green et al. While decomposing light-
ing and transfer into optimally chosen spherical radial basis functions requires longer
than using (more restrictive) SH or Haar wavelet decomposition schemes, they yield
accurate function representations for a smaller number of basis functions. This leads to
faster rendering times when applying suitable BRDF factorization scheme [560, 320].
Compared to Haar wavelets, spherical radial basis function additionally allow for effi-
cient analytic rotation.
A very interesting and efficient method for interactive rendering using high-frequency
lighting was published by Overbeck et al. [401]. In the first frame they use all Haar
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wavelet coefficients to render a very accurate image. In following frames, the lighting
changes w.r.t. last frame are encoded as a small number of Haar wavelets which in-
crementally correct the existing solution. This approach allows convergence against an
optimal solution. In addition, by carefully avoiding ghosting artifacts, also in-between
frames are of very good quality.
A more flexible PRT approach was presented by Ng et al. [383]. It handles BRDFs,
lighting, and visibility independently and thus enables fast replacement of materials in
the scene at the cost of omitting inter-reflections. The authors project all three ingredi-
ents into a Haar wavelet basis and thus need to evaluate triple products to evaluate the
Rendering Equation. Unfortunately, these do not yield as simple solutions as double
products of orthogonal basis functions. Nevertheless, they present an efficient evalu-
ation algorithm for the Haar wavelet basis, especially if non-linear approximation is
applied. Still, some seconds are required for rendering a single frame.
A fourth group of improvement methods tries to apply PRT to a wider range of ma-
terials (cf. Figure 8.4). Kautz et al. [260] enabled rendering of arbitrary anisotropic
BRDFs by representing BRDFs as matrices that get multiplied with the incident trans-
ferred radiance. From the resulting vector, the entries corresponding to closest view
directions need to be selected and interpolated. This approach was extended to BTFs by
Sloan et al. [488]. Since BTFs are represented as per-texel apparent BRDFs, extension
of Kautz et al.’s method only requires per-fragment lookup of respective SH apparent
BRDF coefficients. Storage requirements for this method are kept handleable since the
authors employ BTFs with small spatial extent only. Later, Mu¨ller et al. [370] removed
these memory restrictions by compressing both transfer matrices and the BTF using
local PCA, which enabled the use of much larger BTFs. Their approach precomputes
the transferred outgoing radiance for all combinations of eigen-transfer-matrices and
eigen-ABRDFs of all clusters on the CPU and makes the results available to the GPU
by uploading a texture. This operation is rather time-consuming and therefore limits
rendering speed when rotating lighting environments. A similar approach combining
BTF materials and all-frequency lighting is described in more detail in Chapter 10.
Another type of potentially interesting materials are those showing considerable sub-
surface scattering effects. Although these can be handled if the transfer matrices include
material effects already, precomputation of such PRT data for all-frequency lighting
requires extensive preprocessing. This overhead can be reduced significantly by the
method of Wang et al. [559]. Finally, approximate inclusion of low-frequency effects
resulting from wave-length dependent materials was recently presented by Lindsay and
Agu [314].
Another severe problem of the original PRT method is missing interaction with other
objects and local lights. Such problems were tackled by a fifth group of publications.
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Fig. 8.4: Extending PRT to more general materials. Left: diffuse BRDF, center: Phong BRDF,
right: plasterboard BTF.
Annen et al. [7] aimed at removing the necessity of sampling incoming radiance at a
number of points in space for simulation of close objects and local lights. They pro-
posed to compute incident radiance at arbitrary points in space from the SH coefficients
of an environment map captured at the center of the object and SH coefficient gradients,
which corresponds to a first order Taylor approximation. Good results rendered interac-
tively are shown in their paper and even more convincing results can be achieved when
updating coefficients and gradients dynamically [256]. Nevertheless, the approach will
fail in environments with complex occlusion. An approach similar to the one of Annen
et al. but based on interactively changing illumination coefficients to mimic zooms onto
suitable regions of the hemisphere was proposed by Wang et al. [555].
Specifically targeted at lighting design, Kristensen et al. [282] subdivide the space
where light sources might possibly be placed by a grid and place light sources at grid
vertices. They precompute exitant transferred radiance per vertex and light source,
project the results into SH, and apply clustered PCA to compress this data. To reduce
the large number of lights, light sources that lead to similar outgoing radiance are clus-
tered. To avoid management of clusters per vertex, the authors define regions of vertices
with identical clusters, which should be fairly difficult in environments with complex
occlusion. Nevertheless, interactive results for a reasonably complex environment from
architecture are presented.
Very recently, Kontkanen et al. [277] presented an approach supporting close-range
illumination at the cost of restricting the specularity of materials in the scene. The
authors represent direct lighting in a wavelet basis and define a transport operator trans-
ferring incident to bounced incident light. Multiple applications of this operator yield a
global light transport operator similar in style to the radiosity approach. A similar tech-
nique supporting arbitrary materials but requiring fixed views was recently published
by Hasan et al. [204].
More complex interactions of close objects are possibly with the method of Mei et al.
[353]. They improve rendering of shadows from and interreflections between nearby
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objects. To achieve this goal, they render potential objects into textures for a set of
fixed directions and store either occlusion information or locations of visible points and
reflection directions. For interactive rendering of shadows and interreflections between
objects, distant lighting environments are represented by a set of (clustered) directional
lights. Rendering itself resembles raytracing but utilizes precomputed information. The
authors were able to document interactive to real-time performance for simple scenes
with few objects. Unfortunately, it seems questionable if this approach scales well with
the number of close objects in a scene.
Even more complex interactions become possible if deformable objects are allowed.
James and Fatahalian [236] approximated PRT for deformable objects by taking a series
of model states from physics-based simulations (each referring to a single force applied
to the model) and precomputing transfer matrices for these. They linked model states to
PRT transfer matrices and reduced the dimensionality by applying SVD. For interactive
rendering, they inspect the model’s state and reconstruct respective transfer matrices
from the SVD representation. While this approach works nicely for a very limited
number of model deformations, a huge set of input model states would be necessary
for arbitrary deformations, which would increase precomputation efforts and storage
requirements immensely.
Therefore, Kautz et al. [257] presented an approach relying on online recomputa-
tions. The authors suggest to recompute transfer matrices for every vertex whenever
necessary. Typically, this is accomplished using the hemi-cube method [72] if inter-
reflections are neglected. Unfortunately, this requires rendering surrounding geometry
five times. Therefore, Kautz et al. proposed to project surrounding geometry onto the
vertex’ tangent plane after projecting it onto the vertex’ hemisphere, and to store re-
sulting data in a low-resolution 2D array. The approach obviously requires geometry
to be rendered only once. Additional speed-ups can be achieved by employing multi-
resolution geometry. Interactive results were presented for scenes with a rather small
number of vertices and it seems questionable how well this method will scale in more
complex environments.
Finally, a number of limitations of existing PRT methods need to be resolved when
applying PRT to industrial data. Dmitriev et al. [110] pointed out shading problems due
to badly shaped triangles and cracks in the geometry, which often result from tessellat-
ing NURBS model. Other problems include shadow leaks due to slightly overlapping
triangles. Resulting errors can be fixed by repairing geometry, adjusting triangles, and
determining visibility and interreflections for samples distributed over the whole model
(instead of at vertices only). Additional problems include extensive preprocessing times
and memory requirements for industrial-sized models.
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Discussion
In summary, PRT methods nicely simulate complex lighting of objects with complex
materials while allowing interactive changes to the lighting environment. Therefore,
they represent suitable solutions for many Virtual Reality applications like interior de-
signs already.
Nevertheless, all methods need to trade off preprocessing time, storage requirements,
and evaluation time. Therefore, some methods are more suitable for rendering specific
effects than others. Typically, good results are achieved for either low-resolution ma-
terials or low-resolution lighting environments. Therefore, it appears suitable to add
effects from high-frequency materials and high-frequency lighting with different meth-
ods, especially if non-distant effects are considered. Such an approach was published by
Dmitriev et al. [110]: While most globally illuminated objects are rendered using low-
frequency PRT, reflections in a nearly perfect reflector are simulated by a path tracer.
Additionally, PRT methods still feature severe limitations on geometry or material
modifications. Therefore, future research, which might possibly lead to an inclusion of
precomputed data in ray-tracing frameworks, will need to resolve these limitations to
allow for more general areas of application.
8.2.5 Real-Time Computations for Specular Materials
As shown above, methods for rendering global illumination solutions from precomputed
data are very successful at handling most types of scenes. Unfortunately, they lack
the ability to capture interactions of high-frequency lighting and high-frequency (i.e.,
glossy or specular, potentially transparent) materials efficiently. If physically accurate
rendering is desired, these interactions nevertheless need to be simulated somehow.
Therefore, this section presents results from existing work concentrating on comput-
ing these difficult interactions in real-time. Resulting effects can roughly be categorized
into three classes:
• refractions (i.e., images of geometry seen through transparent objects),
• reflections (i.e., images of geometry on reflecting surfaces), and
• caustics (i.e., regions lit brightly due to focused reflected or refracted light).
Computation of each of these three effects is a demanding task, especially if gener-
ality is required (e.g., recursive reflections in opposing mirrors). Therefore, interactive
algorithms typically make simplifying assumptions, usually handling only one type of
effect. In the following, existing methods are therefore grouped into these categories.
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Fig. 8.5: Basic setting for computing refractions.
This section covers interactive methods only. Non-interactive, highly accurate meth-
ods that also handle interactions with glossy or specular materials are described in Sec-
tion 8.1 already. Additionally, no description of methods based on (distributed) ray or
photon tracing is given, since they were presented in Section 8.2.3 already. Finally,
methods for rendering translucent objects, i.e., objects showing significant subsurface-
scattering behavior, are not covered here, since translucency smoothes out high fre-
quencies. Therefore, such objects can efficiently be handled using methods based on
precomputed data. Interested readers find links to methods for interactive rendering of
translucent objects in the recent publication of Haber et al. [192].
Refractions
Refraction effects are seldomly considered in interactive renderings. Although such
effects can commonly be observed in every type of glass surfaces, they can safely be
omitted as long as the object is relatively thin, its thickness does not vary, and the object
is almost perpendicular to the viewer. Yet, for all other transparent objects like curved
glasses, lenses, or glass bowls, simulation of refraction is absolutely necessary.
The basic approach for computing refractions is very simple (cf. Figure 8.5): A view
ray R1 hits a refracting object at point p1. A refracted ray R2 is computed based on
Snell’s law mi sin(θi) = mr sin(θr), wheremr and mi denote the refraction coefficients
of the refractive object and its surrounding, and θi and θr denote the angles between R1
respectively R2 and the normal n1 in point p1. Next, the exit point p2 and its normal n2
are determined and the exit rayR3 is computed. The displayed color is finally computed
by determining and shading p3. Unfortunately, an exact implementation of this scheme
requires raytracing, which is hard to implement as an interactive tool.
A first, simplistic approach for interactive refraction rendering was presented by
Oliveira [397] (cf. Figure 8.6). Initially, the opaque objects are rendered into a texture.
Then, for every vertex of the transparent objects a refracted ray R2 is computed. Next,
this ray is intersected with the textured plane and the texture value corresponding to
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Fig. 8.6: Solutions schemes for refractions. The approach of Oliveira [397] computes p∗3 by
intersecting R2 with the texture plane (gray). Ohbuchi determines a much more accurate
point p3 by an iterative depth determination scheme [395] (black).
the intersection point is rendered. Implementations of this approach on programmable
hardware achieve real-time framerates for fairly complex objects [494]. Even faster
results can be achieved by indexing environment maps based on the refracted view di-
rection [313]. Unfortunately, parallax effects due to complex geometries and multiple
refractions are not possible.
An approach showing approximate parallax effects, handling double refractions, and
multiple refractive objects was presented by Ohbuchi [395]. In a first step, opaque
objects are rendered into a texture, retaining depth information. Then, for each vertex
of the transparent object, a refracted ray is traced through the transparent object on
the CPU and the position and direction of the ray leaving the object are stored. In the
final step, the intersection of this ray R3 and the scene geometry in the depth enhanced
texture are computed, and the texture coordinate of the intersection point is assigned
to the vertex. To compute the intersection point, it suffices to compute the distance
between exit and intersection point. The method employs a clever, interactive method
to determine this value (cf. Figure 8.6). First, a depth value dz is initialized to zero.
Then, dz is improved iteratively in the i-th step by looking up a new depth value d(i)z
and setting dz to d(i)z . As long as the geometry in the scene is smooth, this approach will
converge against the desired depth value.
To remove the performance limitations associated with tracing rays through the re-
fractive object per vertex on the CPU, Wyman [593] proposed an algorithm that effi-
ciently approximates the parameters of the exit ray R3 (cf. left image in Figure 8.7).
Since it runs entirely on the GPU, real-time performance is achieved even for relatively
complex, transparent objects. The algorithm starts with a vertex program that computes
the refracted ray from the vertex position and refracted view direction. The location
of p2, the approximate exit point, is computed by interpolating the depth values dn and
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Fig. 8.7: Methods to determinate twice refracted ray. Left: Wyman’s approach [594], right
Chan and Wang’s approach [59].
dv in a reasonable way. To determine the direction of the approximate exit ray R3 the
normal at p2 is required, which is determined by indexing a texture containing the nor-
mals of the backfacing triangles. Obviously, since the parameters of the exit ray are
approximated only, arbitrarily large errors can be seen in the final image. Additionally,
errors are introduced by handling exactly two refraction points, which prohibits correct
handling of non-convex objects. Nevertheless, for relatively convex objects, reasonable
results are achieved. The approach can efficiently be combined [594] with methods
capable of approximating parallax effects (e.g., the one from Ohbuchi [395] described
above or the ones from Heidrich et al. [215] and Yu and McMillan [606], which repre-
sent surrounding geometry as light field).
Another method for computing exit rays was presented by Chan and Wang [59] (cf.
right part of Figure 8.7). They approximate each transparent object by a set of textured
cubes. Each cube map encodes the distance to the object surface for the sampled direc-
tions. Given the start position p1 of the refracted ray R2, this cube map now helps to
determine the exit point p2 in the following way. A point p is advanced from p1 along
the refracted ray direction until its distance to the cube’s center c matches the depth
value stored in the textured cube for the direction p − c. With the help of an intelli-
gent, adaptive step-size control for advancing p, interactive frame rates for models with
several 10k vertices can be achieved. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to approximate
arbitrary objects with cubes, leading to severe artifacts for concave objects.
Reflections
Considering the basic problem of tracing rays, computing reflections is even more sim-
ple than handling refractions: For each view ray hitting a reflective surface, the ray is
mirrored around the normal and traced through the scene. Yet, unlike refracted rays,
which typically follow a similar direction as the original ray, reflected rays typically
feature a largely different direction. In raytracing applications, this leads to the problem
of almost random memory access patterns during ray traversal, making it even more
difficult to achieve interactive performance than without considering reflections.
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For the special case of planar surfaces, accurate and efficient results can be achieved
without raytracing by mirroring the view-point in the surface plane and rendering an
image of the scene from the mirrored point. Multiple, recursive reflections can be sim-
ulated using multipass rendering [105]. Also, the approach can be extended to handle
glossy reflections using hardware accelerated computation of summed-area tables [218].
Unfortunately, all these approach require that the full scene be rendered once for each
planar reflector, which might be too slow for complex scenes.
To resolve this problem, Bastos et al. [23] proposed an image-based approach that
first renders the scene into an environment map with depth information. For efficient
rendering, the points in the environment map are warped to the view from the mirror
point (which requires computation time proportional to the number of pixels in the en-
vironment map). To avoid disocclusion artifacts due to warping, multiple points can be
stored for each pixel of the environment map. Unfortunately, forward mapping cannot
efficiently be implemented on existing graphics hardware.
An interesting application of rendering planar reflections including refraction effects
and polarization was demonstrated by Guy and Soler [190]: They map raytracing of
cut gemstones consisting of planar facets to graphics hardware and achieve real-time
performance. Unfortunately, interactive rendering for models with more than a couple
thousand polygons seems hardly possible.
While rather efficient implementations for rendering reflections in planar surfaces
exist, general solutions for curved surfaces are much more difficult to realize. If the re-
flecting object is small compared to the distance to neighboring objects, methods based
on prefiltered environment maps can be used. Naturally, the approach can be combined
with methods handling planar reflections [389]. Additionally, methods handling non-
distant objects exist. Heidrich et al. [215] and Yu et al. [606] both proposed to represent
the environment of a reflecting object as a 4D light field, which allows them to render
parallax effects at the cost of largely increased memory requirements and limited sam-
pling rate. Szirmay-Kalos et al. [508] applied an iterative solver based on the secant
method similar to the one of Ohbuchi [395] to render non-distant objects. They achieve
real-time results for complex reflecting objects and additionally handle refractions and
caustics. Nevertheless, all these approaches are not viable if objects are positioned very
close to the reflector.
Recently, Popescu et al. [418] proposed an approach supporting close objects. For
every reflecting object, potentially reflected objects are approximated by a planar im-
postor storing per-pixel color and depth information. Then, in a fragment shader, the
reflected ray is intersected with each of the planar impostors, taking into account the
per-pixel depth information. While the approach handles small but close objects rela-
tively well, it is neither suitable for high-resolution reflections nor large, close objects
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that potentially surround the reflector.
A different method achieving very accurate results was proposed by Ofek and Rap-
poport [394] which handles arbitrary parallax effects by computing virtual vertices of
mirrored objects on the CPU. An object potentially mirrored in a curved reflector is sub-
divided as finely as necessary, the mirrored vertices are computed, and finally a mesh
with the mirrored vertices is rendered. An important speedup for computing mirror
vertices is achieved by the explosion map data structure, which determines efficiently
which vertices are mirrored in which reflector triangles. Unfortunately, correct han-
dling of non-convex surfaces is impossible and the required subdivision techniques are
ill suited for GPU implementation, making the approach less attractive for current hard-
ware configurations.
In Chapter 11 two methods for computing reflections in curved surfaces similar to
the approach of Ofek and Rappoport but running completely on the GPU are described.
While the first handles Be´zier surfaces, the second targets polygonal meshes. Since such
approaches cannot accurately handle concave surfaces, another method based on GPU
raytracing is described which yields accurate results for arbitrary reflector geometries.
Caustics
The third important visual effect caused by specular surfaces are caustics. Caustics are
bright regions on a diffuse surface due to light getting bundled because of reflecting or
refracting objects. While caustics appear in many situation, early methods concentrated
on caustics caused by water surfaces, e.g., in swimming pools or in the sea.
The first method achieving believable results at real-time performance was presented
by Stam [496]. He proposed precomputation of tileable caustic textures caused by water
surfaces. Several textures for varying depth and wave patterns were computed and Stam
paid special attention to coherency to enable blending between different depths and
time steps, which enabled believable animations. Naturally, rendering these textures
at runtime does not produce accurate results since the caustics do not match the actual
wave patterns at the surface.
With the advent of programmable GPUs, Trendall and Stewart [522] proposed a
framework for computing caustics on the GPU in real-time. They approximate the
equation for computing caustics from height field water surfaces by a double sum of
1D convolutions which can efficiently be evaluated using the GPU image processing
pipeline. They achieved interactive frame rates for complex height fields even on then
modern GPUs. Yet, their method assumes an approximately planar height field for de-
scribing the water surface and a planar caustic receiver surface, making it ill suited for
ocean scenarios. In addition, the do not consider shadow casting objects in the water.
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A less performant but much more general and realistic approach was presented by
Iwasaki et al. [233]. They subdivide the water surface into triangles and the water vol-
ume into illumination volumes. For each water surface triangle, one illumination vol-
ume is defined by computing the refracted light directions at the three vertices. These
volumes are further subdivided into tetrahedral volumes such that bilinear interpola-
tion of the illumination values at tetrahedra vertices gives an accurate estimate of the
illumination values at interior points. The volumetric representation enables render-
ing of light shafts by accumulating direct illumination and scattered light. Caustics on
arbitrary surfaces can be computed by intersecting illumination volumes and surface
geometry on the CPU and rendering results on the GPU. The approach additionally
handles shadow effects due to objects in the water and provides reasonably good results
at interactive rates. One drawback of the method is the extensive computation require-
ment for computing illumination volumes and tetrahedral subvolumes, which limits the
complexity of the water surface. Another problem, i.e., costly determination of caustics,
was improved in a following publication by Iwasaki et al. [262]. The authors speed up
intersection computations by slice-based volume rendering techniques. This way, they
are additionally able to approximately render objects reflected or refracted in the water
surface. Unfortunately, the approach remains computationally expensive if a significant
number of caustics receiver objects are present in the scene. A faster caustic renderer
based on illumination volumes completely running on the GPU was later proposed by
Ernst et al. [129]. Like previous methods, it handles direct caustics only. Unlike previ-
ous methods, caustics my be caused by arbitrary objects but incorporation of shadows is
not possible. Partially due to implementation on the GPU (including specific optimiza-
tions) and partially due to performance improvements of GPUs, the approach achieves
higher framerates than the approaches of Iwasaki et al.
Other approaches rendering caustics from arbitrary objects employ precomputed data.
Wyman et al. [596] approximate the 8D caustic casting function of an object by a 5D
function. The approximate function takes into account light direction and position of the
caustic receiver but assumes diffuse receiver surfaces and omits the distance between
caustic caster and light source. Interactive rendering becomes possible by interpolating
sampled data from the 5D function. Due to the huge memory requirements for the
precomputed data, the authors employ a raytracer running on a CPU cluster to render
the data interactively. To compress the data, light directions can be represented in a
SH basis, which makes rendering on existing GPUs possible at the price of reducing
reconstruction quality significantly. Due to the lengthy precomputation step, objects
cannot be deformed and interpolation artifacts caused by the high-frequency behavior
of the sampled 5D function are well visible.
A similar strategy for caustics caused by refracted light was followed by Iwasaki et al.
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[234]. They precompute light transport tables which store – for each vertex and sampled
direction – the parameters of the ray leaving the object after being refracted internally.
For rendering, they compute the incoming light direction for each vertex, create illumi-
nation volumes from bilinear interpolation of corresponding stored exit ray parameters,
and render caustics with their volumetric rendering method [262]. Unfortunately, bilin-
ear interpolation may introduce arbitrary errors for non-convex objects. In a following
publication, Iwasaki et al. [235] propose computation of caustics by intersecting illumi-
nation volumes with bounding boxes instead of slicing planes, followed by projecting
result onto the object surface. While this approach leads to view-independent caustics,
making the approach more efficient and realistic, results become much worse if the
bounding box represents a bad approximation of the object’s shape.
A completely different technique for rendering caustics was proposed by Wand and
Straßer [552]. They choose sample points on caustic casting objects such that each of
these acts as a mirror, projecting the distant environment onto the caustic receiving sur-
face. To render caustic surfaces, the radiance reflected from each such mirror point onto
the currently processed surface point is computed by indexing an environment map, and
summing contributions. Since this approach introduces significant aliasing, radiance is
retrieved from regions of the environment map with the regions’ shapes depending on
the mirrors’ curvatures. The algorithm achieves interactive results for fully dynamic
scenes but is limited to a small amount of mirroring points, distant lighting, and direct
caustics, and omits shadows.
Another technique for computing caustics is more closely related to Photon Mapping
[239]: Vertices from caustic casting objects are splatted onto caustic receiving geometry,
the idea being that vertices correspond to photons. Obviously, this approach requires a
photon density estimation technique to generate caustics with low noise. Unfortunately,
these techniques are known to be time consuming. Therefore, Shah and Pattanaik [469]
propose application of a low-pass filter to a caustic texture which yields fast but inac-
curate results. Wyman and Davis [595] instead propose density estimation in texture
space, similar to the approach of Czuczor et al. [82]. While this approach might yield
good results for well-parameterizable, angled surfaces, it may well produce very bad
results, e.g., for spheres.
Discussion
In summary, many methods for simulating light interactions with specular materials in
real-time exist, most of them creating very realistic images for fairly complex scenes.
Unfortunately, few of them handle more than one effect, and none of them is fast and
general enough to be considered an ultimate solution. Therefore, significant research
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will be required in the future to improve the current state of the art. Yet, it seems
very likely that such effects are handled with raytracing techniques in the future since
interactive rendering of such effects requires Whitted style shading [578] only.
8.2.6 Discussion
In the previous sections, a bunch of existing approaches for interactive rendering of
global illumination solutions was presented. All of them feature specific advantages
and disadvantages (cf. Table 8.1) making it impossible to determine an optimal solu-
tion for each and every application scenario. While caching methods clearly help to
improve performance, they reduce rendering quality by introducing incorrect shading
values, holes, update latencies, and ghosting artifacts. Methods based on radiosity al-
low for interactive walkthroughs of complex scenes but typically require substantial
preprocessing time and fail to handle glossy or specular materials in an efficient way.
Interactive raytracing methods represent the most general approach towards interactive
global illumination rendering but suffer from large computational complexity, making
them unattractive for todays standard graphics users. Methods based on precomputed
data achieve predictive quality at very good frame rates at the cost of omitting high-
frequency effects and requiring significant precomputation. Fortunately, high-frequency
effects can be added with approaches targeting specular materials and arbitrary lighting.
Note, that the assessment of capabilities given in Table 8.1 is approximate only due
to at least three reasons: First, a judgment of capabilities of a hole class of methods
is given. Naturally, individual techniques show specific strengths and weaknesses on
their own, making it difficult to judge all approaches in a unified way. Second, capabili-
ties are judged on the basis of current technology and do not represent strict limitations
of classes of methods. E.g., it comes hardly at a surprise that interactive raytracing
methods still have problems handling glossy-diffuse materials, yet this might definitely
change in the future. Third, the assessment is given in a relative scale only, since abso-
lute judgments are not possible. Different application scenarios have different require-
ments, thus leading to a subjective ranking of techniques.
For application areas like walkthroughs or industrial design reviews, which are mainly
targeted by this thesis, it is much more desirable to generate very accurate images at
real-time frame rates than allowing geometries, lights, or materials to be changed in-
teractively. For such cases, the currently best choice of technology appears to be a
combination of methods operating on precomputed data and approaches handling spec-
ular effects. Especially important for powerwall or cave presentations, which require
several high-resolution images being computed at the same time, such a combination
generates interactive, accurate results on a single PC per displayed image.
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dynamic scenes generality present. resources
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
Ray Cach. ± ± + + ± + + – – – – – – - ± ± ±
Samp. Cach. + ± ± ± + ± + – + – – – ± + + +
’Adv.’ Rad. – – – – – + ++ – – ++ ++ – + + ± ± ++ ++
Rad. + RT – – – – – – – ++ ± ++ ± – – + + – – – – - ±
Inst. Rad. + + ± + ++ – ++ + - + ± + + + ++
Rad. Cach. ± – – – – – ++ – ± ++ ± + + ± – – + ++
Clust. RT + ± ++ ++ ± ++ + ± + + + ± ± + – –
Hardw. RT + – ++ ++ – ++ + ± ± + + ± ± ± ±
GPU RT ± – ++ ++ – ++ + ± ± + + ± ± ± ++
SLFs – – – – – – – – ++ ± ++ ++ – + + – – – – ++ ++
Obj. BTFs ++ – – – – ++ ++ ± ± – ± + + – – – – ++ ++
IBL ++ ++ + ++ + + – – + + + + ± + ++ ++
PRT ± – – ++ ++ ± ± + – + + – – – – + ++
Spec. FX + + ++ ++ – – ++ ± – + + + + + + ++
dynamic scenes generality presentation resources
A rigid geo. changes E diffuse materials J image quality L memory
B deformable geo. F specular materials K latency M precomp. time
C material changes G close range fx N runtime
D lighting changes H area lights O hardware
I large scenes
Tab. 8.1: Comparison of properties of existing methods.
In the following chapters, this thesis will present own contributions towards such a
combination of rendering methods. In Chapter 9 a method for efficient rendering of
scenes containing compressed BTF materials is presented. Lighting can either be rep-
resented by directional- or point lights, which are commonly supported by standard,
real-time graphics APIs, goniometric lights, or environment maps. In order to capture
precomputed illumination effects, Chapter 10 presents two methods. First, an efficient
approach for generating and rendering Surface Light Fields. The approach achieves
very high quality renderings for scenes of limited complexity and thus allows for effec-
tive design reviews. Second, a novel PRT approach, which also generates high-quality
results and additionally allows for efficient rotation of distant lighting. Finally, Chapter
11 presents three approaches for interactively simulating reflections in curved specular
surfaces. While the first two methods are based on projecting geometry onto reflecting
surfaces (forward-mapping), the third method employs a real-time raytracer (backward-
mapping) implemented on the GPU.
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Chapter 9
Real-Time BTF Rendering
In the previous chapters different aspects contributing to rendering of realistic and po-
tentially predictive images were described. Part II showed the increased realism due
to accurate material representation. Chapter 8 motivated the use of accurate rendering
techniques to compute images matching reality. In this chapter, efficient rendering algo-
rithms for the BTF representation presented in Chapter 3 are proposed. The approaches
support various types of light sources (point- and directional lights, goniometric lights,
and environmental light). Additionally, ways for extending the methods in order to
work with BTFs resulting from texture synthesis are presented. Since the rendering
approaches implement local illumination models, they can easily be executed in real-
time. Less efficient methods supporting global illumination effects are presented in the
following chapters.
9.1 Problem Description
Rendering BTF approximations in real-time imposes a challenge both on the rendering
method and the graphics hardware used for visualization. For every rendered surface
point x, which corresponds to a rasterized fragment, the reflection equation
Lo(x,v) =
∫
Ω
BTF(x,v, l)Li(x, l)
(
n(x) · l
)
dl, (9.1)
with outgoing radiance Lo, view direction v, incident radiance Li, hemisphere Ω, and
normal vector n, has to be evaluated. If measured BTFs are rendered, the foreshorten-
ing factor n(x) · l is typically included in the measured BTF data. Even if only local
illumination models are used, evaluation per fragment requires a huge amount of com-
putational power. Fortunately, todays GPUs feature such enormous processing powers
that even extensive computations per fragment are possible in real-time.
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Another problem related to rendering BTFs is the huge amount of storage required.
In Chapter 3 a compression method based on reflectance fields (RFs) is described. For
every view direction v from the set of sampled directionsMr, the BTF is interpreted
as a RF
RFv(x, l) = ρd(x) + ρs,v(x)
k∑
j=1
(tv,j(x) · l)nv,j(x). (9.2)
Rendering from this compressed representation, assuming a finite number of light sources
and a local illumination model, therefore requires evaluation of the following equation
Lo(x,v) =
∑
lj∈Λ
 ∑
v∈N (v)
wv(v) RFv(x, lj)
Eji (x, lj)(n(x) · l)
=
∑
v∈N (v)
wv(v)
∑
lj∈Λ
RFv(x, lj)E
j
i (x, lj)
(
n(x) · lj
)
, (9.3)
where Λ denotes the set of directions at which the light sources contribute incoming
radiance, Eji the irradiance due to light source j, N (v) the index set of view directions
from the measured BTF that are neighboring v, and wv weights for interpolating values
for a view direction that was possibly not measured. Please note that the current view
direction v denotes a different entity than the index v to the view directions from the
measured data.
9.2 Point and Directional Light Sources
Typically scenes in VR systems are lit by combinations of point and directional light
sources since these are directly supported by real-time graphics APIs. To render objects
covered with BTFs in such environments, straightforward evaluation of Equation 9.3
has to be done per fragment by a combination of vertex and fragment shaders.
Figure 9.1 gives an overview of the rendering process. For every vertex, texture co-
ordinates and a local coordinate system (i.e., a normal and a tangent) are specified. In
the vertex shader, the current view and light directions are transformed into the local
frame. The rasterizer stage then interpolates texture coordinates and directions per frag-
ment. In the fragment shader, first the indices v1, v2, v3 and weights wv1, wv2, wv3 of
the three view directions from the BTF measurement closest to the current local view
direction are looked up. Next, depending on the current texture coordinates, the closest
view direction, and the current MIP level, parameters of the respective reflectance fields
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Fig. 9.1: Data flow of rendering algorithm for scenes containing point or directional light sources.
RF1,RF2,RF3 are looked up. If clustering is used, a cluster index c needs to be deter-
mined for the current texture coordinate beforehand. Then, the RF parameters and the
current light direction are used to compute shading values u1, u2, u3 for the three RFs.
Finally, the fragment’s color is interpolated from the values u1, u2, u3 and displayed
on screen after applying suitable tone mapping [102]. If a multi-lobe approximation is
employed, the parameters of more lobes have to be looked up and evaluated.
In order to lookup the weights wvi for the specific RFs given a view direction v,
weights and respective identifiers for the RFs are stored in one cube map each. The
parameters determining the shapes of the lobes for a given reflectance field RFv are
stored in 2D textures. All 2D textures represen ing the vari u sampled view directions
are stacked, arriving at a 3D texture. This representation permits that a singl t xture
be bound only. In an analogous way, the view-dependent, specular albedo are stored as
RGB color values in a 3 texture. Storage of the diffuse albedo requires a 2D textur
only. While the lobe parameters should be stored as 32 bit floating point values, 16 bit
values suffice to store HDR colors.
The memory requirements of about 190 MB for a 2562 BTF with 81 two-lobe RFs are
very high but can be reduced significantly if clustering is employed: About 3 MB are
necessary to store 1024 clusters containing 81 RFs (which corresponds to a full apparent
BRDF) each. Alternatively, texture synthesis methods can be used (see below). In both
cases, additional cluster index maps need to be stored, requiring 2 Bytes per sampled
surface point.
In Figure 9.2 a comparison between the rendering quality achieved with a combina-
tion of a diffuse texture and a bump map, and the quality achieved with rendered BTFs
represented as RFs is given. Obviously, bump maps are capable of achieving a depth
impression of the material but fail to reproduce view- or light-dependent color changes.
More images showing BTF covered objects are shown in Figure 9.3.
A comparison between the rendering quality achieved with various BTF rendering
techniques is shown in Figure 9.4. Apparently RF rendering yields better quality than
the techniques of McAllister et al. [347] and Daubert et al. [89]. Interestingly, the
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Fig. 9.2: Comparison of the quality achieved by a combination of a diffuse texture and bump-
mapping (left) and BTF rendering (right). The same light configurations were used in both
pictures. With BTFs the 3D structure of the corduroy material on the car seat appears realis-
tic, while bump-mapping clearly misses the highlights for grazing light angles.
Fig. 9.3: Several objects covered with BTFs. Left: a woolen bunny, center: a scaly fish, right: a
car seat covered with knitted wool.
quality is similar to the one achieved with per-view or per-cluster factorization, which
are significantly slower to render (for more examples and an in-depth comparison see
[361]). Images as the ones shown in Figure 9.2 can be computed at about 21 frames
per second (fps) on an nVIDIA GeForce FX 5800 graphics card and at significantly
faster frame rates on newer cards which feature much higher fill rates (e.g., about 100
fps on an nVIDIA GeForce FX 7800 at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and about 65
fps at 1280 × 1024 pixels). Rendering BTFs represented as RFs is therefore suitable
for applications like games which need to run at real-time on a large variety of graphics
boards and at various resolutions.
Unfortunately, computing outgoing radiance from the light parameters and the fitted
lobe values sometimes leads to single, incorrect pixel colors (either black or white).
Reasons are floating point overflows in the graphics hardware during rendering, which is
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Fig. 9.4: Comparison of the quality achieved for a shirt made of knitted wool rendered with
different rendering techniques. From left to right: lit texture, Lafortune lobes [347], scaled
Lafortune lobes [89], RFs, per-view factorization [447], and per-cluster factorization [369].
partially due to the specific graphics hardware and partially to the rather high exponents
for spatially restricted lobes. Using 16 bit floating point values, these problems occur
more frequently.
9.3 Goniometric Point Light Sources
The approach for BTF rendering with point light sources can almost trivially be ex-
tended to support goniometric lights. Goniometric diagrams are sampled into cube
maps, which can easily represent the full sphere of directions. During rendering, the
light intensity arriving from a goniometric light source is determined by computing the
inverse light direction and querying the cube map for the respective value from the
goniometric diagram. This approach was first described by Dmitriev et al. [111].
Figure 9.5 shows the improvement in rendering quality when using goniometric light
sources instead of point lights. If the light source is modeled as a point light source
(i.e., if light intensity is emitted equally into all directions) the resulting images show
a very synthetic look due to the large areas of almost equal brightness. Employing the
goniometric values, the appearance becomes much more realistic since the original ra-
diation properties are taken into account, leading to unlit regions in the rendered image.
Especially important, the orientation of the light source significantly influences the fi-
nal image, which is not the case using point light sources. Fortunately, the overhead for
including goniometric light sources is almost negligible (one cube map per light source
is required and the fragment shader needs to perform an additional texture lookup per
light source). Therefore, it seems likely that such functionality be supported by future
graphics APIs.
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Fig. 9.5: Rendering with point light sources emitting radiance equally into all directions (left)
or according to a goniometric diagram (other). Light sources are rendered as textured cubes,
their goniometric diagrams are shown as cube-map crosses.
9.4 Environmental Lighting
While simple light sources yield sufficient results in many cases, they cannot represent
natural lighting as, e.g., in outdoor scenes. This is far better accomplished by Image-
Based Lighting techniques [93]. Since RFs are 2D functions, efficient environmental
lighting is possible by a prefiltering technique similar to the one described by McAl-
lister et al. [348]. Assuming distant lighting and neglecting view interpolation for the
moment, the reflection equation with RFs changes to
Lo(x,v) =
∑
lj∈Λ
(
ρd(x) + ρs,v(x)
k∑
j=1
(tv,j(x) · lj)nv,j(x)
)
Lji (lj)
(
n(x) · lj
)
= ρd(x)
∑
lj∈Λ
Lji (lj)
(
n(x) · lj
)
+
ρs,v(x)
∑
lj∈Λ
(
k∑
j=1
(tv,j(x) · lj)nv,j(x)
)
Lji (lj)
(
n(x) · lj
)
.
For the diffuse part of illumination, the sum of products of incoming radiance and
foreshortening term can be precomputed into the prefiltered, diffuse environment map
D. The same is possible for the specular part if the effect of the foreshortening factor is
approximated [259]. Yet, the specular, prefiltered environment map
S
(
tv,j(x)
‖tv,j(x)‖ , nv,j(x)
)
still depends both on the lobe direction and the lobe exponent and therefore represents
a 3D function.
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Fig. 9.6: Data flow of rendering algorithm for scenes lit by environmental lighting.
Using these prefiltered environment maps leads to the final rendering formula (includ-
ing view interpolation)
Lo(x,v) = ρd(x)D
(
n(x)
)
+
∑
v∈N (v)
(
wv(v)ρs,v(x) ·
k∑
j=1
S
(
tv,j(x)
‖tv,j(x)‖ , nv,j(x)
)
‖tv,j(x)‖nv,j(x)
(
n(x) · tv,j(x)
))
.
Please note that in this case tv,j is specified w.r.t. the global coordinate system since
rotation of the lighting environment to the surface point’s local coordinate system is
inefficient.
The prefiltered environment maps are made available for rendering as textures. While
the prefiltered, diffuse map should be loaded as a cube map, the chosen texture format
for the specular map depends on the possibilities of the graphics board. To encode
HDR environments, the texture target needs to support floating point values, optimally
additionally bi- or even trilinear interpolation. Currently, reasonable choices are MIP-
mapped cube maps (one MIP level for each of the sampled exponents n = 2 i2 for
i = 0 . . . 10) or a 3D texture with layers corresponding to dual-parabolic maps [216],
one layer per sampled exponent.
The rendering process is depicted in Figure 9.6. The inputs are the same as the ones
used for handling point light sources, but additionally a transformation matrix rotating
the local coordinate system to the global frame is provided. As previously, this data is
specified per vertex. Per-fragment interpolation is done by the rasterizer.
Computing the local view direction, determining closest measured view directions
and interpolation weights, and fetching the RF parameters is analogous to the rendering
algorithm for simple light sources. To evaluate image-based lighting, the lobe directions
tv,j are rotated into the global coordinate system (in which the lighting environment is
defined as well) first. The resulting directions tij are used to first determine parabolic
map texture coordinates p which – combined with the lobe exponent – serve as indices
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Fig. 9.7: Example of Image-Based Lighting. Right: A shirt covered with an aluminium material
in the Galileo environment. Left and center: diffuse and specular part of appearance.
to lookup the incoming radiances Lij from the prefiltered environment maps. Finally,
the incoming radiances for the various lobes are scaled according to the exponentiated
lengths of the respective lobes, weighted by the approximated foreshortening term, and
summed. View interpolation is again the same as for the case of simple light sources.
Figure 9.7 shows some rendered images of a shirt covered with the shiny, aluminium
BTF lit by the Galileo environments. Such images render at about 14 fps on an nVIDIA
GeForce FX 5800 at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. On newer graphics boards like
the nVIDIA GeForce FX 7800, performance is boosted to about 60 fps for resolutions
of 1280 × 1024 pixels, which is absolutely sufficient for real-time applications.
Derivation of the rendering equation for BTF textured objects lit by distant lighting
environments contains an approximation of the area-foreshortening term [259]. The ac-
curacy of this approximation increases with the specularity of the BTF. Therefore, best
results are achieved with the presented technique if very shiny materials are handled,
like the aluminium BTF. Although limiting applicability of the method, this still enables
handling of a large number of materials: Almost diffuse materials are accurately rep-
resented by the diffuse prefiltered environment map, specular materials by the specular
counterpart.
Memory requirements for this rendering technique are comparable to the one for
image-based lighting. Only the prefiltered environment maps have to be stored in ad-
dition, which requires an additional 720 kB if 128×128 pixel dual-parabolic maps are
used. As in the case of point-based lighting, rendered images may show shading arti-
facts due to numerically instable evaluations of non-linear lobes.
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Fig. 9.8: Data for rendering tiled BTFs. Ten tiles (left) arranged in a single texture Tp (center)
with (cTp , rTp) = (5, 2), right: tile matrix Ti with (cTi , rTi) = (9, 6) storing offsets for respective
tiles in Tp (tile numbers are printed in large, gray numbers).
9.5 Synthesized BTFs
The original method for rendering BTFs represented by RFs [358] contained no sup-
port for clustered apparent BRDFs but instead employed texture synthesis techniques
to reduce storage requirements. Starting from BTF samples with rather small spatial
extent (e.g., 64×64 or 96×96 pixels) arbitrary large textures were synthesized. Instead
of storing per-pixel ARBDFs in the synthesized BTF, indices into the original, smaller
BTF are stored.
The approaches based on clustering and texture synthesis are equivalent insofar that
they use a set of predefined ABRDFs. While it is chosen optimally with the clustering
method, it is defined implicitly if texture synthesis is used. Therefore, rendering syn-
thesized BTFs is supported in the same way as clustered BTFs: Before accessing the
RF parameters, the index to the ABRDF corresponding to the current texture coordinate
has to be looked up. Yet, due to the more efficient choice of base ABRDFs when using
clustering, methods based on texture synthesis from small patches should not be used.
Instead, textures should be synthesized from large patches and the results should then
be clustered.
9.6 Tiled BTFs
While a combination of standard texture synthesis methods and clustering yields good
results for patches of medium size, memory requirements become too big if large areas
need to be textured. In such a case, tile based synthesis is the best choice at hand
because it enables hierarchical storage of required information (cf. Chapter 4): Texture
values of tiles are coded explicitly, but coding the arrangement of tiles requires storage
of tile indices only.
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To handle such tiled representations during rendering, multiple tiles need to be avail-
able and the mapping from texture coordinates to individual tiles needs to be specified.
The first requirement is easily fulfilled by packing multiple tiles into one texture Tp (cf.
left and center part of Figure 9.8). If clustering is employed, Tp contains cluster indices
instead of color values. If the tiles are of identical size, the mapping from texture coor-
dinates (s, t) to a tile index and a texture coordinate within the tile (and thus a texture
coordinate (sp, tp) w.r.t. Tp) can be computed as
(s′, t′) = frac
(
(s, t)
(cTi, rTi) · (wt, ht)
)
· (cTi, rTi)
(sp, tp) = Ti
(b(s′, t′)c
(cTi, rTi)
)
+
frac
(
(s′, t′)
)
(cTp, rTp)
where (wt, ht) denote the width and height of a single tile, (cTi, rTi) and (cTp, rTp) the
number of columns and rows of tile matrix Ti and the texture Tp containing all tiles (cf.
right and center part of Figure 9.8), frac is a function computing the fractional part of a
number, and operations are defined component-wise. (s′, t′) can be thought of as texture
coordinates for the tile matrix, with the integer parts identifying tile offsets from Ti, and
the fractional parts referencing texels within the tile. Application of the frac function
for computing (s′, t′) implements texture repetition.
In the case when tiles are created such that they can be placed next to each other
randomly, MIP mapping of the tiles can be achieved by simply MIP mapping Tp. This
solution was also applied by Wei [571], who developed a similar approach based on
Wang Tile textures [73] in concurrent work.
One of the big advantages of tile-based texture synthesis is that memory require-
ments increase just very slightly since hierarchical ways for specifying textures can be
employed. To render from 1024 clusters of ABRDFs and one 256×256 tile, 3.1 MB
are required. With the same number of clusters, ten 256×256 tiles, and a tile matrix of
16×16 the impression of a 4096×4096 texture is achieved. This requires about 4.3 MB,
which is much less than the 44 MB required if 4096×4096 indices are stored explicitly.
Fortunately, the run-time overhead when rendering from tiled textures is negligible.
Figure 9.9 shows that tiled BTFs clearly reduce the amount of visible repetition, e.g.,
compared to the images in Figure 9.4, leading to significantly improved rendering qual-
ity. Unfortunately, the size of tiles limits the length or area of visible structures like the
leather’s grooves.
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Fig. 9.9: Car seat covered with two types of leather. Tile-based synthesis clearly reduces repeti-
tion artifacts.
9.7 Discussion
In this chapter methods for real-time rendering from compressed BTF materials were
presented. Combinations with directional or point light sources, with goniometric lights,
and lighting environments are possible without impacting the performance of the method.
Additionally, integration with texture synthesis approaches was demonstrated which al-
lows for real-time rendering of textured surfaces without notable texture repetitions.
Despite the development of novel, more accurate BTF compression techniques, ren-
dering from RFs is still highly compatible since it offers a very good tradeoff between
rendering speed and BTF reconstruction quality.
Obviously the methods demonstrated in this chapter do not suffice to achieve real-time
predictive rendering, especially for complex lighting environments including global
lighting effects. Therefore, methods adding such global effects are described in the
following two chapters.
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Chapter 10
Real-Time Rendering from
Precomputed Data
Real-time rendering algorithms for compressed BTF representations based on local
lighting models as the one presented in the previous chapter are extremely important
since they can easily be used in existing VR systems which are usually based on local
illumination models. One of the key aspects justifying this widespread use is negligi-
ble precomputation time. Yet, obviously such approaches are not capable of achieving
predictive rendering due to omission of global lighting effects.
In the state of the art overview of this part a large number of methods rendering global
illumination solutions at interactive frame rates was presented. For the application area
specifically targeted in this thesis, virtual prototyping, combinations of methods render-
ing precomputed global illumination solutions and methods simulating high-frequency
effects due to specular materials were determined most suitable. Therefore, such tech-
niques are described in the following. While the next chapter focuses on interactive
handling of specular materials, this one concentrates on rendering from precomputed
data by describing novel methods based on Surface Light Field data or Precomputed
Radiance Transfer.
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10.1 SLF Rendering
Surface Light Fields (SLFs) describe the appearance of surfaces as a 4D function SLF
storing the outgoing radiance at surface position x into local direction v. The function
can be derived from the Rendering Equation by fixing geometry, surface materials, and
lighting:
SLF(x,v) = Le(x,v) +
∫
S2
ρ(x,v, l)Li(x, l)
(
n(x) · l
)
dl.
In the same way BTFs can either be considered textures containing per-texel apparent
BRDFs or sets of textures for corresponding view and light directions, SLFs are either
handled as textures with per-texel lumispheres or as view-dependent textures.
SLFs have been employed to handle both purely virtual [363, 62] and captured real
[586, 62] data, with more recent focus on real data (i.e., 3D photography), since it can
be captured efficiently by taking a number of photographs of real objects in controlled
environments. As previous results showed, rendered images represent very accurate
replications of reality. Thus, in the context of this thesis, SLF rendering represents a
suitable way to produce very precise and possibly even predictive results.
In combination with synthetic data, two main problems hinder widespread use of
SLF rendering. First, as shown above, precomputation of SLF data requires computing
solutions to the Rendering Equation of a scene. While such solutions require extensive
computations when computing a single view of the scene already, even more effort has
to be spent on construction of SLFs. This makes SLF data unattractive for application
areas that require fast changes to either the geometry, the materials, or the lighting (e.g.,
virtual design).
The second problem arises from the large amount of data contained in a SLF, com-
monly several GBs even for relatively simple scenes and moderate sampling rates for
surface position and view direction. Fortunately, typical data sets can be compressed us-
ing standard compression techniques without reducing the rendering quality too much.
In the following a novel approach targeting these problems is presented. It reduces
precomputation time by deriving incoming light fields from the global illumination
solver which can be convolved with surface materials quickly, enabling much more
efficient material replacement. Additionally, SLF data is compressed using a more ef-
ficient technique than previous approaches, allowing for efficient real-time rendering
using graphics hardware.
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light
source
seat
back
seat cushion
mirror
wall
Fig. 10.1: Test scene for SLF rendering. A car seat is placed in an open box consisting of a
reddish wall, a mirror wall, three diffuse white walls, and a yellowish area light source.
10.1.1 Data Preparation
SLF data for virtual objects is commonly derived by computing solutions to the ren-
dering equation. While being a computationally expensive operation, it additionally
requires the geometry, materials, and light to be fixed in advance. To relax this problem
for application areas that require fast exchange of surface materials (i.e., interior de-
sign), data generation can be shortened by computing incoming surface light fields (i.e.,
SLFs storing incident instead of exitant radiance). Having such data at hand, outgoing
SLFs can be computed by combining incident SLFs and surface material. This is much
faster since expensive computations including global effects need to be performed only
once, while computation of outgoing SLFs requires local operations only.
An additional speedup can be achieved by two methods. The first is based on trans-
forming incoming SLFs and materials into appropriate bases. Following ideas from
Precomputed Radiance Transfer rendering, encoding incident lumispheres and materi-
als by truncated series of Spherical Harmonics (SH) or Haar wavelets allows for linear-
or non-linear approximations with negligible errors and greatly reduced SLF construc-
tion time. As an example, generating an outgoing SLF of a spatial resolution of 10242
texels and a hemicube of 768 directions for incoming and outgoing SLFs requires eval-
uating the integral part of
SLFout(x,v) = Le(x,v) +
∫
S2
ρ(x,v, l) SLFin(x, l)dl.
about 620 billion times, requiring more than 1.2 trillion arithmetic operations to be
executed per color channel. Projecting onto an SH or Haar Wavelet basis and retaining
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Fig. 10.2: Some slices of the seat cushion’s incoming SLF. Colors encode the amount of light
reaching the surface from a specific direction (one fixed local direction for each image).
25-100 coefficients leads to a speedup by a factor of about 50-800.
Figure 10.1 shows an example scene consisting of a car seat placed in an open box
with an area light on top, a red wall on the left and a mirror wall on the right. A high-
resolution SLF was computed for the car seat cushion (cf. Figure 10.2), which required
about 200 hours using a highly accurate yet slow raytracing engine and a single CPU.
Computing an outgoing SLF from the incoming SLF requires about 80 hours if SLFs
are stored with directional bases. Projecting onto 6th order SH reduces the computation
time to about 25 minutes. Retaining about 40 Haar basis coefficients allows for similar
reductions in precomputation time.
A second, different method to speed up the process follows ideas for efficient render-
ing of objects covered with compressed BTF materials in lighting environments [370].
Both BTF(x,v, l) and incident lighting SLFin(x,v) are compressed using clustered
PCA, yielding
BTF(x,v, l) ≈
∑
c
wmc
(
k1(x)
)
ρc,k1(x)(v, l),
SLFin ≈
∑
d
wld
(
k2(x)
)
λd,k2(x)(l),
where k1 and k2 select the cluster for the given surface point, wm and wl denote mate-
rial and lighting weights, ρ Eigen-ABRDFs, and λ Eigen-Lumispheres. Having these
compressed representations, the above integral changes to
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SLFout(x,v) = Le(x,v) +∫
S2
(∑
c
wmc
(
k1(x)
)
ρc,k1(x)(v, l)
)(∑
d
wld
(
k2(x)
)
λd,k2(x)(l)
)
dl
= Le(x,v) +
∑
c
∑
d
wmc
(
k1(x)
)
wld
(
k2(x)
)∫
S2
ρc,k1(x)(v, l)λd,k2(x)(l)dl
= Le(x,v) +
∑
c
∑
d
wmc
(
k1(x)
)
wld
(
k2(x)
)
Pc,d,k1(x),k2(x)(v),
with P being the precomputed interaction between light and material clusters. Ef-
ficiency is gained since evaluation costs per surface point reduce to about 3 · C · D
operations, with C and D being the number of components from local PCA. Thus, uti-
lizing a high-quality setting of 4 BTF components and 8 lighting components, about 100
operations need to be performed for each sampled surface point. The additional costs
for compressing BTFs and incident lumispheres are relatively low (about 2.5 hours for
a BTF of 256 × 256 texels and about 1 hour for the lumispheres) and can partially be
avoided if BTFs are provided in this compressed format already.
Both approaches have their specific advantages and disadvantages. Both allow for
significant speedups by sacrificing correct interreflections (i.e., interreflections do not
contain the properties of exchanged materials) which makes them suitable for relatively
diffuse objects only. Nevertheless, often such interreflection effects can safely be ig-
nored. While the first approach is faster w.r.t. total computation time, the second one
does not require explicit storage of the outgoing SLF. Evaluating the double sum can
directly be implemented on graphics hardware as a fragment shader. Since the first ap-
proach enables more efficient rendering from the precomputed data on simpler graphics
hardware, this techniques is chosen in the following.
10.1.2 Data Compression
After computing outgoing SLFs (cf. Figure 10.3 for SLF slices from the example scene)
interactive rendering is possible in principle. Yet, the large amounts of data (e.g., about
220 MBs are required to store the 81 slices for the seat cushion as half precision, loss-
lessly compressed OpenEXR [231] images) typically require significant data compres-
sion to make interactive handling possible.
Existing approaches for compression of SLF data were based on vector quantization
or PCA, or PCA followed by vector quantization. While these approaches achieve rel-
atively good result, results from BTF compression showed that compression based on
local PCA [371] achieve significantly better results than aforementioned techniques.
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Fig. 10.3: Some slices of the seat cushion’s outgoing SLF. The seat is covered with a light artificial
leather.
16 32 64 128 256
2 13.7% 12.5% 11.0% 10.8% 10.4%
4 8.1% 7.3% 6.5% 6.4% 6.4%
8 4.6% 3.9% 3.5% 3.3% 3.2%
Tab. 10.1: RMS reconstruction error of compressed SLFs for varying numbers of clusters
(columns) and components (rows).
Therefore, this approach applies local PCA to compress precomputed outgoing SLFs.
Using a high-quality setting of 128 clusters and 4 components, the storage requirements
for the SLFs of the car seat can be reduced to about 9 MBs. The storage requirements
scale approximately linearly with the number of components and are almost indepen-
dent of the number of clusters. Table 10.1 gives an overview of the RMS reconstruction
errors for various configurations of clusters and components. During rendering, errors
of below 7% are hardly visible. Compared to the numbers for local PCA compression
of BTF materials [369] these numbers are relatively high since the data includes ad-
ditional high-dynamic range light variation, decreasing correlation between contained
elements. Figure 10.4 shows a visual comparison between rendering from compressed
and uncompressed data. Although errors are visible at close inspection, they are hardly
recognizable from typical distances.
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Fig. 10.4: Reconstruction quality from local PCA compressed representation. Left: original,
right: compressed.
Fig. 10.5: Scheme for implementation of SLF rendering on programmable GPUs.
10.1.3 Rendering
Rendering SLFs is a very simple task since it requires lookup and interpolation of exi-
tant radiance values corresponding to surface position and view only. Figure 10.5 gives
an overview of the scheme implementing rendering per fragment, including decoding
of compressed SLF values. For every vertex, texture coordinates and a local coordinate
system (i.e., a normal and a tangent) are specified. In the vertex shader, the current
view direction is transformed into the local frame. The rasterizer stage then interpolates
texture coordinates and directions per fragment. In the fragment shader, first the lumi-
sphere cluster m corresponding to the current texture coordinate is looked up, together
with the corresponding PCA weights αi. Next the exitant radiance values corresponding
to the current view direction and luminance cluster are determined, one RGB triple rm,i
for each eigen-lumisphere. Finally, the actual exitant radiance values are reconstructed
from the weights αi and the triples rm,i.
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Fig. 10.6: Packing mean lumispheres into a single texture.
Since exitant radiance values need to be read for arbitrary view directions and since
SLFs are sampled for a limited number of directions only, interpolation is required.
Since decompression of eigen-lumispheres is a linear operation, linear interpolation of
exitant radiance values prior to reconstruction will achieve the same results as linear
interpolation of reconstructed values. This interpolation can efficiently be performed
by graphics hardware if the data is sampled regularly. Therefore, the eigen-lumispheres
are resampled at a set of directions corresponding to an 16 × 16 parabolic map [216]
and are packed into a single texture (cf. Figure 10.6).
Figure 10.7 shows rendered images of the test scene, tone mapped to produce dis-
playable images. For comparison, the seat’s back is rendered with a direct lighting
model, lit by a point light positioned in the center of the area light source. It is clearly
visible that SLF rendering offers all global illumination effects: shadows (e.g., bot-
tom left image: shadow of seat’s back onto cushion), indirect lighting (the parts of the
cushion oriented downwards are lit while downwards pointing parts of the seat’s back
are dark), and color bleeding (see top row, second image from left: the back looks red
like the wall behind it). All of these effects are rendered at texture resolution accuracy,
which is a big advantage over standard PRT rendering methods, which interpolate il-
lumination values between mesh vertices. Images as the ones shown can be rendered
at 40 frames per second on a standard GeForce FX 7800 graphics board at full-screen
resolution (1280×1024 pixels).
10.1.4 Discussion
The use of SLF data adds significant realism to rendered scenes by reproducing global
illumination effects. These effects include all-frequency lighting and complex glossy-
diffuse materials, which are both reproduced at texture resolution, allowing for coarse
object triangulations. As shown, rendering SLF data can efficiently be done in real-
time on graphics hardware. Storage requirements for relatively small scenes are rela-
tively low. Thus, SLF rendering is highly suitable for interactive inspection of global
illumination solutions of small to mid-sized objects.
Unfortunately, SLF rendering has several drawbacks as well. First, precomputation
requires a large amount of time. The proposed approach for reducing precomputation
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Fig. 10.7: SLF rendering of the test scene. For comparison, lighting of the seat’s back was
computed with a local lighting model (point light source centered in area light).
time by reusing precomputed illumination reduced this problem to some extent. An-
other improvement can be achieved when running the global illumination solver on a
cluster of CPUs, which is easily possible with most available renderers. Combining
these two approaches, SLFs can be computed in few hours.
A second problem is related to the large amount of SLF data. As shown above, ex-
isting compression techniques reduce storage requirements to moderate amounts for
relatively small objects. Unfortunately, the amount scales linearly with texture area,
which increases significantly when handling larger scenes or requiring higher resolu-
tions. To handle such cases, even better compression techniques need to be devised in
the future. Possible approaches may either decrease the per-texel storage requirements
by improving data correlation as proposed by Mu¨ller et al. [372], or should optimally
decouple storage requirements from texture resolution.
A third, inherent limitation of SLF rendering is that the scene cannot be changed. If
users require that changes to the scene should be possible, other techniques are more
suitable. One such technique based on all-frequency PRT is presented in the following
section.
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10.2 PRT Rendering
Rendering methods based on Precomputed Radiance Transfer are typically employed to
simulate the change of appearance of an object due to an interactively modified, distant
lighting environment. Compared to methods handling SLFs, they are therefore more
flexible. For many virtual prototyping applications such flexibility is greatly desired
since it enables, e.g., simulations of driving or walking scenarios.
In Chapter 8 a large number of PRT rendering methods have been described, most of
them focusing on very different aspects of global illumination solutions. Especially in-
teresting in the context of this thesis are approaches supporting complex, accurate, spa-
tially varying material representations (i.e., BTFs). So far, only two such methods exist
[488, 370]. Unfortunately, both suffer from several restrictions. The approach of Sloan
et al. [488] is limited to BTFs of relatively small spatial extent. Both techniques sup-
port low-frequency environmental lighting only, which prohibits sharp lighting effects.
Obviously, these restrictions need to be removed for a method suitable for interactive
virtual prototyping. An approach targeting this goal is described in the following.
10.2.1 Basic Idea
Like rendering methods based on SLF data, PRT methods precompute radiance transfer
by solving the Rendering Equation for a number of sampled view directions and sur-
face locations. The significant difference between SLF and PRT data is that the latter
one supports exchangeable lighting situations while typically restricting itself to distant
lighting environments. These assumptions, combined with BTF materials, lead to the
following equation to be solved:
Lr(x,v) =
∫
Ω
BTF (x,v, l)V (x, l)Li(l)
(
n(x) · l
)
dl,
where Ω denotes the hemisphere of local directions, and V the visibility function. While
the BTF is defined for all surface locations, V is typically evaluated at a coarser set of
points {ti}. Usually, these coincide with the vertices of a mesh. Visibility values for
arbitrary surface points x are then interpolated from the three closest sample points
t1, t2, and t3. The respective interpolation weights w1, w2, and w3 correspond to the
barycentric coordinates of x w.r.t. the triangle spanned by t1, t2, and t3. Additionally
assuming a finite set of distant light directions (e.g., the pixels of a cube map) leads to
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the modified equation:
Lr(x,v) =
∑
lj
BTF(x,v, lj)
(
3∑
d=1
wdV (td, lj)
(
n (td) · lj
))
Li(lj).
Please note that light directions are not limited to the hemisphere of local directions,
thus it needs to be defined that
∀lj /∈ Ω.BTF(x,v, lj) = 0.
This equation can be precomputed for a suitable light basis and a sufficiently dense
set of view directions and surface positions. Unfortunately, this requires sampling of
a six-dimensional function which implies a huge amount of precomputation time and
storage. Therefore, following ideas from BTF compression [447], the BTF is factorized
into spatially dependent functions g and spatially independent ones h:
BTF(x,v, l) ≈
CB∑
cB=0
gcB (x)hcB (v, l) .
The factorized representation allows to move the spatially dependent terms in front
of the sum over the directionally dependent parts. The product of the functions h, the
visibility function, and the area-foreshortening term then becomes the transfer function
T which needs to be precomputed:
Lr(x,v) ≈
CB∑
cB=0
gcB (x)
3∑
d=1
wd
∑
lj
hcB (v, lj)V (td, lj)
(
n (td) · lj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
TcB (td,v,lj)
Li(lj). (10.1)
The above equation has a significant practical disadvantage: Each time the lighting
L is changed, T has to be recomputed. Obviously, this prohibits interactive changes
of the lighting environment – one of the key ideas behind PRT rendering methods. To
solve this problem, the transfer matrices T are factorized into light-dependent and light-
independent functions q and p:
TcB (td,v, l) ≈
CT∑
cT=0
pcB ,cT (td,v) qcB ,cT (l)
Factorization enables to move the functions p in front of the sum over the light direc-
tions, leading to the final equation:
Lr(x,v) ≈
CB∑
cB=0
gcB (x)
3∑
d=1
wd
CT∑
cT=0
pcB ,cT (td,v)
∑
lj
qcB ,cT (lj)Li(lj) (10.2)
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It has the significant advantage that only the light dependent part of the transfer func-
tion T needs to be recomputed if the lighting environment is changed. This computation
corresponds to an inner product of a vector representing light coefficients and a vector
representing q. Encoding both in a suitable basis, i.e., a Haar wavelet basis, and apply-
ing non-linear optimization as in [382] leads to a small number of vector dimensions.
This in turn leads to efficient evaluation of the sum, allowing the interactive use of
detailed, dynamic lighting environments.
In the following, the three most important preprocessing steps (BTF and transfer func-
tion factorization, and non-linear approximation of lighting and transfer) are detailed.
Then, interactive rendering schemes for the novel PRT representation are outlined and
the results achieved with this method are described, identifying strengths and weak-
nesses. Finally, ideas for future research of PRT methods related to this approach are
described.
10.2.2 Factorization of BTF and Transfer Function
As described in Chapter 2, several approaches for factorization of BTF data exist, which
can also be applied to transfer function data. All of them feature some advantages and
disadvantages. In the current setting, it is especially desirable to achieve fast reconstruc-
tion while retaining as much accuracy as possible. Therefore, factorization approaches
handling subsets of the data (i.e., per-view factorization [447] or clustered factorization
[369]) are suitable candidates.
Since clustered factorization approaches yield better trade-offs between reconstruc-
tion quality and data compression they appear to be a natural choice for factorizing both
BTF and transfer functions. Following the approach described by Mu¨ller et al. [369],
this leads to the following BTF and transfer function representations:
BTF(x,v, l) ≈
CB∑
cB=0
g˜cB(x)h˜cB ,kB(x)(v, l),
TcB ,kB(x) (td,v, l) ≈
CT∑
cT=0
pcB ,cT ,kB(x),kT (l,cB ,kB(x)) (td,v) qcB ,cT ,kB(x) (l) ,
where indices cB = 0 and cT = 0 refer to mean values of the corresponding clusters kB
and kT .
Unfortunately, this representation leads to a practical problem: In order to factorize
the transfer functions, they need to be computed first. For typical values of about 20000
vertices, a cube map resolution of 6 × 32 × 32 for encoding environmental lighting,
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and |Mr| = 81, such a transfer function contains about 120 GB. Storing all this data to
harddisk and reloading it on demand unfortunately requires such a large amount of time
that this approach becomes impracticable.
Therefore, it turns out more convenient to employ per-view factorization for the BTF
[447], leading to the following BTF and transfer function representations:
BTF(x,v, l) ≈
CB∑
cB=0
gv,cB (x)hv,cB (l) ,
Tv,cB (td, l) ≈
CT∑
cT=0
pv,cB ,cT (td) qv,cB ,cT ,kT (td,v,cB) (l) . (10.3)
Per-view factorization yields transfer functions independent of the view direction (i.e.,
the functions themselves depend on light direction only but for each view direction a
separate set of transfer functions is generated). Therefore, for each factorization step
only about 1.5 GB of data need to be computed for the same typical settings as above.
Fortunately, this amount of data can be handled in-core on modern PCs.
The per-view BTF factorization processes one matrix for each view direction vi,
where the j-th column holds the BTF (x,v, lj) values. Data values are centered prior
to storing them in the matrix by subtracting mean BTF values
mv(x) =
1
|Mr|
|Mr|∑
j=1
BTF(x,v, lj)
Factorizing these matrices and retaining the CB most significant principal components
each leads to the BTF representation from Equation 10.3 with gv,0 = mv and thus
hv,0 = 1.
Clustered factorization of the transfer functions proceedings in a similar way. From
Equation 10.1 follows that a separate matrix has to be factorized for each sampled view
direction v and each component cB of the BTF factorization. The matrices are com-
posed of rows and columns corresponding to vertices and light directions. Clusters are
determined in an initial step that applies k-means clustering [325, 369]. If CT is cho-
sen correctly, this approach succeeds in capturing local behavior in the data (cf. Figure
10.8). As in the case of BTFs, the transfer functions are centered first by computing and
subtracting mean transfer functions per cluster.
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Fig. 10.8: Difference between PCA (left) and local PCA (right): Clustering the data points cap-
tures local behavior and allows for more efficient or accurate compression.
10.2.3 Non-Linear Approximation of Transfer Function and
Lighting
Having computed the factorized representations of BTF and transfer, the third impor-
tant step towards efficient PRT rendering is non-linear approximation of transfer and
lighting. All-frequency PRT approach are commonly based on wavelet representations
of both signals. Wavelets [500] are hierarchical functions representing scaled and trans-
lated copies of a locally defined waveform, called the mother wavelet. Due to their lo-
cal behavior, they are suitable for representing both low-frequency and high-frequency
signals. This property makes them an essential tool for signal processing, leading to
widespread use in application areas like computer graphics, audio signal processing, and
voice recognition. The specific type of wavelet used in this method, the Haar wavelet,
was developed in 1909 by the Hungarian mathematician Alfre´d Haar.
Definition
PRT rendering techniques usually assume distant lighting stored as a cube map, i.e.,
as a set of pixels. RGB cubemap images with 2j pixels can be represented by three,
piecewise constant functions fr, fg, fb which map the interval [0, 1[ onto R and which
are all constant on subintervals [0, 12j [, [
1
2j ,
2
2j [, . . ., [
2j−1
2j , 1[. If the vector space of these
functions is denoted by V j , a sequence of spaces results such that:
V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ V 2 ⊂ . . .
Functions can be represented in these vector spaces V j with arbitrarily small error if a
suitable j is chosen.
A natural basis of V j can be derived from the block functions
φji (x) =
{
1 x ∈ [ i2j , i+12j [
0 else
(10.4)
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Fig. 10.9: Block basis for representation of functions in V 2.
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Fig. 10.10: Haar wavelet basis for representation of functions in V 2.
with i = 0 . . . 2j − 1, which are depicted in Figure 10.9. A piecewise constant function
f can thus be represented in V j by 2j coefficients cj0, c
j
1, . . . , c
j
2j−1. Representing f in
V j−1 results in a coarser approximation, yielding 2j−1 coefficients computed as average
values cj−1i = 12
(
cj2i + c
j
2i+1
)
of the coefficients of the higher-resolution vector space
V j . Averaging introduces errors that cannot be represented in V j−1. Instead, the errors
are elements of the complementary vector space W j−1 (note: V j−1∪W j−1 = V j). The
basis of such a vector space can be derived from the Haar wavelets
ψji =

1 x ∈
[
i
2j+1 ,
i+ 12
2j+1
[
−1 x ∈
[
i+ 12
2j+1 ,
i+1
2j+1
[
0 else
. (10.5)
Thus, a function f (j) ∈ V j can be represented by the coefficients for the basis func-
tions of V j−1 (the coarser representation f (j−1)) and W j−1 (the approximation error).
Analogously to the cji , the coefficients for wavelets ψ
j
i can be computed as d
j−1
i =
1
2
(
cj2i − cj2i+1
)
.
Repeated application yields the following orthogonal basis for a vector space V j (cf.
Figure 10.10):
φ00, ψ
0
0, ψ
1
0, ψ
1
1, ψ
2
0, ψ
2
1, ψ
2
2, ψ
2
3, . . . , ψ
j−1
2j−1.
To make the basis orthonormal, the scaling factors ±1 in the Equations 10.4 and 10.5
need to be replaced by±2j/2. Please note that the coefficient of φ00 represents an average
value over all pixels. Therefore, φ00 is often referred to as scale function.
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Fig. 10.11: 2D non-standard Haar wavelet basis. White areas correspond to positive values,
black to negative, and gray to zero-valued ones.
2D Haar Wavelets
The basis defined above can be used for 2D images if images are linearized by con-
catenating pixels in either rows or columns. Unfortunately, in such a linearized version,
pixels located next to each other in the image will become dislocated. Assuming that
spatially close pixels feature a greater similarity than pixels located far from each other,
this prohibits compact, accurate approximations of the images. Much more suitable re-
sults can be achieved by applying a basis of 2D wavelets, which is especially important
for the following approximation of environmental light.
Let f(x, y) a piecewise constant function with step size 2n in both directions. Rep-
resenting f by 2D wavelets is possible in two ways: The so called standard basis is
derived from all possible tensor products of two 1D wavelets. Therefore, the fineness of
induced wavelets, which is defined by j, is usually different for x and y, which is often
not desired. Thus, the non-standard 2D wavelet basis is more commonly used, which is
composed of the scale function φ00(x)φ00(y) and the wavelets φ
j
l (x)ψ
j
k(y), ψ
j
l (x)φ
j
k(y),
and ψjl (x)ψ
j
k(y), for j = 0 . . . n − 1 and l, k = 0, . . . , 2j − 1. The basis is orthonor-
mal if orthonormal 1D basis functions are used. A simple graphical visualization of the
non-standard 2D basis is depicted in Figure 10.11.
Approximation
To represent a spherical function by 2D wavelet coefficients, a suitable 2D parameter-
ization of the sphere has to be chosen. On possible parameterization is the cube map,
which requires that all six sides of the cube be represented individually. If only the first
N basis functions are used – such an approximation is called linear in the following –
and if N is relatively small, then non-local bases like spherical harmonics lead to better
results than Haar wavelets. Yet, if more basis functions are employed, then wavelets
preserve details much better.
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original 1 coeff. 4 coeff. 16 coeff. 64 coeff. 128 coeff.
Fig. 10.12: Non-linear approximation of a cube map lighting environment with Haar wavelets.
The number of coefficients refers to each side of the cube map.
To take advantage of this property, a so-called non-linear approximation is applied:
When processing wavelet coefficients as in Equation 10.2, wavelets from all levels are
handled but all coefficients but the ones with the N highest absolute values are set to
zero. For a typical cube map, most of the coefficients are very small. Therefore, only
small errors result from setting these coefficients to zero, and additionally, these errors
have local influence only. As a result of this, typically very few coefficients (0.1% to
1%) suffice for accurate approximations of lighting environments which can represent
area light sources (sky or windows) as well as point light sources, which correspond to
a single pixel in the cube map (cf. Figure 10.12).
Like the incident lighting, the location independent part q of the transfer function is
approximated non-linearly by Haar wavelets. Combining light and transfer therefore
requires a dot products of high-dimensional vectors, but fortunately most of the vec-
tor components are zero. Employing specialized storage and computation methods for
sparse vectors leads to storage and processing costs proportional to N , and thus inde-
pendence of the size of the cube map and the transfer functions.
10.2.4 Rendering
The PRT representation derived above gives rise to efficient rendering on existing GPUs
using shader programs. Equation 10.2 consists of four main parts, each corresponding
to one of the sums in the equation.
• The most inner sum of light-dependent transfer components q and lighting Li has
to be evaluated whenever lighting changes (i.e., whenever the object is rotated
w.r.t. the lighting environment or whenever the lighting environment is changed
itself). The necessary computations are independent of particular vertices or frag-
ments and are thus most efficiently performed on the CPU.
• The sum of the spatially dependent transfer components p and the most inner
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sums, which has to be computed for every vertex of the rendered mesh, is most
naturally computed in vertex shaders.
• Interpolation over the three closest vertices can be performed using fixed-function
graphics hardware.
• Summation of the spatially-dependent BTF parts and remaining sums needs to be
executed for every fragment and is therefore implemented as a fragment shader.
In the following, brief descriptions of the four evaluation stages are given. The ap-
proach assumes Shader Model 3.0 [393] since it requires texture lookups in vertex
shaders and loops both in vertex and fragment shaders.
Computations on the CPU
Evaluating the sum
sv,c,l,k(td,v,c) =
∑
lj
qv,c,l,k(td,v,c) (lj)Li(lj)
of products between transfer function components and lighting requires evaluation of
high-dimensional inner products. Typically, the vectors contain several thousand co-
efficients. Fortunately, this large number can be reduced significantly by non-linear
approximation with Haar wavelets as outlined above. The approximated vectors still
contain several thousand entries but only few of them do not equal zero, representing
sparsely occupied vectors. Efficient computations on such vectors are possible with li-
braries like µBLAS [41]. Results from this step are made accessible to the following
stages by storing them as textures.
Vertex and fragment shaders additionally require access to the indices and interpola-
tion weights of the closest local view directions. It is therefore convenient to precom-
pute these on the CPU, to store them in a parabolic map [216] texture, and to make
them available to the shaders. The parabolic map representation is chosen due to almost
equal sampling density and since computation of texture coordinates can be performed
efficiently.
Vertex Shader
The vertex shaders needs to compute the sum of products of the weights p and the
precomputed sums s for each transfer component cT . To implement this, in a first step
the local view direction is computed from the eye position, the vertex location, and the
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Fig. 10.13: Schematic description of PRT vertex shader. Entities written in bold font are passed
to the fragment shader.
local coordinate system. With one texture lookup each, the indices and interpolation
weights of the three closest BTF sample directions can be determined. For each of
these sampled directions and each BTF component cB the cluster index k(td,v, cB) is
read from texture memory. Finally, for each component cT the reconstruction weights
p and precomputed sums s are looked up, and the weighted sum is computed. Figure
10.13 visualizes this in a simple schematic form.
The total costs for the shader consist of two texture lookups to determine indices and
interpolation weights of the three closest view directions, 3(CB + 1) lookups for the
clusters, and 3(CB + 1)(CT + 1) for the weights and precomputed sums each. For a
typical configuration with CT = 2 this requires 65 texture accesses already.
Results of the vertex shader are passed to the fixed function GPU pipeline, which
i terpolates the per-vertex data for every fragment to be rendered. The interpolated
values serve as input to the following fragment shader.
Fragment Shader
Compared to the vertex shader, the fragment shader is relatively simple and short. For
each component cB of the BTF factorization and each of the closest sampled view direc-
tions vi, the respective Eigen-Texture hvi,cB needs to be combined with the interpolated
results Tvi,cB from the vertex shader (a schematic view of the shader is shown in Figure
10.14). The closest view directions and the respective interpolation weights are de-
termined from the interpolated local view direction by accessing two cube maps as in
the vertex shader. Based on these values and the texture coordinates of the fragment,
the corresponding pixels from the Eigen-Textures are looked up of from a 3D texture.
Finally, the fragment color is computed as the interpolated sum of products of Eigen-
Textures and vertex shader results. The final operations requires an additional 3(CB+1)
texture accesses.
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Fig. 10.14: Schematic description of PRT fragment shader.
Depending on the dynamic range of the BTF data and the lighting, it is necessary
to perform a tone mapping of the fragment color to transform the HDR color to the
displayable range. The images shown in this section were created by scaling with an
appropriate factor and gamma correcting the products. Obviously, more correct results
can be achieved in combination with more involved tone mapping methods.
10.2.5 Results
The PRT approach presented in this chapter retains the distinction between geometry
and material. Therefore, it is especially suitable for low-resolution meshes since small
and medium scale surface details can be encoded as materials. The following mea-
surements were made with a coarse model of a shirt with 3.4k vertices. Several BTF
materials were chosen to cover the shirt, among them the cushion material (cf. top left
image in Figure 10.15) which features a spatial resolution of 120 × 129 texels and a
directional resolution of 151 measured view and light directions each. Other BTFs like
the knitwear (cf. bottom images in Figure 10.15) consist of 256 × 256 texels and were
sampled at 81 view and light directions each. The BTFs were factorized as described
above, retaining only the mean value and the two most significant components.
As per Equation 10.1 the transfer function T depends on view direction v, BTF com-
ponent cB, vertex t, and light direction lj . For the shirt model and a resolution of
6×32×32 for the HDR environment map this leads to a total amount of 35 GB of data
that needs to be factorized. To handle this huge amount of data, the algorithm iterates
between evaluation for one view direction and factorization of computed data using
local PCA.
Due to the extreme size of data sets and the costs for factorization the time require-
ments of the approach are very high. Even low environment map resolutions like
6×8×8 pixels lead to run times of about six hours for the cushion BTF and about three
hours for the knitwear BTF, which are mainly due to local PCA. Such low resolutions
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Fig. 10.15: Sweater in building environment covered with different kinds of materials.
match the directional resolutions of BTFs and should thus be sufficient for reflections
(cf. Figure 10.16). Yet, higher resolutions are required to simulate complex shadows.
For 6×32×32, run times reach about 64 hours for the cushion BTF and about 32 for the
knitwear BTF. Since evaluations are performed per view direction, parallel evaluation
on several CPUs is trivially possible.
Like preprocessing time, storage requirements of the compressed PRT solution are
resolution dependent: For six transfer components and 6×8×8 light directions, about
122 MB are required. For 6×32×32 light directions, this increases to about 700 MB.
In addition, the factorized BTFs need to be stored, which requires about 24 MB for the
cushion material. Due to separate storage, they can be reused for different objects.
The significant memory requirements lead to restrictions for real time rendering since
all data needs to be made available to the GPU in textures. The optimal light resolution
therefore also depends on the graphics card memory (currently: up to 1 GB) and the
maximum size of textures (currently: 40962 texels). Especially problematic in this con-
text are the cluster indices kT and the transfer function reconstruction weights p, since
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8×8, 40 coeff 4×4, 16 coeff 2×2, 4 coeff
Fig. 10.16: Reduction of rendering quality due to reduced resolution of lighting. Differences
become imperceptible for lighting resolutions of 82 and 42 per cube map side, which is in the
range of the angular BTF resolution of the relatively diffuse material.
both depend on the number of vertices |V| of the model, the number of view directions
|Mr|, and the number of retained BTF components CB. The number of indices is given
by |V|(CB + 1)|Mr|, the number of weights |V|(CB + 1)(CT + 1)|Mr| is even larger
since it additionally depends on the number of transfer components CT . As a result, if
2 BTF and 6 transfer components are used, the number of vertices that can efficiently
be stored in a 40962 RGBA texture is 16k. For meshes with higher resolution, multiple
textures have to be used.
For the shirt model covered with the cushion material, about 41 MB are required for
the texture holding the weights. For more complex meshes memory requirements can be
eased by employing 16 bit float values, which reduces the accuracy of rendered images.
Further data stored in textures are the indices and weights for interpolating closest
view directions and the precomputed sums s. The size of both is not related to either the
resolution of the mesh or the number of light directions, and they require significantly
less memory than the previous textures – less than two MB each.
The rendering speed of the proposed PRT solution is quite interactive but depends
on the number of employed BTF and transfer components. For two BTF components
and six transfer components, which leads to high quality images as shown in Figure
10.15, about 20 fps are achieved for static light situations on a nVIDIA GeForce 7800
FX graphics card at a resolution of 1280×1024 pixels. For four and two transfer com-
ponents, frame rates increase to 27 fps and 32 fps at the cost of reduced display quality
(cf. Figure 10.17). Since the vertex shader performs most of the work, display rates are
almost independent of screen resolution which is highly desirable for industrial use.
Changing the lighting environment by either rotating or exchanging it requires up-
dating the precomputed sums s. Depending on the number of wavelet coefficients rep-
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4 components 2 components 1 component
Fig. 10.17: Reduction of rendering quality due to reduced number of transfer components. For
the shirt model, hardly any differences are visible between the 4 and 2 component versions.
resenting each side of the cube map, the number of transfer clusters, the number of
BTF and transfer components, and the angular resolution of the BTF, this process takes
some seconds. For a typical high-quality scenario with six transfer components, two
BTF components, 32 transfer clusters, and 81 sampled light directions in the BTF, 0.5
seconds are required if 20 wavelet coefficients are retained per cube map side. The
number increases linearly in all parameters but remains low for typical applications.
Nevertheless, changes to the lighting environment cannot be performed in real-time.
10.2.6 Conclusions
The PRT approach presented above is the first approach that combines all-frequency
PRT effects and complex, spatially varying materials. It therefore represents a nat-
ural extension of the approaches of Sloan et al. [488] and Mu¨ller et al. [370] which
are limited to low-frequency lighting effects. The novel approach achieves about the
same frame rates as previous approaches due to the efficient use of vertex- and frag-
ment shaders. Especially interesting for industrial users, which require high-resolution
display, is that its performance is almost independent of display resolution.
Experiments with the novel technique show that all-frequency lighting is not suffi-
cient to produce perfect quality results. Figure 10.16 demonstrates that increasing the
lighting resolution beyond the angular resolution of the material BTF does not lead to
any further improvements in rendering quality. For such modest light resolutions, pre-
processing times and storage requirements of this method are quite acceptable. The
efforts rise substantially for higher resolutions, yet, it does not appear useful to em-
ploy the proposed method for simulating effects other than reflection. For all-frequency
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shadowing effects, which are neither view- nor material-dependent phenomena, the pre-
sented technique is overly complex. Therefore, simpler and more efficient techniques
like the all-frequency PRT approach of Ng et al. [382] or real-time soft shadowing tech-
niques [205] should be used. For almost specular materials which require much higher
sampling rates, PRT approaches need to store a significant amount of memory and are
thus not very useful either.
Unlike spherical harmonics, which represent functions on the sphere and are effi-
ciently rotatable, 2D wavelets need to encode the six sides of an environment map
separately. Therefore, efficient rotation of wavelet coefficients is not possible in an ana-
lytical way. As a result, all-frequency PRT techniques based on wavelets do not support
efficient rotation of lighting environments. Recently, Wang et al. [558] proposed an
approach for solving this problem based on precomputing a set of fixed wavelet rota-
tions. Unfortunately, good results can only be achieved for a large set of precomputed
rotations, which leads to tremendous increases of memory requirements.
Another significant drawback of all-frequency PRT approaches and this one in special
is the large amount of memory that needs to be computed, stored, and used for real-time
rendering. While it seems difficult to reduce the amount of computed data, the amount
of data used for rendering could significantly be reduced if the per-view factorization
of the BTF would be replaced by local PCA compression. As mentioned above, this
approach was not taken due to the large amount of memory that needs to be processed
at once. Fortunately, this problem can be resolved using incremental PCA techniques
[46] since new values can be added to the data basis on the fly. Such an approach would
reduce the necessary storage requirements for weights from |V |(CB + 1)(CT + 1)|Mr|
to |V |(CB + 1)(CT + 1)|kB| where |kB| ≤ 8. Thus, storage requirements would be
reduced by at least an factor of 10 to 40, depending on the number of BTF components
|kB| and the angular resolution of BTFs. Use of incremental PCA would additionally
allow encoding more complex meshes. Currently at most 16k vertices can be handled,
which would increase to about 100k to 400k. Thus, models with industrially relevant
complexity would become possible.
Another improvement left for future work is combination with other existing PRT
techniques that allow for handling of more specular materials, deformable scenes, and
local lighting. Due to the large number of PRT extensions published so far (cf. Chapter
8) this tasks appears like a very promising yet labor-intense task, especially since most
techniques feature their own limitations. Thus, combinations of techniques need to
make sure that they combine the strengths of the techniques and not their weaknesses.
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10.3 Discussion
In this chapter two different techniques for real-time rendering of global illumination
effects from precomputed data were presented. Both start with precomputing (parts of)
the Rendering Equation, compress the huge amounts of resulting data, and render them
at real-time frame rates.
As shown above, SLF rendering leads to very high quality images, with the quality of
the results only limited by the resolution of SLFs. For glossy-diffuse materials, mainly
the spatial resolution is the limiting factor, especially it objects with large surfaces are
handled. Unfortunately, SLFs prohibit interactive exchange of geometry, lighting, and
material, despite the improvements proposed above.
In contrast, PRT rendering allows for efficient exchange of distant lighting. Modifi-
cations to materials or the geometry are not possible with the presented approach but
might be enabled in combination with existing techniques. Unlike SLFs, the quality of
PRT rendering techniques is limited by the resolution of lighting, of the BTF, and of the
mesh. Since the presented technique retains the separation of geometry and material,
typically less data needs to be precomputed and stored than for SLFs, especially if large
objects with uniform materials are used. Unfortunately, the presented PRT technique
prohibits effects due to non-distant light sources, which tend to add important detail.
In summary, in the context of predictive VR SLF rendering is more suitable for high-
quality inspection of models in selected scenarios where neither the model nor the sur-
rounding environment need to be changed. In contrast, PRT should be employed if
model variants are checked in varying lighting environments.
Unfortunately, none of the presented techniques is currently capable of producing
predictive renderings, just like all other real-time rendering approaches. Reasons for
this shortcoming are manifold. Obviously, the accuracy of rendered scenes is insuffi-
cient. Additionally, approaches based on precomputed data require huge amounts of
memory to store all necessary data, especially if mixtures of low-frequency and high-
frequency content need to be handled. The presented approaches succeed at producing
nearly photorealistic results for diffuse and glossy-diffuse materials and all-frequency
illumination. Nevertheless, they fail to handle surfaces covered with highly specular
materials. Adding reflections in such surfaces is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 11
Real-Time Reflections
As the previous chapters showed the degree of realism achieved by rendered images
largely depends on the inclusion of global lighting effects like shadows and light ex-
change between surfaces. Chapter 10 presented methods that account for these effects
but are limited to glossy-diffuse materials. Therefore, in order to simulate light ex-
change in scenes containing highly reflective materials like mirrors, polished metals,
lacquers, or glass additional methods are required.
When computing such light exchange, two types of interactions need to be distin-
guished: reflections and refractions. In many scenes refractions can safely be omitted
since most materials show no transparency for reasonable thickness. If a scene con-
tains an object consisting of such a material which is thin enough to show transparency,
refraction effects can typically be neglected (this is not the case for objects like lenses).
In contrast, reflections often play an important role since many every-day objects like
mirrors, windows, glasses, bottles, CDs, TV screens and many more show such effects.
While simulation of reflections in planar surfaces represents an easy task, the approach
becomes much more complex for curved surfaces. In the following three approaches
for computing reflections in curved surfaces are presented.
11.1 Analytic Reflections for Be´zier Surfaces
Rendering reflections in planar reflectors is relatively simple and efficient using graphics
hardware (cf. Figure 11.1(b)): The viewpoint v is mirrored in the reflecting plane P
(with normal np and distance to origin dp) and the scene is rendered whereas projection
points p′ for vertices p are determined by solving the equation
p′ = v′ +
dp − np · v′
(p− v′)np (p− v
′) (11.1)
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Fig. 11.1: Perfect reflections for various types of surfaces.
resulting from intersecting plane np · x = dp and line x = v′ + α(p− v′).
Unfortunately, such simple approaches are not available for curved reflectors: Ana-
lytic solutions require solutions to non-linear equations. Nevertheless, due to the in-
creasing power of GPUs computing such solutions became feasible in the last years
(see [202] for a recent overview). In the following such an approach for simulating
reflections in curved reflectors is presented and discussed.
11.1.1 Approach
The problem of computing reflections on a surface S can be stated as follows: Given a
viewpoint v and a point p in 3D space, one wants to determine the point p′ ∈ S (or the
points p′i ∈ S) such that the law of perfect reflection
pn = −vn + 2 ·
(
vTnn
′) · n′ (11.2)
holds, with pn = p−p
′
i
||p−p′i|| being the normalized object direction, vn =
v−p′i
||v−p′i|| the nor-
malized view direction, and n′ the normal of S in point p′ (cf. Figure 11.1(a)).
Determining p′ by solving Equation 11.2 directly unfortunately leads to highly com-
plicated, numerically problematic computations due to the required normalization of
object and view direction. Fortunately a very basic law of geometric optics saves the
day: Fermat’s Principle [199]. The principle states that light traveling from one point
to another will always travel along paths of stationary optical lengths, i.e., along paths
with locally maximal or minimal lengths. This leads to the much simpler equation
d = ||p′ − v||+ ||p′ − p||. (11.3)
The point p′ (or in general the points p′i) can therefore be located by determining the
locally extreme path length (or lengths) d. For the case of convex reflectors, it obviously
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follows that exactly one minimum exists. In addition no inflexion points exist, which
greatly simplifies the solving process.
Although this approach is applicable for every type of surface, the approach presented
here is specialized for convex Be´zier surfaces [138]. Reasons for this specialization are
the high industrial relevance of this kind of surface and the reduced complexity when
assuming convex surfaces.
11.1.2 Be´zier Surfaces
Among all the various representations for general surfaces Be´zier surfaces are one of the
most commonly used, especially since every Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS)
surface can be subdivided into a set of them [138]. Be´zier Surfaces
S(u, v) =
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
bijB
m
i (u)B
n
j (v) (11.4)
are parametric surfaces and generally defined over the interval [0, 1]2. n and m denote
the degree of the surface, the bij ∈ R3 denote control points that determine the shape
of the surface. The definition is based on the Bernstein-Polynomials
Bni (u) =
(
n
i
)
ui(1− u)n−i, i = 0, 1, ..., n (11.5)
where n denotes the degree of the polynomial.
Be´zier surfaces have various helpful properties for modeling and computation [138],
among them the property that the derivatives of them form other Be´zier surfaces with
reduced degree. This leads to a uniform evaluation scheme for surface points and deriva-
tives. An additional nice property concerning efficient evaluation is that Equation 11.4
can be written in matrix form:
S(u, v) = [u0 . . . um]MT
 b00 · · · b0n..
.
.
.
.
bm0 · · · bmn
N
 v0..
.
vn
 (11.6)
where Mij = (−1)j−1
(
m
j
)(
j
i
)
and Nij = (−1)j−1
(
n
j
)(
j
i
)
.
11.1.3 Reflections in Be´zier Surfaces
For the specific case of a convex Be´zier surface Equation 11.3 changes to
d(u, v) = ||S(u, v)− v||+ ||S(u, v)− p|| (11.7)
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and the problem changes to determining parameter values (u, v) such that d(u, v) is
minimized. Such problems are commonly tackled using minimization algorithms that
especially suite the task, i.e., the kind of function and different constraints. Since mini-
mization should be performed on the GPU in real-time such constraints are
• fast convergence,
• limited number of instructions for coding the algorithm, and
• limited number of executed instructions.
The first point needs obviously be fulfilled for every kind of real-time algorithm.
The second and third points stem from graphics hardware restrictions which might be
removed in the future. In order to conform to the restrictions, a Newton-Raphson-solver
[422] was chosen for implementation since it promises quick convergence by using
second order derivatives. Formulas for computing these derivatives are as follows:
∂d(u, v)
∂u
=
(
∂S(u, v)
∂u
)T (
S(u, v)− v
||S(u, v)− v|| +
S(u, v)− p
||S(u, v)− p||
)
∂d(u, v)
∂v
=
(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
)T (
S(u, v)− v
||S(u, v)− v|| +
S(u, v)− p
||S(u, v)− p||
)
∂2d(u, v)
∂u2
=
(
∂2S(u, v)
∂u2
)T (
S(u, v)− v
||S(u, v)− v|| +
S(u, v)− p
||S(u, v)− p||
)
+(
∂S(u, v)
∂u
)T ( 1
||S(u, v)− v||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂u
− S(u, v)− v||S(u, v)− v||2 (S(u, v)− v)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂u
)
+
1
||S(u, v)− p||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂u
− S(u, v)− p||S(u, v)− p||2 (S(u, v)− p)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂u
))
∂2d(u, v)
∂u∂v
=
(
∂2S(u, v)
∂u∂v
)T (
S(u, v)− v
||S(u, v)− v|| +
S(u, v)− p
||S(u, v)− p||
)
+(
∂S(u, v)
∂u
)T ( 1
||S(u, v)− v||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
− S(u, v)− v||S(u, v)− v||2 (S(u, v)− v)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂v
)
+
1
||S(u, v)− p||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
− S(u, v)− p||S(u, v)− p||2 (S(u, v)− p)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂v
))
∂2d(u, v)
∂v2
=
(
∂2S(u, v)
∂v2
)T (
S(u, v)− v
||S(u, v)− v|| +
S(u, v)− p
||S(u, v)− p||
)
+(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
)T ( 1
||S(u, v)− v||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
− S(u, v)− v||S(u, v)− v||2 (S(u, v)− v)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂v
)
+
1
||S(u, v)− p||
(
∂S(u, v)
∂v
− S(u, v)− p||S(u, v)− p||2 (S(u, v)− p)
T ∂S(u, v)
∂v
))
Despite the lengthy expressions required to compute derivatives, the terms can be eval-
uated very efficiently since they are composed of a small number of repeating subterms.
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Procedure 2 renderBezierReflections
render the scene without reflectors
for all reflectors r do
clear stencil buffer
render r into stencil buffer
activate reflector vertex program
pass evaluation matrices as local vertex program parameters
render scene geometry
deactivate reflector vertex program
end for
When applying the solver to Equation 11.7 one usually experiences convergence
within a very few number of steps when starting at parameter value (u, v) = (0.5, 0.5).
Even vertices projected to positions corresponding to parameter values outside of the
intended domain [0, 1]2 lead to quickly converging solutions. Please note that project-
ing these vertices is necessary in general since – although they themselves will not be
visible in the reflector – incident triangles might be.
For some configurations, evaluation of S(0.5, 0.5) and the corresponding derivatives
suggests a far too wide step leaving the intended domain. Since Be´zier surfaces that
are convex with regard to the parameter domain [0, 1]2 need not be convex for different
parameter values at all, this might lead to situations where the projected position con-
verges against an unintended extremum. The standard solver was therefore enhanced by
a simple line search algorithm: After determining the step (us, vs) for current parameter
values (u, v) the algorithm tests whether d(u+ 12us, v+
1
2vs) < d(u+us, v+vs) in which
case the step size is halved and the test is repeated until it fails. In all tested cases this
simple additional test prevented unintended extrema, avoiding disturbing artifacts due
to jumping vertices and thus reflected objects with almost arbitrarily changing shape.
11.1.4 Rendering Algorithm
In order to render specular reflections the pseudocode from Procedure 2 is executed. In
the first step, the scene without specular reflectors is rendered. Afterwards, for every
reflector first the stencil buffer is activated and reset and then the geometry of the re-
flector is rendered into this buffer in order to avoid overdraw of pixels that are not part
of the reflector during the following steps. Next, the reflector vertex program which
contains the implementation of the enhanced Newton-Raphson solver is activated and
the necessary parameters (i.e., the matrices necessary for evaluation of surface points,
first and second derivatives) are handed to it. Finally, the scene geometry is rerendered
which now results in reflections on the currently active reflector.
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Fig. 11.2: Construction of the depth-corrected reflection point for rendering.
Directly using the reflection point S(u, v) from the solver as new position for the
rendered vertex p leads to serious aliasing effects since the complete scene is flattened
and therefore correct occlusion cannot be achieved. Therefore the vertex p is not moved
to S(u, v) but to the more distant point Sd(u, v) by pushing back S(u, v) along the
line of sight until the distance to the viewpoint equals d(u, v). To achieve this, the
rendering algorithm first transforms the viewpoint v to object space, then computes
the vector w = S(u, v) − v and finally computes the depth-corrected reflection point
Sd(u, v) = v + d(u, v)w (see Figure 11.2).
To incorporate this into the rendering algorithm, two steps have to be added. After
rendering r into the stencil buffer, the depth values of visible pixels corresponding to
r have to be set to the maximum depth. After rendering the scene geometry, the depth
value of these pixels has to be set to the depth value of the reflector geometry.
Figure 11.3 shows screenshots from the program implementing the rendering algo-
rithm. Textured models are reflected in a curved bicubic Be´zier surface. Determining
the position of reflected vertices requires a very small number of iterations, typically
between two and five.
11.1.5 Discussion of Results
The approach for computing reflections in curved Be´zier surfaces gives good results
for a number of cases (some of them shown above). Unfortunately, the approach has
various limitations and problems as well.
First, the presented approach is limited to convex surfaces. For concave reflectors
vertices may project to multiple positions, which cannot be handled by current real-
time graphics pipelines and which requires more complex solvers for the minimization
process. The problem can be simplified by subdividing convex surfaces if necessary,
nevertheless, detection of such cases is clearly non-trivial. In fact, for special configu-
rations vertices may project to an infinite number of positions. Resolving such situations
appears to be very difficult.
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(a) Icosahedron
(b) Sweatshirt
Fig. 11.3: Successful simulations of reflections in a curved surface.
Second, the approach works nicely for relatively flat surfaces only. For regions with
high curvature the optimization algorithm requires much higher numbers of iterations,
thereby reducing rendering performance or even prohibiting execution on GPUs. Lim-
iting the number of iterations then leads to errors as visible in Figure 11.4(b), where one
vertex position did not converge to the global minimum.
Third, problems may occur when leaving the intended parameter domain [0, 1]2 for
evaluating Be´zier surfaces. Even convex surfaces show concave behavior in such re-
gions, leading to unpredictable results and thus convergence to unintended minima.
Although vertices not projecting onto the reflector are not visible in the rendered im-
age, they still cause serious problems which are shown in Figure 11.4(c). The position
of one of the reflected vertices lies outside of the reflecting surface in an unintended
minimum. While the vertex is invisible itself, the fragments resulting from assembling
triangles from projected vertices are clearly visible, causing disturbing errors. Figure
11.4(d) shows that such problems can be omitted when rendering points only (points
are draw for the vertices only). Therefore, point-based rendering methods might still
find this approach useful.
Fourth, the process of assembling triangles from projected vertices is not correct since
lines connecting the unprojected vertices should appear being curved after projection in
most configurations.
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(a) Correct result (b) Incorrect result for vertex
(c) Incorrect result due to interpolation (d) Correct placement of vertices
Fig. 11.4: Problems when computing reflections in bicubic Be´zier surface. Slight movements of
the viewpoint lead to a number of correct and incorrect results.
Fifth, the rendering algorithm as presented above requires the complete scene geom-
etry to be rendered once for every reflector. Fortunately, the resulting overhead can be
minimized employing spatial data structures (e.g., in combination with normal cones
[479] large parts of the scene can be culled away especially for approximately flat re-
flectors).
In summary, the presented approach represents an interesting solution to the problem,
based on a very simple principle. Unfortunately, application of this approach to Be´zier
surfaces leads to many difficulties, thus achieving correct results in real-time for a small
number of configurations only.
Some of these problems were resolved by similar approaches developed concurrently.
Estalella et al. [132] proposed to resample the positions and normals of all surfaces
of a star-shaped object into a single cube map and determining reflection points for
this representation. This reduces rendering costs since the surrounding scene has to be
rendered only once for the whole object at the cost of restricting object topology and
limiting accuracy to the cube-map resolution. Yet, their approach has another significant
advantage: Closed objects are represented as a whole and thus feature no borders. The
borders, or more specifically, the undefined behavior for parameter values outside the
intended domain of Be´zier surfaces, caused several problems in the presented approach.
These can be omitted when merging surfaces. Unfortunately, the presented CPU [132]
and GPU [131, 440] implementations still seem to be limited to rather smooth surfaces
since results were presented for almost spherical objects only.
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Fig. 11.5: Reflections in triangle with per-vertex normals.
11.2 Analytic Reflections for Triangular Surfaces
Most of the limitations and problems of the previous approach stem from the complexity
of Be´zier surfaces. Due to the appeal of the simplicity of the underlying principle (i.e.,
projection onto the surface according to some formula) another approach for a simpler
surface representation (i.e., triangle meshes) was developed. The approach was inspired
by the work of Yu and Millan on Multiperspective Rendering [244], which was later
employed to model reflections [245] but which is not intended to model reflections in
real-time.
As described in Chapter 5 polygonal geometry representations are commonly used
for modeling or rendering geometry. Usually normals are defined per vertex such that
smooth shading of the model can be achieved by interpolating vertex normals over
rendered triangles. In the following, an approach for computing reflections for triangles
with per-vertex normals by projecting vertices onto the triangle is described.
11.2.1 Approach
Figure 11.5(a) illustrates the setup: a triangle is defined by vertices t1, t2 and t3 with
corresponding normals n1, n2 and n3. The reflection point p′ with normal n′ of vertex p
given viewpoint v fulfills the law of perfect reflection (cf. Equation 11.2). Computation
of p′ can be done as follows: p′ and p lie on a straight line with direction d′ = p− p′
which leads to the following equation
p = p′ + k · d′, (11.8)
where k ∈ R+. In the following, the goal is to arrange this formula in such a way that a
solution for p′ can be found in an efficient way.
With respect to the triangle, p′ can be defined by barycentric coordinates α and β
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(α, β, α+ β ∈ [0, 1]) as follows (cf. Figure 11.5(b)):
p′ = t1 + α (t2 − t1) + β (t3 − t1) . (11.9)
d′ can be interpolated from the reflected view directions
dti = −
v − ti
‖v − ti‖ + 2
(
v − ti
‖v − ti‖ni
)
ni (11.10)
at the triangle’s vertices t1, t2, t3 and can thus also be specified by barycentric coordi-
nates (cf. Figure 11.5(c))
d′ ≈ dt1 + α (dt2 − dt1) + β (dt3 − dt1) . (11.11)
Please note that correct interpolation of reflected directions requires interpolation of
spherical coordinate representations, which requires introduction of undesired trigono-
metric functions. Fortunately, for triangles where the variation of vertex normals is
small, interpolation of the directional representation produces very accurate approxi-
mations.
Putting these facts together leads to the following approximate equation system con-
sisting of three equations and three unknowns (dt1,dt2,dt3 can be precomputed for a
triangle and the current view direction):
p = p′ + k · d′
≈ (1− α− β)t1 + αt2 + βt3 +
k ((1− α− β)dt1 + αdt2 + βdt3) . (11.12)
Unfortunately, this equation is not linear with respect to the unknowns. Solutions
can nevertheless be found but require determining roots of cubic equations1. From the
resulting equations it turns out to be most efficient to first determine k (since the cubic
equation for determining k is much simpler than the ones for determining α and β) and
then to compute α and β with the knowledge of k.
1In concurrent work Hou et al. [226] also followed this approach but determined more complex formulas for projecting
points.
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11.2.2 Solution
Solutions for k are determined by the roots of the following cubic equation:
0 = az3 + bz2 + cz + d (11.13)
a = det (dt1,dt2,dt3)
b = det (t1 − p,dt2,dt3) + det (t2 − p,dt3,dt1) + det (t3 − p,dt1,dt2)
c = det (t1,p,dt2 − dt3) + det (t2,p,dt3 − dt1) + det (t3,p,dt1 − dt2)
+det (t1, t2,dt3) + det (t1, t3,dt2) + det (t2, t3,dt1)
d = det (p, t3, t2) + det (p, t2, t1) + det (p, t1, t3) + det (t1, t2, t3)
with
det (x,y, z) = det
 x1 y1 z1x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 z3

The roots k1, k2, k3 can be computed applying Cardano’s method [49].
r =
b
a
, s =
c
a
, t =
d
a
p = s− r
2
3
, q =
2r3
27
− rs
2
+ t
D =
p3
27
+
q2
4
ρ =
√
− q
3
27
, φ =
1
3
acos
(
− q
2ρ
)
k1 =
{
3
√
−q2 +
√
D + 3
√
−q2 −
√
D − r3 D ≥ 0
2 3
√
ρ ∗ cosφ− r3 D < 0
In the cases where D > 0, only one real-valued solution exists. If D = 0 one additional
real-valued solution
k2 = − 3
√
−q
2
+
√
D − r
3
exists if k1 6= 0. For D < 0 two more real-value solutions exist which are computed as
follows:
k2 = 2 3
√
ρ ∗ cos
(
φ+
2pi
3
)
− r
3
k3 = 2 3
√
ρ ∗ cos
(
φ+
4pi
3
)
− r
3
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Having determined k, solutions for α and β are derived from the following equations
(with (x)z as an abbreviation for (0, 0, 1) · x, (x)x and (x)y analogously):
N2 = (dt2 × dt3)z
N1 = (p× (dt2 − dt3 − t3))z + (t2 × t3)z
N0 = (p× t2)z
D2 = (dt1 × dt2 + dt3 × dt1 + dt2 × dt3)z
D1 = (t1 × (dt2 − dt3) + t2 × (dt3 − dt1) + t3 × (dt1 − dt2))z
D0 = (t1 × t2 + t3 × t1 + t2 × t3)z
αi =
k2iN2 + kiN1 +N0
k2iD2 + kiD1 +D0
βi =
(p− αi (t2 − t1 + kidt2 − kidt1)− t1 − kidt1)z
(t3 − t1 + kidt3 − kidt1)z
.
11.2.3 Optimization
Computation of αi and βi according to the above equations can be implemented quite
efficiently using vector arithmetic, which is available in hardware on existing graphics
boards. Nevertheless the total amount of required computations can be reduced by per-
forming computations with respect to a local coordinate system with origin t1, tangent
tl = t2 − t1, normal
nl =
tl × (t3 − t1)
‖tl × (t3 − t1) ‖
and bitangent
bl =
det (t3 − t1,nl, tl) (nl × tl)
‖nl × tl‖2
since the coordinates of the triangle’s vertices reduce to
t˜1 = (0, 0, 0)
t, t˜2 = (1, 0, 0)
t, t˜3 = ((t3)x, 1, 0)
t.
Note that in the following, entities specified w.r.t. the local coordinate system will be
denoted by, e.g., t˜1 instead of t1.
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Procedure 3 renderSmoothTriangleReflections
render the scene without reflectors
for all reflectors r do
clear stencil buffer
render r into stencil buffer
precompute subterms
activate reflector vertex program
send subterm results as local vertex program parameters
render scene geometry
deactivate reflector vertex program
end for
The resulting simplified cubic equations for determining k1, k2 and k3 are:
0 = a˜z3 + b˜z2 + c˜z + d˜ (11.14)
a˜ = det
(
d˜t1, d˜t2, d˜t3
)
b˜ = det
(−p˜, d˜t2, d˜t3)+ det (t˜2 − p˜, d˜t3, d˜t1)+ det (t˜3 − p˜, d˜t1, d˜t2)
c˜ =
(
p˜× (d˜t3 − d˜t1))x + det (t˜3, p˜, d˜t1 − d˜t2)+ (d˜t1)z
d˜ = − (p˜)x .
For αi and βi the simplified equations are:
D2 =
(
d˜t1 × d˜t2 + d˜t3 × d˜t1 + d˜t2 × d˜t3
)
z
αi =
k2i
(
d˜t2 × d˜t3
)
z
+ ki
(
p˜× (d˜t2 − d˜t3 − t3))z + ki − (p˜)y
k2iD2 + ki
((
d˜t3 − d˜t1
)
y
+
(
t3 ×
(
d˜t1 − d˜t2
))
z
)
+ 1
βi =
(
p˜− αi
(
kid˜t2 − kid˜t1
)− kid˜t1)z(
kid˜t3 − kid˜t1
)
z
.
Please note that encoding directions in a two plane parameterization [305], where one
plane is defined by the triangle plane and the second one by a parallel plane with dis-
tance one, results in a much simpler, unique solution for k. Unfortunately, interpolating
reflected directions in this representation leads to arbitrarily bad results for grazing view
angles w.r.t. the triangle plane.
The above equations are evaluated for a large number of vertices which are to be
mirrored in the triangle. Therefore, evaluation efficiency can further be optimized by
precomputing all (sub-)terms independent of p˜, since they depend on triangle parame-
ters and the current viewing direction only.
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Fig. 11.6: Reflections in windshield approximated by triangles with per-vertex normals from
outside the car. Left: setup, middle and right: different views.
11.2.4 Rendering Algorithm
The algorithm for rendering reflections in triangles with varying normals is essentially
the same as for rendering reflections in Be´zier surfaces and is illustrated by the pseu-
docode of Procedure 3. The reflector vertex program transforms vertices into the tri-
angle’s local coordinate system and evaluates the equations for determining reflection
points. As shown above, three locations for the reflection point may exist among which
the one closest to the center of the triangle is chosen. Again, reflections have to be
depth-corrected to guarantee correct occlusion of reflected objects (see Section 11.1.4).
Figure 11.6 shows screenshots from the implemented method for the case of a convex
reflector, Figure 11.7 shows results for reflections in a concave reflector (note that only
the textured object is supposed to be mirrored in the windshield). The right bottom
image in Figure 11.7 illustrates that the algorithm can handle cases where inflexion
points or inflexion lines exist.
11.2.5 Discussion of Results
Compared to the reflection algorithm for Be´zier surfaces, the approach based on trian-
gles with per-vertex normals gives much more accurate results. For the case of convex
surfaces correct reflection points are always found. The approach is even capable of
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Fig. 11.7: Reflections in windshield approximated by triangles with per-vertex normals from
inside the car. Left: setup, middle and right: different views.
handling concave surfaces to some extent (cf. Figure 11.7), since the approximation of
a curved surface by triangles and the approximate interpolation of reflection directions
prohibits cases where an infinite number of projection points exist for a single triangle.
Although this leads to a much more simple and robust algorithm, it naturally limits the
degree of realism achievable with this approach.
Unfortunately, the approach cannot be combined with rendering triangles in a correct
way due to two reasons. First, lines connecting vertices will be rendered as straight
lines. Yet, they should appear curved due to the curved reflector surface. While this
problem might be acceptable, the second problem is clearly not. As mentioned above,
solving the equations for computing reflections leads to three possible locations for the
Fig. 11.8: Problems when computing reflections in windshield approximated by triangles with
per-vertex normals due to triangle assembly.
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Fig. 11.9: Problems like false reflections vanish when rendering point primitives.
projected point. While tests suggest that this causes no problem for vertices project-
ing to the triangle, projection points outside the triangle need to be considered as well.
Despite not being rendered themselves, these positions influence the triangles being as-
sembled in the graphics pipeline. Therefore, such problematic projected vertices cannot
simply be discarded but an as accurate as possible location has to be chosen even if all
three vertices of a triangle do not project to the reflector triangle. Unfortunately, without
further knowledge the best possible location among the three possible ones cannot be
determined. Figure 11.8 shows results of this problem for convex and concave reflec-
tors: While the left image shows jaggy edges only, the middle image features clearly
visible errors. In the right image some vertices of the reflected icosahedron are po-
sitioned below the plane of some reflector triangles. Figure 11.9 illustrates that such
problems can be omitted when combining the approach with point-based rendering (the
right image shows no projected points as expected). Another solution to this problem
was proposed in concurrent work by Hou et al. [226]. Instead of computing projection
points in the vertex shader, the authors propose to compute projection points in the frag-
ment shader, which implements a simple ray-caster intersecting the reflected ray with
potentially visible triangles. The vertex shader simply serves to restrict the projection
area as much as possible. This approach additionally solves the problem that straight
lines project to straight lines. Yet, it requires far more computational power than the
proposed solution.
Another problem of the approach is the rendering performance since the whole scene
has to be rendered for every reflecting triangle and since usually many triangles are re-
quired to approximate a curved surface in an accurate manner. Optimizations to this
problem can again be obtained using spatial subdivision structures. When rendering
reflections of a specific triangle reflector, all points that project to the surface lie within
the subspace spanned by the triangle’s vertices and the reflected view directions. Nev-
ertheless, efficient combinations of the approach with large models seems to be very
difficult.
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11.3 GPU Raycasting
The previous sections showed that forward-mapping approaches for computing reflec-
tions in curved surfaces have limited success only and – in fact – can have limited
success only. Therefore, this section presents an inverse-mapping approach based on
raytracing.
11.3.1 Approach
As mentioned in Section 8.2.3, recent advances in raytracing algorithms have improved
the rendering speed of raytracing steadily and might eventually lead to widespread use
of this technology in real-time applications. Yet, current approaches are still not capable
of rendering high resolution images at interactive frame rates on a single commodity
PC. Additionally, integration with existing applications based on rasterization, which
still dominate real-time rendering software, is difficult.
To overcome this problem and to alleviate the computational power of GPUs, ray-
tracing was ported onto the GPU, where a ray is traced for each rasterized fragment.
Unfortunately, the success of these methods is very limited, which stems from two ma-
jor problems.
First, intersecting rays and triangles requires a rather complex test. In combination
with large numbers of triangles, this usually overextends even the massively parallel
computation capabilities of GPUs. Unlike CPU implementations, GPU algorithms can-
not easily amortize these costs by simultaneously tracing multiple rays.
Second, to decrease the number of ray triangle intersections, optimized spatial sub-
division data structures are necessary. Due to the resources available on graphics hard-
ware, existing GPU raytracing approaches employ regular grids which do not adapt to
the geometry (the recent, parallel work of Foley and Sugerman [149] is a remarkable
exception). This either leads to a large number of subdivisions and thus large numbers
of unnecessarily traversed cells and high memory requirements, or an insufficient re-
duction of the number of intersection tests. A very nice and detailed documentation of
both problems can be found in [66].
In order to solve these two problems, two principal modifications for raytracing algo-
rithms on the GPU are suggested [356]: First, the use of BRDF enhanced volumetric
representations of the geometry which can efficiently be stored in textures and which
allow much simpler intersection tests. The price for this simplicity are lower resolution
results for higher-order intersections (the first order intersections are accurately realized
by rasterization hardware). For most applications this poses no problem as long as the
locality of the reflection or shadow is correct – which is guaranteed by the presented
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Fig. 11.10: Windshield of a car without (left) and with (right) interactively rendered reflections.
approach. In addition, future graphics hardware will allow even higher resolutions, thus
increasing the achieved rendering quality. Therefore, this tradeoff seems to be well
suited for a large range of applications.
As a second modification, computing this volumetric representation by recursively
subdividing the scene geometry with an octree is proposed. The octree representation
is stored in texture memory and raytraced for rendering, which has never been done on
the GPU before. Due to limitations of existing GPUs, the level of subdivision is bound
to a fixed depth (currently 9-10) but experiments showed that even at this fixed level
very good results can be achieved (cf. Figure 11.10). Details on both modifications are
given in the following.
Volumetric Representation
Raytracing volumetric representations has been shown to be very efficient on the CPU
[404]. Mapped to graphics hardware which supports trilinear interpolation, the ap-
proach simply requires continuous sampling from the volumetric dataset along the ray
direction until an opaque value is found or until the accumulated opacity exceeds a
given threshold.
Since scenes employed for real-time rendering usually consist of triangles, a volumet-
ric representations has to be derived first. Given some spatial subdivision scheme, the
scene is partitioned into cells. For each cell a (multi-dimensional) value is stored, where
the stored components depend on the available material properties. The results shown
here store an average normal and a material per cell. To compute the average normal,
for each cell ci and triangle tj contained in the cell the area ai,j of the intersection of ci
and tj is computed. The average normal nci is then computed as nci =
∑
ai,jnj where
nj denotes the normal of triangle tj . Computing the cell’s material is detailed in section
11.3.2.
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Fig. 11.11: Mapping of octree (left) to texture memory (right).
Octree Subdivision
As mentioned above, current GPU raytracing algorithms employ grids for spatial sub-
division since the traversal algorithm of Amanatides and Woo [5] easily maps to the
capabilities of fragment programs. Efficient implementation of more complex but si-
multaneously more efficient, hierarchical strategies on the GPU is difficult due to the
limited amount of temporary storage necessary for efficient recursive or iterative traver-
sal.
Nevertheless, the proposed solution employs spatial subdivision by an octree since it
offers a good compromise between adaptability (which a regular grid is missing) and
subdivision depth (which is usually much higher using a kd-tree).
While hierarchical data structures are typically implemented using references or point-
ers into main memory on the CPU, fragment programs do not directly support this
concept. Instead, dependent texture lookups replace dereferencing of pointers. Figure
11.11 gives an overview of the mapping from the hierarchical octree structure (left) to a
3D texture (right), which is nearly identical to the layout in [298]. The root of the octree
is located at texture coordinates (0, 0, 0)− (1, 1, 1). It stores pointers to child nodes that
represent inner nodes of the octree hierarchy and the properties of nodes that represent
leaf nodes. In the example given, the root’s children are named 1 . . . 8 with nodes 1 and
4 being inner nodes and the remaining ones being leaf nodes. The inner nodes 1 and 4
are stored at texture coordinates (2, 0, 0)− (3, 1, 1) and (4, 0, 0)− (5, 1, 1) respectively.
Inner node children themselves hold references to their respective inner node children
and the properties of their leaf node children.
The implementation of the proposed method stores references as three bytes, one byte
for each texture dimension, allowing a total octree texture size of 2563 which suffices for
octrees of depth nine to ten according to our experiments. For leaf nodes the average
normal and material properties are stored instead of a texture coordinate. If the leaf
contains no geometry, the material property is set to a reserved value (e.g., 0). To
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Fig. 11.12: Octree Representation of the Mercedes C class interior. Top left: complete car, right:
interior. Bottom: two views of octree representation of car interior and view of the steering
wheel.
distinguish references to inner nodes from leaf cases, the material property is set to a
second reserved value (e.g., 1) whenever a reference is encoded.
Storage requirements for the octree are rather moderate: For the case of the Mercedes
shown in Figure 11.12, the octree texture requires 32 MB at depth nine (maximum 5123
cells), corresponding to a minimum cell edge length of about 0.7 cm, and 128 MB at
depth ten. Encoding the same resolutions with a grid would require 512 MB and 4 GB.
Increasing the resolution by a factor of two increases the memory requirements of an
octree by an approximate factor of four while the regular grid features a factor of eight.
Figure 11.12 gives an impression of the approximation quality achieved by an octree of
depth eight.
The hierarchical structure of the octree enables a simple, yet efficient way to incor-
porate regions of interest: The user can define a set of especially interesting reflectors
in the geometry and then the necessary resolution of a part of the geometry can be
estimated by the minimal distance of the part to the set of reflectors.
The pseudocode of the traversal algorithm is listed in Procedure 4. The initial part
checks whether the ray intersects the octree. If the ray misses the octree, the scene’s
background color is returned. Otherwise, an initial traversal point is computed that
either represents the ray origin if it is located inside the octree or the first intersection
of the ray and the octree’s bounding box. Additionally, the stack used during traversal
is cleared and the octree root node is stored as the cell where traversal proceeds.
In the following traversal loop the location of the traversal point is propagated along
the ray direction until it is located either within a leaf cell that contains geometry or
outside the root node. Each iteration first performs a containment test: It determines
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Procedure 4 Traverse( ray, octree )
if Hit( ray, octree ) then
point← ComputeInitialPoint( ray, octree )
else
return background color
end if
father← Root( octree )
stack← empty stack
loop
cell← ComputeSubcell( point, father )
if InnerNode( cell) then
Push( stack, father )
father← cell
else
if HasGeometry( cell ) then
return Shade( cell )
end if
point← ComputeExitPoint( ray, cell ) + ε· Dir( ray )
while Outside( point, father ) do
if Empty( stack ) then
return background color;
end if
cell← father
father← Pop( stack )
end while
end if
end loop
in which subcell of the current cell the traversal point is located. If this subcell is an
inner node of the octree hierarchy, the current cell is pushed on the stack and traversal
continues with the respective subcell. Otherwise, the algorithm checks whether the
subcell contains geometry in which case it is shaded and the resulting color is returned.
Otherwise the new location of the traversal point is computed as the position where the
ray leaves the subcell. To guarantee a robust containment test, the traversal point is
slightly advanced along the ray direction. For the updated traversal point the algorithm
iteratively checks if it is located outside the current cell, in which case traversal has
to continue with the father of the current cell, which is popped from the stack. If no
such father exists on the stack, the traversal point is located outside the root node and
traversal ends by returning the background color.
All parts but the stack implementation easily map to fragment programs [393]. Imple-
menting a stack is difficult [130] since fragment programs currently prohibit dynamic
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indexing of arrays. Therefore, the method implements access to the stack by explicitly
encoding the case for each octree level and selecting the matching case during traversal
by nested IF . . . ELSEIF constructs.
Since the number of temporary registers of a fragment program is limited, the maxi-
mal traversal depth of the octree is limited on the GPU. For recent graphics boards like
the nVIDIA GeForce 7800 the GPU offers 32 registers. The traversal method requires
two three-component registers per octree recursion level (one storing the texture coor-
dinates of the current father, a second one storing the center point of the cell), allowing
to encode ten octree levels for a maximum number of 10243 cells. Future versions of
GPUs are very likely to feature more registers and will therefore allow octrees of even
higher resolution, but as Figure 11.10 shows, even a depth of nine leads to reasonably
accurate images.
A very nice feature of employing hierarchical, volumetric data structures while com-
puting reflections off curved surfaces is that they allow for efficient anti-aliasing. Since
rays corresponding to pixels need to be interpreted as ray cones instead of lines without
extent, anti-aliasing requires averaging the resulting colors over the area of intersec-
tion of ray-cones and scene geometry. Similar to tracing dilating rays against multi-
resolution point clouds as done by Wand and Straßer [551], raytracing hierarchical,
volumetric data sets allows for efficient anti-aliasing. Assuming a locally flat geometry
of the ray origin (in the given case the intersection of a first-order eye ray and the scene
geometry), the width of a reflected ray increases linearly with the traveled distance.
Tracking this distance and restricting the maximum recursion depth (depending on the
width of the ray cone) during traversal results in anti-aliased rendering results.
11.3.2 Material Assignment
Maybe as important for rendering realistic reflections as accurately representing the
geometry are precise material properties due to their direct impact on object appearance.
When converting surface models into the octree representation, the surface materials
have to be stored per octree cell in an as accurate as possible manner. Depending on the
type of materials supplied and the expected rendering accuracy, two approaches directly
apply: One can either select the material dominating the surface area contained in a cell
or one can fit a specific bidirectional reflectance function (BRDF) per octree cell.
Realizing the first approach can be done in a straightforward manner (Gobbetti and
Marton [163] used a very similar method in a recent publication). Analogous to com-
puting average normals, one first determines the surface area ai,j of all triangles tj con-
tained in cell ci intersection. Then the material mci to be stored for the cell ci is chosen
as the one where the sum of areas ai,j of triangles with matching assigned material mci
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Fig. 11.13: Errors introduced by choosing a single material per cell. Left: cell geometry with
uniform, diffuse material. Right: views of the cell for different view directions and a 4×4
viewport. Top: single BRDF approximation, bottom: original appearance.
is maximized. Storing the material per octree cell can be realized by a single material
index, which nicely fits into the fourth component of the vector stored with each cell.
Taking into account two reserved material indices for empty cells and those containing
pointers to children, this approach allows to encode up to 254 materials for a scene - a
number which suffices for most scenarios.
Unfortunately, as visualized by Figure 11.13, many visual effects cannot be captured
by choosing a single material or averaging over existing contained materials per cell. If,
e.g., the cell contains a T-shaped geometry, the average normal will equal the normal of
the T base. A view of the original geometry from top (leftmost grid) will yield a uniform
gray area, which equals the appearance when using a single material. When viewing the
material from a lower angle, the upright part becomes visible, and the resulting color
will be different from the one on the base. As a result, the average color value does
not match the one from the single material any more. Another problem occurs when
viewing the geometry from a direction parallel to the base: Now, not only the average
color differs from the one computed using the stored material but additionally half of
the pixels remain transparent.
Both these effects can be taken into account by fitting an extended, average BRDF
per octree cell which additionally encodes a transparency value. Before the average
BRDF can be computed, an average local coordinate system has to be defined for the
cell, which requires the computation of an average tangent in addition to the already
computed average normal. Tangents for each of the triangles can be computed either
from existing texture coordinates or applying a simple set of rules. A standard example
for such rules is to compute the tangent as the cross product of the global y axis and
the normal direction as long as the angle between the y axis and the normal is large
enough. Otherwise the x axis is taken instead of the y axis. Averaging the tangents is
done analogously as for the normals.
Next, a set of view- and light directions is defined at which the cell’s average BRDF is
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sampled. The sample directions need to be taken from the full sphere of directions since
the geometry located in the cell needs not be flat. For high-quality BRDF reconstruction,
a rather dense sampling of 98 view- and light-directions is employed. The 98 directions
correspond to the pixels of a front- and a backfacing parabolic map with resolution 7×7
and are therefore nearly equally distributed over the sphere of directions.
Now, for each cell and each pair of view and light directions the cell is rendered
and the resulting colors and transparency values are averaged. The 982 average values
represent the per-cell average BRDF samples and are stored in a vector. Note, that these
samples include shadows from surrounding geometry if not only a local illumination
model is evaluated.
Since the resulting data set is huge (for the example in Figure 11.12 which contains
about two million filled leaf cells, about 77 GBs would be required to store the sampled
BRDFs), the data needs to be compressed and compression should occur on-the-fly
in order to avoid writing such a huge amount of data to disk. The proposed method
proposes application of local principal component analysis (PCA) compression (a com-
bination of clustering and PCA) to the data, which has been employed for compression
of a large number of BRDFs in the context of bidirectional texture functions rendering
already [369]. To avoid computing the whole data at once, the method first selects a
subset of the filled cells, then computes their BRDFs and compresses them using local
PCA. The remaining BRDFs then only need to be fit into the correct cluster. Standard
recommendations suggest to use 5-10% of the data for training but tests determined that
about 10000 samples yield good results already.
Sampling the BRDFs for about two million cells requires a very long time. Fortu-
nately, the octree subdivision yields many cells where the contained geometry carries
a single material only and is nearly planar (i.e. normal deviation smaller than five de-
grees). For all these cells (about 1.3 million in the example) one can sample and fit the
BRDF of the respective material once and reuse the data for all corresponding cells.
Unlike the first method for material encoding which requires a normal and a material
index per cell only, the BRDF method needs to store normals, tangents and BRDF re-
construction parameters (a cluster index and four PCA weights per cell). Therefore the
encoding of leaf octree cells is changed such that they store a texture coordinate into
a material texture and the cluster index as fourth component. As for the material in-
dex, reserved values for the cluster index mark empty nodes and references to children.
While normal and tangent values are efficiently stored in a byte-valued RGB texture, the
four weights are stored as 16 bit float values. Storing Eigen-BRDFs and reconstructing
per-cell BRDFs follows the scheme suggested by Mu¨ller et al. [369].
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Fig. 11.14: Comparison of rendering resolution. View from back seat. Left: full, middle: half,
right: quarter resolution. Top: total reflection, bottom: with transparency.
11.3.3 Optimizations
In order to optimize fragment tracing with respect to rendering time, one has to note first
that the rendering speed of the algorithm is directly limited by the number of fragments
handed to the fragment program. As one can see in Figure 11.14 the individual octree
cells (which appear as regions of constant brightness) are quite visible. An approach for
interpolation of these colors that additionally reduces the amount of fragments is there-
fore to render the image into a lower-resolution texture which is later used to cover the
reflecting parts while enabling bilinear texture filtering. This approach, which follows
a similar idea than the vertex tracing method [530], makes the frame rate independent
of the display resolution which turns out to be a very nice feature for high-resolution
displays like power-walls and caves. As the images in Figure 11.14 show, the reflections
appear to be a bit blurred or frayed if the resolution is reduced. Yet, this effect becomes
nearly invisible if a partially transparent reflector is used.
Another optimization especially suitable for reflections in transparent objects is based
on the Fresnel term, which quantifies how much of the incoming light is transmitted and
how much is reflected. If the amount of reflected light is much lower than the amount
of transmitted light, one can simply neglect the contribution from the reflection, i.e.,
the reflected ray needs not be traced. The amount of transmitted light can often easily
be determined (in the images in Figure 11.15 this requires a single cube texture lookup
only). In the conducted tests it was assumed that the reflection from a surface can
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Fig. 11.15: Optimization by Avoidance. Left: no reflections, right: with reflections. The differ-
ences are invisible against the bright background.
at most be as intense as the light sources in the scene. If the product of maximum
incoming intensity and Fresnel term is at most 5% of the brightness of the transmitted
light or if the transmitted light is already saturated, the reflected ray needs not be traced.
Computation of the fraction r of incoming light reflected due to the Fresnel equations
can efficiently be done using Schlick’s approximation [453]
r = r0 + (1− r0)(1− cos θi)5, (11.15)
where r0 denotes the material dependent Fresnel reflection coefficient and θi the incident
angle. Figure 11.15 illustrates the effect: In the part where the bright pixels of the
surrounding environment map are visible, the reflections do not significantly contribute
to the final image. Therefore, the rays at these pixels can be omitted, reducing overall
rendering time by about 30%.
11.3.4 Results
Time requirements for constructing the octree and storing it in a 3D texture range from
4 minutes for an octree of depth 7 to 15 minutes at depth 9 on a Pentium 4 2.4 GHz
processor with 1 GB main memory if the simple method for material selection is chosen.
Computing exact BRDFs requires much longer – about 25 hours – but computation can
easily be parallelized over multiple computers once the local PCA of the initial 10000
samples is computed.
As mentioned already, the memory requirements for the octree texture are rather
small: 2 MB at depth 7 and increasing by an approximate factor of four for every
further level. Of course, the exact factor depends on the given scene, but a factor of
four comes hardly at a surprise considering that a surface representation is voxelized.
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Fig. 11.16: Reflections computed with standard raytracer.
octree depth 160× 120 320× 240 640× 480
7 7.8 fps 4.0 fps 1.7 fps
8 6.1 fps 2.7 fps 1.1 fps
9 4.5 fps 1.8 fps 0.7 fps
Tab. 11.1: Rendering performance on a GeForce 6800 Ultra
Encoding simple materials requires 4 kB only, the per-cell BRDF data sums up to about
40 MB.
The rendering quality and accuracy achieved with the fragment tracing approach
fulfills the requirements of many applications. Compared to images computed with
standard raytracing algorithms like Figure 11.16 (computed with the Maya raytracer in
many seconds on a single PC) reflections computed by the proposed approach appear
blocky due to the limited resolution of the octree. Nevertheless, the tradeoff between
speed and resolution turns out to be very useful for many applications. As Figure 11.17
shows, the approach can for example be usefully employed in Virtual Prototyping.
The run-time performance of fragment tracing mainly depends on the maximum depth
of the octree and the amount of fragments traced (cache locality, which improves at
higher resolutions, plays a factor as well). As Table 11.3.4 shows, rendering times for
a moderate octree resolution of level seven (which suffices for small objects) and a
reasonable rendering resolution are highly interactive. For higher resolutions of the oc-
tree which are required for large, detailed models as those used in Virtual Prototyping,
which commonly contain more than two million triangles, frame rates are still interac-
tive. Note that the frame-rates are computed for the car model consisting of about two
million polygons.
An efficient way for run-time optimization of the fragment tracing approach is par-
allelization of the approach using emerging technologies like nVIDIA’s Scalable Link
Interface, which enables parallel use of multiple graphics boards in standard PCs. An-
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Fig. 11.17: Slight material changes drastically influence the reflections. Left: original, middle:
slight specular factor added, right: slightly increased diffuse and specular reflection proper-
ties. Such cases should be detected using Virtual Prototyping.
other option are clusters of PCs where each computer renders a small piece of a window
only. Obviously, the scene and octree data has to be replicated on all participating com-
puters in such a scenario.
Additionally, future advances in graphics hardware are very likely to improve the
performance of this method both in terms of run-time and rendering quality. Upcoming
graphics chips will feature more parallel pixel pipelines and higher clock frequencies,
boosting the performance of fillrate-limited applications based on tracing fragments.
In addition, the instruction set is very likely to be extended in the near future. This
might enable a more efficient stack implementation by either introducing a multicase
selection statement (SWITCH) or allowing dynamic addressing of registers. Together
with an increased number of available registers, this will allow more or even an arbitrary
number of octree levels, effectively increasing the resolution of the method.
11.3.5 Discussion
The presented approach for interactively rendering reflections by tracing rays through a
volumetric, octree-based representation of the scene on the GPU produces good results
for a large variety of applications. Unlike the forward-mapping approaches it features
no principle limitations: it handles arbitrary reflector surfaces, large amounts of geom-
etry, and allows for efficient anti-aliasing.
The first point is achieved since the fragment shader only requires a position and
normal for every fragment it processes. Therefore every type of reflector surface which
allows for determination of depth and normal per fragment can be used. This permits
integration with state-of-the-art rendering methods for parametric surfaces (e.g., [184]),
which are widely used in industrial prototyping, and other surface representations.
The second point is achieved by encoding geometry as filled cells of an octree which
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allows for simulating reflections of large models (results for models with a complexity
as typically employed in Virtual Prototyping were shown) – a clear advantage over
related approaches. The drawback of this approach is loss of resolution, but this can
often be accepted as shown by the results.
The third point is achieved exploiting the hierarchical, volumetric representation,
which allows for efficient anti-aliasing by tracing dilating rays – a huge advantage over
the standard approach for raytracing, which demands casting several rays per pixel.
As a result, the presented approach achieves very good results on standard graphics
cards as long as the limited resolution of reflections is acceptable.
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Verification of Predictive
Rendering Methods
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Chapter 12
State of the Art
The central goal of this thesis is description of techniques that contribute to the devel-
opment of predictive Virtual Reality systems. In the previous parts, suitable material,
light and geometry representations, and techniques for rendering very accurate results at
interactive frame rates were presented. Obviously, all these efforts will only have a sig-
nificant impact on industrial applications like virtual prototyping if the users trust in the
accuracy of the generated images. Clearly, the most definite way to provide confidence
is proving the correctness of simulated results.
The need for verification of rendering techniques was pointed out as soon as the first
physically based rendering techniques became available: With the introduction of the
Radiosity method in 1984, Goral et al. [168] already conducted studies concerning the
correctness of their solutions. While initial results based on naive, visual comparisons
of rendered images and reality, later approaches employed more elaborate techniques,
leading to better founded conclusions.
An important step towards rigorous verification of predictive rendering techniques
was the introduction of a verification framework by Greenberg et al. [175]. They pointed
out the necessity to validate all stages related to predictive image generation (cf. Fig-
ure 12.1), i.e., scene modeling, light transport simulation, and display. Since errors in
earlier stages can influence the accuracy of a later stage the authors proposed individ-
ual verification of each step combined with validation of the interplay of stages. In the
following, existing methods performing such verifications are described.
12.1 Verification of Modeling Step
As noted in Section 1.3 already, predictive renderings cannot be generated without hav-
ing accurate input to the light transport simulation algorithms. Given the standard way
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Fig. 12.1: Validation of the predictive image generation process [175].
of modeling scenes this requires physically accurate light source, material and geometry
representations.
Light Sources
Due to the extreme importance of accurate light source data for illumination simulations
and everyday use, major light source manufacturers acquire such data routinely today.
The websites of such companies often allow download of such data, e.g., goniometric
diagrams, and customers may request special data from manufacturers.
Due to the widespread use in industry, measurement devices like goniophotometers
can be considered accurate today. Nevertheless, for accurate modeling such data is not
sufficient for three reasons. First, data is measured in photometric units only while
spectral radiometric data is required. Second, typical measurements are limited to far-
field data while close-range effects require detailed close-range data. Measurement
techniques for such data exist [164] but are not widely used today. Third, the properties
of light sources vary depending on their life-time, their temperature, electricity supply,
and many other influences. Measurement and control of these influences is difficult and
currently only a maintenance factor characterizing the decrease of emitted light energy
over time is used. Acquisition and verification of more accurate data will therefore be
necessary in the future.
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Geometry
The current use of Virtual Reality in industrial prototyping – currently probably the
most prominent application area requiring predictive results – leads to a special role for
geometry. Typically, new products consisting of purely virtual geometry and existing
materials are simulated in environments containing real light sources. Therefore, ver-
ification of geometry is neither necessary nor possible in such a scenario. Typically,
VR users rely on the abilities of CAD modeling systems and experts to create accurate
geometric models.
In design workflows that iterate between digital and physical model building or that
derive digital models from physical ones it is common practice to verify the geome-
try’s accuracy by comparing real and virtual geometry. Two principle approaches exist.
First, it is possible to create physical replications of virtual geometry using 3D print-
ing technologies like stereo-lithography. These models can afterwards be compared
with original models. Unfortunately, due to size limitations of 3D printing devices it
is usually difficult to produce physical replications at the original scale. Additionally,
the approach introduces long production times and high costs for creating real models.
Therefore, the second approach takes the opposite approach and transfers the original
physical model into a digital one using 3D scanning technology [462]. CAD modeling
experts can use this digitized data to guide the modeling process, or the measured points
can be matched and compared with existing digital models.
A severe simplification of accurate geometry modeling is introduced by neglecting
small-scale geometric detail which is considered to be part of the surface materials and
is thus measured or defined separately. Accepting this separation, which is common
practice for specifying virtual scenes, one can say that accurate modeling of geometry
is a well established process today since it has been used in CAD modeling for a long
time already.
Materials
Unlike acquisition of light source properties and modeling of geometry, acquisition
and verification of materials has become an interesting area for industry just recently.
Therefore, approaches are less settled and fewer verified measurement methods exist.
Only for relatively simple material representations like BRDFs existing goniometer-like
acquisition setups have found their way into mainstream application.
For more complex material representations that include a larger variety of effects
than BRDFs various acquisition methods were described in Chapter 2. Although re-
searchers pay a great amount of attention to accurately calibrating their measurement
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setups few of the measurements were actually verified. For the case of custom BRDF
measurements Schregle and Wienold [459] present a number of possible verification
steps testing BRDF reciprocity and energy preservation. Nevertheless, these steps are
not sufficient to verify the correctness of measurements. An extension of this approach
was presented by Havran et al. [208] who compare measured BTFs with measured
BRDFs by computing mean BRDFs from the BTFs.
Due to the enormous complexity of materials verification methods for material ac-
quisition setups are not established yet. While BRDF acquisition methods seem to be
sufficiently accurate, such statements cannot be made for more complex representations.
As for light sources, current measurements typically do not yield spectral radiometric
data. Additionally, influences like bending of underlying geometry, different tempera-
tures and many more are not considered. For a truly predictive rendering simulation,
this needs to be improved in the future.
12.2 Verification of Rendering Step
Compared to the verification of elements in a modeled scene, a large amount of research
has been done to validate the correctness of light transport simulation methods. Existing
approaches either focus on the creation of comparison data by specifying scenes with
known analytic or measured light distributions, or on comparison of simulated data and
ground truth through image metrics or psychophysical studies. In the following, results
from these categories are described. Further information can be found in the state of the
art reports by Ulbricht et al. [528] and McNamara [351], where the latter concentrates
on image comparison metrics and psychophysical studies.
Known Analytic Solutions
A convenient way for testing the accuracy of light transport simulation software is
benchmarking against scenes with known light distribution. The most accurate way to
specify such benchmarks is definition of scenes with analytically computable solutions.
The first such scenes were introduced by Hyben et al. [229]. They proved that the
reflected radiance is constant in planar scenes with geometry representing the interior
of a circle and constant, uniform reflectivity. By additionally emitting light from parts
of the geometry a very simple benchmark scene can be created. The approach was later
extended to 3D spheres [511].
More complex scenes with analytically computable solutions were presented by Smits
and Jensen [490]. The five test scenarios allow testing of simple shadowing, and sup-
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port diffuse and perfectly specular BRDFs. To remove the limitation to simple BRDFs
and light sources, Szirmay-Kalos et al. [509] define requirements for BRDFs and light
sources such that scenes of constant radiance are obtained. For a given geometric con-
figuration of a closed scene the BRDF of surfaces can be adjusted to predefined light
sources or the other way round. This allows efficient testing of importance sampling
of light sources and BRDFs in Monte-Carlo raytracers. Another six test scenes suit-
able for verification of indoor illumination were proposed by Maamari and Fontoynont
[331]. In comparison to previous benchmarks, the scenes are geometrically very simple
and contain simple BRDFs only but they allow for simulation of transmittance and light
sources with measured properties.
Measured Samples
Since derivation of analytical solutions for complex scenes is extremely difficult or even
impossible, many researchers instead favor scenes with measured solutions. Already in
1985, Cohen et al. [72] and Meyer et al. [362] measured the light distribution in the
famous Cornell box by tabulating radiant energy flux densities at 25 points in the cube.
To remove limitations to very simple scenes and simple lighting, Takagi et al. [512]
measured luminance values at several points in a complex outdoor scene with an In-
cident Color Meter. The points were chosen such that numerous types of light-matter
interaction were covered. Strangely, they did not use all measured points in a follow-
ing comparison between reality and the results of a raytracing method. A more precise
approach was taken by Mardaljevic [341]. He performed simultaneous measurements
of skylight conditions and interior illuminance in two rooms with different glazing sys-
tems, known geometry and reflectivity. More accurate and complex measurements were
performed by Drago and Myszkowski [115] who measured the illuminance at a large
number of points in the atrium of the University of Aizu. High accuracy was achieved
by providing a very exact scene description including measured BRDFs of the most
common materials, calibrated light sources (including measured maintenance factors),
and complex, accurate, modeled geometry. Concerning the combination of complexity
and exactness, their setup can still be considered the best today. An even more accurate
yet less complex scene was acquired by Schregle and Wienold [459]. In their setting,
multiple sensors track the light source’s luminance intensity and movable sensors in-
side a cube allow for fast illuminance measurements. The authors additionally provide
a careful description of the calibration steps and perform a well-founded error analysis.
Another way of improving measurements was presented by Karner and Prantl [254].
In addition to measuring luminance values at few locations, they took a photograph of
the scene and fit a curve mapping measured pixel colors to luminance values, which
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results in approximate luminance values for a much larger number of measurement
points. Unfortunately, camera parameters could not be reconstructed perfectly which
leads to geometric misalignments between the camera image and images rendered from
the scene. To compensate for this problem, luminance measurements were taken at
points robust to alignment problems, and problematic areas in the photograph were
omitted during comparison. A similar yet more elaborate approach based on CCD
cameras was presented by Pattanaik et al. [407]. The authors presented a calibration
scheme for CCD cameras such that accurate colorimetric data (i.e., CIE XYZ values)
can be derived from several images taken with narrow-band filters.
In summary, definition of standard benchmarks for light transport simulation methods
seems to be a highly desirable if not absolutely necessary task for the future. Although
benchmark testing will never be able to prove the correctness of software since exces-
sive testing of all possible cases is impossible, it gives a strong indication towards or
against correctness. Definition of benchmark scenes with measured light distribution
appears to be a more flexible approach than relying on scenes with analytically com-
putable solutions. Despite the many advances made in acquiring such scenes, existing
data does not suffice for validating predictive rendering since typical measurements do
not consider different light spectra and since they contain irradiance values only. An
additional problem is related to accurate replication of scenes. Probably a careful com-
bination of the approaches of Drago and Myszkowski [115] and Schregle and Wienold
[459] could result in a much more concise and complex data set than currently available.
Image Comparison Metrics
Having scenes with known light distributions at hand, the correctness of light transport
simulations can easily be validated by comparing simulated and reference values. If the
values match, the algorithm passes the test. Otherwise, some parts of the simulation are
flawed. Unfortunately, it seems very unlikely that any algorithm will pass such a test in
the near future since too many influences are currently not modeled at all. Therefore,
people want to quantify which degree of correctness some algorithm has.
Concerning radiometric correctness, this measure can be computed from root mean
square (RMS) differences or peak signal to noise ratios (PSNR) between the correct
and the simulated values or images. Since current algorithms are far from being able to
computing such perfect solutions in interactive times, most researchers instead focused
on perceptual comparisons of images. Such comparisons are motivated by the fact
that most rendered images are observed by humans. Therefore, image differences can
be tolerated as long as human observers cannot perceive them. While this strive for
photometric correctness is less ambitious than the goal of predictive rendering (i.e.,
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reproduction of radiometrically correct images), it appears to be a reasonable measure
given the current state of technology.
Perceptually motivated image comparison metrics try to take into account as many
properties of the human visual system (HVS) as possible (for an overview of relevant
properties see [140]). Most of them are influenced by image compression techniques
which try to remove unrecognized image detail and measure the likelihood of perceiving
such detail removements by just notable differences (JND). JNDs thus represent local
assessments of similarity.
Within the research areas of image compression and computer vision image compar-
ison metrics have been studied for a long time and many results were achieved [58].
Among these, especially two received significant attention: the Sarnoff Visual Discrim-
ination Model (VDM) [328], which operates entirely in the spatial domain, and Daly’s
Visual Difference Predictor (VDP) [85], which operates partially in frequency space.
A study by Rushmeier et al. [443] revealed that the VDP performs significantly better
than RMS measures since it models three significant properties of the HVS. First, the
ability to sense relative luminance values rather than absolute ones for a large range
of luminances. Second, the non-linear, yet not explicitly known brightness perception
of luminance values. Third, the dependence of the HVS’s sensitivity on the spatial
frequency of luminance variations. These results were confirmed by experiments by
Martens and Myszkowski [343] and Longhurst and Chalmers [326]. A study by Li et
al. [309] showed that the VDP and the VDM perform similarly well but that the VDM
is slightly more robust since it requires less recalibration.
Obviously, these two metrics are not perfect. Therefore, researchers proposed ex-
tensions and new metrics that considered other aspects of the HVS. Bolin and Meyer
[40] extended the VDM to operate on colors instead of luminance values by taking
color aberration into account. They additionally proposed a more efficient implemen-
tation such that integration into global illumination computation algorithms becomes
possible. Another efficient model was proposed by Neumann et al. [378]: Instead of
comparing values per-pixel they operate on randomly selected, rectangular regions with
varying size. Additionally, they compute color differences with a metric useful for com-
plex environments [377]. A more elaborate metric similar to the VDM was proposed
by Ramasubramanian et al. [434]. It is based on separation of luminance dependent and
spatially dependent processing where the spatial part can be precomputed, making it
useful in combination with global illumination solvers.
Other examples handling colors are the approaches of Ferwerda et al. [142], which
includes an additional measure for prediction of visual masking, and the model of Pat-
tanaik et al. [406]. The latter is especially interesting since it merges color appearance
models and models based on spatial vision. Compared to previous metrics, it includes
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luminance and chromatic adaptation and can thus simulate visual acuity. Additionally,
such measures are important for comparison of appearance on different output devices.
Similar results were published by Fairchild and Johnson [134] but they additionally
included temporal adaptation [135], making their approach suitable for quality assess-
ment of animations or videos. Other examples of metrics suitable for animated images
are the temporal extension of the Sarnoff JND [13] and DVQ [568].
Due to the unknown characteristics of the HVS and the widely varying notion of
perceptual correctness, other researchers proposed very different metrics. Wang et al.
[562, 563] conjecture that the HVS is highly trained to recognize structures and there-
fore suggest to explicitly include structural information. For a large number of images
they show that their mean structured similarity index measure (MSSIM) yields superior
results compared to the Sarnoff JND. This evaluation was confirmed by a comparison
of the MSSIM and the VDP [54].
Sheikh et al. [473] take a statistical approach to the problem. They argue that natural
images form a tiny subset of all 2D signals only, which can thus be described accurately
by natural scene statistics. They model such natural data with Gaussian mixtures per
channel, where channels may include spectral channels and orientations. The authors
define image similarity based on the amount of distortion between two images which
can be computed by comparing the contained information. According to their experi-
ments, their metric achieves slightly better results than the MSSIM.
An even more abstract version of a perceptual metric is defined by Winkler [582].
His goal is to include sharpness and colorfulness criteria since these tend to influence a
picture’s appeal. While interesting for image generation tasks, such a metric is clearly
not useful for evaluation of predictive renderings.
Another very abstract yet potentially much more useful metric was proposed by Fer-
werda and Pellacini [143]. Instead of assessing whether a human notices a difference
between a pair of images, the intention of their metric is assessment of whether the dif-
ferences influence the observer’s ability to achieve a task, i.e., to judge the suitability of
a specific product during a design review. The authors remark that such a metric obvi-
ously depends on the task to be performed, which might turn out to be the key problem
of this approach. In addition, these metrics might be even more user-dependent than
perceptual metrics.
Psychophysical Studies
While image comparison metrics have the advantage of being computable in a fast, au-
tomatic, and objective way, they only model certain parts of the HVS, leading them
to imperfect judgments compared to human observers. In addition, current metrics
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are very susceptible to image alignment problems. To overcome these problems, sev-
eral psychophysical studies comparing rendered and real scenes have been conducted.
Unfortunately, studies including human subjects require images to be shown to users.
Quality assessments therefore always include characteristics of display systems.
Initial studies [168, 483] checked the accuracy of radiosity solutions computed for the
Cornell box by asking people to compare the real scene and rendered images. Drago
and Myszkowski [115] made a similar experiment with a much more complex scene:
Subjects were asked to compare the degree of realism of photographs and rendered
images after inspecting the real scene through a peephole for a short time. Hardly a
surprise, photos were considered more real than rendered images, which has to be at-
tributed partly to the necessary tone mapping step. To reduce preferences for obviously
real scenes, Meyer et al. [362] placed cameras in front of the real setup and a TV screen
showing the rendered image, and showed the camera images to the subjects. As a result,
people could hardly distinguish the real and the virtual scene, but disturbing influences
due to the reduced dynamic range in the rendered image and the characteristics of the
TV screen and the cameras certainly influenced this judgment. An even more sophis-
ticated device enabling unbiased comparisons of images from different sources is the
periscope proposed by Longhurst et al. [327]. The device includes a mirroring system
that allows switching between three different source images (i.e., the real scene, ren-
dered images, and photographs) without disturbing influences. It was used in a study
aiming at answering the question why photographs are perceived as more realistic than
rendered images. The authors concluded that imperfectness due to scratches, dust and
dirt leads to more realistic images than perfectly clean, rendered ones. These results are
confirmed by results on comparisons between the rendering quality achievable with sim-
ple BRDF models and BTFs, which are presented in the following chapter. Rademacher
et al. [430] additionally pointed out that the presence of soft shadows and rough surface
textures increases the likeliness of an image being perceived as a photograph.
Another experiment trying to determine factors that lead to perceived realism was
conducted by Stokes et al. [499]. They rendered images of indoor scenes containing
various aspects or mixtures of global illumination only (i.e., direct lighting, diffuse,
glossy, and specular indirect lighting). Subjects were asked to rank resulting images
w.r.t. their degree of realism. Interestingly, full global illumination solutions were often
ranked equally well as partial solutions. The authors therefore proposed a metric in-
tended to predict which time-consuming parts of a global illumination solver can safely
be omitted. Related metrics were already used to efficiently produce global illumination
radiosity [423] or ray-tracing [58] solutions and were even applied to interactive ren-
dering [116]. Obviously such metrics are not directly useful for predictive rendering.
Nevertheless, similar metrics based on radiometric data might prove useful.
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A much more fundamental study was performed by McNarama et al. [352] which
tried to assess differences in lightness perception in real and virtual environments. Sub-
jects were asked to match the lightness of objects to predefined categories in both real
and virtual environments. The results showed similar results for both environments
leading to the conclusion that rendered environments are capable of conveying light-
ness information accurately.
Discussion
Despite the many efforts dedicated to verifying the correctness of light transport simu-
lations existing methodologies do not suffice. Clearly, definition of suitable test cases
plays an important role for the verification step, which is mirrored by a recent CIE
technical report [133]. Yet, as mentioned above, benchmarking can only provide indi-
cations to whether a lighting simulations is correct. As shown in existing work, such
correctness measures should ultimately be based on RMS or PSNR comparisons. For
the current state of technology and due to the potential savings in computation time,
perceptual metrics were proposed which try to mimic the human perception process.
While existing approaches are successful to a certain extent, severe improvements can
be expected due to novel research results on the functionality of the HVS from biology
and psychology. Further improvements should be possible by employing more accurate
methods for registering real and virtual images or by adding abstraction mechanisms to
image metrics that ignore slight misalignments.
In summary, verification of predictive rendering methods is not possible today. Fu-
ture research is required to devise extensive test cases and comparison metrics based
on radiometric data to enable reliable statements concerning the degree of realism of
predictive rendering software. Obviously, this also requires suitable methods for acqui-
sition of scene properties. Fortunately, existing evaluations provide a strong indication
that extensions of available methods might be well suited for radiometric rendering.
12.3 Verification of Display Step
Having verified the correctness of scene properties and the rendering method, the final
step in evaluating the predictive image generation process is validation of the display
step, e.g., on caves, powerwalls, monitors, or print media. Unlike previous steps, which
can all be performed in radiometric units even today, current display technology is lim-
ited to a fixed number of base colors, i.e., photometric entities. While existing printers
support up to seven different base colors, other display devices are typically limited to
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three channels. To minimize loss of realism due to this limitation gamut mapping tech-
niques were devised. A second fundamental problem of current display technology is
limitation to a narrow band of displayable luminance (notable exceptions were recently
proposed by Seetzen et al. [464, 463]). Reducing the high dynamic range (HDR) of
lighting simulations to the greatly reduced dynamic range of display media is done by
tone mapping algorithms, which typically take the non-linear luminance perception of
the HVS into account. An overview over existing tone mapping techniques can, e.g.,
be found in the book by Reinhard et al. [436], the paper by Yoshida et al. [605], or in
the recent paper of Krawczyk et al. [280]. Clearly, gamut and tone mapping have no in-
fluence on radiometric predictiveness. Yet, due to missing multispectral HDR displays
their influence on current VR users needs to be considered.
A different approach towards validating the correctness of VR environments is based
on Ferwerda’s definition of functional correctness [141]: If the user is equally successful
in performing a task in reality and VR, the VR environment should be considered func-
tionally correct. Clearly, this approach differs significantly from predictive rendering
but follows the same goal: Allowing the users to make optimal decisions. An example
of a study evaluating this functional goal was performed by Ferwerda et al. [144]. The
authors tried to assess the ability of VR users to perceive complex shapes by asking sub-
jects to identify shapes in images rendered from different view-points and with either
local or global illumination. Hardly surprisingly it turned out that global illumination
simulations lead to better results since they resemble lighting in real environments much
closer. A large number of similar experiments testing several other properties like the
ability to navigate or concentrate in VR environments are described in the survey by
O’Sullivan et al. [400]. They also describe other aspects influencing perceived realism
like the effects of different animation techniques, the type of representation of the VR
user, and the use of geometric level of detail.
12.4 Discussion
As described above, validation of predictive rendering techniques is a complex and dif-
ficult problem since it requires validation of all parts of the predictive image generation
process, including interactions of different stages. While verification techniques exist
for all parts of the process, most of them are not sufficient for qualitative assessment
of predictive realism. Necessary improvements in the future include measurement of
multi-spectral radiometric data, robust comparison metrics for radiometric data, and
significant improvements of display devices since they impose the largest restrictions
on the overall achievable quality at the moment.
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Chapter 13
Evaluation of BTF Rendering
Quality
In the previous parts of this thesis methods for interactive, physically-based high-quality
rendering of scenes were described. Special attention was devoted to efficient handling
of accurate, spatially varying materials, i.e., BTFs, since images generated with these
methods clearly show increased realism compared to standard approaches. While the
improvement of image quality seems to be obvious, the exact degree of realism achieved
with BTF materials has not been quantified so far.
The previous chapter clearly pointed out that quantification of such improvements is
necessary to achieve acceptance among possible users. Therefore, this chapter tries to
answer especially two questions:
• To what degree does the use of BTFs instead of textures and simple BRDFs in-
crease the degree of realism of a rendered image?
• How far are images with BTF materials from reality?
The answers to these questions are not only of interest for assessing the quality of cur-
rent rendering methods but additionally have impact on future developments. Possible
problems with BTF materials will guide future research into techniques for acquisition,
synthesis, compression, and rendering of such materials. Problematic interactions with
the rendering software might have an impact on the development of physically-based
rendering software.
In the following, first the approach for answering these two questions will be de-
scribed, then the necessary steps for validation of predictive images will be presented
(i.e., scene and light distribution acquisition, rendering, and validation), and finally con-
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clusions will be drawn from the evaluation. The contents of the chapter were published
in [360] already.
13.1 Approach
Quality improvements due to BTF materials are difficult to measure especially if spe-
cialized interactive rendering algorithms are employed. Therefore special focus was
layed on two aspects. Verification of the simulated global light distribution ensures that
BTFs behave similar to BRDF material representations at a coarse scale. Verification of
the local appearance of BTF textured surfaces additionally investigates the replication
of material effects at a fine scale and thus evaluates if materials are recognized.
A second decision to be made for the evaluation is the choice of benchmark scenes.
To facilitate industrial use of BTF materials, the scenes should represent industrially
relevant scenarios, which implies complex geometries and complex lighting. To fulfill
these requirements, the interior design process of a car was chosen as a representative
example. The scene thus consists of a real car and several lighting environments that
simulate different weather conditions and locations. The exact scene acquisition proce-
dure is described in the following.
As a third decision one has to choose an appropriate rendering method. To minimize
unforeseen influences, path tracing is used since it is known to produce physically ac-
curate results and since it allows integration of almost arbitrary geometries, materials,
and lighting environments. Necessary settings for the employed renderer (MentalRay
in the presented case) are outlined below.
As a fourth decision it was decided that the assessment of quality improvements
should be based on a comparison of photographs and rendered images despite the known
problems of such an approach [430, 327]. This method was chosen since other tech-
niques have problems with efficient replication of complex lighting environments. De-
tails on the acquisition of photographs, the comparison procedure, and evaluation results
are given below.
13.2 Scene Acquisition
In order to verify a rendered image all components contributing to the final image need
to be acquired (i.e., light, material, and geometry) and the light distribution in the phys-
ical scene needs to be captured.
For the chosen scenario light source acquisition requires capturing HDR lighting en-
vironments. To accomplish this task, the technique of Debevec and Malik [95] was
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Fig. 13.1: Acquired lighting environments. From top to bottom, left to right: sunny day and
cloudy day on parking space, cloudy day on different parking space, and indoor environment
with curtains.
selected which generates HDR lighting environments from a series of pictures of a re-
flecting sphere taken with varying exposure times. For acquisition a Kodak DCS 760
Professional digital CCD camera was chosen which can be controlled remotely (thus
minimizing jiggle artifacts) and allows exposure times between 1/8000 s and several
minutes. To account for the brightness and wavelength dependent sensitivities of the
CCD chip, the camera’s response curve was measured before each acquisition event by
taking pictures of a white, diffuse surface.
Different lighting environments were acquired to simulate light distributions for dif-
ferent weather conditions and at various locations. Some of these are shown in Figure
13.1. They vary from sunny days, which results in environment maps with very high
dynamic range and rendered images with strong specular effects and sharp shadows,
over cloudy skies, which generate mainly diffuse impressions in resulting images, to in-
door environments. The shown indoor environment is lit by six indirectly illuminating
fluorescent tubes and thus features a very low dynamic range and mainly diffuse light-
ing. The environments were captured with the smallest shutter value available (f22) to
avoid depth blur. Only for indoor scenes a shutter value of f11 was used to avoid much
longer exposure times leading to significant image flaws due to temperature rise in the
CCD chip.
During acquisition two main problems arose. First, images of the sunny sky featured
oversaturated pixels due to the sun’s intensity even at very short exposure times. Instead
of removing these by a neutral density filter as suggested by Stumpfel et al. [501], the
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sun is modeled as an area light source with constant radiant intensity which is derived
from the physical properties of the sun and the modeled scene. To compensate for the
various sources of light attenuation like scattering and reflection effects in the atmo-
sphere, the intensity was reduced manually. Remaining errors are almost invisible to
the observer due to the approximately logarithmic mapping of luminance values in the
HVS, which is replicated in existing tone mapping operators. Additionally this model-
ing step turned out to be very useful in combination with path tracing since it leads to
significantly improved importance sampling of the lighting environment.
The second problem is the movement of clouds. Their position is slightly shifted in
photographs of varying exposure, leading to imperfect environment maps. Even worse,
acquiring the light distribution in the car could not be done at the same time as acquiring
the environment maps, leading to significant cloud movements. Therefore, great care
was taken to capture light situations where cloud movement has hardly any effect on
the light distribution in the car.
A second step for acquisition of scene properties is measurement of the reflectance
properties of materials in the car (a Mercedes Benz C class model). As in the experi-
ment of Drago and Myszkowski [115] only the most significant materials were acquired.
Unlike for previous validation experiments, HDR material BTFs were acquired using
the setup of the Universita¨t Bonn, which is described in more detail in Chapter 3. To
enable simultaneous handling of several BTFs, measured data was compressed using
local PCA [369]. Figure 13.2 gives an overview of the acquired materials. For a later
comparison between the rendering quality achieved with BTFs and standard materials,
materials were also modeled by Phong BRDFs and textures. While the Phong BRDF
parameters were provided with the car’s geometry, the frontal views of the BTF ma-
terials (i.e., polar angle 0◦) were used as textures. To match the brightness of light
reflected from the BTFs and the Phong BRDFs, Phong parameters were scaled by hand,
iterating between parameter adjustment and rendering until the appearance matched ap-
proximately.
The third part to be acquired in the scene is the geometry. For the given test, the
CAD NURBS data of a Mercedes C class model (stored as CATIA V5 model) was
finely tessellated and stored as OpenInventor model. Materials were assigned to the
surfaces using the Maya modeling software, and texture coordinates were computed us-
ing two different approaches. For surfaces covered with structured materials like cloth
or wood, texture coordinates were computed using the method of Degener et al. [100].
For all other surfaces, texture coordinates were computed with the synthesis on surfaces
method by Magda and Kriegman [334], which was implemented as a Maya plugin and
which handles both standard textures and BTFs. It iteratively textures triangles such
that textures follow a defined orientation field and such that minimal discontinuities are
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Fig. 13.2: Acquired BTFs. From top to bottom, left to right: dark and light synthetic leather,
light and dark natural, and dark synthetic leather, hard shell containing aluminium, two types
of wood, and dark and light seat covers.
visible at triangle edges. Necessary orientation fields can easily be specified using Maya
interfaces. Due to bad connectivity information in the geometry (e.g., some neighbor-
ing triangles were not connected) which leads to difficulties when specifying complex
orientation fields, it turned out that a single direction vector per geometric component is
sufficient. Additionally, special care was taken that the triangles in the geometry were
smaller than the texture patch. This restriction can be relaxed by applying standard tex-
ture synthesis algorithms to enlarge the base texture. Results of synthesizing textures
on car interior surfaces are shown in Figure 13.3.
The fourth and final part of scene acquisition is measurement of the light distribution
in the benchmark scenes. To enable comparison of large-scale and small-scale effects,
pictures showing the complete cockpit and zoom-ins onto selected regions were taken.
To register the photographs with the 3D geometry a standard registration procedure was
employed which requires the user to select a number of corresponding points in the
image and the 3D scene. Assuming a simple pinhole camera [203], at least six pairs of
corresponding points need to be selected. Usually, registration gets more stable if more
features are selected. Yet, as Figure 13.4 shows determination of exactly corresponding
points is difficult due to lighting influences like shadows. Therefore, it turned out that
selection of fewer (typically eight to ten) but well chosen pairs leads to better results
than selection of more, possibly unreliable pairs. Since radial distortion is not modeled
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Fig. 13.3: Objects textured by synthesis on surface algorithm.
Fig. 13.4: Registration of photograph (right) to 3D scene (left). The exact location of the high-
lighted vertex is difficult to determine in the photograph.
in the simple pinhole camera model, it additionally turned out that feature points with
varying depth values lead to significantly improved registration.
While registration of photographs showing the complete cockpit worked well, zoom-
ins often did not contain a sufficient number of feature points. Therefore the following
approach was taken: After capturing a zoom-in photograph, another picture was taken
with all camera parameters but the zoom unchanged. This allows to determine camera
parameters from the first image, which shows a significantly larger part of the cockpit,
and only the zoom has to be determined afterwards, which can be done manually.
13.3 Rendering
In order to render the acquired scenes from captured view-points with MentalRay, BTF
materials were integrated as a shader. Unfortunately, integrating these shaders with pho-
ton mapping turned out to be difficult. Therefore, path tracing was employed although
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Fig. 13.5: Light clustering. Left: environment map with cluster directions, right: cluster regions.
photon mapping would be more efficient for environmental lighting. To compensate
for this, lighting environments were approximated by a number of clustered directional
light sources as proposed by Cohen and Debevec [69] and Kollig and Keller [276] which
leads to largely reduced rendering time for noise-free images. Figure 13.5 shows an ex-
ample of applying this technique to a sunny environment map. Since the chosen number
of clustered light directions directly impacts rendering quality and rendering speed, de-
termining an optimal number minimizes rendering time without impacting visualization
quality. Figure 13.6 shows the rendered images using different numbers of light clus-
ters for cloudy and sunny environments, and a relatively glossy material. For the cloudy
environment, hardly any differences are visible between the images rendered with 16
and 32 clusters and 10 shadow rays per light source (the large number of shadow rays is
used since MentalRay allows shooting of shadow rays into regions of directions which
are determined from the clusters’ Voronoi regions). Therefore, 64 clusters are chosen
for cloudy environments. For the sunny sky, 128 clusters are necessary since differences
start being imperceptible between 32 and 64 clusters.
Another practical problem to be solved w.r.t. the lighting environment is alignment
with the geometry. Due to the sun’s movement between shots taken for capturing the
environment and the light distribution in the car, incorrect shading is visible for the
sunny sky if the lighting environment and the geometry are aligned perfectly (i.e., if the
environment is aligned such that the positions of objects like trees match the ones in
the photographs of the car interior). Due to the known time between the two shots, the
sun’s approximate movement can be computed, resulting in an approximate rotation for
the environment map. This rotation can later be improved by a non-linear optimization
step matching the location of highlights.
To replicate the real camera, the virtual shutter’s dimension needs to be set to 1.049×
0.695 which was determined by experimenting.
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Fig. 13.6: Influence of the number of light clusters on the resulting quality. Top: cloudy sky,
bottom: sunny sky. Left: 16 light clusters, middle: 32, right: 64.
A significant increase in rendering performance can be achieved for images showing
parts of the car mainly influenced by direct lighting (e.g., the dashboard). In this case
it is possible to delete all light sources from the lower hemisphere and to render direct
illumination effects only. Additionally, invisible geometries can be removed if they do
not occlude light sources. This reduces the total memory requirements and increases
rendering speed.
Having rendered the images quite significant color differences between the rendered
images and the photographs became visible. The reasons for these problems are ana-
lyzed below. To compensate them, a 3× 3 color transformation matrix was determined
by a non-linear scheme minimizing the least squares difference between selected re-
gions of blurred images. Selected regions mask badly registered image parts and imper-
fectly replicated geometries.
13.4 Evaluation
As described in the previous chapter, evaluating the similarity of images should opti-
mally be performed using suitable image similarity metrics, since they give an objective
measure of quality. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used for the given experi-
ment since image metrics compute differences by comparing pairs of corresponding
pixels. Establishing such pixelwise correspondences was not possible due to the fol-
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lowing reasons:
• The geometries of the cars in the real and virtual scenes are not identical. While
the CAD model represents a model from car design, the real car was slightly
modified compared to the design version (e.g., central louvers in dashboard). Ad-
ditionally, many textiles draped over the car’s surface show pleats which are not
modeled in the geometry (especially on the car seats and the doors).
• Replication of the exact small scale structure of materials in the real car is not
possible since texture synthesis methods generate similar distributions of small
scale features only.
• Lighting environments are neither perfectly aligned in photographs and rendered
images nor of even resolution. Additionally, influences of the windshield are not
simulated.
• Registration errors could not be eliminated completely.
13.4.1 Validation of Large Scale Effects
Fortunately, these problems can be circumvented by simple measures when evaluating
the global light distribution in the car. To avoid influences of different geometries and
lighting environments, these parts are removed from compared images. To compensate
registration errors and different small-scale structure, the resolution of the images is
reduced by a factor of 8. Finally images are transformed into grayscale to avoid color
calibration artifacts, and their intensities are scaled to achieve equal average brightness.
Figure 13.7 shows resulting images for the car’s dashboard. They were computed
with direct lighting only. It is clearly visible that the structure of the lighting with
BTFs resembles the original light distribution much closer than if using the Phong BTFs
specified with the car model. This observation is underpinned by the HDR VDP [340]
images comparing the original image and the rendered ones. The image rendered with
BTFs shows significantly less regions where differences were determined (i.e., colored
regions) and the differences are less perceivable on average. The VDP determined that
in the image with BTF materials, about 3.41% of the pixels are perceived as being
different at a probability greater 75%, and only 2.1% at a probability greater 95%. For
comparison, the same thresholds apply to 5.78% respectively 3.87% of the pixels in the
image with standard materials. These results show that BTFs lead to a more accurate
light distribution than standard materials. Obviously, the parameters of the Phong model
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Fig. 13.7: Global Light Distribution on dashboard. Top: BTF, bottom: standard materials.
could be changed to optimize resulting highlights but it remains questionable if such a
specific set of parameters would be suitable for other configurations of view and light.
Although measured BTFs achieve much more realistic highlights, the comparison im-
age still shows significant errors. Most of these occur at edges and are due to registration
errors. Another source of error is incorrect alignment of lighting as the shadow cast by
the right A post shows. In order to quantify the errors solely due to the BTF a second ex-
periment was conducted. Several images were rendered with the sunny sky and varying
lighting parameters (i.e., the sun’s intensity and the size of the region of directions prob-
ing the sun’s visibility). Resulting images are shown in Figure 13.8. It is clearly visible
that the shape of simulated highlights does not match the ones from corresponding pho-
tographs. Highlights in rendered images are less focused, yielding the impression of a
less specular material. The deviation can be explained by two facts. First, materials in
the real car are worn. Multiple touches might have turned them greasy which would ex-
plain the shinier behavior. Second, directional sampling of measured BTFs might have
been too coarse, thereby diffusing highlights. Summarizing these observations, the er-
rors due to BTF acquisition are very small compared to the errors introduced by other
facts like light modeling, registration, and material changes. Therefore, the abilities of
the BTF to simulate global light distribution can be considered very accurate.
13.4.2 Validation of Small Scale Effects
The previously described experiments showed that measured BTFs are superior to stan-
dard Phong BRDFs combined with diffuse textures for simulating global light distri-
bution. Since this can be achieved by measured BRDFs as well, a second series of
experiments aims at comparing the small scale appearance. Unlike for large scale eval-
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Fig. 13.8: Structure of the highlight on the dashboard for varying exposure in the photograph
(top). The bottom images show rendered images where the light’s intensity was set such that
the highlight’s maximum intensity matches the one in the photograph.
uations, registration errors and surface structure mismatches cannot be circumvented by
reducing resolution since small scale effects need to be retained. Therefore, evaluation
based on metrics is not possible in this case. Instead a study with human subjects was
conducted.
As a preparation for this study, nine (regions in) photographs were selected (five with
sunny sky, three with cloudy sky, two indoor) and rendered once with texture modu-
lated Phong BRDFs and once with BTFs. To maximize the expressive power of the
study, images focused on parts covered with measured materials. Additionally, to hide
lighting environment resolution differences, visible parts of the outside in the rendered
images were replaced by visible parts from the photographs. The 27 resulting images
(cf. figures 13.13 and 13.14) were shown to the 22 subjects participating in the study
in random order by a simple interface (cf. Figure 13.9) which additionally queries the
subject’s assessment of realism. Participants were told that some images are rendered
but were otherwise naive to the goals of the study. All of them were no computer graph-
ics experts and had normal or corrected to normal vision. To minimize the influence
of presentation order and to quantify learning effects each participant was shown all
images twice. The detailed results can be found in Tables 13.1-13.3.
A direct interpretation of the values is not suitable since all participants used a differ-
ent range of numbers to judge the realism of images (cf. Figure 13.10). Therefore, the
assessments are normalized according to the following formula
X˜i,j =
Xi,j − µi
σi
with Xi,j the assessment of the jth image by participant Pi, µi and σi the average rat-
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Fig. 13.9: Interface for quality assessment.
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Fig. 13.10: Average quality scores and their
standard deviation per participant.
ing and standard deviation by Pi. Normalization results in average scores of zero and
standard deviations of one for all participants. The resulting normalized values are
summarized in Figure 13.11. They show that, on average, BTF images scored almost as
high as photographs. Both performed much better than images rendered with standard
materials (Phong BRDFs and diffuse textures) which can also be seen in the average
quality assessments of individual images. The performance of standard materials is es-
pecially bad in combination with the sunny sky, i.e., an environment with a dominant
directional light, since directional lights tend to increase the visibility of surface struc-
ture due to sharp shading. Interestingly, photographs are not always considered most
realistic which corresponds to the observations of Rademacher et al. [430]. In the given
case this can possibly be attributed to two reasons. First, the photographs feature a
slight blur which might lead to the impression of less structured materials, especially in
combination with diffuse lighting environments (images 7, 8 and 9). Second, subjects
were shown no reference image.
Another notable observation is that the perceived realism seems to depend on the
shown section of the scene. If a photograph is given a high score, the quality assess-
ments of corresponding BTF and standard images tend to be high as well. This is in
correspondence with Rademacher et al.’s observations who showed that photographs of
scenes with specific settings (e.g., soft shadows, rough surfaces) are judged more real-
istic than ones of other scenes. It also confirms that BTFs lead to consistently better
results than standard materials.
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Fig. 13.11: Average normalized scores for each image and generation method. Leftmost: Aver-
age normalized scores over all images.
13.5 Conclusions
Evaluation of the rendering quality achievable with measured BTF materials has shown
that BTFs offer a significant advantage over standard material representations. Like
measured BRDFs, they are well suited for simulating global light distributions. Unlike
measured BRDFs they additionally replicate small-scale surface features in a physi-
cally accurate way. At both scales they were found to be superior to standard material
representations that combine diffuse textures and Phong BRDFs.
Unfortunately, the conducted studies were not able to measure the remaining error
caused by BTF representations due to various reasons. Obviously, all steps contribut-
ing to predictive rendering possibly introduce errors. Known error sources include the
following points:
• Lighting environments vary due to sun and cloud movement.
• Lighting environments are not perfectly aligned.
• The measured materials and those used in the real car vary. Materials in the real
car are worn which is likely to influence their reflectance behavior. Determination
of the exact influence of aging remains for future work.
• Not all materials in the car were measured. Quality assessments were thus always
influenced by geometric parts covered with Phong BRDFs.
• Compression of measured BTFs introduces errors, the amount and type depend-
ing on the compression technique.
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• The real and virtual geometry are not identical. This includes differences in the
way materials are applied to surfaces. While perfect, fixed application is possible
in VR, real materials often cause pleats and are thus movable to some extent.
• The texture synthesis method might be ill suited for anisotropic BTFs. Addition-
ally, texture synthesis from relatively small texture patches cannot replicate the
full complexity of materials like leather.
• Influences of the windscreen were omitted, which turn out quite significant for
some parts of the car.
• Computed images could not be registered perfectly and contained significant
color changes. Better results could be achieved in more controlled environments
and with better calibrated cameras. Color shifts might additionally be caused by
the material of the reflecting sphere used for capturing environmental lighting.
• Some errors, although probably small, were introduced by the imperfect light
simulation software.
• Presenting the images to human subjects required tone mapping, which intro-
duces significant errors as well. Additionally, images represent mappings of real-
ity only. More concise results might be achieved by comparing rendered images
and real models.
Another limitation of this study is the restriction of Phong BRDFs to the ones spec-
ified with the digital model. The experiment of Drago and Myszkowski [115] showed
that specifically, artistically modeled Phong BRDFs may lead to more realistic images
than measured BRDFs, which might also be the case for BTFs. Yet, considering the
goal of predictive rendering it has to be mentioned that Phong BRDFs cannot be op-
timized for all combinations of viewpoint and lighting. Optimal parameters for one
case will turn out bad for other settings, which is clearly not desirable for predictions.
Therefore the restriction to given parameters seems to be a reasonable choice.
A third limitation is due to simulating direct lighting in the rendered images only.
While this impacts the degree of realism in images lit by the sunny sky just slightly,
influences on scenes with mainly diffuse lighting are difficult to judge, but probably
significant. Figure 13.12 shows that quite different results can already be achieved by
introducing approximate indirect lighting. Additional problems are introduced when
simulating the lighting in buildings since the limited indoor distances are not well rep-
resented by environment maps, suppressing the significant spatial dependence of in-
coming light.
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Fig. 13.12: Changes in rendered images due to approximated indirect light. Left: direct lighting
only, right: an additional area light source simulating indirect light in the interior.
Despite the various sources of errors and the other limitations of this study, it was
clearly shown that BTF materials substantially improve the realism of rendered images.
Since this experiment focused on high-quality rendering with path tracing methods,
which require offline rendering, this study can only provide an upper bound for the ren-
dering quality achievable in VR. To evaluate the actual quality of rendering techniques
useful for VR further experiments need to be conducted. In addition to evaluating the
loss of quality due to real-time restrictions and the influences of animated scenes instead
of static images, such experiments need to determine the influence of restricted resolu-
tions of the display devices. Compared to BRDF material representations, the obvious
advantage of BTFs is accurate reproduction of small-scale surface structure, which will
only be visible in VR if high-resolution displays like the HEyeWall [281] are employed
or if users zoom onto specific regions.
13.6 Future Work
The observations from this study give a clear indication that BTF materials are useful in
predictive rendering applications since they increase the degree of realism significantly.
Obviously the conducted experiment focused on few topics while leaving out several
others. One of these is the comparison of rendering quality from BTFs with the one
from bump-mapped BRDFs where the color is modulated by standard textures. The
inclusion of bump-mapping effects makes small-scale structure clearly visible which
might compensate many limitations of BRDF material representations, especially for
materials like the marked leather covering the car’s dashboard.
Another experiment could quantify the impact of BTF materials much closer by uti-
lizing a more controlled test environment: placing planar material probes in an envi-
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ronment with controlled lighting (e.g., rooms with artificial lighting) after measuring
their reflectance properties. Such a scenario allows for direct computation of similari-
ties by image metrics since registration errors could be avoided since perfectly corre-
sponding surface structures would be available, and since disturbing influences could
be minimized. Influenced by comparison metrics for texture synthesis algorithms [112],
existing image comparison metrics could be optimized to tolerate registration errors or
different surface structures. Additionally, human subjects could be asked to perform a
visual comparison of the real scene and the rendered image. Finally, using techniques
to reproduce complex, changing lighting environments (e.g., [94]) even simulation of
outdoor scenes would be possible.
Several studies should concentrate on the use of BTF rendering in VR. As a first step,
simple animations (e.g., using varying lighting environments) could be produced and
users could be asked to assess the degree of realism in comparison with videos of the
real scene. Of course, this requires consistent capturing of interior photographs and
environmental lighting, and requires highly accurate registration. As a second step,
animations could be computed in real-time, thereby evaluating the capabilities of real-
time BTF rendering methods.
A further experiment could focus on the user’s ability to recognize a material from the
rendered image by making the user guess the tactile properties of the rendered material.
A setup for such an experiment could be as follows. The BTFs of several materials with
different tactile properties are acquired. During evaluation, subjects are shown rendered
images of objects (e.g., tori or spheres) covered with BTFs. Optimally these images are
rendered in real-time to allow interactive adjustment of user position. Participants are
additionally given the opportunity to touch several measured materials without seeing
them. If the users succeed in matching rendered images to touched samples then ob-
viously BTF rendering is capable of communicating the surface structure very well,
which seems to be of significant importance for application areas like the cloth industry
or interior design.
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# photograph BTF standard material
1
2
3
4
5
6
Fig. 13.13: Images used in the psychophysical study (part 1).
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# photograph BTF standard material
7
8
9
Fig. 13.14: Images used in the psychophysical study (part 2).
image personA B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V
P1 9 7 8 7 6 8 1 9 9 7 6 6 1 7 7 6 6 6 8 10 9 89 9 3 7 6 1 1 6 6 7 6 5 1 6 7 5 5 5 9 8 9 9
P2 10 10 10 10 9 6 10 2 4 9 8 8 9 6 5 10 6 4 8 10 10 59 10 10 10 9 3 8 2 8 7 1 8 9 3 5 10 7 1 8 8 8 5
P3 10 10 10 8 8 2 9 8 6 8 8 8 9 2 9 9 9 7 9 4 10 210 10 10 9 9 5 8 8 7 9 6 8 8 3 7 9 8 4 8 5 9 5
P4 10 10 9 10 8 4 8 9 4 9 8 8 9 6 7 10 9 6 9 10 10 610 10 8 10 8 3 10 8 9 8 6 8 9 6 7 10 9 8 8 10 10 4
P5 8 9 10 8 6 3 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 4 6 9 8 7 7 6 8 48 10 7 10 8 5 9 7 4 9 6 7 8 5 7 7 9 6 7 10 9 6
P6 9 8 8 7 6 1 1 9 5 6 8 7 8 6 8 9 5 10 9 8 10 110 10 10 8 6 5 1 7 8 8 7 7 1 6 8 6 5 8 9 6 10 10
P7 6 6 10 7 7 8 1 4 7 9 6 5 4 4 8 5 4 3 5 4 7 24 6 9 8 7 9 1 3 4 8 5 4 1 4 8 5 2 3 9 3 6 1
P8 7 5 10 8 6 3 10 5 8 8 7 6 9 7 4 10 2 9 5 6 8 54 6 8 7 9 1 10 3 7 7 6 7 7 6 6 10 2 3 2 6 6 3
P9 10 10 10 10 6 1 8 8 7 8 3 7 9 4 9 10 8 6 7 3 8 58 10 9 9 9 2 10 6 8 8 4 6 9 4 9 10 7 3 6 8 7 9
Tab. 13.1: Quality assessment for the photographs. Top row: first run, bottom row: second run.
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image personA B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V
B1 10 10 6 9 7 1 2 7 7 7 7 6 4 6 5 8 3 7 8 4 10 89 10 7 7 7 7 1 7 5 6 10 7 1 7 6 4 5 8 4 2 10 8
B2 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 9 8 8 10 7 9 5 7 10 6 6 9 3 10 210 10 10 10 8 8 8 9 5 8 8 7 9 7 7 10 8 7 8 8 10 4
B3 10 10 8 8 8 1 7 9 5 8 8 8 9 5 7 7 9 8 9 5 10 18 10 10 9 8 5 4 5 5 8 6 8 9 5 8 6 8 2 9 9 8 3
B4 10 10 9 8 6 1 8 6 9 8 8 7 9 5 7 10 6 6 7 7 10 49 10 8 10 8 5 8 9 8 9 6 7 9 6 7 8 4 4 8 10 10 6
B5 10 10 9 8 6 1 8 6 3 7 4 8 7 3 5 8 3 7 8 4 8 26 9 7 9 7 1 1 7 7 7 7 7 9 5 6 8 4 2 6 3 8 4
B6 9 7 8 7 7 1 1 8 6 8 1 6 4 4 8 7 7 7 8 8 10 108 7 10 7 5 3 1 8 4 7 7 6 1 3 8 6 7 8 9 3 10 7
B7 9 8 8 8 8 4 1 7 6 6 4 5 3 7 8 5 6 7 8 5 9 48 8 10 8 7 1 1 3 8 7 5 4 1 6 7 5 6 7 8 7 10 3
B8 9 10 9 9 7 3 9 6 6 8 5 6 6 5 7 8 5 8 4 3 7 27 10 8 9 7 1 9 4 8 6 6 6 9 7 7 10 7 10 2 5 7 7
B9 7 9 10 9 6 5 8 9 4 7 4 7 8 5 8 9 7 8 9 5 9 48 10 10 9 8 1 8 7 6 6 7 8 9 6 8 9 5 4 9 4 10 8
Tab. 13.2: Quality assessment for the images with BTFs.
image personA B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V
S1 4 5 8 7 7 2 1 4 4 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 3 7 8 4 7 12 6 9 7 8 2 1 3 4 5 6 4 1 4 5 4 2 3 6 2 4 3
S2 7 8 4 10 7 1 9 4 8 6 4 5 8 4 6 9 5 7 8 4 10 24 7 3 10 6 1 8 3 8 7 7 7 9 6 5 10 4 4 4 2 10 7
S3 3 7 3 9 6 5 9 3 8 6 8 6 9 5 6 10 5 2 8 2 9 24 7 3 9 7 6 8 4 8 7 6 7 9 5 6 10 3 3 4 4 10 8
S4 6 9 2 7 2 3 5 2 4 7 1 7 6 3 6 7 4 2 1 4 6 12 5 4 7 5 3 8 2 8 5 7 5 8 2 5 7 4 4 1 3 8 5
S5 3 5 5 7 5 1 1 2 4 5 4 6 9 2 5 7 3 6 4 1 2 12 5 5 7 7 2 3 1 4 5 6 5 8 2 4 5 2 2 1 1 5 1
S6 9 5 8 7 5 3 1 3 4 5 6 6 6 5 5 6 2 8 7 3 3 12 5 7 7 6 2 1 2 4 4 5 5 1 3 5 5 3 5 2 3 5 1
S7 7 6 8 8 4 9 6 2 4 7 5 4 5 4 4 6 6 8 2 4 7 44 7 9 8 7 1 1 2 8 8 7 5 1 4 5 5 2 3 3 3 6 2
S8 4 5 2 8 6 1 9 4 6 5 3 5 4 4 5 10 2 3 8 3 8 13 6 3 10 6 1 10 2 7 5 1 6 6 4 5 8 2 1 4 2 8 4
S9 7 9 4 9 7 5 6 5 9 8 8 6 9 2 5 10 4 4 5 6 10 13 8 3 9 6 3 8 2 7 6 6 6 9 5 5 9 2 3 7 2 10 9
Tab. 13.3: Quality assessment for the images with standard materials (textures and Phong
BRDFs).
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Chapter 14
Conclusions
14.1 Summary of Thesis
The focus of this thesis is elaboration of the importance of predictive rendering for
several Virtual Reality applications, reviewing and presenting existing and novel tech-
nology that contributes to achieving this goal, and identification of missing techniques.
As a framework for the technologies, the predictive image generation process of the
RealReflect project (cf. Figure 1.2) was chosen since it represents the first approach to-
wards an integrated solution. The chapters of this thesis were devoted to reviewing and
describing the techniques required to implement the stages of this process, including
in-depth descriptions of own contributions. Due to the huge amount of work required
for implementing the full process, the personal work contributed to selected stages only,
bearing a focus on modeling and real-time rendering of scenes with BTF materials.
In the following, a very brief summary of the treatment of the stages of the predictive
image generation process is given. Following the partitioning approach of the verifica-
tion framework of Greenberg et al. [175], the process tasks are separated into modeling,
rendering, and display stages.
14.1.1 Scene Modeling
Accurately modeling scenes lays the basis for generating predictive images. If the
scenes do not contain radiometrically correct descriptions of entities, the generated
images must fail to be truly predictive. This thesis followed the standard modeling
approach, which divides scene objects into light sources and geometric objects, which
themselves consist of large scale geometry and small- and medium-scale material.
Light source modeling was covered just very briefly in this work. State of the art
approaches acquire near-field properties of real-world light sources, capturing a very
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accurate representation of the light emission properties. Unfortunately, most rendering
techniques currently employ far-field properties only.
Modeling approaches for materials were devoted a large portion of this thesis. First,
reviews of existing techniques showed that the most accurate material representations
can currently be derived from measuring reflectance properties of existing materials.
Then, techniques for efficient handling of such data were described, including a novel
algorithm for compression of BTFs based on a parametric model and new approaches
for synthesizing diffuse textures and BTFs.
For explicitly modeled geometry, existing representations relevant to Virtual Proto-
typing were summarized and necessary postprocessing steps for CAD data were de-
scribed. A special focus was placed on level of detail representations, since they enable
efficient and antialiased rendering, including own contributions for LOD representa-
tions of NURBS models and objects textured with complex material properties.
14.1.2 Rendering
Having adequately modeled scenes at hand, rendering algorithms transform the scene
description into an image description showing the scene as seen by a camera or per-
son. For predictive image generation, these algorithms have to take into account very
accurate optics models and global illumination effects.
Therefore, an extensive review of existing rendering techniques suitable for interac-
tive rendering of global illumination solutions was presented. Among the various kinds
of algorithms, a combination of two techniques was identified to yield best-possible
results for most walkthrough and design review applications given todays hardware
technology: Rendering algorithms visualizing precomputed global illumination data
yield good results for materials with low-frequency reflection behavior, effects due to
high-frequency materials (i.e., reflections, refractions, and caustics) are added by sep-
arate approaches. Mirroring this finding, own contributions to these approaches were
presented.
Since current VR systems are typically limited to local illumination models, moving
to global illumination requires significant changes to existing, successful systems. To
allow for more easily integrable solutions, various variants of a rendering technique for
compressed BTFs were proposed, supporting different kinds of light sources.
14.1.3 Display
Displaying the results of the rendering algorithms to a human user is currently the weak-
est point of predictive image generation. In this thesis, current standard display technol-
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ogy was identified to feature too low display resolution and dynamic range, and largely
imperfect color reproduction. Fortunately, mirroring current trends towards high dy-
namic range rendering, recent developments improved the dynamic range of display
devices. Other developments based on tiled, multi-projector displays largely enhanced
display resolutions. Yet, so far no satisfying solution is in sight.
To compensate for these shortcoming, rendered images are fit to the characteristics of
displays and the human visual system using tone mapping algorithms. A brief review of
existing techniques showed that quite elaborate and successful approaches exist today.
Yet, they cannot fully compensate the weaknesses of display hardware.
14.1.4 Verification
Due to a large number of limitations in the modeling, rendering, and display steps,
the displayed images fail to predict reality. To assess the usefulness of generated results
and to measure the remaining errors, all stages of the image generation process and their
interplay need to be verified. As pointed out, this is especially necessary to overcome
the existing and possibly well-justified negative attitude of designers towards Virtual
Reality simulations.
A large number of existing verification attempts was surveyed, ranging from ap-
proaches verifying the individual stages to assessments of the quality of the entire image
generation process. In addition, a study assessing the improvement of rendering quality
due to measured BTFs compared to standard materials was described. It certified that
more complex material properties lead to better image quality, which justifies the ad-
ditional efforts required to support such complex materials, including the time invested
into this thesis.
14.2 Implementing a Predictive Image Generation
System
Due to the inherent complexity of the technology underlying each of the stages of the
image generation process, the chapters of this thesis described developed techniques
in a relatively isolated way. This approach seems suitable since the complexity of a
system integrating all these components becomes immense. To nevertheless give an
indication of the gain achieved by implementing a predictive image generation process,
in the following the exemplary implementation of the RealReflect project is described
briefly.
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Fig. 14.1: Light and material selection in the RealReflect system. (image courtesy of IC:IDO GmbH)
The various modeling steps concerned with acquiring or modeling and processing
light sources, materials, and geometry were implemented as stand-alone solutions or
plugins for existing modeling packages. The tools included light acquisition and sim-
plification, BTF acquisition, compression, and synthesis, and geometry conversion from
CAD data, including parameterization and BTF synthesis on surfaces. Resulting data
was made available to the VR application using a file format based on extending X3D
scene descriptions [570].
Scene components are arranged using a scene editor implemented in a prototype VR
system of IC:IDO GmbH. Figure 14.1 shows a screenshot of the system demonstrating
interactive selection and placement of measured light sources and BTFs for a scene con-
taining a Mercedes C class car model. The scene editor is integrated with a real-time
renderer supporting complex light sources and compressed BTFs to give an instanta-
neous feedback of the look of the scene. It can additionally trigger offline precom-
putations of global illumination solutions, which can afterwards be inspected. Figure
14.2 shows an example where global illumination was precomputed for the front seats
using a PRT approach (i.e., the lighting environment can interactively be rotated or ex-
changed). Note the strong difference in appearance compared to the back seats, which
are lit by a point light source centered at the viewer’s position. Rendered images are
tone-mapped before displaying them. Great care was taken to realize tone mapping in
an efficient way using GPU implementations.
Evaluations of the resulting system showed that the new components lead to signifi-
cantly improved quality of rendered images although they are obviously neither photo-
realistic nor predictive. Additionally, due to the huge computational power of current
of-the-shelf graphics boards, the rendering speed is well interactive to real-time (15-25
fps at least), resulting in good usability. In summary, the system proved to be a valuable
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Fig. 14.2: Views of a car where the front seats are covered by measured BTFs and lit by the
environment.
extension of existing VR systems.
Unfortunately, this extension does not come without a cost. Obviously, much more
rendering power has to be spent for rendering BTFs than for standard materials consist-
ing of Phong BRDFs, color and bump textures. Fortunately, this is hardly a problem
given today’s GPUs. The much more significant problem are increased efforts for mod-
eling suitable scenes. Experience showed that several existing modeling approaches
are not accurate enough if applied in combination with complex lighting and complex
geometry. Among these are:
• Methods for computing texture coordinates
In combination with diffuse textures, imperfectly chosen texture coordinates of-
ten remain invisible. This is often not the case in combination with BTFs. Figure
14.3 shows an example for texture coordinates generated by a synthesis on sur-
faces algorithm [334].
• BTF synthesis methods
As shown in Chapter 4 BTF synthesis methods produce view- and light-dependent
artifacts that are not present for diffuse color textures. In order to judge the suit-
ability of a synthesized BTF, many combinations of view and light directions
have to be checked.
• Local coordinate system generation
Unlike Phong BRDFs, which are isotropic, BTFs typically show anisotropic be-
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Fig. 14.3: Imperfectly chosen texture coordinates lead to much more visible artifacts if the sur-
face is textured with BTFs (bottom) instead of with diffuse textures (top). Images are zooms
of those in Figure 2.21.
havior. Therefore, inconsistent or poorly chosen local coordinate systems lead to
false material appearance (cf. Figure 14.4).
• Light and material acquisition
As Chapter 13 pointed out, the accuracy of the rendered image strongly depends
on the sampling rate of the BTFs and the light sources. Choosing perfect sam-
pling densities is a difficult problem.
Possibly, many other problems exist. The reason why these errors become more visible
when employing correct light sources and materials might be that the rendered images
appear to be more realistic than with simple lights and materials. Thus, observers will
more easily notice sources of errors due to the larger visual difference between realisti-
cally looking regions and areas featuring disturbance of this realism. As a consequence,
users of such potentially improved rendering software need to take care that the users do
not get the impression that the rendering quality decreased due to more visible errors.
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original bitangent inverted
Fig. 14.4: Change of appearance due to inverted bitangent in local coordinate system. Phong
BRDFs typically used in VR applications lack such anisotropic behavior.
14.3 Remaining Limitations
Existing implementations of predictive image generation processes that aim at rendering
results at real-time frame rates need to make compromises between preprocessing time
and memory, rendering speed, and achieved accuracy. Targeting real-time rendering
of complex scenes, large compromises w.r.t. rendering accuracy have to be made. The
RealReflect implementation, e.g., sacrificed the following effects:
• Volumetric Effects
Materials were modeled with unique thickness, neglecting the volume of objects.
In addition, volumes outside explicitly modeled objects were assumed to be evac-
uated and thus free of any participating media.
• Full Global Illumination Support
Rendering from precomputed PRT data assumed distant lighting. Additionally,
the combination of rendering algorithms (SLF or PRT rendering for almost dif-
fuse, and interactive reflections for specular materials) does not cover the full
spectrum of materials. Finally, global illumination effects were limited to static
scenes.
• Accuracy limited to Modeling Accuracy
As an example, rendering does not consider multi-spectral effects, which are es-
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sential for many real-world situations.
In addition to the inaccuracies introduced to achieve increased rendering performance,
other sources cause further errors. Among those are:
• limited accuracy of acquired lights and materials due to
– acquisition errors,
– undersampling,
– RGB color model instead of multi-spectral measurements,
– limited dynamic range,
– time-invariance, and
– planar materials (omission of bending/stretching effects),
• introduction of errors during data processing due to
– reconstruction errors from compressed materials,
– imperfect texture coordinate generation algorithms,
– imperfect texture/BTF synthesis algorithms,
– reconstruction errors from simplified light sources, and
– inaccurate LOD representations for geometry (and material).
Although the rendering quality achieved for carefully modeled scenes is much higher
than with standard approaches, designers currently refuse to use the VR solutions due to
the above restrictions. The main reason seems to be the imperfectly reproduced colors
of materials which is more easily noticed by trained users, who additionally pay special
attention to these differences. Nevertheless, designers already started to accept offline
versions of the image generation process that follow the same principle. As a result,
such approaches are currently being introduced in the design process of several major
companies. Extrapolating this development, it seems likely that due to novel computer
hardware and improvement in rendering algorithms interactive implementations will
become accepted in the next years.
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Chapter 15
Future Work
15.1 Possible Future Trends in Graphics Hardware
The future development of computer graphics is deeply coupled with future advance-
ments in graphics hardware. While initially growth in CPU processing powers was
the driving factor, introduction of 3D graphics boards with an increasing number of
units supporting dedicated graphics tasks changed orientation towards GPUs. The
focus on graphics processors became even more significant with the introduction of
freely programmable vertex and fragment processing units. Their introduction lead to
a large number of novel rendering algorithms directly integrated with GPU rendering
pipelines of existing graphics APIs, ranging from support for high-level surface primi-
tives [480, 184] over complex light and material shaders [534] to full-featured raytracers
[428].
Today rendering techniques show a wide spectrum of CPU and GPU use, ranging
from CPU raytracing over rendering algorithms balancing CPU and GPU use to pure
GPU-based rendering.
For the future, different trends for the development of graphics hardware are to be
expected. Within the last few years the growth of computational power of CPUs has
almost ceased to depend on the increase of clock frequencies due to physical limita-
tions [506]. Instead, dual-core CPUs start becoming the standard and it seems very
likely that this trend will lead to multi-core CPUs, practically yielding single-chip clus-
ters of CPUs. This development should definitely push parallelizable algorithms like
raytracing. In parallel, alternatives to existing CPUs are proposed: Quantum [438] or
molecular [2] computers promise massively parallel processing power but estimation of
their impact on computer graphics is currently not possible.
In contrast to CPUs, modern GPUs already feature a large number of parallel but sim-
ple processing units. Improvements in the last years have raised their computational
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power over the level of comparable CPUs1. It seems very likely that future improve-
ments will continue this trend by increasing the number of parallel units. In addition, it
can be expected that future GPUs will be more flexible, featuring less restricted access
to memory, increased instruction sets, and more programmable units2. This develop-
ment will enable a large number of novel rendering techniques. In addition, it will
improve opportunities for using GPUs as general-purpose stream processors [202] with
computational power potentially far higher than the one of comparable CPUs.
Besides traditional CPUs and GPUs, new chips uniting ideas from both processing
units have appeared and will be introduced in the future. As an example, the Cell pro-
cessor [34] consists of a central processor resembling standard CPUs and a number
of distributed co-processors resembling programmable GPUs, which are allocated for
compute-intensive tasks. Such general-purpose processors are especially interesting for
applications like games that simultaneously need to execute graphics, sound, physics,
artificial intelligence, and other compute-intense tasks. An example of task-specific
hardware units are raytracing cards [587]. They resemble existing GPUs but addition-
ally feature unlimited recursive calls and memory accesses as existing CPUs. Due to
their task-specific design they yield optimal performance, but also significant difficulties
due to introducing hardware opposing the current main stream of rasterization-based
rendering are to be expected.
Another important factor for graphics applications are memory access times, espe-
cially if models are handled that are too large to fit into main memory. Within the last
30 years the computational power of CPUs has increased at a much higher rate than
memory access times for internal memories like RAMs and especially external memory
like hard disks [336]. To bridge this gap, large on-chip caches were introduced, which
improve the problem significantly as long as no cache misses occur. In order to avoid
the large timing overheads for RAM or hard disk accesses caused by cache misses, the
memory access patterns of future rendering algorithms need to be optimized carefully.
Especially problematic w.r.t. this problem are Monte-Carlo global illumination solvers
based on ray-tracing, since higher-order rays lead to almost random memory access pat-
terns. A solution to this problem might be turning computational problems into stream
processor problems which can be solved efficiently on, e.g., GPUs. Streaming programs
arrange data in such a way that it is already ordered correctly, allowing efficient stream-
ing of data through a pipeline of processing units, leading to local, predictive memory
accesses.
1[202] states that in 01/2004 the peak performance of GPUs was almost 9 times as high as the one of comparable CPUs.
In addition, a growth rate of factor 60 per decade for CPUs faced a growth rate of 1000 for GPUs.
2The upcoming Direct3Dr 10 system [38] will support so-called geometry shaders, which enable programmable prim-
itive setup. Due to the market power of Direct3D this feature will most likely be supported by GPUs soon.
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15.2 Future Work on Computer Graphics Software
Independently but definitely influenced by the kind of compute hardware available in
the near future, various developments in computer graphics software need to be made
to permit (interactive) predictive image generation. In the following, these are grouped
into tools for efficient scene modeling, more efficient rendering techniques, and render-
ing algorithms leading to higher accuracy due to inclusion of features not (commonly)
supported so far.
15.2.1 Tools and Systems
In the previous chapter, it was shown that predictive image generation requires much
more careful scene modeling than using traditional techniques. To make this process
practical, novel modeling tools and techniques need to be devised and implemented.
As experience from the RealReflect project shows, many isolated techniques for effi-
ciently modeling specific aspects of scenes suitable for predictive image generation exist
already. Nevertheless, most of them are neither robust nor general enough for use in in-
dustrial scenarios. Therefore, they have to be improved and need to be integrated into
an enclosing software system. Following these suggestions, very powerful tools could
be developed, fulfilling the necessities of current predictive image generation processes
while simultaneously allowing efficient use by trained users.
A special complication of such an implementation would be due to the large number
of experts with very different expertise that would need to cooperate on such a task.
Necessary fields of knowledge include system design, software engineering, acquisition
and display technology, modeling, and rendering. Gathering such a number of experts
might be possible in an industrially motivated project between industry and research
institutes.
15.2.2 Efficient Image Generation
In addition to improving the modeling process, rendering techniques have to be en-
hanced. As mentioned in the previous chapter, a large number of rendering effects had
to be sacrificed to achieve real-time performance. Obviously, this problem should be
resolved in the future.
Depending on the type of rendering method employed in the future, which might
either be rasterization-based as in RealReflect or raytracing-based as in [538], the fol-
lowing improvement need to be achieved:
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• LOD techniques
To reduce the memory footprint during rendering, minimizing the number of
memory accesses, and reducing aliasing problems, LOD techniques are indis-
pensable for future rendering systems. Future LOD representations need to take
surface or volumetric properties like material into account in a more efficient way
than existing approaches.
• Occlusion culling techniques
For rasterization-based techniques, suitable occlusion culling methods need to be
employed to handle the huge number of processed graphics primitives.
• Data management strategies
To handle models too large to fit into main memory and to achieve coherent mem-
ory access, future rendering techniques need to place a specific focus on out-of-
core data management. This concept should not be limited to data management
on hard disk but all levels of the elaborate memory management hierarchy (e.g.,
prefetching schemes for data stored in RAM)
• Coherence exploitation
Exploitation of spatial or temporal coherence is known to significantly increase
performance in all application areas of computer graphics. Consequent use of this
principle in rendering algorithms should therefore be mandatory in the future.
• Full support for global illumination
Existing interactive schemes fail to handle scenes with all-frequency materials
and all-frequency lighting. Bridging the gap between interactive rendering tech-
niques with limited application area and limited accuracy, and very general, highly
accurate but slow Monte-Carlo raytracing techniques will remain one of the ma-
jor challenges for the future. Especially important in this respect are studies that
try to predict necessary sampling rates for regions of specific scenes [117].
• Dynamic scene support
Most rendering techniques presented in this thesis are limited to static scenes.
Since VR needs to include the possibility to interact with objects, support for
dynamically changing scenes is highly desirable.
• Parallelization
Due to the current trends in hardware development, rendering algorithms should
profit from even more parallelization. While raytracing techniques are relatively
easily parallelizable, rasterization algorithms are mostly controlled by a mono-
lithic process.
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15.2.3 Accurate Image Generation
Implementing the proposed improvements will eventually lead to very accurate, real-
time rendering algorithms. Nevertheless, to achieve truly predictive rendering, model-
ing and rendering have to be extended in a much more drastic way.
For the near future, the development of novel modeling or acquisition techniques
for more accurate light sources, surface materials, and volumetric materials can be ex-
pected. Nevertheless, such technology additionally needs to feature shorter measure-
ment times and minimized costs to achieve widespread use of this kind of technology.
Furthermore, more accurate color and optics models need to be used than today. First
results for multi-spectral rendering have been published already [102], other approaches
include wave-optics effects like interference [211, 375, 497] or polarization [579, 47].
Nevertheless, these concepts are not used in commercial products today, although at
least multi-spectral rendering leads to quite different results for a large number of prac-
tically relevant scenarios. Obviously, to reproduce these effects, accurate light source
and material representations need to be developed.
Finally, significant improvements in presentation quality need to be achieved by en-
hanced display technology. Future displays need to reproduce colors in a more accurate
way, probably using more than three base colors like existing printers. Additionally,
higher dynamic ranges are required and the dependence between the surrounding light-
ing and the colors displayed on the device should be examined and taken into account.
While improvement of rendering quality and speed will be the definite goal for future
research, other efforts need to concentrate on verification of potential improvement.
Following the approach of Greenberg et al. [175] all stages of the predictive image gen-
eration process should be verified individually, followed by a validation of the complete
process. Especially helpful in this context would be the standardization of acquisition,
modeling, and rendering techniques and processes, and required formats for exchang-
ing data. Such a procedure would allow the definition of a number of standardized test
cases and thus rigorous and efficient automatic validation.
Given the goal of predictive rendering, the validation should of course be made w.r.t.
radiometric units. For the moment, this goal seems very ambitious. Therefore, fulfilling
photorealistic correctness should be the current target. As a consequence, acquisition,
modeling, and rendering should pay more attention to perceptual properties of the hu-
man visual system (HVS). To quantify the often unknown relevance of visual properties
to the HVS, cooperations with psychologists and biologists should be undertaken. As
shown in Chapter 12, such insights will not only increase image quality but can addi-
tionally reduce the amount of work for creating images by predicting onto which parts
the efforts should be spent.
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